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P R E F A C E  

THE core of this work is an edition of the Hewajra-tantra, based upon a 
Nepalese manuscript, which was kindly lent me by Professor Giuseppe 
Tucci. This text has been translated with the help of the Tibetan transla- 
tion and its most important Indian commentaries. Of these one which is 
preserved in Sanskrit, the YogaratnamZlZ by a certain Kinha, has also been 
edited, based upon an old Bengali manuscript belonging to Cambridge 
University Library. I t  has seemed sufficient to make quotations from the 
other commentaries, which are all preserved in Tibetan, and to attach 
these in the form of notes to the translation of the main text. 

The intention of the introduction is to provide some historical religious 
setting for the text, and to interpret to the reader the essential meaning of 
the tantra, as it is understood by the commentators. This part of the work 
is of a more general nature, and I must acknowledge my great indebtedness 
to Professor Tucci, whose monumental works on the art of Tibet with the 
many references they contain, have proved a constant support, and also 
to Louis de la VallCe Poussin and to Paul Mus, whose theories of the 
development of Buddhism I have learned to accept as fundamentally 
sound. In  the case of de la VallCe Poussin I have in mind particularly his 
Bouddhisme, gtudes et Matkiaux, published in 1898. I t  was this work that 
first drew my attention to the essential continuity underlying the develop- 
ment of Buddhism, a continuity achieved by devotion to a single ideal, 
which was ever seeking better means of realization and expression. This 
short work, produced now more than fifty years ago, is still rich in un- 
realized implications. More recently I have come upon the work, still 
unfinished, of Paul Mus, Borobqlur, Esquisse d'une Histoire du Bouddhisme 
fondie sur la critique archkologique des textes. This method appears as 
entirely satisfactory; the bringing of a text into relationship with archaeo- 
logical evidence has the effect of uncovering for us the intention of the 
practisers, so that it begins to become possible to conceive of their doctrine 
as they conceived of it, a refreshing change indeed from the modern spate 
of literature on Buddhism, which often tells little more than how certain 
Europeans or modern Indians conceive of some of the formulated Buddhist 
doctrines which please them. 

T o  attempt an interpretation of a Buddhist tantra is to move into un- 
mapped territory; certain landmarks are clear, a few tracks here and there, 
and that is all. Very few texts of this kind have so far been published, and 
none has been analysed in any detail. As early as 1896 de la VallCe Poussin, 
introducing his edition of the Paiicakrama, wrote: 'I1 y a beaucoup de 
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choses dans les livres tantriques-et notamment dans le Paiicakrama-qui 
se trouve au confluent d'un courant d'idies mitaphysiques et d'un courant 
d'idies religieuses: tout ce que la philosophie MZdhyamika a de plus 
subtil s'y m2le harmoniquement 21 des conceptions d'ordre pratique savam- 
ment ClaborCes.' Yet fifty years later these possibilities are still largely 
unexplored, and the Buddhism of India from the eighth to the thirteenth 
century remains relatively unknown. On the other hand, expressions of 
opinion have not been so slow in forthcoming. These have either been 
based on the first impressions given by the few texts that have become 
available, or upon Sir John Woodroffe's series of non-Buddhist tantras. 
?'his has led to the all too rapid assumption that the Buddhist tantvas 
are in all things identifiable with the hikta tantras, a conclusion which, if 
indeed justified, should have followed from an examination of the texts 
and traditions on both sides. The wide divergence that separates them 
becomes apparent when we consider the later development of tantric 
Buddhism, particularly in Tibet. It is here that the works of Giuseppe 
Tucci are of such inestimable value, particularly the four volumes of Indo- 
Tibetica, which suggest with remarkable vividness the condition of the 
Buddhism of those centuries, when it was being methodically transferred 
into Tibet. 'I1 compito doveva apparire sempre pih vasto e difficile, perch& 
di fatto si doveva creare non solo una letteratura ma una nuova cultura, 
o meglio, si doveva dare a1 Tibet una cultura che non aveva mai posseduta. 
Cib poteva solo awenire attraverso l'introduzione della nuova religione, 
che a poco a poco, permeava le coscienze e ne informava tutta quanta la 
vita e, penetrata da circa tre secoli, aveva gih avuto le sue glorie, le sue 
sconfitte, i suoi martiri (I- T ii, p. 9).' 

It seems sufficiently evident that far more was involved in tantric 
Buddhism than a first glance at the text of the Guhyasamiija-tantra might 
suggest. This important work, usefully edited by Benoytosh Bhattacharya, 
still awaits a thorough investigation in the light of its commentaries, which 
alone will place it rightly in its Buddhist setting. There seems to be nothing 
essentially difficult about these texts if studied in this manner, but one 
can go hopelessly astray if one attempts to make deductions oneself from 
literal interpretations of the tantras. Such a procedure may throw light 
upon their origins, but by no means does it explain their significance for 
Buddhist tradition. 

There has also appeared recently a work by S. B. Dasgupta, An Intro- 
duction to Tzntric Buddhism, Calcutta, 1950. This is a thoroughly com- 
mendable book for its discussion of many of the terms fundamental to the 
subject, and for its many quotations drawn largely from manuscripts, not 
a few of them indeed from the Hevajra-tantra itself, of which a copy is 
held by the Asiatic Society of Bengal. One needs, however, to beware of 
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the general manner of discussion, which is far too naive in its approach, 
and seems to suggest too ready an acceptance of certain modern prejudices. 
The cause for this is always the same, that we are attempting to generalize 
on a vast subject, in which there is no lack of material, by short-cutting 
the longer task of examining these texts in detail and in their own context. 

It is this therefore that I have attempted to do in the case of the Hmajra- 
tantra. Difficulties still remain, but that is at present inevitable; nor let 
it be thought that I am claiming immunity from error in the case of my 
own observations. I t  has, however, been my aim to base them upon as 
large a context as is possible to me at present. This is the only safe manner 
of proceeding; as our context becomes gradually enlarged, so will our 
observations become increasingly reliable. 

I acknowledge my gratitude to Professor H. W. Bailey, who set me 
forth on the path of Indian studies and who is still always ready with 
advice and assistance; to Professor Giuseppe Tucci for the kindly 
interest that he has taken in my studies and for the generous manner in 
which he placed his private library at my disposal during my long stay 
with him in Rome; and to Professor Walter Simon who continues to give 
me such friendly guidance in London. 

I would acknowledge my great debt of gratitude to the School of 
Oriental and African Studies in the University of London, where this 
present work has been completed, and by whose very generous subvention 
its publication has been made possible. At this School thanks are especially 
due to the Librarian and his staff for the unfailing assistance they have 
given me in gaining access to manuscripts and texts. 
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FIVE years have passed since I completed the editing and trans- 
lating of these texts. Delay in printing has been caused mainly 
by my absence from this country on travels in the Himalayan 
regions of India and Nepal. Now that this work is at last appear- 
ing in print, I myself am inevitably the first and most critical of 
readers. Five years ago the scope of the book was still limited by 
the actual material available to me. Now another volume might 
be added, compiled from other commentaries-and perhaps pre- 
sented with maturer observations. 

D. L. S N E L L G R O V E  
Berkhumsted 
28 July 1958 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

I. A P O L O G E T I C  

BUDDHISM endured in the land of its origin for some 1,600 years, from 
the preaching of the first sermon in the Deer Park at Banaras 500 years 
before the beginning of the Christian era, until the final onslaughts of 
IslHm laid waste the great monastic establishments of the Ganges Valley 
and Bengal. The  ruthlessness of this attack is in itself sufficient to explain 
the disappearance of Buddhism from India. Its strength had consisted for 
a long time in its monastic establishments and these in turn depended 
largely upon royal support--of ASoka, who enabled a small community of 
religious mendicants to propagate itself from the north-west frontier to 
Ceylon--of the Andhran and Kushan kings, under whose auspices their 
doctrines commenced to develop and enrich themselves so that they 
became suitable as a religion for the greater part of Asia--of the Guptas 
and especially of Harshal-then finally of the Pila kings of Bengal who 
continued their support up to the last days.= In these last four and a half 
centuries there is no evidence of decline; the monasteries of SPmHth and 
Nllandi, of Vikrarndila and VajrHsana (Budhgayi) were all flourishing 
concerns, housing many hundreds of monks and comparable only with the 
similar institutions that continue in Tibet to this day. Moreover it was 
precisely in this period that the Tibetans themselves were engaged in trans- 
ferring into their own country all that they could find of Buddhist teaching, 
and the contents of their canon, as it now exists, presents in itself a com- 
plete summary of the Buddhism of those centuries. In their case it was 
not a matter of finding texts long disused, which they might edit and 
translate to the best of their ability, but of finding living masters, who 
would instruct them in the meaning of the actual doctrines and col- 
laborate with them in the extremely difficult work of transferring them into 
another language, which till that time had not even possessed the necessary 
religious and philosophical terms for the task. It was truly an extraordinary 
feat, the magnitude of which is not always sufficiently appreciated, and 
still less the existence of such zeal and knowledge as that to which it bean 

' For invaluable accounts of Buddhism in India in the seventh century one may see the 
accounts of Hsiian Tsang and I Tsing, the fanner translated by Beal, Records of the 
Western Kingdoms, r 884, b y  Julien, Mtmoires sur les contries occidentales, 1858, and by 
Thomas Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Trauels, London, 1904-5; the latter by Takakusu, 
A Record of the Buddhist Religion, 1896. 

a Concerning these kings see H. C. Ray, Dynastic History of Northem India, Calcutta, 
1931, vol. i ,  ch. 6, Dynastic Histoty of Bengal and Bihm, where there are many detaib of 
royal interest in Buddhist foundations, e.g. pp. 288, 293-5, 303, 313-14, 317, 321-2, 
326. 
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witness.' Perhaps the Tibetans themselves are somewhat to blame in this 
respect, for they seem to have symbolized the introduction of the doctrine 
in the person of Padmasambhava, so lending strength to the view which is 
still current, that the Buddhism introduced into the country was of a 
debased and popular kind.2 But whereas the historicity of the exploits 
attributed to this person are thoroughly questionable, the genuineness of 
the real knowledge and labour involved in the introducing of Buddhism is 
attested by the volumes of block-prints that repose in our libraries. A truer 
appreciation of the nature of their religion becomes all the more just, when 
it is upon their translations that we must chiefly rely for our understanding 
of the doctrines concerned. 

Indian Buddhism was slowly and laboriously transferred to Tibetan soil, 
and every effort was made to copy as exactly as possible not only the texts 
themselves but the very conditions under which they were studied and 
transmitted. Monasteries developed and became, as in India, the main 
centres of learning; hermits and ascetics, in direct succession from Indian 
masters, were surrounded by their chosen pupils, to whom they trans- 
mitted the secrets of those special means towards enlightenment, such as 
the subject-matter of our text; the arts of imagery and painting were intro- 
duced following Indian models, all to serve the purpose of the new 
religion. The more useful kind of rites, such as the bringing or stopping of 
rain, the removal of unwanted neighbours, the quelling of troublesome 
sprites, merely supplanted, or sometimes reinforced, similar practices that 
already existed in the country. Such opposition as there was to this great 
invasion seems to have had its basis solely in court intrigue and fear of 
personal loss on the part of the old practitioners, and as has often been the 
case in the history of other countries, one or other faction found it con- 
venient to associate itself with the new religion or the old.3 But any really 
effective opposition, such as an already existing religious culture would 
have presented, was lacking, and the poverty of bon as an organized religion 
is shown by the eagerness with which it has hastened to adorn itself in 
Buddhist garb. 

For us who are interested in this period these Indo-Tibetan relations 
have a double importance. On the one hand we can make small progress 
with the study of the original Indian texts without the help of Tibetan ver- 
sions, and on the other hand much that is found in Tibetan texts remains 
incomprehensible until it can be associated with some Indian original. I t  is 
with both these aspects in view that the present work is undertaken, to 
clarify one particular type of Buddhist practice which was pursued in 
' See, however, Tucci, Indo-Tibetica, i i ,  p. 9. The four volumes of this series, Rome, 

1932, 1933, 1935, and 1941, all serve as an admirable illustration of how great was the task. 
a See my references to Padmasambhava in Buddhist Himcilaya, pp. 15off. 
' See TPS i, pp. 2 ff. 
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India, thereby assisting towards a complete study of this religion in the 
land of its origin, and at the same time to lay the foundation for a better 
understanding of the-Tibetan sects themselves, which were the direct suc- 
cessors of these traditions. 

The Tibetan Canon, itself representative of Indian Buddhism, consists of 
two parts. The first is the Kanjur. (bKah-hgyur), 'Translation of the Word'. 
It comprises thirteen volumes of rules of monastic discipline (vimya) 
and associated material ; twenty-one volumes of supposedly revealed teach- 
ings concerning the doctrine of the 'Perfection of Wisdom' (prajiiipiramitti) 
which seems to provide the whole basis of later Buddhist practice and to 
the subject of which we shall return below; forty-four volumes of mahiya'na- 
satras, which extol the endless merits of the many buddhas and bodhisattvas, 
telling of the benefits that accrue from devotion paid them, commending 
the career of the self-sacrificing bodhisattva as open to all men, listing his 
attributes and the stages of his advance ; they touch upon points of doctrine, 
the three bodies of a buddha, the theory of the absolute as a 'store-con- 
sciousness' (a'layaviJ'iia'na), the theory of the three aspects Cparini~panna, 
paratantra, and vikalpita), and so on;' then lastly twenty-two volumes of 
tantras, works concerned with ritual and meditation of a special nature. I t  
is part of the contents of some of these last works that have earned for late 
Indian and early Tibetan Buddhism its reputation as degenerate and 
depraved, a charge which while in some respects justifiable, as we shall see, 
remains essentially unfair for two reasons, viz. that it has been made 
on first appearances, and that even in so far as it is applicable, it can apply 
to no more than a part of the Buddhist practice of the period. 

The second part of the canon is known as the Tenjur (bsTan-hgyu'), 
'Translation of Treatises', and comprises works by individual Indian 
masters. I t  is therefore not 'Buddha-Word' (buddhavacana). It is grouped 
into two great sections, Commentaries on the Siitras (mDo-hgrel) and Com- 
mentaries on the Tantras (rGyud-hgrel).= The first group includes all works, 
not necessarily commentaries, which seek their authority in the teachings 
of the prajiicipCramitci-literature, of the mh-ycina-siltras, or of still older 
traditions, while the second group is concerned with the new theories and 

This group includes the Phal-chen, dKon-brTsegs, mDo-sDe, and Myari-Mas sections 
of the Kanjur. The  totals given are those of the Narthang Kanjur edition. Those of the 
Derge are slightly different: 13, 21, 46, and 20. 

Such is the arrangement in the Narthang Tenjur. The  Derge edition, however, 
divides it into seventeen parts : commentaries on the tantrar (78 vols.), on p ~ a j ~ p i r a m i t i  
( I  6), m6dhgamika works (I 7), commentaries on sctras ( I  o), a1~6inarndtratd works (16), 
abhidharma (11), vinaya (18), jdtaka (s), epistles (z), logic (20). philology (4), technical 
works (s), medicine (I) ,  general matters (included in preceding volume), miscellaneous (9) ,  
eulogies (I) ;  origins of the doctrine ( I ) .  All this material, with the exception of the tantra- 
commentaries and eulogies, is included in the one section of the Xarthang edition, and an 
we are only concerned here with the proportion of works on the tantras to other works, 
such general grouping serves the immediate purpose. 
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practices. There are 137 volumes in the first group as against 86 in the 
second, and it may be observed that the proportion of works dealing with 
the tanhas, which comprised only 22 volumes out of a total of IOO in the 
'revealed' part of the canon, far exceeds that of all other 'non-revealed' 
works. This outweighing proportion becomes even the more impressive, 
when we recall that whereas the works included in the mDo-hpel are the 
fruit of the whole period of mahiya'na development, works produced for 
the most part between the second and the eighth centuries A.D., those of 
the rGyud-hgrel belong precisely to the period in which we are interested, 
namely from the seventh to the twelfth centuries, the bulk of the works 
produced probably being concentrated towards the middle of this period. 
This at least indicates that while the earlier works were in no wise neglected 
(otherwise they would have found no place at all in the Tibetan Canon), 
actual creative activity was to be found almost exclusively concerned with 
the tantras. Nor is it just to compare unfav~urably the work of these later 
writers with that of the earlier ones. The  two periods, if we may refer to 
them as such,' are in many ways analogous, first the appearance of the 
authoritative texts (buddhavacana), the late appearance of which is ex- 
plained away in the same manner-they had been hidden away, entrusted 
to the nzgas and so on because mankind was not yet prepared to receive 
them-followed by the works of individual writers, who comment upon 
these basic texts, systematize them, and produce treatises of their own 
dealing with the same themes in well-ordered forms. As literature too the 
siitras and tantras present exactly the same type. They exist in the form of 
discourses which the Lord Buddha in one of his manifestations is supposed 
to give to a company of followers, either bodhirattoas or divinities, who ask 
questions and are often astounded at some new pronouncement that is 
made, new in that it departs in some measure from existing ideas. I t  is 
interesting that our anonymous redactors are often aware of the novelties 
they are introducing, and the consternation of their imaginary hearers in 
all probability represents the real consternation of some hearers of flesh 

Such a distinction corresponds with the 'two modes' (lugs giiis) of Tibetan Buddhism, 
the mode of the sPtras (mdo lugs) and the mode of the mantras (snags lugs). The  first group 
includes all those who are not followers of the tantras. There are different ways of distin- 
guishing the various phases of Buddhism, depending upon that aspect of it which one wishes 
to stress. SO far as practice is concerned, it would be difficult to distinguish clearly more 
than these two periods, since the early schools (ircicakas) and the early followers of the 
mah-ycina pursue much the same methods, the practice of recognized Buddhist morality 
and the set performance of meditation. (Concerning this see Mircea Eliade, Yoga, Paris, 
1954, ch. 6.) The  tantras naturally form a separate period as we shall see. Such a division 
clearly cuts across the distinction (made according to philosophical development) of the 
'three swingings of the wheel', concerning which see Stcherbatsky, 'Die drei Richtungen 
in der Philosophie des Buddhismus', Rocznik Orientalistyczny, vol. x, pp. I ff. This is, 
however, a tendentious article, written in reply to Schayer's introduction to his Aw- 
gewdhlte Kapitel aus der Prasannapadci, 1931,  and well illustrates the relative nature of 
these d~visions. 
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and blood.' The discourses themselves are disordered and rambling, new 
ideas are just stated authoritatively with no consciousness of any necessity 
for showing their truth; there are sudden interruptions and long digres- 
sions. The  language is usually inferior Sanskrit, sometimes betraying its 
dependence upon an earlier version in the vernacular. I t  is never possible 
to date these works with any precision just because they usually have no 
date, but have developed gradually through several generations of followers 
within one particular group, for whom they first become authoritative, 
authoritative in the sense that the pupil learns them from the mouth of his 
master, and in this way they become the buddha-word-in a very real 
sense in such a setting, where the word of the master is endowed with so 
much sanctity. They only assume a fixed form and wider popularity when 
some master of unusual literary ability and greater scholarship sets about 
the writing of a commentary, and the work, thereby brought to the notice 
of masters of equal ability in other schools, begins to extend its influence. 
When one is thus attempting to recapture the actual setting in which these 
works were produced, one needs to remember that many more pupils and 
masters were engaged in making use of these works than the comparative 
few whose names may be found in the indexes to the Tibetan Canon, and 
that many more works of an 'authoritative' nature were produced in the 
schools than those which gained sufficient popularity to permit their in- 
clusion in this great collection.2 

Of these two great periods of development, that of the siitrar and that of 
the tantrar, the first is now comparatively well known in the general course 
of its progress and in the more detailed aspect of several of its important 
works, of which a representative selection, satras, commentaries, and philo- 
sophic treatises with their commentaries, has by now appeared in print. 
There has resulted from this labour a more just appreciation of the Buddhism 
of this period, which no one would now regard as a mere corruption of the 
earlier and $so facto 'genuine' Buddhism of the PHli texts. We find that 
Buddhism of all periods may be brought into parallel relationship, both as 
regards theory and practice, with the other religious and philosophical 

See, e.g., Hmajra-tantra, I. x. 14 and 11. iv. 66. 
There seem to be certain false conceptions on this subject of 'popularity' and 'popu- 

larizing'. See, e.g., S. B. Dasgupta, pp. 61-63. It was apparently 'for the sake of the 
common run of people the mantra, the mudrk, and the mafilar were introduced into 
Buddhism in the course of time'. This seems to suggest the existence of a 'pure Buddhism' 
consisting of bare philosophical notions and untramelled virtuous conduct, which at best 
is nothing more than a European creatiori of the nineteenth to twentieth centuries. 
Ninety-nine per cent. of all Buddhists were the 'common run of people' who had made use 
of invocations and gestures and circumambulations, at least from the time the first st* 
was built. There was never any need to introduce them, and as for the contra, these 
represent a prescribed and special form, by no means popular, based largely upon pmc- 
tices that were already Buddhist. The  rite of maithuna seems to be an exception, but even 
this served to give expression to an existing Buddhist aspiration, namely unity withprajiid, 
and this particular practice seems eventually to have reverted to pure idea. 
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schools of thought which existed at any one time. Their mutual dependence 
and interrelationship render the whole study extremely complex; it is as 
yet little worked.' Nevertheless there is nothing surprising in this realiza- 
tion, nor in the manner in which it would seem to have proceeded. Men 
develop ideas with regard to the technique of meditation, with regard to 
the nature of man and of phenomenal existence as.a whole; these ideas 
receive concrete expression within definite schools ; an acknowledged leader 
arises and through his personal example and influence, his following in- 
creases and becomes renowned. During his lifetime his teachings can only 
be in terms of the concepts then prevalent, although they may be stated 
with greater authority from a personal realization of their truth or non- 
truth as the case may be. After his death the teachings still continue 
logically in his name, developing as ideas develop and absorbing that which 
can be absorbed without too great a conflict with the body of existing 
tradition. From some quarters there would always be opposition to new 
ideas, but the test of whether they were eventually Buddhist or not always 
consists in their receiving or not receiving sufficient acceptance for their 
absorption within the body of teaching and practice of any group who 
called themselves Buddhists. There would always be some who would con- 
tinue to deny their validity, but they would never be able to produce any 
cogent authority for their denial, for the axiom would always be: Yat kim 
cin Maitreya subh4itam tad buddhava~anam,~ and it must remain for the 
masters of each school to decide what within the context of their tradition 
might be considered well said or not. 

This whole conception of development, while now generally accepted 
for the earlier mahzyina, namely that which has its authority in the siitras, 
has not yet been logically and fairly applied to the later period, namely that 
of the tantrus. There is still a tendency to regard them as something cor- 
rupt,j as belonging to the twilight of Buddhism.4 They are regarded in fact 

An important, if not conclusive, study of the relationship of early Buddhism to the 
Upanishads, is one by Marya Falk: I1 M i t o  Psicologico nell' India Antica (Memoria della 
Reale Accademia Naz. dei Lincei, vol. 336, Rome, 1939, Scienze Morali). See also Giinther, 
Das Seelenproblem i m  alteren Butldhismus, Kurt Veller Verlag, Konstanz, 1949. Also 
Przyluski, 'Bouddhisme et Upanisad', BBFEO, xxxii, pp. 141 ff. ; de la Vallee Poussin, 'Le 
Bouddhisme et le Yoga de Patafijali', M C B  5 ,  pp. 223 ff. (bibliography given) ; de la Vallee 
Poussin, 'VedHnta and Buddhism', J R A S  I 91ol1 I ,  pp. I 29 ff. ; Stcherbatsky, 'Rapports 
entre la theorie bouddhique de la connaissance et I'enseignement des autres ecoles philo- 
sophiques de l'Indel, Muskon, 1904, pp. 129 ff. 

a Quotation from the Adhydiayasamcodanastitra. See B S O A S  xxi/3, pp. 620-3. 
' As typical of this view see Kern, Indian Buddhism, p. 133. 

See also Sylvain Lkvi: 'Le Bouddhisme, encore enrichi de donations frkquentes 
jusqu'au VIIIe sihcle, comme en temoignent les inscriptions, n'est plus, d&s le sikcle 
suivant qu'un accident sur le sol de l'Indel, Grande Encyclophdie, vol. x x ,  p. 698. Such a 
view seems now to be pure supposition. For its now manifest historical inaccuracy see 
ref. p. I ,  fn. 2. IS the Tibetan canon, one of the lasting works of this period, but 'un acci- 
dent'? Not only Tibet, but S. E. Asia attests in its archaeological remains the active influence 
of tantric Buddhism. See, e.g., Krorn, The Buddhism of Borobudur, vol. ii, pp. 327 ff. 
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as the whole of the mahtiytina used to be regarded from the stand- 
point of the Plli texts.' The  reasons for this restricted view are in both cases 
the same, namely just as the mahiiycina-si2trar and the commentaries and 
treatises associated with them were little known at the end of the last cen- 
tury, so now the tantras and their associated works are themselves little 
known. But on the basis of such small knowledge with regard to them as 
often exists, they are found to be one of the main causes of the downfall 
of Buddhism in India, because they either undermined its morale, or 
removed those distinguishing features by which Buddhism could continue 
to function as an independent religion. Yet it would seem that as good 
literature the siltrus scarcely excel the tantras, nor are their credentials 
much better. Such commentaries and works of exegesis as I have so far had 
occasion to refer to are works that show considerable knowledge of their 
subject, well written and entirely serious in their intention. In  no sense are 
they degenerate or even inferior to the works of earlier commentators on 
other Buddhist texts. Some are of higher quality than others, but this 
applies at all times. Nor of course does this period of Buddhism end with 
the effacement of Buddhism in India, which was probably brought about 
by physical causes, the destruction of the centres of learning and the 
absence of royal support; it is simply transferred to Tibet, and after some 
delay, for the Tibetans had all to learn, it continued afresh in their schools, 
and although very little indeed of their vast labours has yet been made avail- 
able to outsiders, such little as there is attests their extraordinary ability. 

As for the charge that Buddhism ceases to be distinguishable from certain 
other types of Indian religious practice at this time, this was now no more 
true than it had ever been. I t  is indeed true that Buddhist and non- 
Buddhist tantras are based upon similar ideas and often contain similar 
material, and that many parallels may be obvious, but one may well ask at 
what previous stage of the doctrine was this not true. The  Buddhists now 
as much as before garbed similar ideas in a distinctive terminology, nor 
even can we be sure that they were following a lead in introducing these 
new notions and practices. The followers of the non-Buddhist tantras may 
well have been as dependent upon those who called themselves Buddhists, 
as the vediintists were probably dependent upon the mtZhyamikus. These 
are questions which can only gradually be resolved as these works become 
better known. Nevertheless it will be seen already in the work here edited 
that there are notions that are not Buddhist, in the sense that they are not 
properly assimilated, and so seem to exist in contradiction with the wider 
context. These will be referred to in due course, and are mentioned now 
only lest one should be tempted to point to them as showing the non- 
Buddhist character of the whole. De la VallCe Poussin has well said: 'On 

' In protest against this earlier limited view, see de la Vallee Poussin, BEM, pp. 1-3. 
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regarde d'habitude le Tantrisme idolatre et superstitieux comme "n'Ctant 
plus du Bouddhisme"; on oublie que le Bouddhisme n'est pas sCparable 
des bouddhistes, et que les Hindous bouddhistes Ctaient volontiers idolatres, 
superstitieux ou mCtaphysiciens." 

But if the tantras have been neglected it has not been without reason, for 
it must be conceded that they refer to unpleasant practices on occasions, 
and sometimes dwell unnecessarily, or at least so it may seem to the modern 
reader, upon matters that might be touched upon more tactfully. I t  must 
further be admitted that even the present translation expunges short 
passages here and there, in which nothing of value is lost. I t  would not be 
fair to expect such sensitiveness on this score from our commentators, and 
in attempting to interpret these texts one can do no better than follow their 
lead, for they are the Buddhists who presumably practised these precepts, 
and it is their Buddhism we are attempting to understand. One may be 
confident that they deal with them in all seriousness. In  the particular yoga 
practised, physical forces, whether of the seminal power or of the breath, 
need to be brought under control, and it may be to this process that some 
of these passages refer. There may be others that permit of a symbolical 
interpretation, and there are few religions that have not made use of 
analogous symbolism. Lastly there are the practices used by 'fools', a useful 
category that disposes of all malpracti~e.~ Let it not be thought, however, 
that one is thereby deliberately explaining away a portion of these works in 
order to render the rest palatable. We are explaining these works as they 
were traditionally interpreted and understood. I t  was the realization of 
enlightenment that was the goal, and if these means proved efficacious, 
they might be confidently employed. In this we are aware of a discre- 
pancy existing between the tantras themselves and the exegetical works 
of those who later adopt them, for while the latter never lose sight of the 
goal which is self-realization, the tantras often treat of rites in such a 
nai've manner as to belie any esoteric intention. In  the commentaries one 
is dealing always with the internal process, or with the internal process as 
the end envisaged. In  the tantra itself one is concerned with actual prac- 
tices in the world without. There are certain very clear examples of this in 

Id., p. 6. 
Thus V commenting upon I. x. 6 :  'Then in order to teach fools the way of passion, 

one should cause to enter in the mandala this girl.'(77 b I). Again commenting on 11. vii. 
5 ff . :  'This is for the understanding of fools who are in the power of passion' (125 b 2). 
Again commenting on 11. v. 58 ff. : 'The siddhi of passion is not to be obtained by eating 
flesh and drinking wine and practising sexual union at these external meeting-places (see 
also p. 69, note 2). For those who think thus, their stock of dharma (rhos kyiphun Po)  even 
though it be 84,000-fold will be rendered ineffective and their effort in yoga, though it be 
of the best, will come to nought. So when the text says that one gains the siddhi of passion 
by celebrating this gathering with eating and drinking and so on, this can only be for the 
sake of attracting simple fools' (129 a 5-7). See my observation below, which is based on 
such passages as these-Introduction, p. 17. 
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the Hewajra-tantra. Chapter 7 of Part I refers in clear terms to the gather- 
ings that come together at the meeting-places (melaka) and one is left in 
little doubt concerning the actuality of the rites performed there. Yet the 
commentators will have none of this, and for them there are no places of 
pilgrimage like those within one's own body. A similar example is to be 
found in the song of the yoginis at the beginning of Chapter q of Part 11, 
for what is this if not a description of such a gathering? Tiranitha even 
recounts of Kinha, who was perhaps the author of the commentary in- 
cluded in this edition, that 'he was when practising the Samvara-tantra 
close to Nllandl, a (ia'kinj instructed him saying: "At the place of the 
goddesses called Klmaru there will be siddhi by means of exterior practice, 
so go and receive it." He went there and found a basket, and when he 
opened it, there appeared a drum provided with criss-cross cords. As soon 
as he took it in his hands, his feet ceased to touch the ground, and as he 
beat upon it violently, yogins and yoginis, 5 0 0  in number, came from all 
directions and escorted him' (THranHtha, fib. text, p. 161, 11. 20 ff.). Yet 
Kinha, whose interpretation of this song is translated below (pp. 101-2), 
is as much concerned as the other commentators to find in it a description 
of the inner process of reintegration. Likewise there are several references 
to the eating of some kinds of human flesh. This we have to understand, it 
seems, as the consuming of the notion of a self, but the tantra itself by no 
means implies this. Here one eats this flesh in order to transform one's own 
body, so that it nlay become endowed with the powers of an aerial being. 
One is often aware that siddhi means not so much enlightenment, as per- 
fection in magical powers which here receive first place. 

No one can reasonably dispute the fact that the basic texts of the tantras 
have this murky and macabre appearance, and it is no excuse to say that 
'it is open to any one to sit down and write a tantrap,' for while no doubt all 
too true, one still must explain why these very same works should become 
endowed with such e ~ t e e m . ~  In  the solution of this problem real interest 
should begin, for while the defects of some of these texts are so apparent, 
still more apparent is the glorious blossoming of human genius which they 
certainly nourished. Scholars, saints, and artists of first rank appear through- 
out the succeeding centuries and their works bear testimony to them to this 
day. In many ways the civilization developed in Tibet is analogous to that 
of our Middle Ages in the west, and just as here Christianity provided the 
inspiration and Greece and Rome the model, so there Buddhism was the 
inspiration and the arts and sciences of India their model. It may indeed 

Woodroofe, Shakti and Shdkta, p. 577. 
Numerous quotations from the Hmajra-tantra are to be found in the few works by 

tantric authors which are so far easily available. See, e.g., the Advayawajrasa~aha ,  
p. 26, 11. 7, 24; 27, 9 ;  32, 10;  33, 13-14; 34, 7-8; 35, 16-19. Bagchi, Doh-hofa, pp. 65, 
67, 68, 69, 103, 151, 152, 154, 157. Sekoddeiatikd, pp. 63, 71. 
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appear strange that this Buddhism should be of the kind that bears such 
close affinities with these often reprehensible texts, but it would be absurd 
to deny the value of those later developments just because we dislike their 
origins. Manure nourishes the fairest rose, and we know far too little of the 
nature of man and of the growth and decline of his civilization, to ignore 
these particular studies because of personal distaste. 

This present edition presents one of these strange works of ritual, that 
which circles around the divinity Hevajra and his consort Nairiitmyi.1 It  
was one of the most renowned of Buddhist tantras in India itself, was 
adopted in Tibet by the Ka-gyii-pas (bKah-rgyud-pa) (to which the bio- 
graphy of Rechung bears witness)' and the Sa-kya-pas (Sa-skya-pa), for 
whom it became a fundamental treatise to which they devoted much work 
of exegesis. It was in this rite that the young Khubilai, later to be khan of 
all the Mongols, was initiated by one of their abbots, hGro-dGon hPhags-pa. 

Yet as will be seen, this work has all the defects of its class. Little attention 
is paid to grammar and even less to scansion. The  style is often crude and 
disjointed, and the whole work shows no logical construction. I t  would 
have considerably assisted comprehensibility to have rearranged the material 
in the translation, but this would have given an entirely false impression of 
the nature of the work, which already benefits considerably from its trans- 
ference into English, a claim that may be safely made in this case without 
any undue sense of personal achievement. I t  has seemed better therefore 
to add a bare resume of the contents (pp. 121-5) and it is hoped that, on 
the basis of this, the various disjointed parts of the work will fall into place. 
The  translation follows the text faithfully unless indicated in the notes, but 
no attempt has been made to translate a Sanskrit term with the same word 
regardless of context. Moreover in some cases it has seemed better to 
introduce the Sanskrit term itself, which elsewhere may appear translated. 
T o  compensate for such freedom, which no readable translation could 
renounce, the important terms have been separately discussed in the Glos- 
sary and an attempt made to fix their meaning (pp. 131-41). Sanskrit 

' The  name Hevajra is itself merely an invocation of the final truth (vajra): I-Ie Vajra = 
Tibetan: Kyehi rDorje; see Buddhist Himdayn, p. 73. It  sometimes is spelt, however, 
with the phonetically similar form: dGyes pahi rDorje (Harsavajra, 'Rejoicing Vajra'). 
This occurs among the 108 names of Vajradhara as listed in the Tattz~asaqrgrahatantra 
(Narthang Kanjur, r ~ y u d  vii, f. 249 b 3). The  Chinese extends the name into 'Great Vajra 
of Compassion and Voidness', ta pei k'ung chin kang. Concerning these two primary 
principles, compassion (karund = upfi~*a) and voidness (iiinyatd = prajfid) see below, 
Introduction, pp. 23-24. NairHtmyl is self-explanatory; see p. 24. 

a This was the first cause of my own interest in the work. Ras-chung made several 
visits to Nepal in the early twelfth century, where he seems to have met Maitrpa (alias 
Advayavajra) or a manifestation of him, pp. 23-24, and brought back several works 
connected with the Hevajra-tantra. This account accords with Maitrpa's known pre- 
dilection for this tantra (see p. 9, note 2). I questioned Professor Tucci, under whose 
guidance I was then working, concerning this connexion, who gave the best possible 
answer by placing his manuscript of the tantra in my hands. 
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words used in Part I and their translations will be found in the Index. The 
notes accompanying my English rendering are intended to justify and 
elucidate the translation by appeal to commentaries, from which extracts 
are made, or by reference to other parts of the work. 

11. ORIGINS 

There has been occasion already to refer to the realistic nature of parts 
of the Hevajra-tantra, the gatherings at the recognized meeting-places and 
the rites performed there. With the translation before us, itself sufficiently 
eloquent, there is little need to draw further attention to them, as it is this 
aspect of the work which will impress itself all too readily upon the reader. 
Well may one question the right of these yogins to call themselves Buddhists, 
who experience the consummation of enlightenment in the embrace of a 
yogini.' I t  is this very act which is regarded as serving the universal good 
of living-beings. Thereafter the pupil is free to pursue the practice of 
strenuous meditation and physical self-control, and after five years or more 
he will perhaps succeed.= He receives the five symbolic adornments, crown, 
ear-rings, necklace, bracelets, girdle, signs of his success.3 These he wears 
on those set occasions, the eighth or fifteenth day of the dark-fortnight, 
when perfected yogins and yoginis come together, to consume the flesh and 
wine, to sing and dance, and realize their consummation of bliss.' He is 
free from all conventions and wanders as he pleases, knowing no distinc- 
tion between friend or foe, clean or unclean, good or evil.5 

Such is the circle in which our tantra has its origin, amidst outcasts and 
voluntary outcasts, who reassert their position by means of the powers with 
which they become credited, and it is by their success that they are 
vindicated. 'Because in the early stages these men were t e r y  careful and 
guarded the secret, no one knew that they were practising the secret 
mantras, until they actually became possessed of magical powers (vidyz- 
dhara). But when they had these powers, travelling in the sky or becoming 
invisible, then it was known conclusively that they were practisers of 
mantras. On account of this (secrecy) there was but very little handing 
down of traditional teachings from master to pupil (that can be traced), and 

See 11. ii. c, 11. iii. b. 
See 11. ii. a. The period of five years is suggested by some of the biographies of the 

eighty-four siddhas. In every case several years of practice were required from the time 
consecration was received from a master. Thus Tankadisa required three years (EM, 
p. 99), Saroruha 12 (EM, p. 46), Kampala 1 2  ( VZ, p. 176). hlahipadmavajra, however, 
succeeded in one year (EM, p. 43) and Jilandhari instantaneously ( E M ,  p. 59). It is 
generally agreed that years of strenuous practice were required. One may also compare in 
this respect the biography of hli-la Ras-pa. See I. vi. a. 

' S e e  I .  vii, 11. iv. a,II.vii. b. 5 See I .  vi. b, 11. iii. h. 
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although there had been much study devoted to the krsja'- and caryo'tantros 
from the time when the maha'ya'na began to spread, as they were practised 
very much in secret, no one knew who was studying them except for those 
actually engaged in these secret mantras' (TZranHtha, tib. text, p. 82,ll. I 5 ff.), 

'Many anuttarayogatantras of profound import were brought to light by 
individual masters-the Hevajra by Kampala and Saroruha' (id., p. 209, 
11. 15 and 18). They were considered to be of profound import because 
they had developed certain powerful means of mental and physical control. 
which if practised rightly, seemed to lead with certainty to that state of 
spiritual equipoise which had always been the chief goal of Indian religious 
endeavour. These 'individual masters', the first sponsors of these works, are 
known collectively in both Indian and Tibetan tradition as the eighty-four 
Perfected Ones (siddhas), and it is therefore in their biographies that one 
must seek knowledge of the first transmissions. There are two complete 
~ollections of these biographies preserved in Tibetan, one in the canon 
itself and the other in the works of TPranZtha.' Separate biogtaphies also 
appear in the histories of Indian and Tibetan Buddhism by Bu-sTon, 
&on-nu-dPal, Padma dKar-po, and TZranPtha. There is then no shortage 
of such material, and in portraying the lives of these men, or the lives they 
were believed to lead (which for the study of the nature of a religion is just 
as important) it is of considerable assistance. But when one seeks to bring 
them into an historical framework, one is presented with the great difficulty 
of one master often possessing more than one name, and of several masters 
possessing the same name. This is all the more unfortunate in that it affects 
chiefly the more important names, just because of the renown that attached 
to them. 

Thus SARORUHA, who is credited with bringing our tantra to light, and 
whose interest in it is proved by his writing of the commentary which is 
often quoted below, and of several short works (sa'dhana, vidhi, ~ t o t r a ) ~  con- 
cerned with the Hevajra cycle, has also the name of Padmavajra, and there 
were many with this name, as TiranZtha himself informs us.3 Both he and 
Kampala, who although also credited with the finding of this tantra, has 
only one short work to his name on the theme,4 appear as contemporaries 
of King Indrabhiiti, but there are three Indrabhiitis. One is certainly led to 
mistrust such a multiplying of some of these names, but it is impossible to 

These are the Grub thob brgyad cu rtsa biihi lo rgyus, the first work in vol. 86 of the 
Narthang Tenjur, translated by Griinwedel as 'Die vierundachtzig Zauberer' in Baessler 
Archiv, vol. 5 ,  and the bKah babs bdun ldan of Tlranltha, edited by Sarat Candra Das 
(Bengal Secretariat Press, 1901) and translated by Griinwedel as Tiranitha's Edelstkn- 
mine, Petrograd, 1914. For e general discussion of these siddhas and a comparison of their 
various name-lists see Tucci, T P S ,  pp. 226-32. Of the histories Tlranltha's (Schiefner's 
edition, Petrograd, 1868) is the most useful. 

These are to be found in the Narthang Tenjur, vol. xxi. 
' See Schiefner, p. 188. See vol. 11, pp. vii-viii. 
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discriminate against them until their works become better known, and one 
may then be able to reject some as barren. In the meantime one's selection 
of facts from this material is to some extent arbitrary and certainly subject 
to later correction. 

Now TgranHtha gives a succession of names that would fit quite well, and 
also provides the connecting link that is needed with a second succession.' 

Indrabhiiti 11 receives instruction from both Saroruha and Kampala, which 
brings them together both in time and place. There is also another.connect- 
ing link. Elsewhere in his history, THranHtha refers to Dombi-heruka both 
as preceding Saroruha and Kampala and as having taken an initial interest 
in the Hevajra-tantra of which he receives the quintessence ( ~ Z r a ) ; ~  further- 
more his association with this cycle is confirmed by the existence of an 
invocation of NairZtmyZ and her troupe written in his name and drawn 
from our tantra (StidhanamZlti 228). His seniority to Saroruha and Kam- 
pala, TZranZtha confirms quite incidentally in the biographies, when he 
makes him a contemporary of VilasyavajrH.3 

From Indrabhfiti I1 the succession continues through JHlandhari to 
K@NA(O~ *HA), author of the Yogaratnama'la', one of the few commentaries 
on the Htwajra-tantra which is all but complete in Sanskrit and the full 
text of which it has seemed useful to give in this edition.' 

' EM, PP. 4-49 and 49-58. See Schiefner, p. 192. See EM, p. 50. 
' See EM, p. 43. T o  identify this particular K~gpa with any certainty at the present 

stage of our knowledge seems impossible. An attempt has already been made by Shahi- 
dullah (Chants Mystiques, pp. 24-29). JHlandhari is referred to with respect in one of the 
songs (no. 9, p. I IS), and Shahidullah, assured of this conncxion, associates this Knna  
with the one referred to by Tiranitha, Schiefner, p. 195, where. JHlandhari and w n a  
appear as contemporaries of a certain king Govicandra, who, again according to Tiranktha, 
was a contemDorarv of Dharmakirti. On the basis of this and still less certain evidence 
(q.v.) he places Knna about A.D. 700. Such a Knna, a name all too common, may well 
have lived at this time, but our accounts clearly conflict, unless we also assume the existence 
of at least two Jilandharis, one the master of Shahidullah's Kgna, and the other the master 
of the Kgna who lived under King Devapila (Schiefner, p. 21 I)  and was experienced in 
the Hmajra-tantro, &c. He was certainly a pupil of JHlandhari (also adept in the Hmajra- 
tantra) and their succession is given (EM, p. 43) in a manner which accords completely 
with my present requirements. The master of Jilandhari is Indrabhati 11, not Indrabhati I, 
a distinction Shahidullah fails to make when he refers to this passage. It  would upset his 
calculations by at least loo years. Kqna  was a common name and the various persons who 
bore it ate not distinguished. There may well have been one who lived about 700, and it 
may be he who is mentioned at EM, p. 40. At Schiefner, p. 195 he seems to be confused 
with someone else (Schiefner, p. 244) who lived much later under King Govicandra, who 
TBranHtha informs us (Schiefner, p. 197) preceded Lalitacandra who was the lost of the 
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Now as for dates we have two points d'appui. Mahipadmavajra may be 
identified with Padmasambhava, adopted son of Indrabhiiti, who goes to 
Tibet in the second half of the eighth century, while Kgnha at this end of 
the series is stated by Tiranitha to have been a contemporary of King 
Devapila, who ruled in the first half of the ninth century. We thus have 
the Hevajra-tantra existing in its present form towards the end of the 
eighth century. This may yet be confirmed by the short passages of 
apabhramia which are to be found in it, when more work has been done 
upon this dialect. 

With Tiranitha we may follow the succession through UNHA to BHADRA- 

PADA, the author of yet another commentary on the Heaajra-tantra, which 
we shall frequently have occasion to quote.' He in turn gave instruction 
Candra dynasty. The last two kings of the Candra dynasty were Govindacandra and 
Layahacandra and are assigned to the first half of the eleventh century (Dynastic History 
of Northern India, vol. i, p. 385). This dating still further demolishes the evidence which 
Shahidullah adduces to substantiate the existence of his Kgna  in A.D. 700. Under DevapHla 
(first half of ninth century) there is another Krgna, for whom in accordance with EM,  p. 43 
(and since Shahidullah has now no claim) I accept JHlandhari as master. This Kygna, expert 
in the Hevajratantra (Schiefner, p. 21 I), may be presumed to be the author of one of the 
commentaries on the Hevajratantra written in this name. There are two such com- 
mentaries, one the Yogaratnamdld, preserved in Sanskrit and included in this edition, 
and the other the Srn~tint)patti, a shorter work existing in Tibetan translation. A certain 
Kygna Pandita co-operated in the task of translating the Yogaratnamdld into Tibetan, and 
if he were also author of the other text, one might presume that the Yogaratnam-ld was 
the ninth-century work, but there is no internal evidence to support this. The  Tibetan 
lotsava, mGos-lha-btsas, who translated the commentary of RatnHkaraSHnti (c. I roo) also 
translated the Smrtimjpatti, which could suggest a comparably late date for this com- 
mentary also. This almost negligible evidence would favour the Yogaratnamdld as the 
work of the Krgna of the early ninth century, which I accept as a convenient but merely 
provisional identification. I referred above to the unsatisfactory nature of these biographies, 
and it has seemed best to place all this doubtful discussion in a note, leaving a simple and 
plausible scheme in the Introduction itself. It is certainly satisfactory to find that the dating 
of all the siddhas I am interested in accords with the genealogical table laboriously worked 
out by SLnkrtyHyana in his article on the eighty-four siddhas ( J A  225, 1934, pp. 218 ff.). 
He gives only one Kygna, a pupil of Jiilandhari, and assigned to the early ninth century. 
According to THranHtha ( E M ,  p. 69) the JHlandhari who was a contemporary of King 
Govicandra (the comer-stone of Shahidullah's construction-Schiefner, p. 195) was a 
fourth incarnation of this siddha, so there would be little difficulty in assigning him to the 
eleventh century. In fairness to Shahidullah it r u s t  be said that Tiiranitha makes no 
mention of this in his history and records the event there as though it preceded the whole 
PHla dynasty, and actually makes this king contemporary with Dharmakirti. The  confusion 
therefore exists in the sources at our disposal, where the same name can continually 
reappear. See also Tucci, A Sanskrit Biography of the Siddhas and some questions con- 
nected with N6gdrjuna(JRASB xxvi, pp. 138-58), where this same problem is discussed. 
I t  seems, however, that Shahidullah may well be wrong in the dates he ascribes to the 
Chants Mystiques. The songs in early Bengali may perhaps belong to the eleventh century 
while the dohds in apabhramia are likely to be earlier. The  language appears to be at the 
same stage as the few verses that appear in the Hezqajra-tantra, and there is no reason for 
assuming that the old Bengali verses and the udhds are by the same Kgna.  

' EM, p. 71. This is a plausible connexion. I assume that the author of the Srihmajra- 
vydkhydoivarana, given as Bhata iabs in the colophon of the Narthang edition, is the 
Bhadrapada, alias Guhya, here referred to. The U i  catalogue (Derge canon) attributes this 
same work to Bhavabhadra. A certain Bhavabhadra was abbot of Vikramakila, fourth in 
succession from BuddhajAinapPda, who was contemporary with King Dharmapila. I t  
would be possible to identify him with the author of our commentary. 
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to Tillopa, who, as is well known, was the master of NAROPA, the author of 
yet another commentary, and the connecting link with the Tibetan line 
of the Ka-gyii-pas.' NHropa lived in the last quarter of the tenth century and 
the first quarter of the eleventh. T o  this same period belong TA&KAD&A,~ 
a monk of NilandH, and RATNA.KARA&~NTI~ of VikramaSila, both also writers 
of commentaries on this tantra. 

Of the commentators there remain two of importance who are not listed 
amongst the 84 Siddhas, DHARMAKIRTI and VAJRACARBHA. In his history 
TPranZtha writes of Dharmakirti, the logician, whom he regards, however, 
as a follower of the tantrus, naming Vajraghanta or DHrika or Tengi as his 
vajrticZrya.4 All these three are in any case contemporaries, belonging to 
the latter half of the eighth century. I t  is therefore not unreasonable to 
deduce the existence of a second Dharmakirti, author of the commentary 
on the Hewajra-tantra that exists in his name, presuming this to have 
been written early in the ninth century. 

VAJRAGARBHA presents a more difficult problem. His commentary is 
the longest and by far the most useful, for there is little he leaves un- 
explained. He gives not only the figurative 'internal' meaning of the 
practices mentioned, in which the other commentators are usually alone 
interested, but uncovers also the actual rite involved. At the same time he 
does not fail to note the futility of such performances.5 This commen- 
tary is admirably presented, each chapter being introduced by a separate 
verse, while the whole is preceded by a long introduction in verse, in 
which he laments the existence of those evil masters, who seek only wealth 
and enjoyment under cover of the doctrine, and impose upon their trusting 
pupils. He assumes himself and is given in the colophon the title of the 
Bodhisattva Vajragarbha, a religious name presumably adopted from the 
tantra itself, where Vajragarbha is the chief interlocutor. He therefore 
remains completely anonymous. The colophon in the Tenjur states that 
this commentary, 'hard to get', was obtained in Nepal from Maitqa by 
the monk-translator PrajiiHkirti of hBro (Lotsaba hBro dGe-slon Ses-rab 
Grags-pa). Mai t~pa  lived in the eleventh century. 

I n  his introduction Vajragarbha states that our version of the Hewajra- 
tantra, which consists of two parts (kalpa) and 750 ilokur, is but the shorter 
version of the original work which had thirty-two parts and 500,ooo i l o h .  
The Chinese translation repeats a similar tradition, explaining the work as 
two sections from an original thirty-one. Bu-sTon also lists among the lost 

' EM, p. 71. 
' EM, p. 99. Tatikadisa (Kayasthavrddha) lived in the reign of Mahipila (978-1026) 

and taught Durhari who taught MahHvajrisana, a contemporary of AtiSa (982-1054). 
For the life of Ratnikaraiinti see EM, pp. 1053. He was a pupilof Niropa, EM, p. 79. 

+ Schiefner, p. I 77. Vajraghanta and DHrika appear as contemporaries, EM, p. 5 I ,  and 
DPrika and Tengi appear together, Schiefner, p. 127. See p. 8, note 2. 
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parts of the canon a version of this tantra in 100,000 s'lokas.' Each tantro, 
he says, consists of a great number of fundamental and explanatory tantra, 
This of course is likely and it was presumably on the basis of a large 
amount of such floating material that an authorized text would become 
established. The  fact that one and the same version appears in all the com- 
mentaries and in the Tibetan and Chinese translations certainly bears wit- 
ness to the strength of the tradition when once this had come about. There 
are no means of checking nor indeed grounds for disputing Tiranitha's 
assertion (quoted above) that Kampala and Saroruha brought the work to 
light (spyan-dratis), which certainly involved fixing its present form as 
Saroruha's commentary proves. At the same time the existence of other 
versions, at least of parts of the text, is attested by some of the short works 
in the Sahanama'la'. One may see, for example, no. 228 (already referred 
to above on p. 13) which is said to come from the Hevajra-tantra, and bears 
close affinities with Chapters 3 and 8 in Part I of our version, some of the 
verses being identical. I t  is of interest to observe that Dombi-heruka, to 
whom it is attributed, precedes Saroruha, and so writes perhaps before the 
fixing of the text, as also does Anangavajra, author of another short sa'dhana 
preserved in the Tenjur (rGyud, xxi. 246-7). All the sa'dhanas of Nairitmyi 
preserved in the Sa'dhanama'la' are by their very nature related. The two 
opening ilokas of no. 229 correspond exactly with our text 11. viii. 61. One 
is here on the edge of a very large problem, for there are remnants of 
the basic material of not only the Hevajra-tantra but of several tantrus, 
material which must have been sufficiently extensive to give rise to the 
notion of-original works of the fantastic length of 500,ooo Slokas. Nor, 
knowing the Indian genius for the producing of works which at least begin 
to approximate to these proportions, can one discount altogether the possi- 
bility of the existence of other and longer versions. This is borne out by a 
reference in our text itself (I. xi. 12), where we are told that the full sa'dhana 
of KurukullZ is given in twelve parts, which the commentators refer to the 
long version (vistimahevajratantra). There are a large number of scZdhanas 
of this goddess in the Sa'dhanama'la', which are by no means the special 
preserve of the Hevajra-tantra, where her only reason for intrusion is her 
association with the rite of vdya,  'subduing', in which she is specially 
proficient. Nevertheless the reference to the existence of this longer version 
stands, and for the present must remain unexplained. It is only strange 
that if such a longer version existed, the commentators should not have 
made some use of it. 

Yet there is another version, which Vajragarbha constantly and Niropa 
occasionally quotes. In his introduction Vajragarbha announces his inten- 
tion of explaining the short version of 750 Slokm which comes out of the 

' Obermiller, p. 170. 
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long version of 500,000 h k a r  'in conformity with the basic tantra (malrr- 
tantra), the fundamental text of 6.000 dlokas'. He confuses the matter by 
sometimes referring to this work as the 'basic tantra of 5oo,ooo dlokru', a 
confusion which probably arises from vagueness concerning this long ver- 
sion the existence of which tradition maintained. The  actual passages that 
he quotes, come from no normal tantra; they are always explanatory and 
doctrinal, and it is to this work that he frequently refers when he is seeking 
the figurative meaning of a passage. As a typical example one may refer to 
the matter of the corpse (p. 71). Again the tree and cemetery mentioned in 
I. vi. 6 are explained in a quotation as referring to the human body when 
the breath no longer roams about. Still more clearly, in introducing his 
discussion of Chapter 7 he says: 'From this short version just as it is 
taught one learns the obvious meaning (nycirtha); the real meaning 
(nitirtha) is to be learned from the Miilatantra.' 

Now this is a statement of considerable general significance, for while 
the tantra itself was intended to be understood in its obvious (and be it 
added in its often reprehensible) sense, the leaders of this new period per- 
sist in regarding it in a figurative sense, for which it provided means of 
expression, such as had never been fully realized at any previous stage in 
the development of Buddhism. I t  is misleading to pretend that the doctrine 
was now suddenly invaded and swamped with popular and superstitious 
practices. This tendency existed at all times, for the Buddhists were Hindus, 
as there has been occasion to observe above. I t  is true that new ideas, some 
of a quite revolutionary character, now gradually enter and transform the 
whole doctrine, but in no sense were these new practices popular. They are 
based upon schemes of extreme complexity and circumscribed with all the 
authority of fixed traditions. The  names of divinities employed may be 
of popular origin, but here they are endowed for the initiated with a far 
more profound significance, and this has the far-reaching effect of uniting 
in a common symbolism the aspirations of the enlightened and the simple- 
minded, which in any organized religion is a matter of strength and not 
of decrepitude. This was not a conscious intention on the part of the 
innovators, who were primarily concerned with their own means of release. 
Moreover the names that give substance to the symbolic patterns of the 
Hevajra-tantra are for the most part not even popular divinities, but 
the names of some of the lowest of Indian castes, and they appear there 
because women of these castes had been employed and presumably still 
were employed whenever 'fools' actually performed these rites. They per- 
sist as part of the figurative interpretation, simply because they were 
already there, and any set of names would serve the purpose, when once 
given the authority of a tradition. 

As this miilatantra in common with other works of exegesis concentrates 
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on the figurative sense, it is probably the work of some recognized master, 
and not impossibly of that writer himself who goes by the name of 
Vajragarbha. On my observation Niropa, the only other commentator to 
quote it,' quotes nothing that does noL already appear in Vajragarbha'~ 
text, and from which he may well have extracted it. The  connexion between 
Niropa and MaitrpaZ in whose hands the work reposed was very close. 
I remain persuaded that this particular 'basic text' is in any case later than 
the tantra itself and the early commentators, SARORUHA, KANHA, BHADRA- 

PADA, and DHARMAK~RTI and unknown to TAIQKADAM and RATNAKARASANTI. 
The  fact that there is only one known version of the tantra, apart from 

the fragments of similar material referred to above (p. 16) increases the 
likelihood of Saroruha's merely having given circulation to an already 
existing text, to the age of which it becomes difficult to set a term until 
more tantras have been individually studied. The  work was probably in 
dialect; hence the serious defects in scansion, when it was roughly sans- 
kritized. The  passages that remain in dialect may therefore reflect in their 
linguistic forms the period in which the sanskritized version was produced, 
and not the date of the work itself. Tibetan tradition would in general 
consider the tantras as old as the siitrus, explaining their relatively late 
appearance by the secrecy with which they were transmitted. This, how- 
ever, is unconvincing, for these texts only began to have importance for 
Buddhism when they were brought into the open, and one may err as much 
by laying stress on their secrecy as their supposed popularity. The  rites 
and practices prescribed in them probably derive from considerably earlier 
times. All that is new is their adoption of a Buddhist garb, and this with 
complete disregard of the contradictions that exist. I t  is this stage that the 
tantra itself represents, but nothing will be gained by hazarding a guess of 
the date of this process. The amount of material still awaiting exploration 
is vast, and much will be gained from a comparison of a few of the funda- 
mental texts. We know, for example, from the Hevajra-tantra itself that it 
was written after the Sarvatathcfgatatattvasamgraha.3 Not only does our 
text refer specifically (11. v. 57) to this work, but from internal evidence 
there is no doubt that it is earlier. 

What is of interest to us now is the manner in which these texts were 
accepted as part of the established order of Buddhism. They are trans- 
ferred from their weird and seemingly unhealthy setting to the schools and 
monasteries. They no longer describe those orgiastic gatherings of yogins 
and yoginis, but the inner process of self-integration of a man in meditation, 

It is also quoted frequently in the Sekoddeiatikd, a work also attributable to NPropa. 
Concerning Maitrpa see TPS i,  p. 232. 

' T o  be found in the Narthang Kanjur rCyud, vii, fols. 213 ff. An early Skr. MS. of 
this work has recently been discovered by Prof. J .  Brough and myself in Nepal. It will 
be published in due course. 
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and the enemy against whom the fierce rite of slaying is directed in the 
notion of his own substantiality. 

111. S U B J E C T - M A T T E R  

The Philosophical Basis 

Any form of mysticism, unless restrained by reason, is liable to find 
philosophical expression in a theory of absolute unity. Convinced of the 
essential reality of the mystical experience itself, a man may deny reality to 
rational and sensual experience, which can only realize itself in diversity. 
Philosophically this denial can be expressed in various and apparently con- 
tradictory ways; they are only apparently contradictory because the essential 
idea remains unchanged, namely that the one goal of all endeavour is to be 
found in mystical experience. I t  may also be asserted (as is done by the 
Mzdhyamikas) that any attempt at philosophical expression is necessarily 
contradictory, because of its nature philosophical disquisition belongs to 
the sphere of diversity, and is therefore at best only relative to particular 
needs. While therefore one may reasonably speak of the development of 
Buddhist thought in an historical context, one remains aware that the 
practical end which they are seeking to define, or of which they deny any 
possible definition, as the case may be, is necessarily the same, for all their 
schools are essentially mystical. Philosophical as much as theological means 
of expression will affect the type of practice and therefore the type of 
mystical experience until it reaches the summit of achievement, the 'point' 
(bindu), which can know of no diversity. 

The theory of the one goal is itself, however, a philosophical develop- 
ment, finding expression in Buddhism in the doctrine of the 'One Way' 
(ekayzna), as also is the theory of relativity, of the essential non-sub- 
stantiality (ni&vabhZva) or voidness (ianyatz) of things. Both these theories 
could have had serious consequences for the later development of Buddhism, 
for if there is but one way, this may be understood as all ways being equally 
good, and if all doctrine is thus relative, then the choice between this doc- 
trine and that, Buddhist or non-Buddhist, is a matter of expediency, of 
finding the most effective means towards the end that is sought. But in 
actual fact the consequences were by no means so devastating, for the 
MZdhyamikas were not the only philosophers, and it is in this period that 
the final great synthesis of Buddhist teaching was evolved, and the concepts 
of the earlier period (abhidharma) brought into relationship with the new 
philosophical theory of absolute unity, which was now in vogue in all 
schools. The teachings, which in theory at least were threatened by the 
MZdhyamikas, were established on a new and sure foundation by the 
YogZc~rac Both are equally convinced of the reality of the mystical 
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experience, but whereas the one asserts the non-substantiality of all experi- 
ence and the indeterminability of any absolute itself, the other asserts the 
absolute existence of the one unity which contains potentially the twofold 
division into this and that, into subject(griihaka) and object(griihya), and so 
on into ever greater diversity. 

This absolute is defined as thought in its pure condition, as 'just thought' 
(cittamiitra), freed from all accidental (iigantuka) defiling processes. These 
defiling processes, the notion of self and other and of all sensual and 
rational experience, are in themselves as non-existent as the Miidhyamikas 
conceived of them, but for the Yogiiciiras they repose upon a basis, for 
they are reflections of pure thought, possessing such reality as the reflection 
of things in a mirror, in manifestation unreal but essentially real. 

But the Miidhyamikas cannot admit this distinction. For them essence 
(svabhiiva) and manifestation (utpiida) are equally unreal, or in terms of 
actual experience: 'Between nirwiina and satpiira there is not the slightest 
shade of difference." 

Now the basic philosophical position of the tantras is Miidhyamika. I t  
asserts the fundamental unity of nirviina and s a ~ i i r a ,  of mystical and sen- 
sual experience, and it regards all means as relative to the needs of the 
practiser. I t  is in fact in the tantras that are realized to some extent the serious 
consequences referred to above, but only to some extent, for the process is 
checked by the conservative tendencies represented by the Yogciciiras, and 
the whole movement remains essentially Buddhist after all, as subsequent 
developments show. 

In  the Hevajra-tantra the basic philosophic conceptions are assumed. 
Chapter 5 of Part I which has the title of 'Reality' (tattva) devotes only two 
s'lokas to the subject: 

In reality there is neither form nor seer, 
neither sound nor hearer, 

Neither smell nor one who smells, 
neither taste nor taster, 

Neither touch nor one who touches, 
neither thought nor thinker. 

I n  elaboration of what has been said above it may be of help to quote in 
full Kiinha's comments on this verse.2 'Form refers to blue and all other 
attributes. It is all this that does not exist. Yet how does it not exist, for one 
certainly sees i t?  I t  does not exist in its essential nature. An essential nature 
should be uncreate, transcendent, non-contingent, self-comprising, and in 
this capacity it does not exist, because it arises from dependent causation. 
And then what is this arising in dependent causation? I t  is in fact the non- 

Stcherbatsky, Nirvdna, p. 77. Mtilamadhyamakakdtikds, p. 5 3 5 .  
a Vol. 11, p. 116. 
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arising of things. For if the essential nature of a thing existed before ita 
appearance, then it would be independent of any other cause in its assump- 
tion of substantiality (and therefore there would be no arising). But if it is 
dependent on another cause, then the non-substantiality of a thing is proved. 
So NHgZrjuna has said: "Essential nature is uncreate and independent of 
anything else, and if phenomenal things have no such essential nature, then 
essentially they are non-existent."' 

But how then do forms in all their variety appear? For foolish people 
they do indeed appear to exist, but their essential nature is not proved by 
their mere appearance. T o  people who have defective sight do not things 
such as hairs or a double moon, or marks like that on a peacock's tail or 
bees appear in the vision? If they perceive these things because of their 
defective sight, then others in just the same way, the eyes of their mind 
affected with the myopia of ignorance, see everything which is essentially 
non-existent, as though it actually existed before them, just as the man of 
defective sight perceives the hairs. But not so the noble ones, for the eyes 
of their minds see beyond the defects of ignorance. And so the Bodhisattva 
Sarvavivaranaviskambhin praised the Lord Buddha, saying: "0 Lord, when 
you turn the wheel of the doctrine, the elements assume their absolute 
state, calm from all time, from all time non-arisen, extinguished in their 
own n a t ~ r e . " ~  

Thus it is established that form and the rest are essentially non-existent. 
Then it is said: "there is no seer". This refers to the perceiver of form, to 
the eye and the consciousness associated with it. Neither do these exist, 
since there is no arising of anything whatsoever, and it is the same with 
sound and the rest. 

Then it is said: "there is no thought". Thought (citta) refers to conscious- 
ness in an absolute condition (parinGpanna) and thoughts (caittika) refer to 
it as contingent(paratantra) and imagined (vikalpita). These three aspects 
of thought are also non-existent from the standpoint of absolute truth. 
But how are they non-existent, and how about those words pronounced by 
the Lord: "The whole threefold world, 0 Sons of the Conquerors, consists 
in nothing but thought" ?3 True enough, but this is spoken in order to turn 
those who are to be converted away from their attachment to form and 
so on. In  this respect NHgirjuna has said: "The teaching of the Sage 
which says : 'All this is but Thought', is spoken to remove the fears of the 

' MMK,  p. 262. 
Quoted from RatnarneghasCtra (Narthang Kanjur mDo, xviii. 1-175). See M.lfK, 

p. 225. 

~ u o t e d  at the opening of Vasubandhu's Vi+atikd, ed. Sylvain Ltvi ,  Vijiiapti- 
mdtratisiddhi, Paris, 1925. For the origin of the quotation, see Sylvain Uvi ,  MatCriau 
pour I'kude du syrtkrne vijiioptim-tra, p. 43.  Also quoted in Subeta-samraha,  p. 19 and 
Advayauajrurawaha, p. 18, 11. 1-2. 
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simple-minded, but in reality it is not so."' So neither does thought exist 
from the standpoint of absolute truth.' 

Thus the mystic realization, which is the highest goal (para) and the one 
reality (tattva) is expressed philosophically in negative terms. 'The yogin 
gains fulfilment (siddhi) in that which is no fulfilment, for its characteristic 
is the very absence of any character is ti^.'^ But this same nature, which 
consists in absence of characteristics (alaksana) and absence of essential 
substantiality (nihsvabhiva) is also the nature of phenomenal existence 
(bhava), which was indicated above when it was said: 'there is no form, 
&c.' In  this sense it has been said that the mystic realization (= nirvina) is 
the same as the world of everyday experience (= s a ~ i r a )  which is there- 
fore in truth already enlightened (buddhamaya). 'Such as is nirvina, such 
is s a ~ z r a .  There is no nirvina other than samsira, we say. Samsira con- 
sists in form and sound and so on, in feeling and the other constituents 
of personality, in the faculties of sense, in wrath, delusion and the rest. 
But all these elements are really nirvzna, and only from delusion (moha) do 
they.appear as savira. '3 But if sa?nsira is really nirvina, then all men are 
already buddhas. 'All beings are buddhas, but this is obscured by accidental 
defilement (igantukamala). When this is removed, they are buddhas at once, 
of this there is no doubt.'4 

The Theory of ' Two-in- One' 

The purpose of the practice therefore is to remove these apparent defile- 
ments, which arise from nothing more than a false view of existence as it 
already is. The  whole training consists in learning to conceive of existence 
in knowledge of its non-existence, and one will then automatically realize 
its true nature which is innate (sahaja) and a matter for self-experience 
(svasamvedya). But this can only be done by using existence itself as the 
means (upiya) for there is no other possib1e.S One creates mentally (bha'va- 
yati) an idealized representation of the process of emanation of existence 
(utpattikrama) which is the s a ~ i r a ,  and by realizing the dream-like nature 
of its apparent diversity, one realizes its unity in this process of realization 
(sampannakrama), which is n i r ~ i n a . ~  

Such, briefly, is the theory, and it is clear that by its very nature it does 
not lend itself to rational investigation, in terms of which it may appear as 
just nonsense, a charge it would not attempt to refute, for in reply it is 
content to make nonsense of rational investigation itself.7 Any discussion 
of its practices is also subject to limitation, for distinctions are made, only 

Also quoted in Subh&ita-samgraha, p. 20. Otherwise untraced. 
a See I. x. 20. See I I. iv. 32-34. 
4 See 11. iv. 69 ; also 61-64 and 73-75. 
5 See 11. i i .  4651 .  See 11. i i .  29. 
' See IC's quotation, vol. 11, p. 104, fn., taken from MMV, p. 127. 
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so that they may be later denied, and therefore the schemes in which one 
may attempt to arrange the various categories for a better understanding of 
them, may at any place appear contradictory, for the ideas which one 
thought one had reduced to some order by placing them in some opposing 
relationship, now suddenly appear as identical. If one assumes this identity 
from the start, then no distinction of the terms is possible and likewise no 
discussion. I must therefore beg much goodwill and patience of my reader, 
if he is to follow me through this attempted explanation. 

The yogin who sets out on this course, begins in an apparent duality. 
He desires, and may to some extent already have tasted, the mystical ex- 
perience (= nirvzna), but at the same time he lives normally in a world of 
sensual practical experience (sat?zsZra). In  so far as the early Buddhists 
(haakas)  had sought nirwa'na in a deliberate stopping of the process of 
samsa'ra, such mystical experience as they achieved was limited and imper- 
fect. I t  was not the end as they had thought, but merely a stage. Moreover 
it was limited because it was personal and therefore selfish. T o  bring about 
a cessation (nirodha) of phenomenal existence (= duhkha) for oneself 
amounted to disregard of the sorry plight of others. Now the early mahZyZnu 
had already redressed this balance in its theory of the course of the 
bodhisattva. Such a one aspired to perfect enlightenment (samyakswbodhi) 
and this end depended as much upon the accumulation of merit (punya- 
sambhara) as upon that of knowledge (jiiZnasadhara). This last might be 
achieved by the practice of meditation, but the first depended upon prac- 
tical effort. Thus while the sphere of knowledge might seem to be nirva'w, 
the sphere of effort exists in sa?pZra. The motive force of the one is wisdom 
(prajfiz) and of the other compassion (karunz). Hence of all the perfections 
(pzramita') of a bodhisattva, those of wisdom and self-sacrifice (dzna) are 
the two most extolled. Now among these perfections there is one of skill in 
means (upa'yakauialya), referring to those means by which a bodhisattva 
should exercise his compassion. In  the total list of perfections where it 
appears as the seventh it receives no special significance. In the tantras, 
however, the 'perfections' generally belong to an inferior practice that has 
been transcended, but two of them remain, endowed now with a deepened 
significance. One of these is Wisdom which is identified explicitly with 
nirvzna and the other is Means (or Compassion) which is identified with 
sa?pzra. The  highest truth is therefore frequently referred to as a mingling 
of Wisdom and Means, in that it is a realization of the essential sameness 
of nirvzna and sa?pira. T o  call anything the essence of Wisdom and Means, 
as the Hevajra-tantra is called on its first page, is to claim for it the nature 
of supreme truth, and to resolve Hevajra's name into two parts, HE meaning 
compassion and VAJRA meaning wisdom, is to identdy him with supreme 
being. One must be aware that these are arbitrary identifications to suit the 
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particular case, and that whereas Vajra here, and frequently elsewhere, 
symbolizes one of the coefficients of truth, it may also stand for the whole 
truth itself. The  constant and deliberate identifying of a part with the whole 
is one of the chief difficulties in clear exposition. Wisdom is represented by 
the lotus (padma) or the bell (ghanfi). The  two ritual objects of vajra and 
bell with their known significance continue in use in Tibet to this day. 

I n  this union Wisdom, although unrealizable apart from Means, yet 
predominates. It has behind it the whole tradition of the Perfection of 
Wisdom, already actually symbolized in a feminine divinity, the Goddess 
Prajiiipiramiti. She is therefore herself the supreme truth of the Void 
(Jiinyata') which is the Perfection of Wisdom; in the Hevajra-tantra she is 
NairPtmyH, 'absence of the notion of selfhood', and it is in her that the 
yogin, as Means, is con~ubstantiated.~ 

At the same time this final and indestructible truth, which is also sym- 
bolized by the vajra, may appear under a masculine aspect, a form no 
doubt more congenial to monastic Buddhism. for it was the male figure of 
a buddha which first received iconographic form. Then, as now, the pur- 
pose of these figures was that they should serve as means towards identifica- 
tion with the idea expres~ed .~  Therefore the male djvinity, whichever 
iconographic type be chosen, Vairocana, Ak~obhya, or as in our tantra, 
Hevajra, comprehends the whole truth, as much as does the Goddess 
PrajiilpHramitZ. I n  order to emphasize the essential identity of the idea the 
female form is made to transmute into the male,3 and the two which are 
thus identified are nirvina and samszra. 

I t  is this dominating notion of 'two-in-one'(Tibetan: zuri-hjug) upon which 
the whole complicated structure of the tantras is reared, and this applies to 
its philosophy, its theology (if we may grace it with the name), and its prac- 
tice of yoga. If one is therefore prepared to understand it, one must expect 
to meet with sexual symbolism at every turn, and this can only cease to be 
burdensome if one is able to see beyond the symbols to the ideas. The 
power and (in a sense) the profundity of these symbols is very great, for 
while on the one hand they refer intimately to the realm of sensual experi- 
ence (samsira), they also indicate the two coefficients of mystical experience 
(nirvina). In  fact these symbols indicate the identity of the one with the 
other, in a way in which no other symbols can possibly do. Vajra and lotus 
derive their whole significance from their masculine and feminine connota- 
tions. The terms, Wisdom and Compassion (which, be it noted, is now 
equated with Passion), belong to the earlier phase of Buddhism, a fact 
which tends to obscure the new meanings with which they are endowed; 
the other terms employed, such as Sun and Moon, ALI (vowel series) and 

See 11. iv. 4-47. 
See Mus, i i .  I ,  pp. 663-4. See 11. ii. 24-27. 
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KALI (consonant series) conceal the meaning like a code. These will be 
discussed below. 

The ' Thought of Enlightenment' 

The symbolism does not end with these pairs, in which one may con- 
ceive of either member as comprehending the other. There is a third 
member, the seed which results of their union, sometimes referred to in all 
clarity as dukra, but more generally as bodhicitta, the 'thought of enlighten- 
ment', or even as citta, 'thought'. I t  has a relative (samwti) and an absolute 
(vivrti) aspect. As the former, it is the life-force, the essence of samsa'ra, 
and therefore manifest under the twofold aspect of the masculine and the 
feminine. Or it may represent (more logically) the masculine aspect only, 
when it is counterbalanced by rakta, 'blood', the feminine coefficient. 
(This fluctuation corresponds with the manner in which Hevajra alone or 
Hevajra embracing NairZtmyZ may symbolize the whole samsa'ra and by 
implication nirvzna.) In its absolute aspect the bodhicitta is the supreme 
mystical experience and may be called by any of its attributes, the great 
bliss (maha'sukha), the self-experiencing (svasamvedya), the Innate (sahaja). 
All these distinctions are avowedly no distinctions, and perhaps this attempt 
to define these relative and absolute aspects of bodhicitta, for which there is 
authority in the text, illustrates how little the whole subject lends itself to 
logical discu~sion.~ Every term deliberately has these emphases of meaning, 
everything overlaps as it were, just so that the distinctions may be blurred. 
Two other important synonyms of bodhicitta remain : it is the moon (candra, 
daiin), regarded as absolute when it is the one only, or as relative, when it 
pairs with 'sun'; it is also Akobhya, for Aksobhya is ' t h o ~ g h t ' ~  (citta) and 
thought, as was mentioned above, is essentially the 'thought of enlighten- 
ment' (bodhicitta). Lastly in terms of secret language (sandhya'bha'!a) Sukra 
and rakta are known as karpzira (camphor) and sihlaka (frankincense).) 

Thus although the two conceptions are essentially the same, one may 
regard the bodhicitta under two aspects: ( I )  as the consummation of vajra 
and lotus, when it is envisaged in the mystic state as the Moon which melts 
in the thousand-petalled lotus at the summit of the head, and flows through 

See I. viii. 28-29 and 11. iv. 29-30. 
See diagram VIl  (p. 128) and diagrams on pages 27 and 28. 

' See 11. iii. 59. The list given by Shahidullah (p. 9) and quoted by Eliade (pp. 254-5) 
consists chiefly of terms not properly ~andhytib~~a. Terms such as lalam-, rasand, padma, 
vajra, &c. are by no means 'hidden'. They may well have more than one interpretation, 
but that is another matter. Of that eliade has well written (pp. 253-4) : 'On se trouve dms 
un univers d'analogies, d'homologies et de double sens. Tout phknomhne emtique peut 
exprimer, dans ce langage "inten&onnel", un exercice hathayogique ou une Ctape de la 
meditation de mCme que n ' i m p o ~ e  quel symbole, n'importe quel "&at de saintett" peuvent 
etre affect6 d'un sens-6rotique. On arrive h ce rbultat, qu'un texte tantrique peut Ctre lu 
avec plusieurs cles : liturgiques, yogiques, tantriquee, etc.' 
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the whole body, pervading it with bliss,' or (2) as the seed, the source of 
existence (samsa'ra), and therefore the starting-point (bindu) of the mandala, 
which is the idealized representation of sa?nsa'ra. Now envisaged as seed, it 
is intimately associated with another conception, namely that of sound. 
We referred above to ALI (vowel series) and KALI (consonant series) as 
apparently arbitrary terms for the basic pair (lotus/vajra), but their usage is 
not without its significance. Just as these have the seed as their consumma- 
tion, so the vowel and the consonant together produce the syllable, and 
this syllable indicates the mystic sound of the potential being comprehended 
in the seed (bijasamgr~ha).~ These seed-syllables may, however, be a pure 
vowel, when they are essentially unmanifest, even as the primal sound A is 
the seed-syllable of Nairiitmyii, whose name indicates her true nature. Of 
a divinity which becomes manifest the seed-syllable consists of initial con- 
sonant (or consonantal group), a vowel and final M (anusva'ra). The anusvtira 
is itself, however, the symbol of the seed, the bindu (point of emergence or 
disappearance) and is indeed written as a dot over the syllable. Every com- 
plete seed-syllable is therefore in itself a representation of the essential idea 
of vajra (ktili), lotus (a'li), and consummation (bindu), but at the same time 
it possesses an individual character in that it consists of a particular vowel 
and a particular consonant.3 Thus the divinity, while being a particular 
manifestation, is essentially the same as any other manifestation, for they 
all sink into one. When Hevajra becomes manifest he springs from the 
seed-syllable HOM; as unmanifest he would be represented by the sound 
HA, and as bodhicitta or 'moon' he is known in another context as HAM. I t  
is as this that he is able to combine with Nairiitmyii as AHAM-'I), which 
represents the reintegrated yogin. The  identifications may be arbitrary and 
even contradictory, as one will see if one begins to apply the theory beyond 
the given examples of our tantra. They are essentially means, designed to 
train and concentrate the thought in one direction, and with this end in 
view one makes the requisite assertions, theorizes so far, and leaves it at that. 
The contradictions arise, however, not because the theory is necessarily 
defective, but because those who formulate it are fitting into a scheme 
material which already exists in a fixed or traditional form. Aham already 
means 'I' and it conveniently consists of two parts, and so is identified in 
accordance with the theory, regardless of other associations. A still more 
obvious discordance of this kind exists with regard to the next set which we 
have to consider. Just as vajra and lotus have bodhicitta as their consumma- 
tion and consonants and vowels have the syllable (aksara), so Moon (night) 
and Sun (day) are consumed in Fire. This like all the other elements has a 
general (macrocosmic) and individual (microcosmic) significance. As the 

See pp. 36-37. See I .  iii. 2 and I I .  

See 11. v. 28 where the eight yoginis become manifest from their seed-syllables. 
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former it is the cosmic fire which consumes existence and out of which the 
new existence arises. For this reason RAM which is the seed-syllable of fire 
is employed to initiate the whole envisaged process of emanation. For the 
meditating yogin it signifies the fusing in his own person of the two co- 
efficients represented by the breath which passes up and down the left and 
right sides of the body, hence the consummation of his existence. As such 
it is Candiili, the goddess of fire, who burns at the navel.' Thus being the 
union of the two coefficients, she is essentially Wisdom (prajci) and Means 
(upGya), and her name is arbitrarily explained in this way. Can&i is prajcti, 
we are told, and Zli is upciya, and this in spite of the general theory that tili 
is feminine and corresponds with prajiiti. One has to accept such facile 
equations as merely emphasizing a particular meaning, and pass them by. 

The Yogin's Body 

The last set of three we have to consider are the three psychic channels 
which are envisaged as sustaining the yogin's body. They are suggested by 
the threefold scheme found in other spheres and the necessity of asserting 
a general concordance between macrocosm and microcosm which funda- 
mental theory already regards as one, and by the existence of the two sides 
of the human body and the two nostrils where these veins are supposed to 
begin. We must return to them below, and here it is sufficient to state that 
to the left is LalanZ, feminine and corresponding with prajiiz, to the right 
is RasanZ, masculine and corresponding with uptiya, while in the centre 
where they unite is Avadhiitf, the channel through which the means of 
reintegration, envisaged either as CandZli (union of Sun and Moon, hence 
of breath to left and right) or as the bodhicitta (union of rakta and hkra ,  
hence also of breath to left and right) reaches the Moon in the thousand- 
petalled lotus of the head. 

I t  may be of help to resume these sets of three, referring them to their 
special spheres of application. 

Doctrinal Cosmical Sexual Bio- Vocal Philo- Veins 
logical sophical 

masc. upiya moon vajra hrkra ktili (grdhaka) Rasand 
fern. prajcci sun lotus rakta cili (grcihya) Laland 
union bodhicitta fire iukra bija alyara citta Aoadhlti 

(rattva) 

As has been insisted upon above, this list does not indicate absolute distinc- 
tions, because several of the terms are interchangeable, such as bodhicitta, 
moon and s'ukra. Prajn'a' and aajra are both terms that may indicate the 
final truth, and in this sense cease to be mere coefficients. GrZhaka (sub- 
ject) and grihya (object) are included by implication, but are bracketed 

' See I .  i .  31 and pp. 36-37. For consume and consummate as practical synonyms, 
see p. 138. 
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because to my knowledge they are not commonly used as synonyms for 
other term in the same horizontal row. (See however I. i. 14.) Sattva is 
also bracketed because it occupies a special position. I t  is the bija envisaged 
as 'being in its ideal form', namely Vajrasattva, 'adamantine being', who is 
identical with Hevajra or any other istadevata'. 

The ' Unity of Three' 

Such then is the complex mystery at the heart of nirv~nh and s a ~ i i r a .  
I t  is this that is referred to as the Body, Speech, and Mind of all the 
Buddhas, as the Three Adamantine Ones (trayo vajrinah), as the unity of 
three states of being (tribhauasyaikata'), and may be indicated by any agreed 
name.' I t  pervades all things for there is nothing other than it, and yet 
transcends all things for it is not involved in their accidental and purely 
unreal defilement. I t  can be experienced only by learning to associate oneself 
with its true nature, which is identical with bne's own true nature, and so 
on. The identity of this with all other a'tman theories, and particularly with 
later Veda'nta, is apparent. But it represents too the essence of Mdhyamika 
theory, with which it maintains a far closer association by the using of their 
philosophical terms. For the commentators, as has already been indicated 
by the quotation from Klnha, there is no doubt that this is the true position. 

Apart from the threefold formula of personality (Body, Speech, and 
Mind), and the three root-evils (Delusion, Desire, and Wrath) there are 
the three aspects of existence, absolute, contingent, imagined, and the 
theory of the three bodies of a buddha. Now these last suggest not a unity 
of three integrated principles, but a graduation of states of existence, which 
one may associate with the cosmological conception of the three worlds, 
kzmadha'tu, riipadha'tu, and ariipadha't~.~ It is in fact as these three that 
Dharmakirti (alone of the commentators) interprets this phrase 'unity of 
three states of being', and it is as a vertical series that the text envisages 
them, associating them also with certain places in the human body, an 
aspect of the matter to be considered more fully below, and added only 
now that this may serve as a future connecting link.3 

Position Formula Yogini Buddha Root-evils Poiition Buddhak6ya 
in space of personality in body 

Zenith Speech Khecari A M I T ~ B H A  rGga throat sambhoga 
Centre Mind NairPtmyi AK~OBHYA dvesa heart dharma 
Nadir Body Bhficari VAIROCANA moha navel nirmo-no 

See I. x. 8-12. 
Attention has been drawn several times to the associations that exist between the 

different stages of spiritual advance (see also below, p. 35) and the external spheres of 
existence. See Przyluski, 'Bouddhisme et Upaniqad' BEFEO xxxii, pp. 141 ff. Also 
Giinther, Seelmproblem, pp. 135 ff. and diagram p. 157. Also Masuda, 'Origin and 
Doctrines of Early Indian Buddhist Schools', Asia Major, ii, pp. 43-44. 

See p. 38. 
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Now this diagram represents the vertical core of the ma!, which must 
next be considered. I t  is clear that the stages are not ascending, for it is the 
centre that is in every case of prime importance. Mind (citta) corresponda 
with consciousness (vfi'fia'na), considered as the chief of the five skandhus, 
the other four being envisaged horizontally at the four points of the com- 
pass (diagram IV p. 127). Its association with bodhicitta, which is the bindu 
(point), has already been mentioned above. Of NairZtmyH too, as the Per- 
fection of Wisdom (prajikTpciramita'), the final truth of the Void (i~nyata'), 
we have spoken. Aksobhya is the hypostasis of Hevajra, who is frequently 
referred to in the text as the one whose nature is wrath (dvescitman). The 
buddhas Amit5bha and Vairocana with their corresponding passions all 
belong to the more usual fivefold scheme, when they are shown on the 
horizontal plane (diagrams V and VIII). We note that the dhannakrfya, 
the chief member of this set of three, is where one would expect it in this 
scheme, at the centre, corresponding with the heart. 

The Mandala 

The whole horizontal mandala is an idealized representation of the 
identity of nirva'na and sava'ra. Hence on it there appear in stylized form 
the various aspects of absolute being under the names of different divinities 
and also certain set categories of phenomenal existence. I t  is the process of 
identification of the latter with the former which is referred to as the process 
of purification (duddhi). In  the identification, for example, of wrath with 
Aksobhya, the aspect of phenomenal existence is seen to be none other than 
an aspect of absolute existence. T o  symbolize and to purify (in this sense) 
is essentially the same thing. The simplest form of rna&ala is that shown 
on diagram VIII, where the five Buddhas, who embody the five tran- 
scendent wisdoms,' are equated with the five evils that lie at the root of 
phenomenal existence. This simple scheme is of great interest in that it 
illustrates so well the fantastic conclusions that extreme monism of this 
kind must arrive at, when its sole measure of what is real (tattva) is the 
mystic state. One identifies in fact those states, human passions and feelings 
and so on, which are now no longer experienced directly, with the blissful 
state of unity which is being experienced, and then when one emerges from 
this state, one envisages those passions and so on, now actually experienced, 
as so many aspects of the one mystic unity. One thereby transforms 
idealistically the whole of phenomenid existence into a mystic absolute, and 
in this vision of reality all forms are recognized as symbolic reflections at 
various stages of remove from the unity of the centre. Meanwhile in his 
delusion the ordinary man persists in regarding them as separate entities. 

See p. 129 and I. viii. 61, where the terms are translated. See also Mah4winasCbd- 
lavkdra, ed. S. Ldvi, ix. 67-76. For other references see Lo Siddhi de Hiuon-tsmg (transl. 
by de la Vallee Poussin, Paris 1928-9), p. 681. The full five are listed in Mvp, p. 8. 
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Nevertheless the power of this idea for one who seeks the mystic state as 
the one true goal remains unimpaired. The actual pattern of the mandala 
employed and the sets of divinities are always a conventional expression of 
the idea and so varied from school to school. I n  conformity with the five- 
fold notion, men are envisaged as belonging by nature to one of five 
families, each represented by one of the Five Buddhas, and the mandala . . 
suitable for such a man would have the Buddha of his family at the centre.' 
This would correspond with a predominance in the man's nature of delusion, 
wrath, passion, envy, or malignity. This seems in the main a mere theoretical 
elaboration of the master's responsibility to find the right means for his 
pupil. I would have no doubt that behind the traditional formulas there lay 
much sound practical psychology. The great masters often had many 
tantras at their disposal, and 'it was the rule for them to teach those they 
were training in accordance with their propensitie~'.~ Hence there arises 
the need to find the right master, and his great importance when once he 
has been found, for only he can indicate the way. All this is quite reason- 
able within its setting, and serves once more to emphasize the seriousness 
of the intention, were one still inclined to doubt it. The  Indian's delight in 
the elaboration of schemes can often give an appearance of artificiality and 
improbability to an idea that is in itself quite genuine. Such is the case with 
these five families, which are listed with all their associations in diagram V. 
The  Hevajra-tantra belongs to the Vajra-family, of which Aksobhya or one 
of his wrathful manifestations, Hevajra, Heruka, or Sarpvara is the head. 
Wrath is therefore at the centre and the aspect of the divinities is wrathful. 
At the same time this work is called a Yogins-tantra,3 in that its circles are 
peopled entirely with feminine divinities, even at the centre, where instead 
of Hevajra we sometimes find his consort, NairZtmyi, alone, albeit in a 
wrathful manifestation, for he and she are essentially one as was shown 
above. One would suspect a superimposition of one distinct cycle upon 
another, for whereas Hevajra appears with a troupe of eight goddesses 
(diagram 11), NairZtmyZ appears with a troupe of fourteen (diagram 111). 
This distinction is maintained in the few relevant scidhanas to be found in 
the SGdhanamGlG (nos. 228, 229, 230, 231, and 247). The redactor of our 
tantra is also aware of the distinction, for he makes NairZtmyZ say: 'You 
have spoken of our circle with its troupe of fifteen. But what is your own 
mandala like, 0 Lord? Of this I have so far known nothing?' One may 
observe that this last comment is untrue for the work as it now exists, for 
Hevajra's cycle has already been given in Chapter 3 of Part I, where he 
appears in a two-armed form with his troupe of eight. Here in Chapter 5 
of Part I1 the number of attendants is not increased, but he appears in full 

I Concerning these families see Buddhist Himdlaya, pp. 64-67, 74-75. 
a Tiranitha, tib. text,  p. 147, 11. 14-15. "ee Glossary, pp. 132 & 138. 
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manifestation with sixteen arms and also embracing NairiitmyH. That, 
however, the two cycles were in fact completely combined is shown by the 
thanka reproduced as our frontispiece, where he appears in the full com- 
pany of sixteen. -But NairHtmyH's company is probably equally composite in 
nature, although in the text it already appears fully conventionalized. The  
eight yoginu of the outer'circle belong specifically to Hevajra, and it is 
possible that her company consists of an original five as in diagram VIII. 
That two such sets of five and eight were employed separately in actual 
ritual is indicated in the text itself, I. x. 5, where five is the given number, 
and 11. v. 58, where eight is the number required. (The separate nature of 
the remaining two, Khecari and Bhiicari, has been shown above on p. 28.) 
The names appertaining to the two sets are also distinct : the inner five are 
goddesses proper, while the outer eight are the names of women of low 
caste or of eight feminine relatives. Nor would Gauri have been duplicated 
if the set had been originally composite. 

The essential feature of a mandala is its regularity towards the various 
directions, for the first thing it must express is emanation from a centre 
into space. As the divinities in whose forms the process of emanation 
(utpattikrama) is expressed, have the value of pure symbol, their forms and 
their number are relevant only to the categories in terms of which the 
meditator conceives of his own personality, for it is these two things, the 
divine forms (nirvzna) and the components of his own self ( s a ~ z r a ) ,  which 
are to be identified. The  simplest set is the set already referred to, in which 
the five skandhas are symbolized and purified. Or the number may be 
increased to nine, when the five skandhas and four elements are symbolized. 
The normal representation of these comprises the Five Buddhas and the 
four goddesses, Locani.(earth), Miimaki (water), PandarH (fire), and TirZ 
(air), as shown in the diagram on page 50. The fifth element, space, 
coalesces with consciousness (m~Gna)  at the centre. 

The set of fifteen permits the inclusion of the six spheres of sense as is 
seen in diagram IV. Vajragarbha is also concerned to include the six 
faculties of sense (11. iii. so), but this can logically be done only by increasing 
the size of the troupe. The names he is given in reply, however, suggest 
merely a duplicating of places, for the number fifteen in this tantra is 
inviolate. I t  is envisaged as corresponding with the fifteen vowels and 
the fifteen phases of the moon, and Hevajra as bodhicitta with the moon 
itself.' 

So the whole mandala like the symbol of the vajra or of any divine form 
is still but an expression of the one same idea, more complex in manifesta- 
tion but in essence identical. 'The mandala is the full and efficacious expres- 
sion of the great bliss, for nowhere else does this have its  rigi in.'^ 

See 11. iv. 26 and p. 25. * See 11. ii. 21. 
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The Practice of Concentration 

The purpose of all these imagined forms, seed-syllables, symbols, divini- 
ties, and mystic circles, should by now bc clear. They represent in every 
case the essential identity of nirvZna and samsZra, with which it is the aim 
of the meditator to identify himself. At one time he may select as means the 
form of his chosen divinity (i~tadeoat6) and concentrate upon it one- 
pointedly. '0 Wise One, you should conceive of existence in knowledge of 
its non-existence, and likewise you should conceive of Hemka in knowledge 
of his non-existence." And again: 'The sams6ra is Heruka's phenomenal 
aspect, and he is the Lord, the saviour of the w ~ r l d . ' ~  At set times one 
should therefore practise concentrated meditation(ram6hitayoga) upon him, 
and at all other times in whatever activities bne may be engaged, one should 
seek to be mindful of union with him (niranta~ayoga).~ The whole process 
of concentrated meditation is fully described in Part 1, Chapter 3. After the 
preliminaries, the purification of the site and of one's own person, the 
evocation is begun. This may proceed in various ways in accordance with 
the meanings of the symbols suggested above. One may first envisage the 
syllable RAM which is the primeval fire. In  this one envisages a crossed- 
vajra, symbol of the absolute centre, and then at the heart of this the 
syllable HOM which is the essehce of Heruka or Hevajra. One may com- 
plicate the process by envisaging this vajra, the adamantine essence, as 
first transforming itself into a protected palace, at the centre of which 
Hevajra is enthroned.4 Or one may commence the whole process with the 
lotus in the stylized form of the triangle, of origination (see I. viii. 3). 
From this the elements in due order are envisaged as arising, each repre- 
sented by their particular syllable, YAM RAM VAM LAM. Or one may envisage 
Sun and Moon and then the seed (bija) which is their union. They are all 
merely expedients for concentrating the mind along a due succession of 
events which represents the emanation of existence (utpattikrama) and 
therefore they may be combined in any logical order, for it is the effect 
produced that is alone important. One may envisage the final stage of 

See I. i. 1 1 .  See 11. ix. 10. See p. 89 fn. 
See Tucci, Teoria e Pratica del Mandala, p. 3 I : 'Questa (la montagna Sumeru, l'axis 

mundi) k una concezione panasiatica cui hanno contribuito a dare chiarezza e precisione le 
idee cosmografiche espresse nello zikurrat assiro-babilonese, poi riflesse nello schema 
della citth imperiale dei re iranici e quindi nell' immagine ideale della reggiadel cakravartin, 
il monarca universale delle tradizioni indiane.' See also J. Przyluski: 'La Ville du Cakra- 
vartin', Rocznik Orientalistyczny, v, pp. 165 ff. T h e  mandula, the primary function of 
which is to express the truth of emanation and return (samsdro and nirvdna), is the centre 
of the universe. Hence it involves all previous tradition associated with this idea. Its core 
is Mt. M e m ;  it is the palace of the universal monarch, it is the royal sttipa; it is even the 
fire-altar where one makes the sacrifice of oneself. This last idea finds expression in 
the figurative interpretation given to the rite of slaying (mdrann). It seems that all these 
notions were perhaps involved in the Buddhist stzipa itself (see Mus, Borobudur, i, pp. 
233-53); it is as a stllfia that the nrandala is primarily envisaged (see I. x. c. and 11. V. c.). 
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emanation as the m a n ~ d a  of sixteen divinities, or one may envisage it an 
countless forms of Hevajra filling space in a regularized order in every 
direction. Then one must realize the identity of oneself with the whole 
process by associating one's personality with the emanation, which is 
achieved by a strenuous act of belief: OM HER UKA-svabha'v2tmako 
'HAM-'I am of the essence of Heruka'. The imagined forms are con- 
ceived as sinking into one's own heart, and from here the process may be 
repeated, so that one becomes oneself the twofold process of emanation 
and absorption, of sava'ra and nirva'na. This is the unity of Wisdom and 
Means which remains unharmed by this twofold process of origination 
and dissolution, for Means is the origination and Wisdom the dissolution.' 

One need not doubt the effectiveness of such concentration, if practised 
regularly over a period of time. 'Try it', says our text persuasively, 'try it 
one fortnight with zeal, making final realization your goal, abandoning all 
discursive thought, your mind set on the form of the divinity.'2 

The Ritual of C'nion 

I t  is only after such practice and more of which our text tells nothing, 
that the pupil comes before his master with his yogini.3 Of the actuality of 

See 11. ii. 27. ' 11. ii. 8-9. 
' Of the actual method of controlling the physical functions the text tells nothing 

directly. They are, however, clearly implied in the more general statements (11. iv. e). 
The Taoists, treating of similar practices, are certa+ly more explicit. See the article by 
Henri Maspero, Les ProcidPs dc '~Vourrir le principe vital', JA 229 (1937), pp. 177-252 and 
353-430. The  various processes are here described explicitly, whereas in the Indian texts 
one is presented primarily with schemes and patterns. Nor is any distinction made between 
an imagined and an actual .physical process, because no such distinction is recognized. 
One surmises that the real process was elaborated to conform with a theoretical scheme, 
just as the master's responsibility towards his pupil is elaborated into the theory of 
the five families (see above, p. 30). This has the effect of concealing what is actually 
involved, and I doubt whether this particular problem is soluble. T o  ask what may appear 
to us an all-important question: 'Are the cakras within the body conceived of as real 
psychic centres, or are they an imagined device like the external mandala?' is to bring 
contradiction into the whole basic theory from the standpoint of the texts. For them the 
whole process, internal and external, is hhdvand (mental production), and the mandnlo, 
although imagined (bhdvito) exists on a higher plane of reality than the phenomenal world 
it represents. Likewise the idealized representation of the body, consisting of the veins and 
cakras, exists on a higher plane than the normal physicd structure of the body. Then, 
finally, these higher stages themselves are dissolved. The same applies to the divine forms. 
They are not pure symbol as we might interpret them. We regard them as unreal in the 
beginning. The Buddhists, however, regard them as real in the beginning, more real than 
flesh and blood. Hence arises the need of insisting that the divine form too consists of just 
something that comes into existence (11. ii. 45). In fact the very power of these gods as 
means of purification (eihddhi) resides in the initial belief that they instilled. They are the 
essence of samsdra, and one must learn to conceive of them in terms of their non-existence. 
T o  call such use symbolic is not adequate, for as pure symbol they would be powerless. 
Nor is anv real distinction to be made between an esoteric and exoteric interpretation, 
between the few who know all these things are symbols, and the many who place faithful 
trust in them. They all, siddhns and prtha,qj,ltras alike, believe in these gods. 'The siddhas 
have, however, trained themselves to regard them as thouqh they were non-existent. It 
clearly only becomes possible to understand these texts thoroughly by accepting their 



this following ritual the text amply testifies. I t  is, however, one of several 
means, and whether it was employed or not, depended upon the predisposi- 
tion of the pupil. If one is to judge it rightly, one must see it as part of 
the whole context. The realization in oneself of samsa'ra and nirv~na is the 
serious and avowed intention. One may regard this as no true end for the 
best of human endeavour and as founded upon an incomplete conception 
of the nature of existence, but one must still in all fairness view its practices 
in the light of its intention, and not censure these as though they were 
wanton acts of foolishness. After such preliminary training as they both 
received, it is to be expected that the yogin and theyogini should experience 
their union as the union of Wisdom and Means in the avowed sense. The 
retention of the bodhicitta may well have produced from natural causes an 
intensified sensation of potential bliss, which under the influence of all 
preceding mental training and the impressiveness of the actual ceremony 
would be experienced as something more than natural, as the Bliss Innate 
that transcended any local manifestation. Nor would this interpretation 
conflict with the views of those practisers themselves, for whom the whole 
process is a mental production (bhZvanZ) and for whom every form and 
ritual is a mere support. 

This particular rite is envisaged as proceeding by four stages, which are 
marked by four consecrations given by the master, and are experienced as 
four successive 'joys', known at four successive 'moments'. 

Consecrations JOYS Moments 
I. dcdrya dnanda vicitra 
2. guhya paramdnanda vipdka 
3. prajn'djn'dna c~iramdnanda vimarda 
4. caturtha sahajdnanda vi/ak~ana 

[For the translation and discussion of these terms see abhifeka, dnanda and ksana in the 
Glossary (pp. 131-3, 134, 136) ; also the text pp. 94-96.] 

Weltansclrauung complete, and this is probably an impossibility for a modern European. 
T o  think one has done so is not sufficient. One is then placed in the predicament of explain- 
ing away much that is unacceptable, and one manner of doing this is an appeal to symbolism 
and esoteric interpretation; but these are notions that have no meaning in a genuine 
tradition. A distinction is made, it is true, between an inner (adhydtmika) and outer (bdhya) 
interpretation with regard to the actual rites, but they remain rites none the less, and the 
distinction arises from no embarrassment with regard to them, or desire to explain them 
away. On the contrary the outer sense is usually commended as necessary to lead men to 
the inner, which is precisely their use. The  position is completely reversed by certain 
European and modern Indian exponents of these doctrines, who commend them to us for 
their esoteric significance, as though one could dispense with all else. Such an interpreta- 
tion is historically inaccurate. Those Buddhists believed, and it was necessary for their 
whole scheme of 'release' that they should believe, in those gods and magical practices for 
their own sakes, before they began to use them as means. There was no short-cutting of 
this way, or the means would have been completely ineffective; nor indeed were they 
inclined to believe otherwise. The  task now of trying to understand becomes very much 
more difficult, and can only be attempted when one has amassed sufficient knowledge of 
the historical and religious setting of the times to permit one to see certain practices in a 
sufficient context. Such a view can scarcely be perfect, but it is the only possible approxima- 
tion, and that one can draw very close, is shown by the work of Paul Mus. 



SUBJECT-MATTER 

Their mere enumeration is sufficient to suggest an analogy with other four- 
fold schemes by which the stages of spiritual ascent were indicated. There 
were four stages towards arhatship (srota-Zpanna, sa&dZgamin, aniigamin, 
arhattva-pratipanna), four stages of dhycina, and still more obviously the 
four stages, analogous with sleep, jzgrat, svapna, s u ~ p t i ,  turiya, where the 
last stage is likewise known as the 'fourth'. I t  is therefore in accordance with 
precedent that our stages are now fixed as four. Nevertheless there is some 
disagreement with regard to the ordering of the four Joys and the four 
Moments. Whenever it lists them, the Hevajra-tantra gives them in what 
would appear to be the normal order, yet it twice defines the Joy Innate as 
preceding the Joy of Cessation (I. x. 18 and 11. ii. 40) in contradiction even 
with a definition elsewhere(1. viii. 24) where it is regularly called the End of 
Cessation. That two traditions existed with regard to the ordering of these 
Joys is confirmed by Dharmakirti. 'Some people say', he says, 'that Cessa- 
tion is last and the Innate is third' (xvii. 4186 4). Mait~pa clearly supported 
this view.' That both traditions should appear in the Hevajra-tantra may 
be a sign of mixed origins. 

The transcendental nature of this Joy Innate is emphasized as far as 
words permit. The other three joys are of this world, but the Innate exists 
not in these three.= I t  is not passion (rciga = paramcinanda) nor the absence 
of passion (arZga = viramZnanda), nor yet a middle state (Znanda).3 I t  is 
both void (s'gnya) and non-void ( d ~ n y a )  which is the nature of Heruka.4 
One suspects that the placing of the Joy Innate as third is, however, in 
direct analogy with the ritualistic embrace and actual experience. As third, 
it is followed by the Joy called Cessation, which is a return to normal 
experience. The  corresponding moments are that which has no charac- 
teristics (vilak~ana) and that which consists of the 'reflection' (vimarda) : 'I 
have enjoyed this bliss.' This is Maitypa's contention in supporting this 
order. 'If vimarda is such reflection, how can it be understood as third?' 
Such discussion serves to indicate the very transitory nature of the experi- 
ence and the very delicate distinction that must always have existed between 
the two orders of enjoyment. I t  was indeed a razor's edge. 

The Union within the Yogin's Body 

But all this may at another stage merely figure an internal process of 
reintegration. This was assisted by imagining some of the schemes which 
have been resumed above, as existing actually within the body. T o  the 
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left and right are the two 'veins' Laland and Rarand, corresponding with 
Wisdom and Means in their separate condition, which is the state of Sam- 
sdra. Up and down these channels passes the breath, conceived of as vital 
force and having the nature of rakta to the left and s'ukra to the right. So 
long as breath continues in this manner, so thought continues to wander 
uncontrolled. The  initial part of the process consists therefore in harnessing 
thought to the breath, achieved by concentrating the thought upon the 
breathing process. One manner of doing this is to imagine the vowel series 
(ALI) as passing in and out with the breathing to the left and the consonant 
series (KALI) passing in and out to the right. By concentrating upon this 
both breath and.thought become controlled. Running up the centre of the 
body a third vein is imagined. This is known as Avadhati and represents 
the union of Wisdom and Means. Meeting it at cross section, at the navel, 
the heart, the throat, and the head, there are imagined four lotuses of 
varying numbers of petals, representing minor veins. These four lotuses or 
radiating circles (cakras) correspond with the four stages of spiritual advance, 
viz. the four Joys which we have discussed above. As is usual there is 
some contradiction in the actual arrangement, for the first Joy may be 
envisaged at the navel and the Joy Innate in the head, or vice versa. There 
seems to be some reason for both these schemes as we shall see below. 

At the base of the genitals where all three channels come together, 
Lalani descending from the left, Rasana' descending from the right and 
Avadhiiti ascending at the centre, there resides the bodhicitta in its relative 
condition (= Sukra) and quiescent. At the summit of the head (brahma- 
randhra) there resides the bodhicitta in its absolute condition(= mahisukha) 
also quiescent and known as Moon. 

Such in the simplest terms is the imagined structure of the body. Now 
the breath to which thought is harnessed is first made to pass regularly up 
and down the two outer channels, which thereby enact under strict control 
the process of samsZra. The breath becomes quiescent and the two psychic 
streams thus controlled are held and forced, as other escape is denied them, 
to enter the base of the central channel. At their meeting they arouse the 
bodhicitta which resides there. Their contact, which is the contact of Wis- 
dom and Means, of Sun and Moon, is envisaged as Fire which is CandZli, 
and so Candili burns.' As seed-syllable she is the syllable A, and as a blazing 
A it may be imagined. She is therefore also Nairiitmyl and may be known 
under any name that signifies the bliss of this union, as Avadhijti, the name 

' Candili is gTum-mo in Tibetan, a name well known from accounts of the warmth- 
producing exploits of the Tibetan 'cotton-clad ones' (ras-pa) .  This Tibetan practice seems 
to be a turning to practical purposes of yoga ~vhich was intended primarily as a means to 
the supreme goal. See Evans-Wentz, Tibeton Yoga  and Secret Doctrines, pp. 171-210, 
where the actual producing of bodily warmth is seen to be entirely incidental to the main 
intention. 
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of the central vein itself, or as Dombi. She is now envisaged as moving 
upwards, consuming as she goes, from the niwel to the heart and thence to 
the throat and the hea,d. Then she reaches the bodhicitta in the head, the 
Moon, here envisaged as the syllable HAM. This melts at the contact and 
flows downwards through the central vein, pervading the whole body 
through the various cakras as it goes. I t  reaches the lowest cakra and A and 
HAM become AHAM (= 'I,, the reintegrated self) in the Joy Innate. 

This is the process portrayed in the texts, the final consummation, 
towards which the practice with mandalas and mudr2 and dhyzna and japa 
lends its aid, and in the realization of which they are all transcended. This 
is the process of which the hhi-verses sing: 

When the mind goes to rest, 
The bonds of the body are destroyed, 
And when the one flavour of the Innate pours forth, 
There is neither outcast nor brahmin. 

Here is the sacred Jumna and here the River Ganges, 
Here are Prayaga and Benares, here are Sun and Moon. 
Here I have visited in my wanderings shrines and such places of pilgrimage, 
For I have not seen another shrine blissful like my own body.' 

The absence of any rationality is sufficient in itself to account for inevitable 
contradictions and duplications, of precisely the kind which we have referred 
to above. Thus the sound A at the navel is both the bodhicitta (masculine in 
association) and NairitmyH (feminine in association) who unites with, the 
bodhicitta in the head. Bodhicitta is in one sense itself sirkra and yet it 
results from a union of Wisdom and Means, which themselves may be 
called rakta and hkra. The reason for all these cross-identifications we 
have given above. Also the twofold movement upward and downward in 
the process of reintegration may well account for the Joy Innate being 
conceived in the head and in the navel. I t  is with fundamental variations of 
this kind in mind that one hesitates to commit oneself to any one particular 
scheme, as they clearly varied from one school or one master to another, 
much as the external mandala might be varied. Nevertheless they always 
represent the same intention, namely to emphasize the identity of micro- 
cosm with macrocosm by locating the various orders of existence within 
the body at the level of the various cakras. The Hevajra-tantra itself is 
consistent in its allusions (I. i. c and 11. iv. h) to this theory. The basis is 
provided by the three bodies (kzya) of a buddha, increased by addition of 
the fourth, known as the 'Self-Existent Body' ( s ~ a b h a ' v i ~ y a ) ,  the 'Innate 
Body' (sahajakCya) or the 'Body of Great Bliss' (mah&kh&-ya). The 
three first are located in accordance with the diagram on page 28 above. 

Quoted from Saraha's Dohdoia. See Buddhist Texts (Cassirer, 1954), pp. 23-1. 
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So when they are extended to this fourfold scheme, in which the place of 
importance is at the top, namely in the head, these three bodies of the 
buddha appear out of their traditional order.' 

Body JOY Syllable 

Head svabhivikakiya sahajinanda HAM 

Throat sambhogakiya viraminanda OM 
Heart dharmakiya paraminanda HCM 
Navel nirminakiya inanda A 

Within this fourfold scheme are fitted all possible terms of .reference, and 
primarily the 4 Joys, the 4 Moments, and the 4 Consecrations (see p. 34). 
Also we may insert the four truths, duhkha, samudaya, nirodha, and mcirga, 
as indicating that the whole doctrine is comprehended within the body. 
Or likewise the four schools, Sthivara, Sarvktivcida, Sammitiya, and 
Mah~sartghika, as symbolizing the presence of the whole sartgha within the 
body, or likewise the four elements, earth, water, fire, air, or the four rites 
of prospering(pu~ti), pacifying (iZnti), overpowering (vaiya), and destroying 
(mcirana), as symbolizing the existence of all power within the body. This 
last set lends itself badly to such allocation, as there are far more than four 
such rites. In this context the only one of importance amongst them is the 
rite of slaying (mcirana) which with the interpretation of the 'slaying of the 
notion of a self' is equated with the Joy Innate and is used as a synonym 
for it. Nor is it practicable to insert the Five Buddhas in a vertical order 
because of their number.2 They may, however, be envisaged as there at 

I See Dasgupta, Introduction to Tcintric Buddhism, p. 163. There is no doubt that this 
is the traditional arrangement. For its application to Tibetan ritual, see Buddhist Himriloya, 
pp. 233-4. Nevertheless Vajragarbha reverses the positions of the four bodies and the 
four joys (folio I 86) : 

Head nirm6nakdya cinanda 
Throat sambhogak6ya pararndnanda 
Heart dharmakciya oiramcinanda 
Navel sahajak6ya sahajdnanda 

The  dharmakaya is still positioned at the heart, but the four bodies now appear more 
typically as a graduation of states of existence. 
' This is, however, attempted, although the allocations vary. Thus V (26a 7-6 I): 

Head BrnM Vairocana 
Throat j ~ l y  Amitibha 
Heart  HI^ M Ak~obhya 
Navel AM Ratneia 
Genitals KHAM Amoghasiddhi 

Elsewhere V (1386 4-5) and D ( 3 7 1 ~  2-3) locate the full set of six Buddhas within: 
v L) 

Top of head Aksobhya White (= Vairocana) 
Forehead Vairocana Yellow (= RatneSa) 
Throat Arnitibha Red (= AmitHbha) 
Heart Amoghasiddhi Black (= Akqobhya) 
Navel Ratnasambhava Green ( = Arnoghasiddhi) 
Genitals Vajrasattva Blue ( = Vajrasattva) 

This is achieved by making temporary use of the full set of six cakras, as employed in 
.the non-Buddhist tantras (see Woodroffe, The Serpent Power, 4th ed., Madras, 1950, 
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the heart-cakra, of which Hevajra (= h o b h y a )  holds the centre in the 
form of the syllable HUM with the other four in their normal positions on 
the horizontal plane. The whole scheme is flexible and allows of elaboration 
and variation within different traditions. Moreover the different cakras are 
envisaged as no more or less real than the circles of the external mudala. 
In the condition of the Joy Innate their distinctions, which were mere 
means, are all absorbed. I t  is in this sense that of the pair Wisdom/Means 
Wisdom remains supreme, for although without Means she is unrealizable, 
it is she that absorbs her partner, and never the reverse. She is the eternally 
quiescent one, and it is from her that he emerges, and then from their 
union springs all manifested form, envisaged as the circle of divinities. I t  
is he who weaves the web of mGya' and by means of him, who is the Means, 
'that one returns to her. So the yogin must himself become Hevajra for 
Hevajra is the Means. 

IV. O B S E R V A T I O N S  

Such then is the serious intention of this tantra, with which we can find 
no fault that might not also be found in earlier stages of Buddhism. There 
is no Buddhism known that does not set chief store by meditation, and this 
is but a special means of meditation. I t  uses mystic syllables, but these were 
in use long before Saroruha produced this text. I t  uses mystic circles and 
divine forms as aids to concentration, but forms of the buddhas worked in 
stone had now been long in use, and it is in terms of the traditional stiipa 
that the mandala is conceived in the Hevajra-tantra. I t  consists of an 
inner circle, surrounded by four walls with four entrances and four portals 
(torana). I t  has eight columns (two at each entrance), and is decorated with 
chains and garlands. As for the actual yoga-practice, there was nothing new 
in the breath-control which still plays the predominant role in a developed 
technique. Nor is this developed technique, it seems, anything new in 
principle, for at most it involved increased control of the physical processes 
of the body, which in some measure had always been recognized as neces- 
sary. If control of the breath was already recognized as a means towards the 
achieving of a desired mental condition, then to control also the seminal 
fluid and thereby gain even better results, is but an advance along the same 
path. The deliberate eating and drinking of things abhorrent differs nothing 
in kind from the deliberate meditation upon unpleasant things, such as the 
gross nature of the human body or the manner of disintegration of a corpse, 
practices which had previously been found helpful in overcoming natural 

pp. I 15-27). There is clearly great variety in these lists, and contradictions can easily be 
shown even within a single tradition, if one checks the lists for cross-references. They 
seem to have no significance, apart from ~urely  local modes of meditation, and more often 
they seem to merely represent ill-conceived attempts at needless systematization. 
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aversion and instilling the virtue of indifference (upek~z) .  One conceives 
too easily perhaps of Buddhism in terms of the abstract theories of a few 
famous philosophers, and so when in the tantras one is brought face to face 
with actual practices, the like of which had long been practised, one may 
exclaim too readily that these cannot be Buddhist.' That new elements are 
introduced, the effect of which is far-reaching, there is no denying, but 
there is no essential break in the development of the doctrine. One might 
even claim that these new elements far from issuing in a degeneration, 
brought about a rejuvenation, nourished in the hidden well-springs of 
Indian religious life. For it is not the philosopher who gives life to a religion, 
but the man who succeeds in practising it, and in India the practiser par 
excellmce has always been the yogin. One may well, by present standards, 
dislike the actual practices of certain yogins, and may thus far refer to them 
as a degeneration, but this term is relevant only to our judgement, and its 
use does not mean that Buddhism necessarily suffered from contact with 
them. This seems to be but a European fable, given substance only by the 
cataclasmic disappearance of the doctrine from India at the time when the 
tantras were in vogue. T o  Isllm Siikyamuni was as much a demon as Hevajra. 
The  later Buddhists themselves conceived of their type of Buddhism as the 
best and most effective, and since they are not profligates who commend it 
for the licence it permits them, but serious practisers and scholars, their 
words are not without importance when we attempt to appreciate this 
phase of the doctrine. T o  any who conceive of Buddhism as just philosophy, 
this preoccupation with ritual and techniques of yoga may well appear a 
riot of degeneration, but to a Buddhist who conceived of his religion 
primarily as an art of yoga and who had never neglected the use of ritual, 
it might very reasonably have appeared as the most effective teaching ever 
sponsored under the name of Buddha. 'Because it is free from doubt as to 
the oneness of its purpose, because of its absence of difficulty, because of 
its many methods, and because it is adapted to keen senses, this mantra- 
teaching is the best.'= 

When we examine too what new things this period introduced into the 
Buddhist stream, we find they are a cause of strength rather than of weak- 
ness. The new notion that was perhaps most radical in its effect is that of 
buddhahood to be achieved in one lifetime. This hope of rapid success 
brings an actuality into the religious biographies of this period, however 
fantastic they still remain in many details, and the religious ideal of the 
mahzsz'ddha coincides with the historical examples. Whereas who can point 
to the bodhisattva, the great being, who pursues his career through aeons 

Mus, p. 594: 'L'Clement culturel, capital pour I'etude du bouddhisme indien en sa 
fiche substance, est trop souvent sacrifit h I'btude des dissentiments d'tcole, plus com- 
modes d'acces que les faits rituel.' 

a Quoted by Mait~pa (Adz~ayavajra~amgraha, p. 21) and Bu-sTon (Obermiller, p. 40). 
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of time? He remains primarily a great ideal, a subject rather for theoretical 
elaboration than for actual practice. The stories that tell of his virtues are 
fantastic in their whole purport and the very stages of his advance are 
acknowledged as unreal in their true nature. Now it is at least under- 
standable for a man to train himself to regard all phenomenal things as 
essentially unreal, if he can hope to experience the final bliss associated 
with that experience. in or at the end of his present life. There is some 
motive for self-sacrifice and arduous self-training if the goal is within his 
grasp. But what incentive is there to pursue an ideal realizable after aeons 
of time, when every stage of progress is unreal and imagined? In  actual 
fact the ideal remained far more modest, as represented perhaps by such 
men of learning and sanctity as Hsiian-Tsang met in his travels, or by 
yogins and ascetics possessed of special powers, in the existence of 
which the followers of the Buddha had always believed. The  tantras seem 
then to mark a new recognition of the actuality of the religious life as con- 
ceived in those days. They descend from superb flights of fancy to a 
realizable ideal; one may dislike this ideal and its means of realization, 
but it was at least practicable and apparently successful. For there seems no 
reason to doubt the efficacy of the psychological training and the theory of 
evocation on which it is chiefly based. This was a matter of self-knowledge 
in the full sense of the term, for it was necessary to exteriorize all hidden 
innate tendencies that they might be known and transmuted. The mandala 
served but as a support for this process, and the intricate forms it often 
assumed indicate the complexity of the task. That the divinities should be 
manifest in fierce forms, a stumbling-block to some Europeans who take 
interest in Indian art, would also be in accordance with the theory, for the 
hidden tendencies are fierce and destructive in their nature. Neither India 
nor Tibet has become impervious to the notion of 'religious dread' (my- 
sterium tremendum), and this has found expression in fierce divine forms.= 
By the simple worshipper these are placated in the world without, but by 
the meditator they are transmuted in the world within. The realization of 
the essential identity of man with the universal being was one of the first 
fruits of Indian reflective thought, and it remains fundamental to all prac- 
tice of yoga and to most philosophical exposition. T o  reintegrate the one 
was therefore automatically to reintegrate the other, and thus to save one- 
self might be identified with saving all beings. 'There are no other means 
in the s a ~ c i r a  for achieving the weal of yourself and  other^.'^ The fierce 
tendencies must be evoked and transformed, for it is they that produrn the 
appearance of misery (duhkha). In this whole process of self-help nothing 

' Concerning the notion of mysterium tronendum see Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy 
translated by J .  W. Harvey, Oxford, 1928. See, e.g., pp. 25-30, 129-33. 
' 11. i i .  10. 
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final is to be gained by calling upon imagined beings who express benignity, 
gentleness, and compassion. This may well be done by simple folk who 
conceive of these imagined beings as other than themselves, and the 
meditator may well himself make use of such devotional practices as a 
psychological preparation, but they are essentially useless in the final stages, 
where it is the fierce aspect of the self that must be transmuted. If they are 
found ever to be morbid and pathological, it suggests that precisely these 
tendencies were to be overcome. One might well generalize and contend 
that it is the function of all religious practice to restore to its rightful con- 
dition that which is conceived as defective. Such is certainly the avowed 
intention of the practices which we have been discussing, and it was in their 
very power of giving expression to those things that we naturally find un- 
pleasant that their effectiveness consisted. T o  dislike the tantrtrs, is but to 
dislike the worst tendencies in man, and of the terrible existence of these 
tendencies we have ample experience in every generation. The tantvas 
claimed to remove like by like, and so of what else should they tell? With 
all their excesses and defects of presentation they may well contain much 
that is relevant to modern thought, for they present a genuine stratum of 
human experience. The texts themselves of course are merely suggestive 
and complete evaluation is only possible in a living tradition. There is 
nothing superstitious in the idea of a necessary succession from master 
to pupil, nor in the idea of the essential secret being lost, if no succession 
took place. Other techniques lost in such a way are by no means unknown 
in the history of man. 

In  this whole setting the rite of maithuna ceases to be a matter of con- 
cern, and it would be absurd to defend it by pretending that the intention 
was solely symbolical. Whether performed or not, it is the idea that counts, 
and this idea is certainly central in the whole conception of this new 
reintegration.' And necessarily so, for it represents a most powerful tendency 

The  whole conception of two-in-one is fundamental to Tantric Buddhism, viz. that 
Buddhism which seeks its authority in the tantras, conceived as Buddha-word. But sexual 
symbolism was not necessarily involved and seems to have been a secondary development. 
See in this respect an excellent article by Glasenapp, 'Tantrismus und Saktismus', Ost- 
an'atische Zeitschrift, 1936, pp. 12-33. The  term Saktismus itself is, however, not properly 
applicable to Buddhist developments (see below, p. 44) as Glasenapp is aware, but he 
omits to draw the full conclusions. 'Die Vereinigung des Buddha mit seiner Sakti im 
Korper der groBen Lust (mahdsukha-kcya) ist das Symbol des Verschmelzens des Be- 
wuBtseins (vijn'dna) in der Leere (iinyatd), die selige Aufhebung aller Zweiheit. Wenn sich 
der Uptiyo (d. h. die Methode der aktiven Heilspropaganda) und die Prajn'd(die Erkenntnis) 
miteinander vereinen, dann ist damit der hijchste geistige Schopfungsakt zur Tatsache 
geworden. Die Sakti ist hier also dem rninnlichen Prinzip im giinstigen Falle nur koor- 
diniert, meistens aber ist sie ihm untergeordnet, wie ja auch bei den tibetischen Yab- 
Yum-Darstellungen die Sakti meist kleiner erscheint als ihr mlnnlicher Partner' (p. 126). 
Never, however, does this coupling mean anything other than the absorbing of up@o 
into prajEd, and in this sense Wisdom (prajn'd) always predominates. The  fact that icono- 
graphically the prajn'i 1s shown as the smaller of the two figures indicates nothing other 
than the continuance of an iconographic tradition, in which the male figure (icono- 
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innate in all living things. I t  is therefore the chief thing to be symbolized, 
and to symbolize, one must remember, is to transmute. This is therefore no 
degrading of religion, but just the reverse, an ennobling of the natural con- 
dition, or rather a realization of the essential purity (vis'uddhi) of the natural 
condition. I t  is samsira that is to be realized as nirvina. We have referred 
above to the dangerous nature af this whole theory of identification, and 
drawn attention to the false assumption that seems to underlie it, but in 
this instance the followers of the tantras seem to be specially secure from 
criticism, for this bond was a sanction of the highest order which Indian 
religion recognized, namely the obtaining of supreme enlightenment (sam- 
yaksambodhi). If misused it became automatically, as should any intended 
sacrament, the means of certain misery (duhklta), which for them is sam- 
sira, unrecognized for what it really is, involving wretched conditions in 
future lives. Those who behaved thus were the fools, to whom reference is 
made, for the followers of the tantras were themselves well aware of these 
dangers. I t  is only unfortunate that at times the canonical texts themselves 
seem to succumb to the danger.' The wording often seems so precise that 
it can be only the obviously literal interpretation that was intended. Vajra- 
garbha even says that this was so.2 I n  those circles where the Hewajra- 
tantra had its origin, there can be little doubt that it was believed that the 
body would be nourished and so become endowed with special powers, if 
certain sacraments (samaya), consisting of various kinds of human flesh or 
more repulsive articles, were consumed.3 T o  consume these in the accepted 
Buddhist sense, means to consume the Five Buddhas and thus to pur~fy 
( v i M )  the Five Evils. If in the beginning this had been the intended 
sense, it would have seemed unnecessary to enumerate the articles with 
such precision. Yet in the main a clear Buddhist connotation is implied. 
The  whole text seems to require different stages of interpretation, if one is 
in every case to understand it as the actual authors intended it. But it has 
seemed to me enough to attempt to understand it in its acceptable Buddhist 
sense, as interpreted in fact by its commentators. 

At the same time there is no absolute distinction to be drawn between 
any of the ritual and its figurative meaning, since the final purpose of the 
ritual is nothing other than that meaning, and at any stage it might still be 
employed without necessarily belying the higher intention. The  fool was 
not he who did these things, but he who did them ignorant of their true 
import. This applies particularly to the important rite of maithuna. In  its 
symbolic interpretation it may be associated with the idea of mystic absorp- 
tion into the great prajiirSpiramita', an idea which is never dissociated from 

graphically) predominated. The old forms receive now new significance, and it would be 
absurd to deny the new significance because of the old forms. 

I See 11. xi. 11-15.  See p. 17. 3 see  I .  vii. d, I. xi. b, and 11. x. b. 
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it. This idea precedes the tantras themselves; they seem to give it actual 
substance for a period, and then it returns again to the sphere of pure idea. 
It is in the actual interpretation of this rite that the Buddhist tantras differ 
chiefly from the non-Buddhist, and it is unfortunate that the relative 
ignorance concerning Buddhist tantras should have permitted reference to 
them with terminology which is just not properly applicable. In  recent 
European and Indian works the feminine element is now regularly referred 
to as the s'akti, but yet she is no Sakti (active power). She is herepraj~a', the 
eternally quiescent one, and it is by means of her partner (upa'ya) that 
phenomenal existence comes about. The whole idea of power is essentially 
absent where she is concerned, and to refer to Hevajra and his s'akti, or 
any other Buddhist male divinity 'and Sakti', already now the practice in 
our museums, reveals a misunderstanding of the whole Buddhist concep- 
tion. If we must use a Sanskrit term, the correct term is prajiia-, as our text 
here will amply demonstrate. If we use English, the term 'partner' will 
serve. The term iakti is not used in ~uddhis t '  tantras.I Elaboration of this 
theme is not here necessary, for this has been the whole subject of this 
introduction. The yogin as Means (upzya) is absorbed into Wisdom(prajtia'), 
and the Great Bliss (maha'sukha) is achieved. 

While on the one hand we should recognize in all fairness the essential 
purity in intention of any ritual rightly performed, in that it consists in an 
identifying of sa-a'ra with nirva'na, in a transmuting of a lower form into 
a higher, of that which is imperfect into that which is perfect, we must on 
the other hand be aware of the opposite effect that results, namely the 
identifying of nirva'na in s a ~ a ' r a .  While the first is essentially blameless, 
the second is clearly liable to either proper or improper use. Its use is proper 
only when the intention is right. T o  produce a mandala with its various 
parts, to envisage it as a representation of existence as it appears to be, and 
then to identify it in a higher principle, is a satisfactory proceeding perhaps, 
so long as one continues to embody that higher principle. One could then 
say convincingly: 'OM HERUKA-svabha'va'tmako 'HAM'. AS a means towards 
this stage one had provisionally identified that which was imperfect with 
that which is perfect, and this was justified in so far as perfection was 
achieved. But it ceases altogether to be justified when this ideal is no longer 
realized, or in the case of its non-realizability. I t  is with this measure that 
one may in fairness attempt to estimate the value of the later Buddhist 
developments. 

There was nothing new in the theory that in order to restore that which 
was imperfect (= duhkha) into that which was perfect, that which was 
' It occurs nowhere in the Hevajra-tantra. In Bhattacharya's edition of the Cuhya- 

samcSjatantra it is printed in error for the correct reading which is given in a footnote 
(p. 28, note 6). It may be noted that it is liable to occur only in isolated mantras, e.g. Sarva- 
tothdgatatattvusamgraha, Narthang Kanjur rGyud, vii. 3466 I .  
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perfect must provisionally manifest itself as imperfect, that is to say in a 
form that would be recognizable to imperfect beings, and so might serve as 
means towards their transformation. A docetic theory of %kyamuni Buddha, 
which involves precisely this idea, is present in the Lalitavistara, and finds 
still fuller development in the Saddharmapu~arika. It was this same idea 
that transformed the significance of the stiipa, so that from being a reliquary 
to which honour was due, it became a symbol of the dharmakzya from 
which power might be derived. This same change affects the stone figures. 
The quasi-historical representations of Gandhara sculpture become the 
stereotyped and idealized buddhas of later Buddhist times. The intention 
of the onlooker changes from that of devotion to an historical person, and 
becomes one of desire for self-identification with a transcendent ideal. I t  is 
this change which is the very essence of the mahcIyZna, and in it are involved 
all future developments. 

What is new in the tantras is the manner in which they draw certain 
conclusions from those premisses, conclusions that could logically be drawn, 
but nevertheless involved a certain contradiction with the original intention. 
Their whole theory of symbols is based on this same idea of perfection 
existing in an imperfect form, by means of which one gains the otherwise 
unattainable perfection. But they advance from this position in that, instead 
of symbols, they adopt ritual acts, where previously a symbol would have 
served. Now the act, rightly performed, may well be more effective than a 
mere idea represented by the symbol, but there is clearly the danger of the 
act becoming detached from its intended significance or of its use by those 
who are unable to comprehend that significance. For these may still claim 
in accordance with basic theory that sa?pira is identical with nirwa'na. It is 
here that one sees the fallacy of the whole theory of identification, already 
referred to above (p. 29). I t  may be all very well to say that savcira is 
nirwZna if one remains in nirwa'na (= mystic realization), but the theory, to 
say the least, lends itself to considerable misunderstanding, if one remains 
in sapZra (= normal phenomenal existence) and still maintains that all is 
nirva'na. From this misunderstanding arises the notion that those who have 
once experienced the 'Great Bliss' can do as they please, that whatever their 
acts, they themselves are free from their consequences, for they are beyond 
the notions of what is suitable and unsuitable, what is right and wrong. 

This same desire to see nirvzna as saptira in every possible manner had 
yet another effect, which certainly strengthened the claim of Buddhism to 
be a universal religion, and not merely a special technique for 'those of 
keen senses'. In this respect it is difficult to regard the tantras as issuing in 
a degeneracy. Their elaboration of the use of symbol provides those external 
forms which ate essential to the existence of a religion that is to enter 
into the life of a people and form the backbone of its culture. We can but 
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surmise from their Nepalese and Tibetan versions the wonder that those 
great Indian stzipas excited and the devotion they instilled; how wonderful 
too must have been those murals that adorned the walls of the monasteries, 
and the images and banners that filled the temples, the throngs of monks 
that passed in succession to their regular offices, or assembled for bouts of 
philosophical disputation. I t  is of this whole setting that the tantras fom 
part. I t  is this which they have strangely helped to enrich. Those same texts 
that may well distress us with the barbarity of their language and the crudity 
of their expression, were for them sacred symbols, for the Tantra of Hevajra 
is the verbal expression of Hevajra, even as the image represents his physical 
form. Probably very few were concerned to know the actual meaning of the 
words which formed this verbal expression. I t  was learned and recited 
ritually as one of the means of consubstantiation with the divinity which it 
expressed, and when it is commented upon by those few who were skilled in 
the meaning of its parts, they themselves would conceive of it in no other 
way than as a means to this same self-experience. The  literal interpretations, 
so useful to us, that they sometimes provide, are merely incidental to the 
main intention, and are therefore seldom plainly stated, but must more often 
be deduced. They wrote their commentaries neither for those who wished 
to eat repulsive sacraments, nor for those who desired to study critically 
such strange practices, but for those who wished to consume the notion of 
their own selfhood. This is so apparent in the manner of their writing, so 
completely taken for granted, that it is oneself who becomes the fool, 
when one sets about a literal interpretation of the text. For them the text, 
like the image, is but an expression of the essentially inexpressible. I t  is 
itself the convention, the samaya. 



P A R T  I 

a. ( I )  Thus have I heard-at one time the Lord dwelt in bliss with the 
Vajrayogini who is the Body, Speech, and Mind of all the Buddhas. 
(2) There the Lord pronounced these words: 'Greatly to be revered is this 
most secret of all secret things, this essence which is the Body, Speech, and 
Mind of all the Buddhas. 0 Vajragarbha, good, good indeed, thou Great 
Bodhisattva of great compassion. Do thou listen to this which is named 
Hevajra, the essence of Vajrasattva, MahZsattva, and Mahisamayasattva.' 
(3) Vajragarbha replied: 'Why Vajrasattva, how so Mahisatha and 
wherefore Samayasattva ? May the Lord please explain.' (4) The Lord 
replied : 

'It is indivisible and so known as Vajra. 
A Being which is unity of three;2 

Because of this device3 he's known as Vajrasattva (Adamantine 
Being). 

(5) He is full of the flavours of great knowledge, and so he is called 
MahZsattva (Great Being); 

From his continual creation of conventional forms, as Samayasat~a 
(Convention Being) he's named.' 

b. (6) Vajragarbha said: 'What is meant by this composite name of 
HEVAJRA? What is proclaimed by the sound HE, and likewise what by 
VAJRA ?' 

(7) The Lord replied : 

'By HE is proclaimed great compassion, and wisdom by VAJRA. DO thou 
T h e  English chapter-titles are not intended in every case as a translation of the 

Sanskrit. They merely represent an attempt to characterize the subject-matter as concisely 
as possible. 
' T h e  unity of three is the unity of Body, Speech, and Mind, and with this interpreta- 

tion the commentators are generally in agreement. Dharmakirti, however, understands it 
as the unity of the three worlds, Mmadhdtu, rtipadh-tu, and arripadhdtu, which is achieved 
in the condition of voidness-stori pa  fiid du c h s  thams cad d b j ~  mi phyed paho / 
srid pa gsunr ste hdod khams gzugs khams gzugs med pahi khams gnrm ston par gcig p u b  / 
(xvii. 343a 4). See p. 28. 
' T h e  interpretation of anaj-d prajriayci jruktyd presents some difficulty. T h e  Tibetan 

versions generally confirm our text with their: ies rub rigs pa hdi yis no, which, being a 
literal translation, does not help in clarifying the meaning. K, having quoted the text cor- 
rectly, then interprets as though it were: ana3.d prajiid~wktj-ri (vol. 11, p. 105,Il. 6-7). Bh, 
however, says: 'prajn'ayd yuktj-6' 'that is to say, here in this application is the authority 
of logical inference1--ks rub rig pa ies gsu" ste / rigs pa nn hdir rjes su dpag p 4 i  tshad ma 
ste / (xv. 19gb 5). T h e  phrase reoccurs in a similar context at I, v. 8. In both places the 
easiest way of satisfying demands of syntax is to translate: 'by this wise device'. p r a j ~ -  
can itself, however, mean 'device', and I prefer to accept it as simply a synonym in apposi- 
tion, as does also Bh (quoted above). 
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listen to this tantra, the essence of Wisdom and Means, which now is pro- 
claimed by me. (8) Its proficiency is known to be manifold; it teaches the 
gazes,' how to conjure forth and the language of secret signs, how to 
petrify, how to drive away, how to bewitch an army into rigidity. (9) It is 
the means of producing and maintaining the yoginis in accordance with 
right method; it is proficient in knowledge, both absolute and relative2 in 
the matter of the due order of appearance of the divinities. (10) But in the 
first place it is the one means of producing Heruka, and it is by such pro- 
duction3 that men are released, 0 Vajragarbha of great compassion. 
( I  I )  They are bound by the bonds of existence and released by knowledge 
of them. 0 wise one, you should conceive of existence in knowledge of its 
non-existence, and likewise you should conceive of Heruka in knowledge 
of his non-existence. (12) Great knowledge abides in the body, free of all 
falsification, but although it pervades all things and exists in the body, it is 
not in the body that it arises.' 

c. ( 1 3 )  Then Vajragarbha said: 'How many veins are there, Lord, in the 
Concerning 'gazes' see Part I ,  ch. xi a. 

' 'knowledge absolute and relative'jiicinavijiicina. K ,  however, explains jiidna as 
astrology, &c.' and vijn'dna as 'attendance on  one's master' ( p .  105, 1. 28).* R likewise: 

ye ies ni skar mahi rtsis la sags paho / rnam ies ni slob dpon gyi las thams cad la mkhas paho / 
(xvii. 255a 7) .  Bh interpretsjn'dna.as the knowledge that produces perfection (siddhi) and 
vijiidna as knowledge o f  the fivefold enlightenment (see Introduction p. 29) ye ies ni dnos 
grub gtan la dbab pahi ye ies so / rnam ks ni mnon par byari chub pa rnam pa lnahi ye kt so / 
(xv.  201b 4-5). S has the most satisfactory solution: ye Ses ni de kho na iiid / rnam par k s  
pa ni rDo rje ma la sogs paho / ?Edna means the absolute; vijiicina means Va j r i  and her 
companions' (xv .  143b I )  made clear b y  V : 

de las dnos po skye ba ni / 
gzuti don hdzin p d i  dbye ba las/ 
yul dan dban pohi sbyor ba yis / 
rnam ies rnams kyi  so soho / 
dnos pohi hchiri bas hchin bar hgyur / 

dnos pohi hchin ba de yis rnam par Ses pa rnams don mig la sogs pa rnams hchiri bar byed do1 
de yoris su ies pas grol bar byed / 

yul dun dbnti po rnams hgog pas de yons su ies pas ies paho / 'From that ( the sound ~ i r ? f )  

phenomenal existence arises from the distinction between subject and object (grcihyagrd- 
haka), and from the association o f  the sense organs and their spheres each different kind 
o f  consciousness (vijn'cina) arises, and one is bound b y  the bond o f  phenomenal existence. 
T h a t  bond o f  phenomenal existence binds the different types o f  consciousness and the 
eye and the rest. By the knowing o f  this release is achieved. W h e n  spheres and senses 
cease to  function, and one experiences i t ,  that is absolute knowledge (jn'dna)' (xv .  
I za <-6).  - - 

d ,  

T h e  two terms refer here (ilokas 9 and 10) to the twofold process, whereby the divinities 
are produced in due order (utpattikrama) and then reabsorbed (sampannakrama). V~jiidna 
refers to the process o f  emanation, and therefore S (quoted above) refers it t o  VajrH and 
the other divinities. See W .  Kirfel, Die buddhistischen Termini jiidna und oijiidna, Z D M G  
92, 1928, P P .  494-8. 

bhdzjn here translated 'production', for the producing o f  Heruka or Hevajra and his 
q c l e  represents existence (hhdz'a), which is conceived o f  as being produced just in the 
same way .  

+ Since all such references to  the text o f  K can apply only t o  vol. 11, this volume 
reference will from now on  be omitted. 
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vajra-body I' 'There are thirty-two veins', he replied, 'thirty-two that bear 
bodhicitta, and flow into the place of great bliss. Among these three veins 
ore the chief, Lalana', Rasana', and Avadhflti. (14) Lalana' has the nature of 
Wisdom and Rasana' consists in the Means, and Audhiiti is in the middle, 
free from the notions of subject and object. 

. (15) Lalana' is the bearer of Ak~obhya and Rusami the bearer of blood, 
and she who is known as the bearer of both1 is famed as Avadh~ti.' 

(16-19) Their names are: Indivisible, Subtly-formed, Divine, Left- 
handed, Dwarfish, Tortoise-born, Anchoress, Consecration, Fault, 
Pervader, Mother, Savage, Freshener, Heat, la la^, Avadhfiti, RasaG, 
Bent, Black, Beautiful, Common, Producer of the Cause, Unattached, 
Affectionate, Perfected, Purifying, High-minded, Threefold, Lustful, 
Homely, Impetuous, Daughter of Death. 

(19) Vajragarbha again asked: 'Of what kind, Lord, are these thirty-two 
veins?' (20) The Lord replied: 'They are all a permutation of the triple 
nature and essentially free of the notions of subject and object, but on the 
other hand when they are used as means, they are conceived as possessing 
the characteristics of phenomenal things.' (21) Now are listed the com- 
ponents of the internal man$ala:2 

ALI-sun-wisdom (which represent the left vein); 
~LI-moon-means (which represent the right vein); 

Navel Hemt Throat Head 

lotus of: 
64 petals 

(24) variety 
(25) worship 
(26) sorrow 
(27) self 

(28) joy 
(29) sthavira 

VAM 

M h a k i  
dhmma 
(mind) 

8 petals 
development 
adoration 
its origination 
spell 
perfect joy 
sarvcistivcida 

M A  

Piinduradevi 
sambhoga 

(speech) 

16 petals 
consummation 
propitiation 
its cessation 
divinity 
joy of cessation 
samvidi 

YA 
Tira 
mahanrlihcl 
(unity of body, speech, 

and mind) 

32 petals 
blank 
fulfilment 
the way 
knowledge 
innate joy 
tnah&arigika 

4 momenm 
4 requbitu 
4 truths 
4 realitica 
4 joys 
4 schools 

(30) Then there are ALI, KALI, sun, and moon,3 the 16 phases, the 64 periods, 
the 32 hours and the 4 watches. So everything goes in fours. 

According to the text 'bearer of Wisdom and Moon*, but these terns have the rune 
significance as blood and akfobhya, and I avoid the confusion of too many synonymour 
terms. Akfobhya = bodhicitta (see p. 25). 
' 'internal mandala' = samvara. See pp. 35-39 and Glossary p. 138. 
' These four, ~ L I ,  &c. are listed for the second time, for they not only form sets of pain 

with laland / rasano', praj5o' / uuptiya, but can also be arranged to fit into the four circles. 
So V arranges them: dpral bar k ~ h o  / w ' n  par K A L I ~  / srk'ri khar fes rob bo I lte bm 
thobs so / (xv. 186 3). 



T H E  HEVAJRA-TANTRA 

( 3 1 )  CandIli blazes up at the navel. 
She burns the Five Buddhas. 
She burns LocanI and the others. 
HAM is burnt and the Moon melts.' 

C H A P T E R  ii. M A N T R A S  

a. We shall expound the chapter on mantras. 

( I )  the mantra that accompanies oflerings to all the spirits: 
OM A-origin of all things for they are essentially non-arisen-OM AH 

HOM PHAT SVAHA. 
( 2 )  the seed .of the buddhas: 

BUM A M  JRIM KHAM H ~ M . '  

(3) the heart of Heaajra: 
OM DEVA PICU VAJRA HOM HOM H ~ M  PHAT SVAHA. 

(4) the basis of all mantras: 
they have OM at the beginning, sviiaii at the end and are adorned with 

HUM PHAT. 

( 5 )  the mantra for causing a city to tremble. 
OM A KA CA TA TA PA YA SA SVAHA. 

(6) the seed of the yoginis: 
A A I I U O R Q I , & E A I O A U A M A H .  

K deals with this verse very fully (p. 110). See the Introduction, pp. 36-37. 
The  correct reading of this set of syllables is confirmed by V who quotes them as 

BUM AM JRIM KHAM H ~ J M  (xv. 26a 7). They also reappear in the text below (12) to (16) 
and on p. 5 5  fn. (quotation from K). The readings of all the other mantras in this chapter 
are confirmed by chapter 9 of Part 11, where they are all spelled letter by letter. 



(7) the mantra of the two-armed form: 
OM TRAILOKYAKSEPA HOM H f i ~  H ~ M  PHAT SVAHA. 

(8) of the four-armed form: 
OM JVALAJVALABHYO HUM HOM HUM PHAT S V ~ A .  

(9) of the six-armed form: 
OM KIT1 KIT1 VAJRA HOM H ~ M  HUM PHAT SVAHA. 

(10) the mantra for the empowering of body, speech, and mind: 
OM AH HOM 

(I I)  the mantra for purifyng the site: 
OM RAKSA FUKSA H ~ M  HOM HOM PHAT SV-. 

(12) Petrifying: OM HOM SVAHA. 

(13) Subduing : OM AM SVAHA. 

(14) Driving away: OM KHAM SVAHA. 

(15) Camng hatred: OM J R ~ M  SVAHA. 

(16) Bewitching: OM BUM svhA.  

(17) Conjuring forth: OM HUM S V ~ A .  

(18) Slaying: OM GHUH SVAHA. 

(19) OM KURU KULLE HRI SVAHA.' 

(20) Rain-producing ritual: OM AH PHUH. Intoning these syllables, make 
an image of a snake, wash it with the five ambrosias,Z honour it with blue 
lotuses,3 smear it with nciga-subduing juice,4 smear its head with ichor, and 
having made a pot by placing two dishes together, lay the snake inside. 
Then fill the pot with milk from a black cow and wrap it in a woven cloth 
that has been cut by a dark-skinned girl. Then in the north-west make a 
small pool, and place the snake in it. At its edge lay out the mandah. 
Black colouring is obtained from charcoal of the cemetery, white from 
ground human bones, yellow from green lac, red from cemetery-bricks, 
green from caurya leaves and ground human bones, and dark blue from 
ground human bones and cemetery charcoal. With these colours lay out 
the mandala, measuring it with a cemetery threads three cubits, three 
inches in size. In  the centre draw Hevajra in the act of trampling on a 
snake; he has eight faces, four feet, sixteen arms, and twenty-four eyes. 

' This is the niantra of the goddess Kurukullii. See I. xi, c.  
' The five arnbrosias are the five products of the cow, K (p. 1x1, 1. 18);  according to 

V (xv. 356 2) milk, curds, butter, sugar. honey. 
' So explained by V :  utpda srion pa (xv. 356 2). 

* Ndga-subduing juice is unexplained by the commentaries. Tib assists only in defining 
miga as snake, which is in any case to be expected in the context. 
' According to V:  a thread made from the guts of a corpse: dur khrod k3.i sran bus ies 

pa rohi rgps pa rnams kjis byas pahi srari bus-(xv. 356 6). 
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Then the master, his mind resolved in inmost wrath, should utter this 
mantra in that lonely spot: 

OM CHURU CHURU GHUDU GHUDU GHATA CHATA CHOTAYA GHOTAYAI 

0 Lord of the nligas who causes the snakes to tremble, He-he Ru-ru 
Ka-those nligas who have gone to the seven lower realms, drag them - 
forth, drag them forth, rain, rain, thunder, thunder-PHUH P H U ~  

PHUH PHUH PHUH PHUH PHUH PHUH HOM HOM H ~ M  PHAT SVAHA. 

If it does not rain now, one should recite this mantra backwards. If then 
they do not produce rain, their heads will burst like bunches of bread-fruit.2 

(2 I) The cloud-rending ritual:3 
Taking one's seat on a cemetery-shroud, one rends them by reciting this 

mantra : 
OM noble one to whom the cemetery is dear-H~M HOM HOM PW 

SVAHA. 

(22) The ritual of the aajra-knife: 
I tell of the chalk-ritual for destroying an enemy army. Having pounded 

the chalk, mix it with the five ambrosias and kulhiirachinna4 and make a 
small ball. The mantra is: 

OM vajra-knife-o Hevajra HOM HOM HOM PHAT. 

For the gaining of siddhi he should recite it ten million times, and for the 
above-mentioned practice a hundred thousand times. He should then 
wrap round the neck of the jar upon which the ritual is being practised, 
and having wrapped it round, he should break it off. All the enemies will 
become headless.5 

The whole of this mantra is translatable, although of course at the expense of the 
eonoroue effect, whence their power was derived: ghur = roar, ghud = defend, ghat = 
etrive, ghu: = etrike. 

a S arrerts that the heads of the ndgas will burst (xv. r45b 7)-not that of the officiant 
in the event of hie failure! V implies so (xv. 36b 6). Ch clearly states so: 'Then if it does 
not rain, it will cause the heads of those nciga-kings to burst into seven pieces like a bunch 
of arjaha' (5890 27). 'Arjaka' is explained by K (p. 111, 1. 20) and by Bh (xv. 2090 7) 
M 'bread-fruit' (panasa). According to V. it is like black mallikd, has a white stalk, and 
burrte at the light of the sun-ardaaka ales pa dbyug pa dkar po can mallika nag po Wra 
ba st-fli mahi bod kyis k a s  pa (xv. 366 6). S says likewise that it has a white stalk and 
that itr earr burst at the contact of the sun-ardzaka f es pa ni sdod bu dkm po ste dehi die 
ma ji lta bar des pa de la iii mas reg pas skad cig gis rnam pa du mar hgas par hyur ba de 
bdin du klu rnams kyi mgo bo. k a s  so (xv. 145b 7). 

a V gives a fuller account which gives some more point to this particular rite. When the 
rain becomes exceesive, he says, place the snake in a pot which has been filled with ashes 
from the cemetery, and eeated on a shroud, &c.-gad gi tslre char ches par gyur no dehi tshe 
mthab yas dr dur khrod kyi thal bas khalfr phor bkaft bar bdag par bya ste / stlags $08 dur 
khrod hyi ras la flr bar &lug nus, &c. (xv. 37a 2). 

The invocation itself seems to be clearly addressed to Siva. 
Tibetan verrione either transliterate kufhdrachinna or translate without comment 

rto rrsgcodpa 'cut with an axe'. Ch glosses with ts'ao 'grass' (589c 3). The  sense of the term 
remain8 uncertain; perhaps the flesh of someone slain by nn axe (cf. factrahata, I. vii. 21). ' Thie 'knife' ritual is confusedly explained. A more logical account is given by V md 
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(23) The ritual for the destruction of go&:' 
One who wishes to destroy the gods must perform the ritual upon an 

axe-shaped mark (tilaka). A pal&a seed,2 plucked under Pusya3 and mixed 
with kufha'rachinna, he should pound together with M r a  under a solar 
eclipse. Having pounded it, he should form it into an axe. Trampling it 
beneath the feet he should recite the mantra: 

OM vajra-axe-cleave cleave HOM HOM HOM PHAT SVICHA. 

Reciting it ten million times, he should make homage to the tilaka, and the 
one to whom it clings will burst.4 

(24) The burning ritual: 
One should write the name of an enemy on an arka-leaf with the juice 

of poisonous mustard and burning citraka, and throwing it in a fire chaff, 
recite this mantra ten thousand times: 

OM Hevajra-bum bum this enemy BHRUM HOM HOM HOM PHAT SVAHA. 
By reciting it ten thousand times one succeeds. 

(25) The vomiting ritual: 

If one wishes to cause the vomiting forth of intoxicants, one should 
imagine the syllable IWU+ on the navel of the patient. One imagines the 
syllable MAM becoming a belly full of wine. He is seen as vomiting, and he 
vomits the wine. 

S. Two uses of this mantra are given, firstly for converting living beings who are hard to 
convert. For this ten million recitations are required accompanied by a million offerinp 
(xv. 370 3-4). Secondly it is used for this enemy-destroyingrite, when a hundred thousandr 
suffice. S's account of this follows : 

Grind the chalk together with the five nectars and with k_uthdruchinna make it into a 
pellet the size of an eye. Then place it in Heruka's mouth and recite the mantra until the 
image ejects it from its mouth and gives it back to the officiant; if in one eession he maker 
a hundred thousand recitations, the rite will succeed. If he then makes a mark with the 
chalk on the neck of a spherical vessel, that very thing will appear on the necks of the 
victim and his followers. He then exercises faith so that these are severed-bdud rtsi lria 
dun rdo rgyus btags te / sta res gcod pa doti lhan cig tu mig tsam gyi ri lu byas te H e r u k d i  
khar bcug ste snags bzlas nas ji srid du sku gzugs ran gi kha nas rqti byud ste sgrub pa po la 
ma btad pa de srid du sten gcig la @urn bzlas pas grub par hgyur te / rdo rgyw de. ril pa 

blugs kyi mgnn pa la ri mo bris nu bsgrub bya &hor dati bcas pa& mgrin pa la de tZid 
snan bar hgyur te / M i  ni hphral du yid ches par byed p&o / 

The gods are the gods of the tirthikas (xv. 370 7) .  
brahmabija is explained as pal&a by most of the commentators (R. xvii. 2673 7 

S. xv. 146a 5 ,  V.  xv. 376 I ) ;  pal&'a according to Apte is Butea Frondosa. 
' 'plucked under Pu~ya',  so interpreted by R rgyal la blaris pa (xvii. 2680 I ) .  

* The manuscripts are in agreement, but do not make for coherent translation. T, how- 
ever: bye la bzlas la thig le byas te gun la phyag byas la de hgar so = kotim japya tilakap 
kurycid yam ca vandate sa sphutati. V and S confirm this. According to V, 'having pul- 
verised (the mixture), he must make a tilaka of the form of an axe, and by doing that, the 
god to whom the officiant bows, will burstD--de bdm bas dgra st&i rnam pahi thig le b y a h  / 
byas pa des lha goti la sgrub pa pos phyag htshal ba de[s] hgas par byed p u b .  

It  would be preferable to read here: rdo rgyuc des. 
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(26) The ritual for gaining mastery of a young woman: 

One who wishes to quell a young woman should go on the eighth day of 
aioka to the foot of an aioka-tree, and donning a red garment, he should 
cat madana-fruit. Then making a tilaka with kzrnticika-juice, he should 
recite this mantra: 

OM HRI may she come into my power SVAHA.' 
By reciting it ten thousand times one gets her to come. 

(27) The ritual for holding sun and moon: 

One who wishes to have power over sun and moon, should make a sun 
and moon of ground-rice, throw them into vajra-water, and recite this 
mantra : 

OM sun and moon, move not, move not; stay, stay-o Hevajra HOM 
H ~ M  H ~ M  PHAT SVAHA. 

One should recite it seventy million times and they will stand still so that 
sun and moon will be indistinguishable day and night. 

(28) The ritual for seeking a thing which is lost: 

In  order to gain success in this one should enchant at night time the eye 
of a maiden with this formula, repeating it 108 times: 

OM NAGRA NAGRA, 
honouring her with the five kinds of offerings, flowers, incense, lamps and 
so on. Then at night on the eighth or fourteenth day having put ready jars 
containing sesame oil and lac,2 one should enchant them with this formula 
repeated 108 times. Next smearing his big toe with the enchanted lac, and 
washing it with the sesame oil, he should show it to the girl, saying: 
Speak! Who has removed this thing of mine?' Then she will reply: 'Such 
or such a one.' This is Vajra-astrology. 

(29) OM VEDUYA VEDUYA-pronounce this and an elephant flees. 
(30) OM MARMMA MARMMA-pronounce this and a tiger flees. 
(31) OM TELIYA TELIYA-pronounce this and a rhinoceros flees. 
(32) ILI MILI PHUH PHUH-pronounce this and a serpent flees. 
(33) Show your hand with a gesture which indicates protection of wealth 

and power of subduing, and a dog will flee. 

b. (34) I t  is in association with VajrZ, Gauri, Viri, VajradZkini, Nairitmiki, 

' This is the mantra of I<urukullH as given at I. i. 19, with the words amuki me 
vaiibhaoatu added. It is correctly quoted by V :  OM KURUKULLE H R ~ H  amukam me vaiibha- 
vatu S V K H ~  (XV. 38a 2). Our text distorts the word-order. 

a Translated freely, but on the basis of V :  'on the eighth or fourteenth day in the early 
morning having put down the jars, place on them branches of a sappy tree (?), putting 
the sesame oil in the copper jar and the lac in the other'-bcu b i i  paham brgyad pa la sria 
dro& dus su bum pa biag nos dehi steri du / ho ma cangyi iiri gi yal go bkod cin hbru mar zaris 
mahi snod du biag ste / rgya skycgs kyi khu ba snod g ian  duho / (xv. 38a 7). 
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Bhficari, and Khecari, that the yogin practises the rites of petdying and 

1 These rites and their mantras have been listed above in this chapter. The following 
tquotation is from K (pp. I I 1-13):  'This rcfers to the practice of  mantra^. (i) One rhould 
mentally produce Vajri, who becoming manifest from the syllable AM, is white in colour, 
treads upon a corpse and holds knife, skull, and khatvanga. One should worship her an 
prescribed, repeating the mantra : OM H ~ M  SVAHX one hundred thousand times. Then one 
should write in chalk the syllable M A ~ I  on a dish of unbaked (clay). In the middle of it one 
should put the mantra: OM HOM Make Devadatta stay H ~ M  S V U A .  Then one must fill it 
with ashes from a funeral pyre, place another unbaked dish on top to serve as a cover, and 
on the top of this draw the square mandala of Mahendra. Then place it on the ground, 
put your foot on it and repeat the 'staying-still' mantra 108 or one thousand times: OM 

HOM Make Devadatta stay MM S V A H ~ .  Then he will be made to stay. 
(ii) One should mentally produce yellow Gauri, who is of a saffron-reddish colour and 

holds a noose and a hook. Then meditating upon the syllable AM of colour like unto a 
bandhlka-flower (as situated) in your own heart, one should worship her as  prescribed, 
repeating the mantra: OM AM SVAHA. Then you should imagine the woman who is to be 
subdued, in front of you, red in colour, naked and with dishevelled hair, and with the 
syllable AM at her pudenda. If it is a man, it will be at his heart. The syllable AM is like 
fire and one must imagine it blazing. Then repeating the mantra: OM AM CAUR! Lead her 
into my power S V A H ~ ,  one must imagine her bound with the noose round the neck and 
pierced at the heart with the hook, and drawn near, and thrown at your feet. Then she 
will be certainly subdued. 

(iii) One should mentally produce VHriyogini, who becoming manifest from the syllable I, 
is dark blue in colour, holds a mirror and is pointing. Then one must imagine the syllable 
KHAM on a solar disk at the heart, and worship her as prescribed, repeating the mantra: 
OM KHAM SVXHA. Then one must imagine the fellow against whom the rite is to be prac- 
tised, as naked and with dishevelled hair, dark blue in colour and mounted on a wild boar. 
He is facing right and in the act of fleeing while being beaten with the cruel blows of 
clubs. For a week one must repeat the mantra: OM KHAM V ~ ~ R I Y O C I N I  Chase away this 
fellow KHAM HOM HUM MM PHAT, and he will certainly be chased away. 

(iv) One should meditate on Vajrayogini with the syllable u and imagine the syllable 
]RIM dark blue in colour on a solar disk at the heart. One should worship her as prescribed, 
repeating the mantra: OM JR!M SVAHA one hundred thousand times. Then one must 
imagine the two against whom the rite is to be practised, as mounted on a horse and a 
buffalo and as fighting together. One repeats the mantra: OM JRIM VAJRAQAKIN~ Cause 
Devadatta and Jiiinadatta to hate one another J R ~ M  HOM HOM HUM PHAT, and it will cer- 
tainly cause them to hate one another. 

(v) One must imagine NairHtmyH, who becomes manifest from the syllable AM. Her 
appearance is fearful and she holds the skull, khatvdhga and knife. On a solar disk at the 
heart one sees the syllable BUM, dark blue in colour, and having performed the prescribed 
worship, one should draw a six-sided mandala in a brahrna-skull with a mixture of poisonous 
mustard and blood. In the six comers one must inscribe the syllable H I ~ M  and in the centre 
OM BUM Bum him H I ~ M .  For any intended misfortunes one should write his name and 
burn it in a chaff-fire (passage corrupt). In fierce rites one should always end the mantra 
with: HOM HOM HOM PHAT. 

(vi) One should mentally produce Khecari, who becomes manifest from her own seed- 
syllable and is standing on a corpse. Then one should imagine the victim blazing on the 
air and fire-mandalus. One draws forth from one's heart a red ray of light, which one must 
cause to enter the victim by way of the right nostril, and having pierced her heart, one 
must extract the ray by way of the left nostril. Then drawing it with the breath into one's 
own heart, one recites the mantra. She will certainly be drawn to one's presence. 

(vii) One should meditate on Bhiicari, who becomes manifest from her seed-syllable and 
is dark-blue in colour. Then having performed worship as before, one should imagine a 
burning vajra, which becomes manifest from the syllable CHUH and is entering the rear of 
the victim who is face-downwards. One should recite the mantra: OM GHUH B H B C A R ~  
Slay him H ~ M  HOM HOM PHAT and he will certainly die.' See also notes to text 
of K, p. I 12. 
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C H A P T E R  iii. H E V A J R A  A N D  H I S  T R O U P E  

(I)  We shall expound the chapter on the divinities. First1 one should 
. . 

produce thought of love, secondly that of compassion, thirdly that of joy, 
and last of all that of impassibility. 

(2) Then again: first the realization of the void, secondly the seed in 
which all is concentrated, thirdly the physical manifestation, and fourthly 
one should implant the ~yllable.~ 

'First' in the sense of first of this set of four, for 'first of all, having settled in a pleasant 
place and adopted a comfortable posture, one should pronounce three times: OM R A K ~  
RAKSA HOW HUM HOM PHAT s v i ~ i  in order to protect the site, oneself, and the performance. 
Then one should worship Bhagavin whose form should be present on a picture or some 
other representation, with one's own mantra, and having intoned the dedication, one 
should make a confession of wrong done, an act of gladness at merit gained, and perform 
the triple-refuge. Then having produced the thought of enlightenment, after that one 
should first practise the meditation of love' (K :  p. I 13,ll. 14-19). These preliminaries are 
given in a similar form by most of the other commentators. Bh adds: 'after the taking of 
the triple-refuge, one should make an offering of oneself, which will be mentioned below 
(see I, vi. 19); having made a gift of one's own self, one should make the vow which is 
the thought of enlightenment: 'May I, having become Heruka, make all beings without 
exce~tion into Heruka too.' This also is mentioned later: 'Heruka is a transformation of 
sapscira, the foremost of the saviours of the world'; then again later: 'I will save the 
world'-gsum la skyabs su Mro bahi rjes l a  bdag iiid dbul bar byaho / i e s  paho / de iiid 
kyan hchad par hgyur te / lus ky i  sbyin pa byin nus su / i e s  p&o / de nar smon pa byah chub 
kyi sems bskyed par bya ste / bdag n'id dpal Herukar gyur nas k r o  ba ma l w  pa mums kyati 
d p d  Herukar b y d o  / i e s  paho / de iiid kyan hchad par k y u r  te / hkhor bahi rnam pa 
Heruka I k r o  ba sgrol b&i gtso bo iiid ces paho / des nu bdag gis hgro ba sgrol bar b y d o  / 
i e s  pa dun-+xv. 2 I oa 2-4). 

I have auoted here at some lenrth in order to show how the intention of the ritual that > u 

follows, remains that of the traditional bodhisattva. The intention is the same; the tech- 
nique has changed or developed. 'Thought of enlightenment' remains in its traditional 
eense. The four brahma-vihdra are very old property of Indian Yoga and probably belong 
to the earliest Buddhist practice (Fr. Heiler, Buddhistische Versenkung, p. 47 and notes 
294 and 295). They lose nothing of their moral force in their present setting. See K :  
p. 113, 1. 19; or N, who emphasizes still more their benevolent character: 'Love is the 
directing of the thoughts, so-that one's relatives and friends, the meanest of them, one's 
enemies and those who are strangers shall gain happiness and those things that are good 
for them; compassion is the will to extricatk all beings, even at the cost of one's own life, 
from suffering and the cause of suffering; joy is rejoicing at that which is of benefit to 
others; impassibility is indifference to the harm caused one by othersB-*Zen b k s  tha ma1 
pa dun dgra bo rnams la pha rol po la dun bde ba fie bar sgrub par sems pa ni byams paho / 
gZis pa sGn rje i e s  pa la sdug bsttal doti / sdug bsrial gyi rgyu las sems can rnams thams cad 
ran gi lus dun wog gis kyan hdon par Mod pa ni Sin  rjeho / . . . g ian  la phan pa la runs 
pa ni dgah baho / . . . g ian  gyi skyon la btan siioms pa ni kun gyi lhag mar btan S o m  so i e s  
$40 (xvii. 92a 7-b 2). One should note, however, that this whole process is a meditative 
exercise, forming part of the yogin's own purificatory ritual, and subjective in its application. 
R gives the reasons for its use : 'for the purpose of rendering firm the thought of enlighten- 
ment and all the other roots of virtue, in order to allow no occasion for harmful thoughts 
or tormentings and in order to protect oneself from the sufferings of an evil future, from 
MHra and from the HinayBna; they are the first branch (of training) for yogins and are 
common to all yogins'-byan chub ky i  sems la sogs pahi dge bahi rtsa ba thams cad brtan par 
bya bahi don dun / gnod sems dun rnam par htshe ba la sogs pahi skabs mi dbye bahiphyir doh I 
tian hgrohi sdug bsnal dari bdud dun theg pa dman pa l a  bdag iiid b m n  bahi don du hdi [du] 
dug ni rnal hbyor pa rnams ky i  dun pahi yan lag te rnal hbyor pa thams cad ky i  thun mon no 
(xvii. 2686 4-5). 
' This set of four. form the body of primary yoga, and are called the fourfold vajm- 

ma1 hbyor don pohi lus ni rdo rje b i i  ste (R: xvii. 2686 5). See also G S  p. 163 where this 
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(3) One should imagine before one a solar disk arising from the syllable 
RAM and at its centre a crossed-vajra which has emerged from the syllable 
HOM. AS produced from this vajra one should imagine a balustrade and 
canopy. ' 

(4) (Then within the balustrade) one should first imagine a corpse which 
represents the whole of existence, and the yogin, seated thereupon, should 
conceive himself of the nature of Heruka ( 5 ) .  In his own heart he imagines 
the syllable RAM and a solar disk arising from it, and then upon that the 
syllable H ~ M ,  the nature of which is Wisdom and Means. (6) I t  is dark in 
colour and exceedingly fearful this syllable H ~ M  which has emerged from 
a vajra, and one should conceive of the essence of this HUM as abiding in 
the heart of the vajra. (7) Then he should envisage the syllable ~ i r ~  as 
transformed into (Heruka) whose nature is wrath. This Vajra-Born is 

iloka: prathamam itinyat&bodhim, &c. appears in almost identical f o m ,  and is referred to 
as the vajracatyka. As for the interpretation of these four stages, the commentaries are in 
complete agreement on the meaning of the first three. A variation of interpretation for 
the fourth is given by Bh and Kz, both, however, fanciful and without direct relevance to 
the preceding three. We follow K's commentary: 'What is this realization of the Void, you 
ask. As all things have the mind for their support, everything is just thought, and with 
external things thus non-existent, it reflects sense-objects through error. It is like a 
dream, they say. Furthermore, as mind consists of this reflective quality, its nature is 
neither one nor many. It  should be conceived of as free from false appearances and as 
consisting of pure brilliance. Now in that brilliance one duly envisage9 upon a solar d i d  
and so on the divine seed encircled with rays ; from that seed by the endless creation of the 
families of the yoginis the cause of the world is prospered, so in that eeed it is concentrated. 
By means of that seed there comes about the physical manifestation of the god in the -mi- 
paryatika position or in a dancing posture, mounted upon a corpse upon a aolar disk which 
rests upon the pericarp of a many-petalled lotus. This is the physical manifestation. 
Fourthly the implanting of the syllable. In one's own heart one should imagine the seed- 
syllable set on a mandala.' (K:  p. 113,ll. I 14ff). R says exactly the same in substance. For 
the second stage he says: 'from that seed Vajri, Gauri, and their companions pour forth 
endlessly, and because they are concentrated in that seed, it is called seed-concentration 
and that one should meditate upon' (xvii. 2690 3) ;  and for the fourth: 'in one's heart one 
should imagine a solar disk, and upon that is placed the syllable of the seed. One should 
concentrate upon one's own thought as perfected in the nature of that thought which is 
expressed in the form of one's own divinity who arises from the syllable of that seed reating 
on the solar disk in the heart1-ran gi m'in gar r?i mahi dkyil hkhor dmigs te / dehi stni du 
sa bon gyi yi ge bkod la  / siiin ga+i iii ma la gnus p d i  so bon gyi j ige las ran gi lhahi mum 
pahi sems kyi rai, biin gyis rdzogs pa ran gi sems bsgom par bya (xvii. 2690 4-5). The  four 
stages are clear: first the concept of the void, then the seed, then the whole phenomenal 
process, idealized in the circle of divinities, and lastly this whole process envisaged with- 
in one's own heart, so that oneself becomes the centre and is consubstantiated with the 
whole. 

As for the grammatical structure of this last phrase, n5cisam may be interpreted M 

nywet. There are other examples of the verbal noun with dependent accusative. 
See 1. vi. 4. Tib has dgod, a future root, and this usually represents a Sanskrit 
optative. 

For a fuller account of these preliminary protective arrangementa see K (p. 1x4, 
11. 8-12). 'One conceives of a solar disk sprung from the syllable RAM which is red like 
fire, and upon it a crossed-vajra which has emerged from a dark-blue HOM. On a horizontal 
plane in relation to these one should imagine a vajra-balustrade, above them a' oajra- 
canopy, and below them a floor of this adamantine material. Outside there should be a 
blazing oajra-fire. This is the meaning of the floka. Then he should empower it by 
reciting the mantra : OM RAKSA RAKSA HUM HUM HUM PHAT S V ~ H ~ . '  
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exceedingly dark like a blue lotus in colour, or one may conceive of him as 
dark blue and red-as one pleases.' 

(8) Envisaging in the sky that Lord, who is vajra-born and of great corn- 
passion, one should worship him in the company of eight goddesses who 
are wearing all their adornments. (9) Gauri holds the moon, Cauri the sun- 
vessel, Vetdi holds water, Ghasmari medicament, (10) Pukkasi holds a 
vajra, Savari the ambrosia, and Candili sounds a drum. By these the Lord 
is worshipped, with Dombi clinging to his neck and impassioned by great 
passion. 

(11) There is Moon and Sun and betwixt them the Seed. This last is 
that Being, 'tis taught, whose nature is Joy Supreme. (12) Forms like to 
his in brilliance shoot forth and cover the expanse of the sky. Drawing 
them together he induces them into his own heart, and the yogin becomes 
the Wrathful One hirn~elf .~ 

(13) Dark blue and like the sun in colour with reddened and extended 
eyes,3 his yellow hair twisted upwards, and adorned with the five symbolic 
adornments, (14) the circlet, the ear-rings and necklace, the bracelets and 
belt. These five symbols are well known for the purificatory power4 of 
the Five Buddhas. (15) He has the form of a sixteen-year-old youth and is 

'In accordance with one's own power of perception, whichever colour is agreeable, as 
such one should conceive him.' (K : p. I 14, 1.23). Presumably the idea of aruna is derived 
from the solar disk, but it is difficult to conceive of the two colours at once, which is cer- 
tainly intended. So B: 'the body which is the essence of Heruka is the colour of the dawn 
mixed with dark-blue'-srio ba dun hdres pa skya retis kyi mdaris can gi Herukahi bdag iiid 
kyi sku ni / srio dun iii mahi mdog ces pa (xv. 213a 7). When nil6rundbha recurs in verse 13, 
he says: 'as for this colour which is blue and like that of the sun, mortals (mthah can) 
are not able to distinguish them. So he is blue and he is the colour of the sun, and there- 
fore it is said he is blue and of colour like the sun'-srio dun iii ma mtshuris pahi mdog ni 
mthah can gyis rnam par dbye ba(r) lned paho / des ni slio ba yari yin la iii ma yari yin pas nu 
nio don iii ma mtshuris pahi mdog go (xv. 21461). See I-T iii, p a e  2, frontispiece. 

a The process here described is again 'the Body of Yoga' (yogas'arira), which we discussed 
above in the note on pp. 56-7. In this second case, however, there is a .fivefold 
distinction, each of the five stages being equated with one of the five wisdoms. Thus R 
(xvii. 270b I ff.), D (xvii. 2g4b 6 ff.) and I< (p. I 14,ll. 32 ff.) all interpret. K quotes the text 
I. viii. 6-7 q.v. The  only difficulty consists in candrdlikdlimartta~a. There are listed two 
pairs of synonyms, dli/kdli and stln/moon(see Introduction, pp. 26-7), the masculine element 
of one pair united 'with the feminine of the other: moon (m) and 6li(f), k6li (m), and sun (f). 
The  context reauires no other significance in the re~etition than that achieved in any other - 
language by similar use of repetition, and the efforts of the commentators, K amongst 
them, to explain moon as a transformation of dli, and kdli as transformed into sun, are 
really superfluous. Compare however 1: viii. 5-6. Sattva is defined as Vajrasattva by 
S(xv. 148 5) and as Vajradhara by K. He is the supreme being under any of his names, 
and both commentators go on to define svadeh6bhd as shining manifestations (K : dbhdh, S : 
hod zer-lieht ravs) like Hevaira in form. Of the Drocess wherebv manifestations of this - . , 
kind fill all the points of the compass we have already spoken (see Introduction, p. 33). 

'Eyes red and extended like a bandu, such are red bandu-eyes; eyes round, red and 
extended, this is the meaningv-bandu /tar rgyas iiri dmar bahi spyan ni bandu dmar pohi 
spyan de iiid de / zlum iiri dmar la rgyas pahi spyan ies pahi don to (xv. 2146 4-5). Ch : 'his 
eyes are red bandhuka (-flowers)'-ggob 6. 

See reference to viiuddhi, p. 29. Also I. vi. I 1-1 2. 
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clad in a tiger-skin. His gaze is wrathful. In his left hand he holds a vajra- 
skull, and a kha?va'riga likewise in his left, while in his right is a vajra of 
dark hue. In  his essence he is the enunciation of the sound HUM. 

(16) This Lord plays in the cemetery surrounded by his eight yoginis. 
'In the cemetery', we say, because here we have a play on words, for 
ioan'ti means 'he breathes' and Savavusati means 'resting-place of 
corpses'. 

(17) The four-armed form symbolizes the destruction of the four Miras. 
He is born of the syllable HUM and his form and colour are as previously 
described. In the first left-hand he holds a human skull filled with the blood 
of gods and titans; in the first right hand he holds a vajra; with the remain- 
ing two hands he embraces PrajZii. She is VajravZrZhi and is similar in 
form to her lord. 

(18) The six-armed form has three faces, the left red, the right the colour 
of the rising moon, and the foremost one dark blue. The six arms symbolize 
the six Perfections; in the first left hand he holds a trident, in the first right 
hand a vajra, in the second left hand a bell and in the second right hand 
a knife. With his remaining two hands he clasps VajraSynkhalZ. She too is 
like her lord. I n  her right and left hands she holds knife and skull. 

He treads upon a corpse who represents the threefold world. 

( I )  We shall expound the chapter on divine consecration. Imagine that 
from the seed1 in your own heart you lead forth a ray, which is shining 
black in colour and of the form of a hook, and by means of this you draw in 
the buddhas who are stationed throughout the threefold world. Having 
worshipped them with the eight g~ddesses ,~  you should beseech them 
saying: 'OM may all the buddhas consecrate me'. 

(2) Then you will be consecrated by those buddhas who have all assumed 
the form of Heruka, with the five vessels which symbolize the Five Tathi- 
gatas and which contain the five ambrosias.3 At the time of consecration 
there will be a shower of flowers and one of saffron; drums will sound; 
(3) you will be worshipped by Rfipavajri and her companions4 and Locani 

The seed is HCM (S: XV. 1490 I ) .  

Literally: the eight mothers and referring to Gauri and her seven companions. 
Bh interprets the five ambrosias as the Five Wisdomsddud rtsi lna 2es bya ba m me 

10it lta bu+i ye ies la sogs pa ye b s  /ria po de dug tiid bdud rtsi ste de dag gis M z i n  p& 
(xv. 2166 3). 
' The complete company are: 
RlSpavajrd who is white and holds a mirror; 
Sabduoajrd who is black and holds a lute; 
Gandhavajrd who is yellow and holds a shell with scents; 
Rasauajrd who is red and holds a begging-bowl filled with fine savoure; 
Spar$avajrd who is green and holds garments of various hues; 

[footnote cont. mmhq/. 
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and the others1 will sing vajra-songs.= When you have been thus con- 
secrated, the Lord of your Family3 will appear on your head, and Heruka 
will be revealed in you. 

Performing morning, noon and night this meditation which bestows 
such power, you should arise, and at all times remain consubstantiated with 
the divinity.4 

C H A P T E R  V. R E A L I T Y  

( I )  Now we shall expound the chapter on reality. 
In reality there is neither form nor seer, 

neither sound nor hearer, 
There is neither smell nor one who- smells, neither taste nor taster, 
Neither touch nor one who touches, neither thought nor thinker.5 

(2) He who is well versed in this yoga gives honour always to the Mother 
and the Sister. Likewise he to whom this truth is dear, pays honour to 
Narti, Rajaki, and D ~ m b i , ~  to Candili and to Brihmani, combining Means 
and Wisdom in the rite.' 

Dharmadhdtuvajrd who is yellow and red and holds the triangle of origination (dhmmo- 
d u y a s e e  K (p. 123, 1. 24). 

Such is the list given by Bh (2166 5 )  ; it shows, however, some discrepancy in the matter 
of colours with that given in I -T  iii. 2, pp. 183-4. 

Locami, Mdmaki, Pd~araocls in i ,  and Tdrci have already been referred to in the 
Introduction, p. 3 I. 

As an example of vajra-songs S and Bh both quote: Kollairetthi, &c. For this nee 
beginning of Chapter 4, Part 11. 

3 The  Lord of the Family is Akqobhya, for it is he who is the hypostasis of Heruka or 
Hevajra. Bh: ran gi rigs k s  pa ni  M i  bskyod paho (xv. 217a 3). 

4 Bh: ' "At the three set times practising the meditation of the bestowal of power, one 
arises" so it is said. The bestowal of power (adhiffh-nu) refers to the disposition of the 
divine forms ( ?  deuatdvinydsa); the practice is meditation upon them, and this is the rite; 
"arising" implies remaining in union (with them). Then it refers to activity outside these 
set times and meditations with the words "being consubstantiated with the divinity" ; this 
means the assurance of unity of enjoyment in the divine form with regard to all spheres 
of activity through possession of divine self-confidence in the acts of sitting, sleeping, 
eating and all the rest'-thun gsum du byin gyis brlabs pahi sgom pa rnam par bsgoms nus laris 
te i e s  bya ba la thun gsum du ste / byin gyis brlabs pa ni lha rnams nr rnam par dgod paho / 
de r n a m  kyi sgom pa ni goms paho / dehi sgom pa ni cho gaho / laris pa ni  r n d  hbyor gyis 
g n u  paho / thun don bsgom pahi phyi rol gyi bya ba gsuris pa / lhahi i e s  bya ba la  sogs pa la / 
lhahi gzugs ni Mug pa dari / z a  ba dari / iiol ba la sogs pa rnams su lhahi ria rgyal gyis yul 
rnams la lhahi gzugs su iie bar Ions spyod pahi rnal hbyor gyi ties pa iiid do i e s  dgoris SO / 
(xv. 2170 5-7). 

For a translation of K's commentary on'these verses see the Introduction, pp. 20-21. 

The text actually has Vajri, but see Boka 6 below. 
These seven names fall into two groups. The first two belong to a larger set of eight 

feminine relatives, which will be found in full at 11. v. 53. Their significance here is 
made clear below (I. v. 16-17). This is made more explicit by R who says that the Mother 
is one who always wishes you prosperity, that the Sister is one who is constant in her 
affection, and that they both bring prosperity to the Family of Vajrasattva-Ma i e s  pa n i  
phan par W o d  pa can no / n i n  mo i e s  pa ni byams pa brtan paho / de giiis ni rDo rje sem 
dpahi rigs la phanpar byedpaho (xvii. 274a 5-6). The families of the other five buddhas are 
accounted for by Narti and her companions (see diagram V). These are interpreted as 
representing the five senses with their objects. See K :  p. 1x7, 11. 10-12. 
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(3) They must be served with circumspection that no disclosure come 
Through lack of secrecy misfortune will befall you, from snake or 

thief or fire or sprite.' 
(4) In order that one may gain release, these Mudri are identified with 

the Five Families. She is called Mudri or Sign, because she is signed with 
the Vajra. 

(5) Vajra, Padma, Karma, Tathigata, Ratna; these are known as the 
Five Families supreme, 0 thou of great compassion. (6 and 7) These then 
are their five MudrI: Dombi for Vajra, Narti for Padma, Rajaki for Karma, 
Brihmani for Tathigata, and CandHlini for Ratna. For shortness they are 
called the families of the tathcigatus. (8) He enters supreme reality, he the 
Blessed One, and comes just as he went, and so on account of this play on 
words, it 's as TathZgata he 's known. 
(9) These families are of six kinds, it 's taught, but abbreviated they are 

five. Then they may become three with the distinction of Body, Speech, 
and Mind.2 

(10) These families correspond with the five elements and are identified 
with the five skadhas.3 I t  is because they can be reckoned (kul) or counted 
that they are therefore known as kula. 

(11) There is neither meditator, nor whatso'er to meditate; there is 
neither god nor mantra. 

I t  is as (aspec.ts of) the undifferentiated unity that god and mantra have 
their existence. 

(12) This unity is known as Vairocana, Aksobhya, Amogha, Ratna, 
Arolika,4 and Sitvika, as BrahmH, Visnu, Siva, Sarva, Vibuddha, and 

These lines are interpreted differently by K:  'They (the senses that these goddesses 
symbolize) must be used with extreme care, so that no distinction, that is to say, so that no 
threefold de~endence of sound. ear. hearin@-consciousness. &c. shall come about' - 
(p. I 17, U. 16-18). This seems scarcely the primary meaning, as the threats that follow the 
non-observance would not be suitable in this case. K shows his consciousness of this by 
inserting s6rflscirikair duhkhaih. 

" Interesting are the names given by K to the six buddhas : Citta (Akobhya), S&ata 
(Vairocana), Ratneia (Ratnasambhava), VcTgiia (AmitcTbha), Amogha ( A m o g h d h i ) ,  and 
S6twika (Vajrasattoa). They become five by the omission of Vajrasat~a, and three by 
the absorption of Amoghasiddhi into Vairocana, and Ratnasarnbhava into Amitibha. 
This leaves Akgobhya (citta), Amitibha (ocig), and Vairocana (ktiya) (Td x\i. 128~) .  This 
order of elimination corresponds with the historical seniority of the group. Vajrasattva 
was the last-comer; Amoghasiddhi and Ratnasambhava are less substantial figures than 
the three first great ones who still hold their sway in China, Japan, and Tibet. Hevajra as 
was mentioned above (p. 60, fn. 3), is a manifestation of Akgobhya, to whose family our whole 
tantra belongs. For an interesting and well-reasoned discussion of the origin of the five 
buddhas, see Paul Mus, Borobudur, ii. I ,  part 6, ch. I 'L'Origine des Cinq Jina'. 

a For a discurnion of these correspondences see the Introduction, pp. 29-31. This 
paesa e is corrupted in the manuscripts, but well vouched for by the Tibetan versions. 

jrolika-a curious name for Arnitttha. It belongs to a set of names of invocation 
with Bnajik, Ratnadh~k (see PK p. 8). See also GS p. 6 and Tucci, Some CIosser upon the 
Guhyoramdja, M C B  iii, pp. 339-53. K T  translates the term as hkhor Mas (= sa?nrdra- 

Vootnorrr 4 ,  J cmt.  wrrloqf. 
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(13) He is called BrahmZ because he has gained nirvZna and enlighten- 
ment. Visnu . . because he is all-pervading, Siva because he is propitious, 
Sarva because he abides in all things, (14) Tattva because he experiences 
real bliss, and Vibuddha because he is aware of this happiness. 

He becomes manifest in the body (deha) and he is therefore called the 
divinity (devatz). (IS) Because he, as Buddha,, possesses many blessings 
(bhaga), he is called most blessed (bhagavat). These blessings are six: 
lordliness, beauty, fame, wealth, wisdom, and great energy.' Or he may 
be called Bhagavat because he destroys(bhaijanGt) KleiamZra and the others. 

(16) PrajfiZ is called the Mother, because she gives birth to the world; 
and likewise the Sister (bhagini) because she shows the apportionment 
(vibhZga).Z (17) She is called Washerwoman or Daughter or Dancer: 
Washerwoman (rajaki)3 because she tinges all beings (raiijanzt) ; Daughter 
(duhitz) because she yields good qualities (duhanzt) ; (I  8) Dancer because 
of her tremulous nature. She is called Dombi (outcast) because she is 
untouchable. 

(19) Our speech is called uttering (japa) because it is the enunciation 
(prajalpana) of ili and kZli.4 

nirodna). S says rolika means dispute, and that he is called Arolika because in the condition 
of great passion, the nature of which is Joy and Supreme Joy, this does not exist-rolika 
ni rtrod paho / de yan mchog tu dgah dgah bahi ran b i in  hdod chugs chen po la yod pa ma 
yin pas AroIika go / (xv. I 506 6-7). And later : because this undifferentiated unity is free of 
a disputing nature, it is called Arolika ( 1 5 1 b  3). This must be the correct interpretation. 
Rolci 'dissension' occurs below (11. iii. 6).  Arolika is thus a v.rddhi fonn of arola 'unrowdy'. 

S equates the buddhas with their six Brahmanical counterparts, associating the five 
with the five wisdoms: 

Vairocana Brahmd ddariajiidna 
Amoghariddhi S iva  k.rtydnqthdnajiidna 
Akrobhya V i ~ n u  suviiuddhadharmadhdtujiidt~a 
Ratnasambhava Sarva samatdjiidna 
Amitdbha Tattva pratyavek~anajiicina 
Vajrasattva Vibuddha sahajdnandarnahdsukhapratifi* 

H e  defines vibuddha as special and noble buddha-khyad par du hphags pahi sans rgyas 
ni rnam par sans rgyas so / 

R quotes these six in the following verses: 
dban phyug dun ni gzugs bzan dun / 
dpaI dun grags don ye ies dun / 
brtson hgrus phun sun1 tshogs ldan pa / 
drug po hdi la bconr i e s  biad / (xvii. 276a 5 )  

K explains the apportionment as the apportionment of relative and absolute truth 
(samvrtiparamdrthayor zibhdga). 

One might equally well translate: she is called ravisher (rajaki) because she ravishes 
(raiijandt) all beings. 

4 I t  was said above that there is no mantra (I. v. X I ) ,  and this is now explained in 
full. Iklantra is speech, and this consists in essence of vowels ( d i )  and consonants (kdli), 
therefore mantra, like dIi/kdli, is tattoa and nairnrmya, and exists only as the undiffer- 
entiated unity. So B and S interpret. K refers to the yoga-practice in which the vowels and 
consonants are imagined as passing through the nostrils. See Evans-Wentz, Tibetan Yoga 
and Secret Doctrines, pp. r 80-1. 

(+ dgah ba ni lhan ng skyes pahi bde ba chen po de rtogs pa) (xv. 151a  1-5) 
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A manhla  is a foot-mark, and it is called mandala because it arises from 
pressure (malandt). ' 

(20) A gesture (mudra') is an opening of the hand and the pressure of one 
finger upon another. 

Our thought is our meditation, since meditation consists in thought.2 
(21) The bliss that is found in the Father,3 that bliss is enjoyed of one- 

self, and that bliss by which occurs the Slaying,' such bliss is said to be 
dhydna. 

a. ( I )  Now we shall further tell of the practice so excellent and supreme, the 
cause of perfection by means of which one gains the finality of this per- 
fection in Hevajra. 

(2-3) The yogin must wear the sacred ear-rings, and the circlet on his 
head; on his wrists the bracelets, and the girdle round his waist, rings 
around his ankles, bangles round his arms; he wears the bone-necklace 
(4) and for his dress a tiger-skin, and his food must be the five ambrosias. 
H= who practises the of Heruka should frequent the five classes.~ 
( 5 )  These five classes that are associated together, he conceives of as one, 
for by him no distinction is made as between one class or many. 

(6) Meditation is good if performed at night beneath a lonely tree or in 
a cemetery, or in the mother's house,6 or in some unfrequented spot. 

This verse scarcely helps in defining a mandala and the commentators find difficulty 
in explaining its association with a footprint. K suggests that if one contracts the big 
toes one can make cixles with the ball of one's feet-an irrelevant notion. Bh just says: 
prida = jiidna (xv. 224b 7 ) .  R says that a man(iala may be briefly described as the pattern 
of a footprint which is made with dust and mud and water (xvii. 2266 2)-rkaripar b k p a  
i e s  pa ni rdul dari Mum dati chu la  sogs pa la rkari rjes kyi ri mo ni dk j i l  Mhor i e s  pa fin 
tu mdor s d d  paho / But see following note. 

S says n'ntana is ordinary thought, that ricintana refers to thought in terms of its 
absolute nature, and that this is dhyina-sen~s par byed pas bsams pa ste / de kho nu n'id kqi 
tshul du rnam par sems par byed pa ste / de iiid bsam gtan no / (xv. I 526 7). 

These four, japa, mandala, mudrd, and dhydno are the substance of the yogin's technique 
for the gaining of that intuitive and indefinable realization which is his goal. As methods 
they have only a conventional (samvrti) value, and their real existence is submerged in the 
final undifferentiated unity, which is the chief theme of this chapter. But there is another 
aspect of these four techniques which the commentators have missed, namely that for the 
perfected yogin (siddha), for whom all things are possible and for whom all things are in all, 
all speech is mantra, even a footprint is a mandala, any gesture is a mudrd; and all thought 
is dhydna. This interpretation is supported by I. vii. 26: 'Whatever movement of the 
limbs, whatever words flow forth. these are mantra and mudrd for him who occupies the 
place of S r i - ~ e r u k a ' .  3 The Father is Vajradhara (K :  p. I 18, 1. 36). 
' Death is release; it is death because it is the end of those marks of ignorance which 

are mind and the product of mind ( K :  p. 1x9, 11. 4-5). See Introduction, p. 38. 
These are the five families referred to above, as represented by h'arti and the rest. 
According to S, the dwelling of Vaigavi and so on-khl-ab hjug ma la  sogs pahi ma 

mohignas ( x v .  I 54a 4) ; Bh is more precise: 'the house of a Mother is the place where there 
are statues of the seven mother-goddesses, Brihmi, Siv5 and so on'-ma mo!ri khyim i e s  
by0 ba ni tsharis ma dari / drag mo la sogs pn ma mo bdun po dc rnams kj*i g-mgs briion de dug 
gati du gnos pa de ni ma mohi khyim mo 1. 
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(7) When some heat has been developed,' if one wishes to perfom this 
practice and to gain perfection, then upon this course one should proceed. 
(8-9) Take a girl of the Vajra-family, fair-featured and large-eyed and 
endowed with youth and beauty, who has been consecrated by oneself2 and 
is possessed of a compassionate disposition, and with her the prabtice 
should be performed. In the absence of one from the Vajra-family, it 
should be performed with a girl from the family of one's special divinity, 
or (if this fails) from some other. Take her then who is now consecrated 
with the depositing of the seed of enlightenment. 

(10) If in joy songs are sung, then let them be the excellent Vajra-songs,3 
and if one dances when joy has arisen, let it be done with release as its 
object. Then the yogin, self-collected, performs the dance in the place of 
Hevajra.4 

(I  I)  Ak~obhya is symbolized by the circlet, Amitibha by the ear-rings, 
RatneSa by the necklace, and Vairocana (by the rings) upon the wrists. 
(12) Amogha is symbolized by the girdle, Wisdom by the kha{vZnga and 
Means by the drum, while the yogin represents the Wrathful One himself. 
(13) Song symbolizes mantra, dance symbolizes meditation, and so singing 
and dancing the yogin always acts. (14) He should always eat herbs and 
drink water, then old age and death will not harm him and he will always 
be protected. 

(15) Now he, whose nature is HOM (viz. Hevajra), should arrange his 

' 'Heat'-generally interpreted as power(prabh6va-mthu or nuspa), gained f rom medita- 
t ion and incantation. S o  K ( p .  I 19 ,  1. 27) ,  S ( xv .  1546 I ) ,  B h  ( xv .  227a 7 )  and R (xvii.  
278a 3) .  According t o  V it is a first stage, presumably o f  trance, associated wi th  the  
appearance o f  things as smoke and as mirage-gal te spyod pa byed hdod pa / yan lag drug 
sbyor gun yin te / du ba smig rgyu la sogs pahi / drod ni dun por bskyed par bya 1 (quoted f rom 
the  Mtilatantra xv.  566 6) .  In this respect see Tibetan Yoga and Secret Doctrines, p. 195. 
I t  is also possible that the use o f  this  t e rm  is t o  be  associated wi th  the  first o f  the  four 
states leading ' to Enlightenment : usmagata, mirdha,  ksdnti, and laukik6gradharma, wh ich  
are known  f rom YogIcPra works. For references see Obermiller, Analysis of the Abhisa- 
maydlamkdra, fasc. I ,  p. 58. 

'Consecrated b y  oneself ' .  According t o  B h  she is t o  b e  given instruction about all her 
o w n  dharmas-ran n'id k y i  chos thams cad ky i  man nag de la  sbyin la  byaho--or as she is o f  
the same nature as t he  yogin, h e  embraces her and she becomes the  recipient o f  that con- 
secration that is purificatory i n  its effect-sgrub pa pohi ran gi  bdag n'id du  gyur bas hkhyud 
ciri dban bskur ba ni k h m  byedpa don ldan paho ( x v .  2276 5) .  T h e  compassionate disposition 
o f  which  she is possessed, he  defines as t he  basis for t he  producing o f  siddhi. I f  this com- 
passion is feeble, it will not  be  produced-sn'in rje de ni  drios grub t u  hgyur bahi rtsa baho I 
. . . de yari sliin rje dtnan no  hgrub mi hgyur i e s  pa hdi n'id ky i  nag las so / ( id.  b 6 ) .  
' S :  'songs should be  sung wi th  vajra-words, not  the  songs o f  ordinary folk'-rdo rjehi 

tshig dun ldan pa fiid kyisglu blan bar bya ste / gron giglus bya ba yan ma yin no / (xv .  I 546 5) .  
S o  also Bh ,  w h o  adds that the  yogin should not  have a liking for the  dances o f  simple people, 
t he  fixed intention o f  which  is t o  captivate and so on ,  for his dancing has release as its 
object-so sohi skye bohi gar rnams ni  gzun ba la sogs pahi mnon par Sen pa de rnams rnal 
hbyor pas ni  de la  mnon i e n  pa med pa ste / de bas no  gar gyi  bya ba ni  thar pahi rgyur gyur 
pa yin no ( xv .  2280 7-b I ) .  ' Vajrapada is elaborated b y  K and other commentators t o  refer t o  t he  various postures 
associated wi th  Hevajra, and which  the yogin, n o w  identified wi th  h i m ,  may  be  said t o  
assume. 
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piled-up hair1 as a crest and for the performance of the yoga he should 
wear the skull-tiara, representing the five b u d d h a 2  (16) Making pieces 
of skull five inches long, he should secure them to the crest. He should 
wear the two-stranded cord of hair, that symbolizes Wisdom and Means, 
the ashes and the sacred thread of hair; (17) the sound of the drum is his 
invocation, and the KhatvZriga of Wisdom is his meditation.3 It is this that 
is intoned and meditated in the practice of Vajra and Skull. 

b. (18) He should abandon desire and folly, fear and anger, and any sense 
of shame. He should forgo sleep and uproot the notion of a self, and then 
the practice may be performed, there is no doubt. (19) Only when he has 
made an offering of his own body,4 should he commence the practice. Nor 
should he make this gift with the consideration of who is worthy and who is 
not. (20--21) Enjoying food and drink he should take it as it comes, making 
no distinction between that which is liked or disliked, eatable or uneatable, 
drinkable or undrinkable. Nor should he ever wonder whether a thing is 
suitable or unsuitable. 
(22) Even when he has attained to siddhi and is resplendent in his perfect 

knowledge, a disciple respectfully greets his master, if he wishes to avoid 
the Avici Hell. 
(23) Free from learning and ceremony and any cause of shame, the 

yogin wanders, filled with great compassion in his possession of a nature 
that is common to all beings. (24) He has passed beyond oblations, re- 
nunciation, and austerities, and is freed from mantra and meditation. 
Released from all the conventions of meditation,s the yogin performs the 
practice. 

This  is certainly the intended meaning (i.e. c d a k e i a )  and is thus interpreted by K. 
Nevertheless the only reading both in manuscripts and in  the Tibetan versions is caurya, 
o f  which no one gives an intelligible account. V says it is a coronet made into a symbol from 
grass-rkun mahi skra ces bya bahi rtsa las cod pan du b r d 4  bya ba (xv. 58a I ) .  

a Concerning these tiaras, see I- T iii. I ,  pp. 79-80, although there is here no reference 
to  their being made o f  skull. 

According to  V ,  the double-stranded girdle o f  human hair is for subduing the self- 
confident gods o f  this world (laukikadewatd); his body is smeared with ashes because o f  
the vow o f  Siva; the Brahmanic thread o f  human hair is for the sake o f  the Brahmanic 
vow;  he holds the drum because o f  the acme o f  divine joy; he holds the khatvdtiga because 
it is the sign o f  victory (dhvaja) o f  Siva, and with the skull-pieces he holds the vcjra-skull 
because o f  the vow-?Gig rten pahi lha ria rgyal can mums gdul bar bya b&i don du / mi ro& 
skrahi ske rags giiis bskor dun / dban p h p g  chen p o b  brtul iugs kyi chcd du thal bar lur la 
bjvugs pa dun / tsharis pahi brtul iugs ky' ched du mi rohi skr& tshari skud d d  / lha rnams 
kjr' dgah bahi rtse mohi ched du can tehu g m n  ba dari / dbmi ph-yug chen pohi rgyal mtshnn 
gyi ched du kci, rus gztrn ba dun / thod pam' dum bus brtul iugs k j i  chcd du rdo j e &  thod pa 
bzuri bar bya ba ste / (xv .  580 4-5). ?'he interpretation o f  vajra-skull is unsatisfactory. 
S equates it with Hevajra, and says it is his practice--+do rje thod pa m' Kyehi rdo j e  ste 
dehi @sod pas so (xv .  I goo 3) .  Th i s  is the required sense. T h e  two terms refer to the two 
basic principles, Prajtid/ Updya, dilkdli, &c. So here KapiIa/ Vajra. 
' See p. 56, fn.  I .  

Samaya refers t o  externalized conventional usages, the mandala with its divinities, 
and their symbols and syllables, and samoara to  the conventional forms envisaged within 
the body; see these terms in the Glossary. 
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(25) Whatever demon should appear before him, even though it be the 
peer of Indra, he would have no fear, for he wanders like a lion. 

(26) For the good of all beings, his drink is always compassion, for the 
yogin who delights in the drink of yoga, becomes drunk with no other 
drink. 

a. ( I )  Now we shall expound the chapter on secret signs,' by which the 
(right) yogin and yogini may be recognized with certainty. 
(2) Whoever shows one finger, implies: Am I w e l c ~ m e ? ~  

Secret signs-chomd (tib. : brda-sign), glossed by. K as milicchd (tib. : kln klogyi skad 
-barbarian language). T h e s e  terms  serve bu t  t o  emphasize t he  non-brahmanical origin 
of these practices. According t o  V :  ' T h e s e  signs are t o  be  known  as being o f  t w o  kinds, 
even  as it is said i n  t he  Mda tan t ra :  T h e  practiser o f  Heruka-yoga learns the  bodily signs 
and t he  verbal signs, for i f  h e  does no t  express himself  w i th  these bodily and verbal signs, 
h e  will come t o  grief even though h e  b e  a buddha.  (Compare 11. v. 65-67, where this 
warning is given after t he  list o f  verbal signs.) S o  the  yogins and yoginis w h o  practise 
t he  Hevajra-yoga mus t  make  e f for t  t o  remember these signs o f  body  and speech, so that 
in the  company o f  malicious outsiders and male and female messengers. from other 
families (other than  the  Vajrakula) one need not  converse in the  terms o f  ordinary speech, 
but w e  shall speak o f  t he  great mystery b y  means o f  signs and these malicious outsiders 
and wanderers will be  bewildered. In this  chapter only bodily signs are explained, and 
t he  verbal signs i n  another (see p. 99)'. brdali n i  rnam pa giiis su go ba bya ste / de yon ji 
skad du  / rtsahi rgyud las Heruka ldan rnal hbyor gyis / lus dari nag gi  brdah la bslab / 111s 
nag brdah yis m i  smra nu / sans rgyas kyari n i  nes par hjig / ces gsuris te / de bas nu dehi 
phyir / Kyehi  rDorjehi rnal hbyor la gnus pahi rnal hbyor pa dari rnal Myor ma rnams kyi(s) 
lus nag gi brdahi man nag hbad pas yid la gzun ste / phyi rol gyi  skye bo mi  srun pa rnanzs 
dun rigs g i a n  gyi  pho iia dun pho tia ma rnams tshogs pahi nun du  tha ma1 pahi tha stiad kyis 
brjod par mi  byahi / bdag cag rnams kyis gsari chen gari yin pa de brdas brjod pa nu skye bo 
ma runs pa dari phyi rol gy i  pho iia dun pho iia ma rnams rlnotis par hgyur ro / . . . lehu hdir 
n i  lur ky i  brda hbah i i g  ston la nag gi  brda ni  lehu g i a n  nus ston par hgjur ro / ( xv .  ggb 3-7). 
B h  adds t o  this information b y  telling u s  tha t :  Practising yogins w h o  wander about among 
t h e  Pitha and k ~ e t r a  (see below) looking for proficient yoginis, should give these signs so 
that they  may  know  which  among the  yoginis are i n  possession o f  t he  necessary tenets 
which  accord wi th  their own ,  and so that they  may  arouse in  these a condition o f  mutual 
responsiveness-Da ni  spyod pahi rnal hbyor pa rnams kyi(s) hgrub pahi rnal Myor ma 
rnams blta bahi don du  / gnus dari i i t i  la  sogs pa rnams su bgroh ciri / de rnams las narion par 
hdod pahi grub pahi mthah bdag dun &re1 ba [las] rtogs pahi phyir dati / de rnams dun bdag 
miiam i i n  hdra bar bskyed pahi don du  de dug brda ster bar rigs so ( xv .  23 ~b 4-5). 
' K ,  V ,  and D attempt a detailed interpretation o f  these signs, bu t  there is absence o f  

agreement. I< does not  even trouble t o  preserve t he  questions and answers which  are 
essential t o  their nature and interprets as though it were an account o f  the  granting o f  
initiations b y  master t o  pupil. I quote V ' s  account as being t he  best o f  t he  three, bu t  it is 
probably as arbitrary as the  others:  N o w  'whoever shows one finger', that is t o  say, i f  any 
m a n  or woman suddenly appears before one and shows one finger, it is t o  be  understood 
as meaning : 'Am I welcome ?' Likewise, ' b y  t w o  you are welcome' ,  means that b y  stretch- 
ing forth t w o  fingers i n  reply, such a one is welcome. Further, ' b y  pressure f rom the  lef t  
t h u m b  one should know  the  sign for well-being', that is t o  say, you should know the  sign 
for asking someone about his well-being: ' A r e  you happy  i n  body ,  speech and mind?'  

'Whoever  shows the  fourth finger'-this is the  part o f  Updya ( t he  yogin), ' t o  him one 
should present t he  little finger'-this is the  part o f  Prajiid ( the  yogini), and b y  this one 
should know Air and Fire as distinguished above and below. 

'Whoever  shows t he  middle finger, t o  h i m  one should present t he  second finger', and 
b y  this likewise one should know Wate r  and Earth w i th  the  distinction o f  above and below. 

S o  these are signs o f  Void  and Compassion, conceived as external and internal. T h u s  
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The showing of two implies he is welcome. 
The sign of well-being may be known from pressure with the left 

thumb. 
(3) If he presents the fourth finger, he should be shown the little finger. 

If he presents the middle finger, he should be shown the second finger. 
(4) If he shows the fourth finger, one should indicate to him the neck. 

If he shows a painting, one should show him a trident. 
(5) If he indicates the breasts, one should indicate the parting of the hair. 

If he indicates the earth, one should indicate the mouth. 
(6) If he indicates the eyebrow, one should indicate the loosening of one's 

crest of hair. 
If he indicates the forehead, one should indicate the back. 

(7) If he indicates the sole of the foot, one should dance with joy. 

in the Adibuddhatantra it is said : 'To east and west are Earth and Air, which mutually are 
Means and Wisdom; to south and north are Fire and Water, which mutually are Means 
and Wisdom.' 

'Whoever shows the fourth finger, to him one should indicate the neck', and this asks 
the question : 'Do you know the truth (dharma) which is like the expanse of the sky ?', and 
in reply one indicates the neck, for the circle of the throat is the place where are tasted the 
six savours, and by means of these the veins develop, and so by this one indicates the 
truth that is like the sky. 

'Whoever shows the canvas, to him one should show the trident1-to the question: 'Do 
you know the characteristics of the guardian divinity ?', there is the answer: 'Yes, I Irnow ; 
I know the essence of the three veins which have the nature of Body, Speech, and Mind.' 

'Whoever indicates the breasts, to him one should indicate the parting', which means: 
'If we obtained a treatise on dancing, would you know it?', to which there is the answer: 
'I know it, and I know the bliss that arises from the action of the two indrayus.' 

'Whoever points to the earth, to him one should indicate the mouth', and this implies 
the question : 'Do you know the essence of Wisdom ?', to which is the answer : 'Yes 1 know 
it;  it is possessed of Wisdom and Means.' 

'Whoever shows the eyebrow, to him one should indicate the loosening of one's crest 
of hair', and this means: 'Very well, you and I shall perform the parts of hleans and 
Wisdom', to which there is the reply: 'There is no fear, we shall so perform.' 

'Whoever shows the forehead, to him one should show the back', which means: 'Do 
you know that place of the Dcikinis, the foremost one of the body, which is in the head?', 
and to this there is the answer: 'Yes, I know i t ;  but apart from the head, there are places 
of the Dcikinis in the rest of the body as well, in the back and so on.' (These places will be 
mentioned below.) 

'Whoever shows the sole of the foot (in reply) one dances with joy.' This asks the ques- 
tion: 'How shall we go to those places?', to which there is the reply: 'First the treatise on 
dancing, and then by entering into complete tranquillity with one's mind possessed of 
attachment, in this way we will go to those places.' 

This translation is literal, but in spite of a certain obscurity, most of which will become 
clear below, it provides a satisfactory interpretation of these signs, marking clearly the 
stages from the first meeting to the decision to unite in the ritual. hly translation presumes 
that the yogin poses the question in every case. This is clearly stated to be so by V in the 
case of the third question, and implied generally by the fact that it is the yogin who is 
looking for a suitable yogini, and not the reverse. Nevertheless RIS. 4 in several cases 
implies otherwise by reading tasycfh instead of tasya, 'to her' instead of 'to him'. (The 
Tibetan versions have everywhere de yi ,  which could mean either.) But since no com- 
mentary provides an interpretation that takes this distinction into account, and since Bh 
and K read tasya in all cases, I have adhered to this reading. 

De la  gan i i g  sor mo gcig ston pa i e s  bya ba ni skyes pa ham bud med gari i i g  gis blo bur 
du mdun du hori pa la sor mo gcig ston pa dehi tshe / legs pnr horis snm i e s  dri ba& don du 
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is because of these that he receives the title of Lord of the Ten Stages and 
as Guardian Lord.'' 
(12) Vajragarbha said: 'What are these pifias and the rest?'2 
Roerich, pp. 980 and 983, for an attempt to make some forced sense of an rbrurd tramla- 
tion. It  is rare indeed that the Tibetans err in this manner. D gives an attempted explana- 
tion of these terms : 

It is called 'seat' because one always stays there and p e r f o m  the practice, alro b u r e  
the yogins stay there. 

Because it is near to that place, it is called 'near-by seat' (upapitha). 
It is called 'field', because it produces good qualities, also because the mother-godde~u 

stay there. 
Because it is near to there, it is called 'near-by field'. 
Because one desires and yearns, it is called Chando. 
Because it is near to there, it is called 'near-by Chando'. 
It is called 'meeting-place', because it is the site of a place, Magadha and Arigamagadha. 
It is called 'near-by meeting-place' because it is near there. 
It is called pilava, because there are no obstructions. 
It  is called 'near-by pilava' because it is near to there. 
It  is called 'cemetery' because no discriminating thought (vihalpa) arises and because 

there are many corpses. 
It  is called 'near-by cemetery', because it is near to there. 
rtag tu gnus iiri spyod pas na gnas k s  b y 4 0  / yan rnal hbyor pa biugs pas nu yari gnar ies 

b y a h  / de don iie bas i ie bahignas k s  byaho / yon tan skyed par byed pas na iiri yari ma r n a m  
gnm pas na i i n  ies  b y a h  / de dari iie bas iie b a h  iiri rio / Mod ciri Mun pas no tshando / de 
dan fie bas no iie b& tshando / magadha dari angarnagadha m' gnas kyi g i i  po yin te W u  ba 
f es byaho de dati fie b a  iie b& M u  baho / . . . bar chad med pas na hthun gcod / de dati fie 
ba m' iie b 4 i  hthun gcod / rnam par rtog pa mi & p t i  ba dari ro man po g n a  par dur h o d  do / 
de dari Ze ba iie ba& dur khrod do / (xvii. 3656 2-5). 

These twelve kinds of place are said to correspond with the twelve bhtimis, which are 
here listed in all the commentaries. But it is from the bhcmis, not from the pi ths ,  &c., 
that the bodhisattua gets his name of Lord of the Ten Bhtimis. 1 would prefer to translate : 
'It is from these that the Protector is known as Lord of the Ten BhJmis'. but all the com- 
mentators, aware of the discrepancy between the twelve bhtimis just listed, and the ten 
referred to in the title, separate the two names, applying the ten to the Bodhisatma, and 
the remainder to the Protector, the Buddha. They even add a thirteenth, the Vajra- 
dharabhami, which the ordinary MahiyPnists (pha rol tu phya'n pa ba) do not reach 
(D: xvii. 366a 4). 

According to S and D there should be thirty-two places here listed, but none of the 
commentators helps in arranging a satisfactory list. K (p. 122. 1. 17) and R (wii. 
2800 2-3) define the 'city' as Pitaliputra, but give no other helpful information. Their 
explanation of tatsanniveyq would be meaningless without the full quotation from D, 
given just above. But the list is clearly unsatisfactory, since from here onwards no 
further names are given, except perhaps for pretaa?nh-ta, which may be intended for 
Pretapuri. They are not interested in these places in the world without. 'These places, 
Jilandhara and so on, are mentioned for the benefit of simple fools who wander about the 
country' (N. xvii. I I I b 2) .  They are therefore interpreted as symbols for the places within 
the body, that is to say, they are the external equivalent of that which exists within. 
According to V, 'externally these are places in the world without, where dwell those 
goddesses who run after flesh and blood and so keep to the towns, but internally these 
places exist in the body in the form of veins and there is no need to look elsewhere for 
them'-phyi rol tu ni ia  dari khrag la rgyug par byed pa grort la brten pahi lha mo rnam m 
phyi gnas de dug na gnas pa yin la / . . . / nari gi gnas m lus la rts* gzugs kyis gnas par gnrrts 
te  de las gian du mi bltaho / (xv. 61 b 3-4). See also S : 'As for these places Jiilandhara and 
so on, they are the thirty-two places, the head and top of the head and so on; AbhedyP and 
the other (31) yoginis come together in the 12  meeting-places. viz., bhcmis.' -gnas m 
Da6landhatar gsuris ies bya ba la sags pa la / gnas M i  r n a m  kyari sum. CIA tsa gifiJ te / m p  
bo dari spyi gtsug la sogs p 4 o  / mi phyed ma la sogs pa ma1 &yor ma mum te / de b s d ~  h'ri 
iie bar bsdu pas M u  pa ni sa b m  gsis rnawu 40 / (xv. 1566 1-2). It is here that the con- 
fusion exists-which explains the unsatisfactory nature of the list of places in the main text, 
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The Lord replied: 
'The pifhas are Jllandhara, OddiyPna, Paurnagiri, and Klmarfipa; 

(13) The upapi~has are Mllava, Sindhu, and Nagara. 
The ksetras are Munmuni, Kiirunyapltaka, Devikota, and KarmHra- 

pltaka. 
(14) The upaksetras are KulatP, Arbuda, GodZvari, and HimPdri. 
(15) The chandohas are Harikela, arising in the salt-ocean, Lamp*, 

Kliicika, and Saurzgra. 
(16) The upachandohas are Kalinga, the Isle of Gold and Kokana which is 

called upachandoha for short. 
(17) The pilavas comprise that which lies on the village boundary, and 

that belonging to the city, Caritra, KoSala, and Vindhyikau- 
miirapaurikz. 

The upapilava is nearby to that, 0 Vajragarbha of great compassion. 
(18) The SmaCZnas are where the pretas meet and the ocean's shore. 

The upahaSZnas are the garden and the shore of the lotus-pool. 

c. (19) The day too I will tell you when the yoginis meet together, for the 
purpose of the welfare of all beings in the Yogini-tantra of Hevajra.' 

for whereas there are 32 veins, 'Indivisible' and the others (see I. i. 16-19), the parts of 
the body, commencing head and top of the head, belong to a set of 24. D is aware of this, 
but still wishes to run them together: 'the twelve kinds of place listed above, are listed in 
full below as the 32 countries of Jambudvipa; internally these are associated with the 
24 parts of the body and with the 32 veins'-phyi ltar biad pa ni gon gi bcu giiis po de hdzam 
b 4 i  glin gi yul sum cu rtsa giiis su hog nu rgyas par hched do / nari ltar biad pa ni lur kyi gnus 
n'i'iu rtsa bi i  la sbyar ba dun rtsa sum cu rtsagn'is su sbyar te-(xvii. 365b 7-366a I). In fact in 
our text only 24, and not 32 places in Jambudvipa are named; the other six are made up 
by such .terms as village-boundary, ocean-shore, and so on. Elsewhere only 24 places are 
known. One of the verses of Saraha runs: 'I have'visited in my wandering k~etra  and 
p i ~ h a  and upupitha, for I have not seen another place of pilgrimage blissful like my own 
body.' (Kjetra, &c. are here intended figuratively as our own commentators would under- 
stand them.) Advayavajra in his commentary says: 'All these kfetra and upakfetras, &c. 
are the 24 localities' (Bagchi, Dohdkoja, p. I 1 3). But most important of all for this whole 
subject see Tucci, I- T iii. 2, pp. 38-45. He there quotes the complete list of 24 places with 
the 24 equivalent parts of the body. These latter correspond with the list quoted by N at 
xvii. I 12a I (except for one omission). V's list (xv. 61b 5) is more disordered but is basically 
the same. As fo; the place-names 19 of ours correspond with Tucci's list. The  Heoajra- 
tantra presents us with an unsystematized attempt to allocate 24 places to the 12  kinds of 
place &f pilgrimage, and the carelessness with which it is done enables the commentators 
to assume that there are 32 places on the analogy of the 32 veins. Nevertheless they 
remain aware of the relationship between the external places and the 24 places in the body 
and ignore the resulting contradiction. 

Of the places listed in the Hevajra-tantra the rg corresponding with those in I-T are: 
Jilandhara, OddiyHna, Paurnagiri (= Pullira hlalaya), KimarOpa, MHlava, Sindhu, 
Nagara, Devikota, Kulati, Arbuda, HimHdri, Lampika, KHAcika, SaurPqtra, Kalinga, the 
Isle of Gold, Koiala, GodHvari and possibly Pretasamhita (for Pretapuri). Those that 
remain are Munmuni, KarrnHrapHtaka, KHrunyapHfaka, Harikela, Kokana, Caritra, and 
VindhyHkaumHrapauriki (if this last is not an epithet). This produces twenty-six names, 
but of these pretasamhdta figures in the text not as a place-name (in spite of the possible 
correspondence with Pretapuri) but as a description of imaidna, while the last appears 
rather to be an epithet as I suggest. Even Kokana has doubt caet upon it by the suggestion 
that is an alternative name for the term upacchadoha : 'and Kokana is called upacchandoha 
for short'. 
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(20) Vajragarbha said: 'Lord, which are those days ?' . - 

The Lord replied: 'The fourteenth and the eighth days in the dark 
fortnight. 

d. (21) A man who has been hanged, a warrior killed on the field of battle, 
and a man of irreproachable conduct who has returned seven times to 
human state, of the flesh of these one should partake.' 

1 V: 'A dhvaja ( b a ~ e r )  is the corpse of any man or woman who has been a thief or 
something else, and who having been punished by the king, has had hie or her body rent 
by a sword and hung on a gallows. A saptdvarta (seven times) is any man or woman who 
has transmigrated in human form throughout seven lives. Their characteristics are the= : 
they appear with seven shadows, their eyes are unflinching, there are three creases on their 
foreheads, their bodies emit a pleasing odour, and so on. If you see such a one, offer him 
flowers in salutation, circumambulate him and address him thus: "0 Great Lord of 
Yogins, the time has come to act for the good of such as us." If you address him thus he 
will surrender his life. As awn as he has surrendered it, you should make of his flesh 
pellets as big as the kernel of a juniper berry (?), saying, "We all will eat these, and y m  
apportion to all beings even as to yourself", and he will grant the riddluof activity throughout 
space. Then having washed and compounded the ordinary flesh, that of the hanging corpse 
and the slain-in-battle, make it into pellets and eat it, and you will make an end of wr idda  
and white hair. The figurative meaning of this is given in the MClatantra: "This excellent 
dhvaja which is the body, cleansed from the veins which are figured by the gallows, con- 
sumes the flesh which is the bodhin'tta, and the yogin gains aupreme perfection." 

As for the figurative meaning of the saptdvarta it is said : "Of all embodied beings this 
body represents seven births, for from the eating and drinking of food and drink with their 
six flavours, these are digested and nourishment increases. This is called the fint birth. 
Then blood is formed and this is the second birth. Then flesh which is the third, skin 
which is the fourth, the formation of veins which is the fifth, then bones which is the 
sixth, then fat and marrow, and this is the seventh." ' 

rgyal mtshan ni rgyal pos rkun po la sogs pa skyes pa ham bud med k a h  i ig  chad pas bcad 
de lus mtshon gyis dral nas ro 6 n  la dpyans te biag paho / Ian bdun pa ni M i  nu skyes pa 
bud med i ig  skye ba bdun du mihi lus su brgyud pa yin la / de& mtshan Gd kyan grib ma 
bdun du )abyun ba dari I mig mi h d z u m  pa dun / dpral ba la giier ma gsum yod pa don / lus 
la dri i i m  po hbyun ba la sogs pa iiid yin te de ltar mthori na phyag tu me tog dag phul te 
bskor ba byas la M i  skad ces ma1 &yor gyi dban phyug chen po de ni bdag cog Ita b*i don 
bgyi ba& dut la bab bo ies brjod pa no dehi lus Mor bar hgyur ro / & dor nas kyari dehi ia 
la rgya Sug gi tshig gu rtsam gyi ri  lu byas te / bdag cag t h a m  cad kyis b z 4  bar bya i i n  s m  
can thams cad la khyed tshad du bgo bar byaho / des ~ nam m k h d  la spyod pahi dnos gmb 
ster ba yin no / de biin Ja phal pa rgyal mtshan mtshon dun b m n  pa la sogs pa& ia  ni sbyad 
ba dari spel ba la sogs pa byas la ril brrr byas te zos pas kyari grSer ma dun skra dkar pa togs pa 
b j o m  par ties so / hdi dag gi lies pahi don yan &urn pbag Ilia pa las / ji skad du / 

rtsa yi fin gzugs las sbyaris pahi / 
lus kyi rgyal mtshan mchog Mi >is / 
byan chub sems kyi Sa zos na / 
rnal Myor drios grub mchog tu kyyltr 

bes gsuris te / lan bdun pa yi nes pahi don ni ji skad du / 
gun yan lus can thams cad kyi / 
lus M i  skye ba bdun yin te / 
ro drug ldan pahi bzah bturi dug / 
Run tu zos fih hthuns pa las / 
i u  iiri bcud ni rgyas pa de / 
skye ba dad po de brjod do / 
de nas de Ias khrag h b p n  ba / 
skye ba giiis pa rub tu b rjod / 
de las Sa byun gsum pa ste / 
pugs par gyur pa b i i  pa dun / 
rtsa tu gyur pa lna paho / 
de la tus pa drug pa ste / 
iag dun rkan mar bdun paho / ies d o n  du bjod do / (xv. 620 7-6 7). 

[footnote cont. owdeaf. 
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e. 'I he act of slaying' is performed, accompanied by the strenuous arousing 
- 

of compassion. (22) Without compassion one cannot succeed, and so one 
should arouse compassion. By this best of methods the activity of evil is 

f. (23) In this manner one should regard things: 
The day is the Adamantine Lord, and Prajiia' is the night. 

(24) There exists nothing one may not do and nothing one may not eat. 
There is nothing one may not think or say, either pleasant or un- 

pleasant. 
(25) The Supreme Self (aham) exists in oneself just as in other beings and 
(as in other beings) so in onesilf.3 

Conceiving thus, the yogin should approach food and drink and other 
things. (26) Whatever movement of his limbs, whatever pouring forth of 
words, these are as mantra and mudrd for him who holds the place of Sri 
Heruka. 

(27) SRT implies monistic knowledge, 
HE the voidness of causality, 
RU the end of discriminating thought, 
KA its indeterminability. 

(28) Those beings, whose flesh is eaten by knowing yogins, are subdued to 
their power by the yoga of vajra and skull.' 

K interprets figuratively: dhvaja is thought with an object for its activity, and this is cut 
down by the sword of wisdom (hstrahata),  and so the yogin consumes, that is to say, 
renders free from any notion of self-existence, the body of seven births, his own person. 
These terms, dhvaja, h.strahata, and saptcIvarta, all denote the samaya (B: de dug thams 
cad kyis kyari dam tshig iie bar mtshonpa, xv. z34a 5 ) .  See below, I. xi. 8-1 I and 11. vii. 10. 

Concerning the act of slaying, see 11. ix. 1-6. Hers it is capable of a figurative 
interpretation: to slay the world is to render it free from the interdependent notions of 
subject and object. 

'Externally it is stopped by the meditation of the wrathful kind (the rite referred to in 
Part 11, Ch. g); internally by the Great Void1-phyir ni i e  sdari rigs ky i  tin rie M z i n  gyis 
dgag par byas la / nati du stoti pa chen pas dgag par byaho (V. xv. 63a 4). 

The commentators differ in their analysis of this verse. K and S understand param as 
meaning 'other'; V and D, however, as 'supreme', interpreting sattve as other. This is 
also the rendering of T: 

ji ltar bdag iiid de ltar g ian  1 
de b f in  bdag t?id ria mchog iiid 1 

Bh's paraphrasing is the most satisfactory, and this serves as the basis of my translation: 
'Just as in oneself, that is, the same as in oneself, consciousness of Self likewise is in other 
beings; so in others, that is to say, the consciousness of Self in others should be likewise in 
onese l f ' j i  ltar i e s  bya ba la sogs pa la ji ltar bdag ni bdag don rioho / i e s  ria rgyal ba de 
b f  in du sems can pha rol po dog laho / g ian  fes bya ba ni g ian  du ria rgyal ba de b i in  du bdag 
Eid la yari bya baho / (xv. 236a 5-6). 

According to S:  ' Those beings whose flesh means the flesh of dhvajas and others at 
meeting-places and so on. B y  knowing means by yogins and yoginis who are wise in yoga. 
Those beings in the lives of other births come into the power of such yogins and yoginis, 
become their disciples and delight in yoga'-sems can gari dari gari moms ky i  kes pa ni N u s  
pa la sogs par rgyal mtshan la sogs pahi i a  / mkhas pas i r s  pa ni ma1 hbyor dun rnal hbyor 
moms kyi ste rnal hbyor la  mkhas pa ni  mkhas paho / set- can de i e s  pa ni shye ba g ian  gyi 
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a. ( I )  Now I ehall explain the circle of the yoginis. Concentrate upon the 
triangle of origination1 in the midst of space, and then perform this medita- 
tion at its centre, first the figurative representations%f the four elements 
in their right order-in the due order of appearance of the divinities.3 

(2) First earth and water, then fire and wind, which correspond with the 
appearance of the goddesses, and with the meditator himself.' 

(3) The mandala which now arises pure and unblemished from the 
triangle, consists of two concentric parts, one formed by the eight central 
petals of the lotus, and the other by the triangle. (4) At their centre one 
should imagine a corpse,5 which is in effect the seat of the fifteen yoginis. 
Resting on that there should be a lunar disk, upon that the seed-syllable 
and upon that a solar disk.6 ( 5 )  The conjunction of these two, lunar disk 
and solar disk, is the great bliss. ALr has become the moon, and the sun has 
resolved into ULI,~ (6) and from this mingling of sun and moon Gauri and 
her companions are proclaimed to be. 

bgro ba ma1 Myor dati rnal Myor mahi dbali du k y v r  ba ste d w  ( ?  bkah) iian par k y u r  fill 
sbyor ba la dg& bar hgyur ro / (xv. I 57a 6-b I). 

This is a hybrid interpretation, for while the ritual is accepted literally, the intention ir 
idealized. It is not in order to win these beings as disciples that their fleah is eaten, but to 
gain their inherent power, the years of youth cut short in the hanged criminal and slain 
warrior, and the accumulated virtue of the person with seven human lives to his credit. 
More acceptable is the completely figurative interpretation, e.g. of K. The beings are the 
five skandhas, the flesh their self-nature ; this is consumed and they are thereby freed from 
their phenomenal nature of mere appearance. 

K :  'One should concentrate upon the bhaga, that is a triangle, white like the moon in 
Autumn, called origin of the elements (dharmus), in space, that is to say in the space 
enclosed within the vajra-balustrade and canopy' (p. 123, 11, 23-25). 

These figurative representations (cakra) are as follow : 
for Earth a square envisaged as arising from  LA^ 
for Water a circle envisaged as arising from VAM 

for Fire a triangle envisaged as arising from R A ~ S  

for Wind a semicircle envisaged as arising from PAY 
This list is given in accordance with K(p. 123,ll. 31 ff.) and Bh (xv. z37b 7-2380 I). The 
syllables of origination do not agree, however, with a similar list given by G. Tucci (I- T i, 
p. 49) and by Gisbert Combaz ('~'l?volution du Stfipa en Asie', MCB 2, pp. 252-3). See 
also PK p. 2, w. i9-22 where the syllables of origination are those listed above. The  
order of manifestation is here wind, fire, water, earth. Likewise Scidhanumdd, p. 226 last 
four lines (translated by Tucci in Teoria e Pratica del Mq(iala, p. 41). This is the correct 
order, as K is aware (p. I 23,Il. 27-29), but our text reverses them none the leas. 
' The divinities are the four goddesses, LocanH, M h a k i ,  Pindari, and TBrB. See K 

(p. 104, 11. 7-14). 
The four elements are also envisaged as being within the yogin himself, situated at the 

navel, heart, throat, and top of the head. See Introduction, p. 38. Hence the reference 
to the meditator here. I translate the 2nd line of s'loka 2, reading: mafivayur dcuatcincim 
bh-vakasya yathodayam / 

K (p. 124,l. 10) and T d  (xvi. 1690 4) assume that there are fifteen corpses, but they 
thereby anticipate the process of emanation. 
' T: bdud las rgyal bas mnan = covered with a solar disk. Thus all the commentaton 

take it. T d  : 'covered means that the seed is covered by a solar disk1-mnan i t s  pa so bofi 
de t?i mas mnan paho (mi. 1690 7). 
' Compare I. iii. I I .  

. 
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The Moon is Mirror-like Wisdom,' 
The Sun is the Wisdom of Sameness, 

(7) The seed-syllables and symbols of the chosen divinity are Discriminat- 
ing Wisdom. 

The merging of all into one is Active Wisdom, 
The manifestation is the Wisdom of the Pure Absolute. 

(8) The sage should conceive of phenomenal forms in terms of these five 
modes here listed. 

The meeting-place of ALI and KALI is the seat of Vajrasattva. (9) For 
the embryo that arises from the seed-syllable the sound of HUM and PHAT 

is not required.2 One should envisage the chief divinity of the manhala 
arising as a manifestation of that Being. 
(10) With features and symbolic implements as before,3 and brilliant as 

the magic moon-stone, so they all become manifest with the self-nature of 
Wisdom and Means. (I I) From the separating of Sun and Moon, ALI and 
KALI, Wisdom and Means, Gauri and her companions arise each from a 
separate letter.4 (12) NOW in the inner circle there are five yogints, whom 
the knowing yogin always regards as representing the five skandhas. (13) In 
the east is Vajri, and Gauri to the south, Viriyogini in the west, Vajra- 
d%ini to the north, and Nairitmyi at the centre. (14) In  the outer circle 
there are Gauri 11, Cauri, Vetili, Ghasmari and Pukkasi, Savari and 
Candili, and Dombini as the eighth. (15) At the zenith is Khecari and at 
the nadir Bhiicari, 0 thou of great compassion, and these two stand to 
represent samsZra and nirvzna. 
(16) All these goddesses are black in colour and exceedingly fearful 

and decked with the five symbolic adornments. They have one face and 
inflamed eyes and clasp in their hands the knife and the skull. (17) The 
circlet, the ear-rings and the necklace, the bracelets and the girdle, such 
are the five symbolic adornments that symbolize the Buddhas Five. (18) 
Just as is Nairitmyi, so are they all proclaimed to be. One hand holds the 
skull, in the right hand is the knife (19) and in the left hand the khatvzriga; 

' The stages of gradual manifestation are defined in terms of the Five Wisdoms. See 
p. 58, fn. 2. 

The only obscurity here arises from the use of different terms to express essentially 
the same idea. 'That Being' (sattva) is Vajrasattva, and he is also the syllable (aksara), in 
this case the sound A from which NairHtmyH, chief of this mandala, arises. See I .  iii. I I :  

'betwixt them is the seed, and this is that Being, 'tis taught'. 'The violent invocation 
of HOM HCM PHAT PHAT is not required. Just as a fruit ripens, white Vajradhara and black 
VajrHtmH dissolve into one'--HOM HOM PHAT PHAT drag po yan mi hdod paho / iiri hbras 
htshos pa lta bur rDorje hchan dkar po rDorje bdag ma nag mo rig tu gyur to  / ( D :  xvii. 
37oa 7-b I ) .  Some of the other commentators make much difficulty of this verse. Compare 
K's interpretation (p. 124,ll. 28-34) with the process of emanation described in chapter 5 
of Part 11, p. I I I .  There violent action has been employed in the form of rousing songs. 
' 'as before', as related in chapter 3. See also chapter 5 of Part 11. 
' 'separate letter', sek 11. v. 28. 
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around her thighs is a tiger-skin; she stands upon a corpse and is burning 
bright, with two arms and with yellow hair. 

b. (20) The knife is there to cut off the six defects of pride and so on,l and 
the skull for bringing to an end discriminating thought which would 
regard existence and non-existence as essentially different.2 (21) From it 
one drinks the blood of the Four MZras. The khalvciriga represents the 
Void and the corpse is understood as Means. (22) If he conceives of the 
troupe in this way, the yogin will very soon gain perfection. 

c. He should imagine the Innate under six aspects, first as black, secondly 
as red, (23) thirdly as yellow, fourthly as green, fifthly as indigo, and 
sixthly as white. (24) Then he conceives of it as the End of Cessation.3 

There is the Process of Emanation and the Process of Realization,4 
(25) and relying upon these two processes the Adamantine One teaches the 
doctrine. The Process of Emanation has been told, and now I will tell of 
the Process of Realization. 

d. (26) In  space 
is the triangle; 

In the lotus5 
lies knowledge ; 

The six defects are pride, ignorance, doubt, passion, anger, and false views (S: xv. 
159a 6). 

"Literally: the lotus-vessel (is made) with a skull (to cut off) the discrimination between 
existence and non-existence. This presumes harttitum as repeated from the line above. 
The commentators give no valid help in rendering this verse. 

'End of cessation' (viram&ta) is one of the names of the Innate, because the Joy of 
the Innate (sahjdnanda) comes at the end of the Joy of Cessation (viramdnando). See the 
Introduction, p. 35. 

These six colours represent the six spheres of existence. See also 11. ii. 32. D 
observes that 'they are the essence of the Six Tathigatas, and that in meditating upon 
the six-fold range of colour of the mandala as requisite to the Process of Realization, one 
avoids clinging to the divinities as gross substantial forms1-de rnums ni de biin giegr pa 
drug gi no bo yati rdzogs pahi rim pa la hjug pahi yan lag tu dkyil hkhor gyi kha dog rim pa 
drug tu yan bsgom ste rags pa lwi ien pa spon no / (xvii. 37 I a 3-4). 

* K :  'The process is one of meditation. Emanation refers to the manifestation of the 
forms of the divinities. The  meditation in which this consists, is the Process of Emanation. 
Realization means being substantiated in the very essence itself, and the practice by which 
the yogin meditates who is intent only on this, is called the Process of Realization (K: 
p. 125, 11. 3-23). 

This is an interpretation of the first iloka of chapter 8 (p. 73). Seven words are given 
this secondary interpretation : khadh&tau, bhagam, bhdtland, cakram, yathdnydyam, dmatd,  
and yathodayam; T and the commentaries of R and D give also an interpretation for 
p lmam:  ' "Before" means here theflow.' So far as the words are concerned, these mean- 
ings assigned to them are completely arbitrary. The basis for identification lies in the 
theory of the mandala without and the mandala within the body. As these are taught as 
being identical, the words describing the process of one are interpreted in terms of the 
other by analogy. How forced it is may be seen from the fact that dmatd, ya thodaye ,  
and plrvam (if included) all refer to bodhicitta, but under different names. The formula 
resolves itself to this: In the lotus is knowledge.. There is union and the bliss that arises 
from it. It is self-experiencing. It is h k r a .  These terms are the subject-matter of the rest 
of this chapter, for they express the Process of Realization. 

jiirIna here equals uajra. So K (p. 125, 1. 27), Bh and R all interpret. 
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here meditate. 
Thence the circles 

(27) in right order, 
and the divine forms 
appearing in due order. 

here is union. 
Thence bliss 
self-experiencing, 
which is bodhicitta 
and is Jukra. 

Therefore twofold is the Innate, (28) for Wisdom is the woman and Means 
is the man. Thereafter these both become twofold, distinguished as ab- 
solute (vityti) and relative (samvrti). (29) In man there is this twofold 
nature, hk ra  (relative) and the bliss arising from it (absolute); in woman 
too it is the same, Sukra and the bliss arising from it. 

e. (30) I t  is here that we have the distinction of the four kinds of Joy, since 
the Innate is fourfold in the Process of Realization.' (31) The first Joy is 
the yogin, perfect joy is the yogini, extreme joy is all-embracing unity, and 
by means of that bliss one is omniscient. 

(3.2) From Joy there is some bliss, from Perfect Joy yet more, 
From the Joy of Cessation comes a passionless state. 
The Joy of the Innate is finality. 

(33) The first comes by desire for contact, the second by desire for bliss, 
the third from the passing of passion, and by this means the fourth is 
realized. 

(34) Perfect Joy may be called sa;l?tscira, and nirva'na the Joy of Cessa- 
tion, with plain Joy as a middle state. But the Innate is free of all three; 
(35) for there is found neither passion nor absence of passion, nor yet a 
middle state. 

f. In  that realization of the perfect truth there is neither Wisdom nor 
Means. (36) By no other may it be told, and from no one may it be received. 
I t  is known intuitively as a result of merit and of honouring one's guru and 
the set observances. - 

(37) Small and middling and great and whatever other things there are, 
all these are regarded as equal by those who have realized the truth. 

(38) (Small means the subtle concept of a thing, and great refers to the 
thing as existing; middling is neither the one nor the other, and other 
things refers to the six faculties of sense.)= 

This fourfold distinction of joy as existing in the Process of Realization corresponds 
to that which we have just read above: 'In the lotus lies knowledge; here is union, thence 
bliss.' The Omniscient One is Vajradhara (according to K) or Vajrasattva (according to S), 
who is the product of the union of Sun and Moon. See above I. iii. I I and viii. 8. Hence 
the present equation. These four joys are here factors in the Process of Realization in that 
they are all present together, and may be regarded as the absolute aspect of the Four Joys, 
next listed, which are four stages, the first three of which belong to the relative sphere. 

This verse which is intended as an explanation of the preceding verse, only serves to 
obscure that which is already sufficiently clear. Madhyamam varjitam dv6bhydm is a 
stereotyped phrase and here adds nothing to the sense. S in commenting upon this verse, 
ignores it: 'Small means the atom and knowledge and so on ; great meansearth, mountain, 
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(39) Whatever things there are, moving and motionless, all these thin@ 
am I. They are accepted as being equal and the same by those who have 
realized the truth and find everywhere the same flavour. (40) T o  be equal 
is to be the same, and of this the manifestation1 is the flavour. There is a 
single substance of the one same f l a ~ o u r , ~  and in this sense it is said : 
(41) The whole of existence arises in me, 

In me arises the threefold world, 
By me pervaded is this all, 
Of nought else does this world consist. 

(42) Whatever yogin, thinking thus, should perform the practice in 
complete self-control, he will succeed, there is no doubt, even though he 
be a man of little merit. (43) Eating, drinking, performing ablutions, 
awake, asleep, it is thus he should think, and so seeking after the Great 
Symbol, he will gain thereby that eternal state. 

(44) One conceives of the whole of existence in that the mind does not 
conceive of it, and in this perfect knowledge, the conceiving is a non- 

'(45) Whatsoever things there are, whether moving or motionless, grass 
and shrubs and creeping-plants, they are conceived of as the supreme 
essence and possessing the nature that one possesses oneself. (46) In them 
there is just one without a second, great bliss which is self-experiencing. It 
is from this self-experiencing that perfection comes, and in self-experiencing 
consists thought-creation. (47) Karma consists of this same self- 
experiencing, for karma arises when it is thwarted.' One is oneself the 

ocean and so o n ;  middling means pot and cloth and so o n ' 4 m a n  pa ni rdul phra rab dad 
ye fes la sogs p 4 0  / phul du byuri ba so dad n' don rgya mtsho la sogs pa& / bar ma m' bum 
pa daft snam bu la sogs paho / (xv .  I 6 I a 5-6). 

'Manifestation'-cakra, that is to  say the bhauacakra, manifestation in phenomenal 
form, which is the cycle o f  existence. S o  V :  ' " T h e  flavour is its manifestation", from this 
ordering o f  the  discourse we  have the meaning that the circle o f  the bliss o f  pure light ( the 
Innate) arises from the cycle o f  existence o f  the threefold world which arises in the  
twelvefold manner (pratityasamutptida), and this (Innate) is not to  be sought elsewhere.' 
TO m de yi hkhor lo yin / i e s  bya ba la / de ltar brjod pa& rim pus hjig rten g s u m g ~ i  sridpahi 
hkhor lo yon lsg bcu giiis lugs su &yun ba M i  iiid kho na lus hod gsal b&i bde ba& hkhor lo 
hbyuri bas gian du mi btsal i e s  pahi don to / (xv .  696 7-7oa r ) .  

a ' Th i s  ~ r i m a r v  substance which is the same and o f  one flavour is the threefold world. 
m d  no second substance apart from this is to  be seen'-mn'am pa dun ro gcig par bya b& 
g i i  ni srid pahi hkhor lo n'id do / hdi las ma gtogs don giiis pa ni hg& yan yod par ma 
mthori no / ( V :  xv. 7oa 1-2). 

Compare the o f t  quoted verse: 'Existence is a conceiving o f  the non-existent, and this 
conceiving is n o  conceiving. T h u s  existence is n o  existence and n o  conceiving c o m a  
about.' 

abhdoabh6vanti bh-uo bhtiuand naiva bhdu- 
iti bhtivo nu bhcivah syM bhcivanti nopdabhyate / 

CS, p. I I ; PK, p. 2, v. 1 9 ;  Sekoddeiatika, p. 41. 

4 S: 'Karma arises from opposition, that is to  say it opposee this great bliss, which is 
self-experiencing, with discriminating thought (vikalpa) and such contention, which fails 
to  recognize its own true nature because o f  the effect o f  beginningless ignorance.' btsod pa 
lor las rkyes te f es pa m thog ma med pahi ma tig pahi stabs kyi(s) ralt biin yo& nr ma i t s  
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Destroyer, the Creator, the King, the Lord. (48) Passion and wrath. 
envy, delusion, and pride, none of these can prevail one sixteenth part 
against this delightful spot.' (49) I t  is the origin of all that is; it is 
knowledge; it is like space and it comprises Means. I t  is there that the 
threefold world arises of the nature of Wisdom and Means. (so) The Lord 
(Means) has the form of Sukra, and the Lady (Wisdom) is the bliss that 
arises from it. He is free of the notions of unity and plurality, and she who 
is born of a moment, is the one supreme delight. (5 I )  Self-realizing is this 
knowledge which surpasses the scope of words. I t  is a process of empower- 
ing, for it consists of the knowledge that pertains to the Omniscient Ones.2 

(52) Earth, water, wind, fire, and space ; none may obstruct at that 
moment the knowledge that knows self and other.3 (53) At that moment 
it assumes one form together with the heavens, hells and abodes of men. 
Thus obstruction becomes impossible from that thought which distin- 
guishes self and other. 

(54) Perfection is not achieved by all the vedas and siddhrintas, and by 
purification there is another birth in another existence. (55) Vain is the 
striving of him who does not know Hevajra, for without him there can be 
no perfection in this world or the next. (56) So always, all day and night, 
one should abide in union with this one essential, like the flowing of the 
river's stream and the steadiness of the lantern's light. 

a. ( I )  Now I shall further expound the chapter on purification.4 The 
purified condition of all things whatsoever is known5 as the very truth 
itself. Proceeding from this we now speak of the purificatory power of the 
divinities, taking one by one. 

(2) The six faculties of sense, their six spheres of operatioq6 the five 
pahi rnam par rtog pa la sogs pahi rtsod pas bde ba chen po ran rig pa dun  gal lo / ( xv .  I 62a 5). 
K read bodhandt and interpreted accordingly ( p .  128,  1 .  30) ,  bu t  he  is still forced t o  
explain the  word in  an adverse sense as though it were vikalpa, and this  is not  its normal 
meaning. H e  says it is an acceptance o f  things under the  f o rm  o f  subject and object, which 
is m u c h  the  sense required b y  t he  context ,  bu t  bddhandt lends itself better t o  this inter- 
pretation. See also verse 52. ' ' T h i s  spot'-tatpada = its place, the  place o f  the  self-experiencing ( K :  p. 128 , l .  35). 
Perhaps i n  the  present context better understood as the  seat o f  the  Destroyer, Creator, &c., 
viz .  Vajrasattva (see I .  viii. 8 ) .  T h i s  is also the  spot (bindu) at t he  centre o f  the  mandala. 
Numerous  are t h e  associations. See Introduction, p. 26. 

In  this  sense therefore it is theirs t o  bestow. See chapter 4 o f  Part I .  
S :  ' A t  t he  momen t  o f  t he  arising o f  the  Innate, every thing assumes its nature, and 

there is none o f  the  conflict o f  a twofold nature. All conflict belongs t o  the  sphere o f  two,  
and i n  the  absence o f  t w o  w h o  can produce it and what is t he  conflict? S u c h  is the  sense'-- 
lhan cig skyes pa hbyun bahi skad cig la thams cad de dun dehi ran b i i n  riid du zyur te / gfiis 
kyi(s)  tshul gyis rtsod pa med paho / rtsod pa thams cad ni gfiis kjqi spyod yul te / gfiis su med 
pa La su i i g  gun gi rtsod par byed ces bya bahi don to / ( xv .  163a 4-5). 
' See  reference t o  purification (ciiuddhi) in  the  Introduction, p. 29. 

' I S  known'-smrtd, or as K understands i t :  'has been taught',  namely in  I .  viii. 35-41. 
T h e r e  are really twelve dyatana; I interpret here as vi!aya ( c f .  11. iii. 3 1 ,  34). 
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skandhas and the five elements are pure in essence, but they are obscured 
by the molestations of ignorance. 

(3) Their purification consists in self-experience, and by no other means 
of purification may one be released. This self-experiencing, this bliss 
supreme, arises from the pure condition of the spheres of sense. (4) Form 
and so on and whatever other spheres of sense there are, for the yogin all 
these appear in their purified condition, for of Buddha-nature' is this 
world. 

(5j Vajragarbha said: '0 Lord, what are these things unpurified?' 
The Lord replied: 'They are form and so on. And how so? Because of 

their nature as subject and object.' 
Vajragarbha said : 'What are these subjects and objects ?' 
(6) The Lord replied : 'Form is perceived by the eye, sound is heard by 

the ear, smell is perceived by the nose, and taste by the tongue, 'tis sure; 
(7) things are sensed by the body and feelings of pleasure and so on are 
received by the mind. These are worthy of indulgence and should be 
indulged, when once rendered innocuous by purification. 
'8) So there is VajrZ for the rzipa-skandha (bodily form), 

Gauri for the vedanii-skandha (feeling), 
VIriyogini for the samje-skandha (perception), 
VajradZkini for the sa~kzra-skandha (impulses), 

(9) NairitmyZ for the v;in'Zna-skandha (consciousness). 
Such is the inner circle, and by the purificatory power of these, yogins who 
seek this truth will always gain their end. 

(10) As for the outer circle: 

in the north-east there is Pukkasi 
in the south-east there is Savari 
in the south-west there is CandIli 
in the north-west there is Dombini 

(11) in the east is Gauri IIz 
in the south is Cauri 
in the west is Vetili 
in the north is Ghasmari 
at the nadir is Bhficari who represents s a ~ z r a  

(12) at the zenith is Khecari who represents nirvzna. 

Such they are in the Process of Emanation. 

(13) Gauri is for form, 
Cauri is for sound, 

' Literally: 'made of buddha', consisting essentially in an enlightened or purified con- 
dition. 

Gauri 11-'this is another Gauri. but her name is the same8(K: p. 130, 1. 33). Also 
see p. 31. 
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VetPli is for smell, 
Ghasmari is for taste, 

(14) Bhficari is for touch, 
Khecari is for thought. 

By the purificatory power of these, yogins who seek this truth will gain their 
end. 

b. (15) The purificatory significance of the sixteen arms is the sixteen kinds 
of voidness. 

The four legs signify the crushing of the four MPras,z 
The faces the eight releases,J 
The eyes the three adamantine ones,* 

(16) Pukkasi is for earth, 
Savari is for water, 
Candiilini is for fire, 
Dombi is for wind. 

(17) NairiitmyP is pervaded by wrath, 
Viriyogini by passion, 
Vajradiikini by envy, 
The hidden Gauri6 by malignity, 

(18) VajrZ by delusion. 

By these the skandhas are purified in the Process of Emanation. 
(19) That by which the world is bound, by that same its bonds are 

released, but the world is deluded and knows not this truth, and he who is 
deprived of this truth will not gain perfection. 

(20) SO it is said: "No smell, no sound, no form, no taste, and no 

The  sixteen kinds of voidness are given by K (p. 131, 11. 1-5). His list corresponds 
with that of the MadhyHntavibhanga, where they are fully commented upon (see Stcher- 
batsky's translation in Bibliotheca Buddhica XXX, pp. 86-99). See also DinnHga's Prajk-- 
pdramitdpindiirtha, edited and translated by G. Tucci in JRAS 1947, pp. 53-75. The  list 
in Mvp (934-51) is eighteen-fold as is that of the Samdhinirmocana~tra (ed. Lamotte, 
p. 108). 

" The four bIHras are: 'Skandham6ra who takes the form of Brahmi, Klejamdra who 
takes the form of a yakga, Mrtyumcila who takes the form of Yarna and Devaputramdra 
who takes the form of Indra' (Bh : xv. 2576 7). 

For the eight degrees of release see Mvp, 1511-18, also Soothill and Hodous, Dic- 
tionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms, pp. 39-40. 

* The three adamantine ones are Body, Speech and Mind (K: p. 131, 1. 7). 
All versions read Vajrd (instead of Nairdtmyd), thus her name appears twice in this 

set of five. Although textually unchallengeable, it is certainly Nairdtmyd who is intended, 
for she, like AK,robhya/Hez;ajra, is dvepdtmika and occupies the centre of the'mandala. Of 
the commentators only B points this out : sDo e e  can ies pa ste bdag medpaho(xv. 2580 7) = 
' "adamantine" (vajrin) means "absence of self" (nairdtmyd)'. One should note that there 
is sometimes textual confusion between the forms Vajri and Vajrd. Vajri is properly the 
masc. sing. of vajrin 'adamantine' as used at 11. iii. I and 11. v. I. Tibetan clearly distin- 
guishes the two forms: rDo rje ma = Vajrl, rDo rje cnn = vajrin. 

6"Hidden Gauri'-Gauri of the inner circle as opposed to Gauri 11. 
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purification of thought, no touch, no substance, for the world is essentially 
pure by a universal purification. Ah, I know the world."' 

C H A P T E R  X. C O N S E C R A T I O N  

a. ( I )  Now I shall expound the ordering of the mandala, by means of which 
a pupil is consecrated, and of the rite too I shall speak. 

(2) First the yogin, himself the essence of the god, should purify the site, 
and having zealously prepared the requisite protect i~n,~ he should then 
inscribe the mandala. (3) In a garden or in a lonely spot or in a bodhisattva's 
house3 or in the centre of the ma!rdala-hall4 one should lay out the mandah 
supreme, (4) using the sacred writing-colours,5 or secondly powder made 
from the five gems, or else the grains of rice and so on. ( 5 )  With these the 
rnapdala should be made, in size three cubits plus three inches. The 
celestial spell who comes of the Five Families, should be placed there, 
(6) or whatsoever sixteen-year-old girl is found.6 A yogini is resorted to, so 
long as she possesses iukra. (7) One binds the face of the prajiia' and like- 
wise of the upa'ya, and the product of the service rendered one drops into 
the pupil's mouth. (8) In that very act the Flavour of Sameness should be 
placed within the pupil's range. 

b. From self-experiencing comes this knowledge, which is free from idtas 
of self and other; (9) like the sky it is pure and void, the essence supreme of 
non-existence and existence, a mingling of Wisdom and Means, a mingling 
of passion and absence of passion. (10) I t  is the life of living things, it is 
the Unchanging One Supreme ; it is all-pervading, abiding in all embodied 
things. ( I  I )  It is the stuff the world is made of, and in it existence and non- 
existence have their origin. (12) I t  is all other things that there are: the 
universal consciousness, the primeval man, I b m a ,  a'tman, jzwa, sattva, 

' I  know'-manye is explained as jdndmi ( K :  p. 131, 1. 20). Likewise in the  1st 
person b y  B h  : nus ies pa ( xv .  259a 5). 

' T h e  requisite protection1-literally : having made it HUM Vajra. S e e p .  56 fn. 
3 'Bodhisattva's house'-K: ' o f  Vajrapiini and so on' (hence in their t emp le ) ;  D : ' o f  a 

yogin or king o f  compassionate disposition or i n  a monastery building, where there are 
books, for their essence is the  bodhisa t tva 'dyar i  chub s e m  pahi hhyim ni ma1 Myor 
paham rgyal po la s o p  pa siiiti j e  dun ldan paho / yan gtsug lag khan ste po t i  glegs bum g n m  
paho / dehi bdag po byan chub sems dpah yin pahi phyir / 

+ 'man~ala-hall '  means where the  rite is performed or else a temple.  d k ~ i l  hkhor khart 
pa m sgrub p d i  gnus sum lha khan no ( D  : xvii. 378a 7 4  I ) .  

For the  sacred writing-colours, see I .  i i ,  zo.  
For the names and positioning o f  these five yoginis see diagram VIII .  T h e y  may  be 

imagined or actually represented. V :  ' T h e n  i n  order t o  teach foolish n~orldlings t he  way 
o f  passion one should i n  the  mandala a girl as described below, who  bears t he  marks 
o f  the  five families, w h o  is expert in  the  Secret W a y  and has previously received absolution' 
-de nus byis pa rnams la Mod chugs k3-i lam bstan p m  bya bahi phyir hog nas ston b f i n  pahi 
bu mo rigs lriahi rtags can gsan bahi theg pa la mchog tu  giol  ba srion du  legs par sbya* la I 
dkyil hkhor du  giug go / (xv .  77b 1-2). 
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kcla, pudgala. I t  is the essential nature of all existing things and illusory 
in its forms. 

(13) First is just Joy, 
Secondly is Joy Supreme, 
Thirdly is the Joy of Cessation, 
Fourth is the Joy Innate. 

(15) The first Joy is of this world, the second Joy is of this world, the 
third Joy is of this world, but the Innate exists not in these three.' 
(14)' Hearing this, all the buddhas, Vajragarbha and the rest, were seized 

with the greatest astonishment and fell senseless to the ground. 
(16) Then the Lord Hevajra whose form comprises all the Buddhas, 

said these words for the arousing of Vajragarbha, and which were a 
wondrous cure for their astonishment. 
(17) 'Neither passion nor absence of passion is found there, nor yet a 

middle state. Because of its freedom from all three the Innate is called 
perfect enlightenment. (18) The essence of all things and yet free of all 
things, one may mark it at the beginning of Cessation,3ut from those 
other three Joys it is free. (19) At first it appears as cloud, but with 
realization arisen it appears as ?niyZ; then it suddenly appears as sleep with 
no distinction between sleep and the waking state. (20) The yogin of the 
Great Symbol gains fulfilment in that which is no fulfilment, for its 
characteristic is the very absence of any characteristic.' 

c. Then the Master spoke of the mandala, blazing (21) and brilliant, square 
with four portals, adorned with garlands and chains and variously coloured 
streamers, equipped with eight columns (22) and vajra-threads, decorated 
with flowers of different hues, with incense, lamps, and scents, and pro- 
vided with the eight vessels. (23) These last have branches in them, and 
their necks are covered with cloth and encircled with the five kinds of gem. 
T o  the east one should place the Vessel of Victory. (24) With a fair new 
thread, well-fastened and of right measurement, the master should bind it 
round, for it represents the chosen divinity. (25) He should repeat one 
hundred thousand times the mantra of the central divinity, and ten thousand 
times that of the other components. With the mantra quoted above he 
should purify the site, (26) but first he should present an offering accom- 
panied by the mantra: OM ~-kZro, &c.3 He should perform the rite of pro- 
tection just as prescribed, for as for meditation so it is here. (27) The 

' According to the order of the text, this iloka should follow ( I  3),  but it is very clumsy. 
K explains it as inserted by the sangitik6ra (p. 133 ,  1. I). There  is no  textual justification 
for attempting to re-order the verses. T h e  change in the translation, however, gives case 
of reading without distortion of the sense. 

'At the beginning of the Joy of Cessation1-see the Lntroduction, p. 35. 
This  mantra is the first listed in Ch. 2 (p. 50). 
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consecrations which are taught, he should give correctly in his mad&, 
and worship and supplication should be made as ordained. 

(28) He should draw the unblemished twofold circle of Gauri and her 
companions. In the east he should draw a knife,' and continue likewise to 
the south and west (29) and north, to south-east, south-west, north-west, 
north-east, even as it is prescribed, and likewise to nadir and zenith. 

(30) Then the master should enter the mandala as two-armed Hevajra, 
and assuming the majestic bearing of Vajrasattxa, he should adopt the 
didha2 posture. (3 I )  He is washed and purified and perfumed, and adorned 
with the various adornments. HUM HOM he cries majestically, HI HI he 
cries to terrify. 

d. (32) Then the essence is declared, pure and consisting in knowledge, 
where there is not the slightest difference between sarpcIra and nirwina. 

(33) Nothing is mentally produced in the highest bliss, and no one pro- 
duces it, 

There is no bodily form, neither object nor subject, 
Neither flesh nor blood, neither dung nor urine, 
No sickness, no delusion, no purification, 

(34) No passion, no wrath, no delusion, no envy, 
No malignity, no conceit of self, no visible object, 
Nothing mentally produced and no producer, 
No friend is there, no enemy, 
Calm is the Innate and undifferentiated. 

e. (35) Then Vajragarbha said: 'How does bodily form consisting of the 
five elements come about, for in the beginning it is essentially pure and 
lacks any proper nature ?' 

(36) Then said the Adamantine Lord, rejoicer of the dzkinis: 'Calm it 
is in its proper nature and abiding in all bodily form.' 

(37) Vajragarbha then said: 'But how, Lord, should the group of 
skandhas come about ?' 

(38) The Lord replied: 'At the union of vajra and lotus, earth arises 
there from that contact with the quality of hardness. (39) From the flow 
of dukra water arises, and fire from the friction. Wind comes from the 
motion, (40) and space corresponds to the bliss. Because it is involved 
with these five, bliss is not the final essence, for bliss consists in the 
elements. (41) The Innate is proclaimed as that which arises in spontaneity. 
The Innate is called self-nature, the single unity of all phenomenal forms. 

Each goddess is represented by the symbol she holds normally in the right hand: in 
the east Gauri by a knife, in the south Cauri by a drum, and so on in accordance with the 
list given in chapter 5 of Part I1  (p. I I I ) .  

didha-'a particular attitude in shooting, the right knee being advanced and the left 
leg retracted' (Apte). 
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(42) The yogin is Means and Compassion, and the yogin2 Wisdom and 
Voidness for she is deprived of causation.' The thought of enlightenment 
is the undivided unity of Compassion and Voidness. 

(43) There is no recitation of mantras, no austerities, no oblations, no 
mandala, and none of its components. 

This is the recitation of mantras, the austerities and oblations, this is the 
mandala and its components. 

This'in short consists of unity of thought. 

a. (I) For Overthrowing the eyes are level with the gaze directed upwards 
towards the forehead. 

For Subduing the gaze is directed towards the left and the two eyes 
towards the left. 

(2) For Conjuring forth one directs the two eyes towards the right and 
upwards. 

For Petrifying the gaze is central with the eyes looking towards the 
end of the tip of the nose.3 

The text has only: 'Compassion and means is the yogin, the mudrci by freedom from 
cause.' K s u ~ ~ l i e s  the deficiency : 'The mudrd is Wisdom. and what is that ? Whv Voidness. * .  

the non-arising of all the dharmas. And how does this non-arising, this Voidness, come 
about? Because of absence of the cause' (p. 135, 11. 12-14). For full discussion of this 
theme see Stcherbatsky, Nirwdna, pp. 71 ff. 

For this I rth chapter we rely chiefly upon V's commentary. . 
'The yogin who is striving to apply himself to the subjugating of some evil person, 

should make himself into his.own chief divinity in appearance like to Atyobhya, and gazing 
with the two eyes level and directed towards the forehead, he should meditate, intone the 
mantras, and make sacrifice, and thereby the overthrowing will come about. (He looks) 
upwards because there is the bodily form of him who belongs to the family of wrath 
(Akfobhya). 

The yogin who is striving to subdue the threefold world by some means of .yoga, should 
make himself like to Padmar@a, and turning his two eyes together towards the left, by 
performing the meditation and so on, he will subdue the person. This is because the 
bodily form of Padmardga is to the left. 

Likewise the yogin who is striving to conjure forth (some being in) the threefold world 
should make himself like Stiryodayi*, and gazing with his eyes together slightly to the 
right and upwards, by practising the meditation and so on, he will conjure this being forth. 
This is because the bodily form of SPryodayi is to the right. 

Likewise the yogin who is striving to reduce to rigidity someone in the threefold world, 
should make himself like Pitarajaki*, and gazing with his eyes together over the tip of 
his nose, by practising the meditation and so on he will reduce the being to rigidity. This 
is because that great subduer, whose form is yellow in colour, occupies a central position.' 

de bas nu gdug pa gad fig hdul b 4 i  sbyor ba la brtson pahi rnal hbyor p a  Mi bskyod pa 
lta buhi sku mdog tu ran fiid lhag pahi lhar bsgyur la  / mig g%s dus gcig gag tu dpral bahi 
phyogs su l l t a  b i in  du bsgom pa dun / balas pa dun sbyin sreg byas pas lhun bar k y u r  te / 
steri nu i e  sdatt gi rigs can kyi sku bilrgs pahi phj~ir ro / . . . sbyor ba goti i i g  gis hjig rten 
gsum po dbari du byed pa la  brtson pahi rnal hbyor pas ratl fiid Padmariiga lta bur bsgyur la 
mig g%s dtu mn'am du g'yon gyi phyogs su blta bfin du bsgom pa la sogs pa byas pas hgro ba 
dbari du hgyur te / g'yon gyi phyogs no Padmariiga lta buhi sku biugs pahi phyir ro / . . . de 

* These names are reconstructed from the Tibetan. 
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(3) Overthrowing is accompanied by exhaling, 
Subduing by inhaling, 
Conjuring forth by holding the breath, 
and Petr~fying by the tranquillized pose.' 

(4) Overthrowing muat take place amidst succulent trees, 
Subduing is associated with flowers, 
Conjuring forth must take place amidst uajra-trees, 
and Petrlfying in moving grassB2 

bdin du b o  ba gsum po hgugr pa la brtson pa& rnal hbyw par / ran fiid fii ma bchar ka lta 
b*i skur bsgyw la mig gGs d w  mEam du g'yas kyi steri phyogs su curi zad blta bf in  du bsgom 
pa la sogs pa bycu par hgro ba gsum po h r  par kyur te / g'yus phyogs no iii ma bchar La 
lta bu& sku bfugs pahi phyir ro / . . . & biin du hjig rten gsum po rnis pa la brtson $42' d 
Myor pas ran Eid gSer btso ma lta skur bsgyur la mig gCis dus mtlom du s n 4 i  rtse mo& 
dbus su lta biin du bsgom pa la sogs pa byar pas hjig rten gsum po reris par hgyw te / dbari 
chen sku gser gyi mdog lta bu dbu ma nu biugs pa& phyir ro / ( V :  xv. 85a 4-6 3). 

'One applies oneself to the practice (of Overthrowing) while exhaling the breath, 
because by the expulsion of their breath all embodied things lose their life. One applies 
oneself to the practice (of Subduing) while inhaling the breath, because by the breath of 
life remaining within all is brought under control. One performs this practice (of Con- 
juring forth) without letting the breath escape and keeping it well inside by the pot-process, 
because one who keeps the breath inside without letting it go, conjures forth a universal 
flow of nectar like that of the moon. One perfonns this practice (of Petrifying) placed just 
as one is, the breath flowing in and out without deliberated inhalation, because by the 
breath of all beings becoming motionless, they become petrified.' 

rluri phyir Myuri ba bf in  du sbyor ba la brtson par bya ste / rluri phyir phyurf nas l w  can 
chants cad tshehi dus byed pa& phyir ro / . . . rluri nari du brriub biin du sbyor ba la brtson 
par bya ste / aog gi rluri nari du gnus pas thums cad dbari du Mu p d i  phylr ro / . . . rluri 
phyir ma btari bar bum pa can gyi sbyor bas nun du legs par bkari iiri bzuri bar sbyor ba la 
brtson par bya ste / rluri nari du gnat iiri phyir Myuri ba med pa can kun gyi bdud rt*i rgyun 
zla ba lta bu hgugs pahi phyir ro / . . . rluri phyi nari du spro ba dari / br?iub pa ma yin pas ji 
lta ba biin du giag la sbyor ba la brtson par byar te / hgro ba Run gyi aog rlwi g'yo ba dun 
bra1 bas reds par k y u r  b d i  phyir ro / (V : xv. 856 4-860 I). 

'In order to perform these four magic rites, one carries out correctly the meditating, 
reciting, and sacrificing. So doing, one may test it on solid objects and one's practice may 
then said to be sure. Therefore in the case of practising the rite of killing, if he in the first 
instance directs the gaze that slays towards any green tree that is moist and possesses 
branches and leaves and thereby causes it to dry up, at that very time the same will apply 
towards the evil man in question. Likewise whoever with the right kind of gaze and 
breathing looks upon any flower which thereby dries up, then it will apply (elsewhere). 
Likewise whatever yogin with the right kind of gaze and breathing looks at a vajralata, 
that is a tree which is very hard and firm, and if he thereby conjures it forth so that the 
body of its fruit becomes quite ripe, then (the rite) will apply (elsewhere). Likewise if a 
yogin with the right kind of gaze and breathing looks upon very fine and soft grass that 
grows on the top of a high hill or mountain and is (as slender) as the hair of a horse's tail 
and waves very much when moved by the wind, and if he thereby causes it to be unmoved 
by the wind or anything else, then (the rite) will apply (elsewhere).' 

lta statis b l i  po rnams bsgrub par bya ba& phyir bsgom pa dun bzlas pa dari sbyin aeg la 
sogs pa tho ga biin bsgrubs nar I re i ig  b e m  pahi rdzas kyi drios po rnams la h m r  sad pa dari / 
tin rie Main brtan par gsurir so / . . . de las khyad p m  du gsod pa& sbyor ba g o m  pas thog mar 
re i ig  I iiri ljon pa yal go dari lo m& ldon pa rlon par Mug pa gun i ig  la ma1 Myor pas rlurl 
Hyuri biin du Bsad pahi Ita bar bltas pahi tshe skam par h g p r  ba& d u  de tsam na ma nuis 
pa la yari sbyar bar byoho I . . . de b i  in du lta staris dari rluri gari dug dari ldan pus me tog gari 
la bltas phs skam pa de nus sbyar bar bya ies bya bahi don to / . . . Ita staris dad rlud gari dari 
ldan pas badzra lata ies  p d i  iiri iin tu mkhrari ciri rtsub pa la rnal hbyor pas bltas pa na / 
hbras kyi siie ma lepr p m  smin pa Itor dgug par gyur pa nu sbym bar bya ces pa* don to / . . . 
Ita staris don rluri gah d q  dad ldan pas sgari bu mthon po dcni / n' Lo la sogs pa& rtse mo gah 
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( 5 )  With six months' application to the practice one will succeed, there is 
no doubt. Let no mistakes be made about it, unthinkable are a buddhaDs 
powers. (6) Having perfected the four gazes, the yogin should bring about 
the salvation of all beings. Actual slaying should not be done as that would 
be indeed a breach of the convention.' (7) All things not done may here 
be done except for misleading living-beings. One does not obtain the 
perfection of the sign by simply harming living-beings. 

b. (8) For the sake of perfection in Hevajra he should consume the fivefold 
sacrament of initial NA, initial GA, initial HA, final SVA and initial SVA. (9) 
So five ambrosias one should consume for the sake of perfection iri 
Hevajra.? 

Then one should mark out a 'seven-timer" with the characteristics 
recounted in Hevajra. (10) In  the seventh birth there comes about that 
perfection, making of no account the Joy of Cessation (which precedes it). 
He has a fair-sounding voice, beauteous eyes'and a sweet-smelling body of 

dug nu skyes pahi rtsa phra mo fin tu  miien pa / rtahi rna mahi iiag ma tsam la rlun gis bskyod 
nacher g'yo bahi bdag iiid can la rnal hbyorpas bltas pa na rlun la sogs pas mi sgul ba na sbyar 
bar byaho / ( V :  xv. 860 1-7). 

'The rites of slaying and so on which have been spoken of, are for frightening beings 
in order to subjugate them, and by means of that to put them (on the right path); if on the 
other hand one actually killed them, that would be a breaking of the convention of the Great 
Symbol and one upould fall into the Avici Hell1-bsad pa la sogs pahi las gun dug gsuns pa 
de dag sems can gdul bahi phyir re i i g  skrag par bya ba yin la des hjug par yan hgyur te / 
g i a n  du ni ties par gtan du gsad nu phyag rgya chen pohi dam tshig i i a m  te mnar med par 
hgro bar hgyur ro / ( V :  xv. 866 5-6). 

'Those who keep to the convention of Hevajra should eat according to the external 
interpretation and be watchful according to the internal. 

As for this the first letter of the name man (nara) is NA, the first letter of the name cow 
(go) is ca, the first letter of the name elephant (hastin) is HA, the last letter of the name horse 
( a h )  is SVA and the first letter of the name dog (Swan) is SVA. Putting these materials 
together, one should make them into pellets the size of a thumb-joint, then purify them, 
mix them together and bum them, make them into an elixir and eat them; by this means 
one gains external perfection. Likewise by saying that these are the five faculties of sense, 
the eye and so on, with the name of cow (go),  &c., which are turned away from their 
spheres and kept so, there is produced the extreme state of watchfulness. Likewise the 
five ambrosias, MU (rmtra),  MA (mdmsa), vr ( v i ~ ) ,  RA (rakta); and 4u (iukra) are to be treated 
with the distinction of exoteric and esoteric significance, such is the teaching of the 
Tathsgata.' 

Kyehi rDorjehi dam tshig la gnus pa rnams kyis phjri nun gi bye brag gis phye la bzah ba 
dun bsrvn ba byaho / de la skyes buhi min gi dun pohi y i  ge N A h o  / gun gi ba Ian gi miri 
gi dat: pohi yi ge G A h o  / H A  ni glan po chehi miti gi dun pohi yi geho / S V A  ni rtahi mthah 
mahi rnin gi j i  geho / de biin du SVA  ni khjihi  min gi dun pohi yi geho / rdzas hdi r n a m  
miirlm par byas la mthe bohi tshigs tndud tsam gyi ril bu byar te sbynn ba dun / @el ba don 
sbar ba dun bdud rtsir byas te zos pas phyihi dnos grub tu hgyur la / de biin du gun gi go la 
sogs pahi rnin can mig la sogs pahi dban po rnams ~ 9 1 1 1  las bzlog ste gnos par gsutir pas mchog 
gi bsrun barc hgjur ro / de biin du bdud rtsi lna ste / BI don M U  dati M A  don R A  dun SU 
rnams kyari phyi non gis phye la spyad par bya ba de b i in  gSegs pahi bkah luri no / ( V :  xv. 
87a 1-5). 

For the 'seven-timer' see p. 71 

srub par on the block-print, but this is corrected to bsrun bar written by a Tibetan 
hand on a small piece of paper and stuck over the error in the India Office copy. 
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great splendour, (I  I )  and he possesses seven shadows.' When he sees such 
a one the yogin should mark him out. By the mere eating of his flesh one 
will gain at that moment the powers of an aerial being.= 

c. (12) Now I shall give the sidhana of Kurukullii, by means of which all 
beings are brought into subjection. I t  has been mentioned before in brief, 
and is told in full in twelve parts.' (13) This goddess arises from the syllable 
HRTH, is red in colour with four arms, and in her hands she holds a bow, an 
arrow, a blue lotus, and a hook. (14) By merely meditating upon her one 
brings the threefold world to subjection. By ~oo,ooo recitations of her 
mantra one reduces kings, by ~o,ooo the people, (15) by 10 million cattle 
and yaksas, by 700,000 the titans, by 200,000 the gods, and yogins by IW. 

According to D : 'at the time of the full-moon one should smear the cavity in the lower 
part of the leg of a vulture with v a i r o c a ~  (one of the five ambrosias), and look ; if his seven 
shadows then appear, one will know he is a seven-timer'-k& dus nr bya rgod kyi rje nor 
gyi sbubs rnam par snari mdzad kyi b p g s  la / bltas no dehi grib ma bdun byuri no s h  bar bdun 
par ies par bya / (xvii. 3870 3-4). 

'Khecaratva means having the universal power of a vidyddhara, possessing that know- 
ledge which is like the sky'-mkhah la spyod pa iiid ces pa ni rig pa Mzin pahi &hor lor 
sgjur ba w z i n  pa Zid nam mkh& dun mtSom pahi ye ies rikd pa iSid do / (xv.  I 7zb  5). 

3 See Ch. 2 ,  (19) and (26),  which are the previous references to this goddesr. The 
twelve parts refer to extended version of the Hmajra-tantra, concerning which see Intro- 
duction, p. 16 .  
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a. ( I )  Then Vajragarbha said: 'May the Adamantine Lord, whose form 
comprises all the Buddhas, tell us about the consecration of books and 
images and so on, just as it should be." 

(2) The Lord replied: 'Having made the correct oblation and laid out . . 

the mandala, at night-fall one should prepare the image, the requisite 
arrangements being made. (3) Then into its heart one should cause to 
enter the buddhas of all the directions, remaining united with one's chosen 
divinity and with full and intuitive knowledge of the mantras. 

(5) So one should present flowers and so on, produced variously from the 
syllable HOM, offerings of water for the feet and so on, a11 as before in 
accordance with the way of former tantras.'2 

b. The ob1ations:J 
(6) For Propitiation the place for the fire should be round, 

for the Bestowing of Prosperity it should be square, 
for Slaying it should be triangular, and here too one should perform 

the others. 
(7) For Propitiation it should be one cubit across and half a cubit deep, 

For the Bestowing of Prosperity two cubits across and one deep, 
(8) For Slaying twenty angulas across and ten deep.4 

pratythci is the setting-up or consecrating of religioue objects, books, images, thankas, 
&c., and is so translated in full to distinguish it from abhyeka, also translated by 'con- 
secration'. Text has literally: 'the excellent characteristic (= nature) of consecration'. 
Concerning this rite see also TPS i, pp. 308-16. 

According to Bh (xv. 2686 3) the former tantrar are the Tattvasamgraha and so on. 
Compare 11. v. 57. 
V associates these rites with the elements and cakras within the body thus: 

Pacifying Water Forehead 
Prospen'ng Earth Navel 
Slaying Space Top  of the head 
Subduing Fire Throat (xv. 896 7-99a I). 

This arrangement conflicts with the normal ordering of the elements within the body. 
(See Introduction, p. 38). For the identifying of 'slaying' with 'bliss' (which corresponds 
with the top of the head, viz. the mah~sukhacakm) see I. v. 21. 

Literally: 'two cubits and one cubit below and above', and so on. The  only text to 
give any precision is the Chinese, where we have: 'broad one cubit, deep half a cubit, . . . 
broad two cubits, deep one cubit . . . broad ten inches, deep five inches' (5950 6-8). At 
Jiwong Monastery in Shar-Khumbu, I saw such a ceremony performed (Buddhist Himd- 
laya, PP. 259--60). 
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For Propitiation it is white, for the Bestowing of Prosperity it ir 
yellow, (9) for Slaying black, and for Subduing red. 

Conjuring forth is as for Subduing, and causing Hatred is as for Slaying. 
(10) As for the actual oblations, for Propitiation one uses sesame oil, for 

Bestowing Prosperity curds, for Slaying, causing Hatred and other 
harmful rites one uses thorns, and a blue lotus for Subduing and 
Conjuring forth. 

(I  I )  The mantra for invoking Fire : 
OM Agni of mighty energy, fulfiller of all desires, who in compassion 

serves all beings, be thou present here. 
(12) The invocation of the Earth-Goddess: 

Thou Goddess, honoured by Hevajra's wrath, 
Mother of the Earth, and bearer of many kinds of gems, 
Thou art witness here, for I, so and so, would lay out the madala. 

(13) The mantra for gratifying Fire: 
Go thou, 0 Consumer of the Offering, to prosper the affairs of your- 

self and of others. At the right time you will approach. 
Grant me complete success. 

(14) Mantra of the oflerings: OM JAH HOM VAM HU KHAM RAM 

Mantra of the water for the feet: OM ~f RT HOM KHAH 

Mantra of the food-offering : OM DHVAM DHVAM DHVAM 

C H A P T E R  ii. T H E  C E R T A I N T Y  O F  S U C C E S S  

a. (I)  Vajragarbha said : 'But how should beings reach perfection by means 
of their chosen divinity, when they find themselves amidst all the elements 
of existence as extensive as space, (lost) like a goad in the ocean?' 

(2) The Lord replied : 'One who desires perfection should keep his inner 
self in union with NairitmyH or Sri Heruka, and not even for a moment 
should his thought be deflected elsewhere. (3) For one who is persever- 
ing for the first time, that place is considered propitious, where single- 
minded and self-collected a yogin may gain success. (4) At night in his 
own house, confident of gaining perfection, the wise man should meditate 
upon the Yogini or upon Sri Heruka in his manifested form. (5) (Moreover 
at all times) whether washing the feet or eating, rinsing the mouth or 
chewing betel-nut, rubbing the hands with sandal-wood, or girding the 
hips with the loin-cloth, (6) going-out, making conversation, walking, 
standing, in wrath, in laughter, the wise man should honour the Lady, 
strong in his vows, he should meditate upon the Yogini.' (7) Seekers of 

K refers to this practice as concentrated yoga (samdhitayoga) and continuous yoga 
(m'rantmayoga). The first is performed on fixed occasions, 'at the three times (trisondhi) 
and elsewhen' ( B  : xv. 2690 6 )  ; the other is a continuous process of mental control. Corn- 
pare the end of Ch. 4, Part I. Bhagmati (the Lady),  Yogini is in every case Nm'rdtmya'. 
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perfection with perfection as their goal strive never for one moment to have 
their thought deflected elsewhere with the mind defiled by ignorance. 
(8) 0 Vajragarbha, I call meditation the destroyer of evil. Try it one fort- 
night with zeal, making perfection your goal, (9) abandoning all discursive 
thought, your mind set on the form of the divinity. Try it one day, 
meditating uninterruptedly. (10) There are no other means in the samszra 
for gaining the end of yourself and others, for a spell, once acquired, 
brings about immediate realization. I 

b. (I I) By fears and passions and sorrows, by griefs and torments and such 
calamities, by passion, wrath, and delusion, the yogin is not disturbed. 
(12) Thus understanding the ripening of the fruit of good and evil acts, 
how should yogins stay one moment in the Raurava Hell? 

(13) Perpetrators of the five great evil acts and those who delight in 
taking life, also those of wretched birth, and fools who are wicked in their 
conduct, (14) and ugly brutes with distorted limbs, these gain perfection 
by the right use of thought. So certainly will he succeed who practises the 
ten virtues, is devoted to his master with his senses well controlled, (I 5 )  and 
is free from pride and wrath. 

c. Keeping continuously to the practice, perfected in the siddhi and self- 
collected, (16) for one month one should privately continue, while one 
awaits the acquiring of a mudra'. The yogin then receives instructions. He 
is instructed by the yogin&: (17) "Take such and such a Mudri, 0 Vaj- 
radhyk, and serve the cause of living-beings." Taking this girl, who has 
wide-open eyes and is of age2 and endowed with youth and beauty, (18) he 
should consecrate her with the seed of enlightenment. Beginning with the 
ten rules of virtuous conduct, he should expound to her the Dharma, (19) 
how the mind is fixed on the divine form, on the meaning of symbolic 
forms and concerning one-pointedness of mind, and in one month she will 
be fit, of that there is no doubt. (20) And so the girl is there, now freed 
from all false notions, and received as though she were a boon. Or else he 
should produce a Mudri  by conjuring her forth by his own power (21) 
' Bh 'As for this "spell once acquired", according to some treatises it does not bring 

about immediate realization; in the way of PrajCipdramitd enlightenment comes about 
after three immeasurable kalpas. But as for this destroying of evil and this realization, a 
kalpa or more does not enter into it. It is in reference to this (that we read) a fortnight, a 
day or just once. Immediately or at once means either at the end of half a month or half 
a day, but (the main point is that) one gains buddhahood or Vajradharahood in this life.' 

rig ma l[h]an cig goms bjqas pas i e s  pa ni rgyud g i a n  las ni hphral du mnon du byed par 
hgyur ba ma yin la  pha rol tu phyin pahi lugs kyis kyan bskal pa gratis med pa gmm gyis byan 
chub iiid duho / de yati sdig pa hjoms tin mnon du k y u r  ba ni bskal pa gcig la  sogs pa gtogs 
par mi Myun i e s  paho / de la bltos nus z la  ba p h y ~ d  duham / Ci ma gcig ni Ian cig tsam n'id 
do / hphral duham de ma thug ces pa ni z l a  ba phyed kyi mthor ram / n'i ma phyed kyi mthar 
te/ tshe hdi fiid la  saris rgyas paham rdo rje M z i n  pa thob par hgjlur ro / (xv. 2696 4-7). 

a of age'-sihlakarpp~rasam~~ukt~m = 'possessed of frankincense and camphor' (see 
11. iii. 59. V: khrag hb~uir  b d i  dus la  bob pa byan chub sems kyi bde ba la dgah ba / (xv. 
936 5-61. 
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from amongst the gods or titans or men, or the yaklus or kinnarus. Then 
taking her, one should perform the practice with the realization of one's 
own composure. (22) For this practice, which is called terrifying in appear- 
ance,' is not taught for the sake of enjoyment, but for the examination of 
one's own thought, whether the mind is steady or waving.' 

d. (23) Vajragarbha said: 'By one who is joined in union with NairHtmyi 
how can any distinction be made in the meaning of mudrz? And with this 
Mudrii and that Mudrl, with two MudrHs in fact, how should the perfection 
of the Great MudrH come about ?'2 

(24) The Lord replied: 'Relinquishing her form as a woman, she would 
assume that of her Lord. Gone are her breasts, and his vajra is manifest 
with a bell on each side, where the lotus had been. 

( 2 5 )  The rest of the form of the mighty and blissful Heruka (26) easily 
assumes the masculine condition of the man who is in union with Heruka, 
and from this the perfection of the Great Symbol would come about for 
the yogin of such manifest power. (27) This identity of Wisdom and Means 
remains unharmed by the twofold process of origination and dissolution, 
for Means is the origination and Wisdom the dissolution and end of 
existence. (28) SO in truth there is neither destruction nor origination. 
Having dissolved away, it has come to its end, and since there can now be 
no dissolution, neither is there destruction. (29) The yogin conceives of 
the diversity of existence as the Process of Emanation, and realizing the 
dream-like nature of this diversity, he renders it undiversified by means of 
its diversity. (30) Like a dream, like a mirage, like the "intermediate 
state", so the mandala appears from continuous application to the practice. 
(3 1) The great bliss, such as one knows it in the consecrations of the Great 
Symbol, of that the mandala is the full and efficacious expression, for 
nowhere else does it have its origin. (32) This bliss is black and yellow, 
red and white, dark green, dark blue, all things moving and unmoving. 
(33) This bliss is Wisdom, this bliss is Means, and likewise it is their union. 
I t  is existence, it is non-existence, and it is Vajrasattva.'J 
(34) Vajragarbha said: 'This state of unity achieved in the Process of 

K says it is terrifying in appearance because it is very bad, but he construes wrongly. 
Bh: 'It is terrifying in form because it possesses a form terrifying to fools'-hjigs pahi 
gzugs can ies bya ba ni byis pa dag la rub tu hjigs pahi gzugs can g3is so 1 ( x v .  272a 6 ) .  

The question follows logically from the previous discourse concerning the divine 
Mudrd, NairHtmyH, with whom the union is one of meditation, and the physical mudrd, 
with whom the union is physical. But the answer given implies a slightly different ques- 
tion : 'How by union with NairPtmyH (alone) does the condition of the (Great) Mudrd come 
about, since perfection in the (Great) Mudrd comes from two elements, Wisdom and 
Means?' Bh and V therefore interpret the jloka in this sense, or rather attempt to do no, 
for the text will not permit it. 
' The themes of this discourse, namely the essential unity of Hevajra and NairitrnyP, 

of Means and Wisdom, of the evolution and reabsorption of existence, and of the mandakr 
as the representation of this process, are discussed in the Introduction, pp. 24, 32-3. 
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Realization is deemed as Excellent Bliss, as Great Bliss, so what is the use 
of the Process of Emanation except for conceiving it as Realization?' 

(35) The Lord replied: 'Oho, Great Bodhisattva, by dint of faith it is 
destroyed, they say.' 

e. Without bodily form how should there be bliss? Of bliss one could not 
speak. The world is pervaded by bliss, which pervades and is itself per- 
vaded. (36) Just as the perfume of a flower depends upon the flower, and 
without the flower becomes impossible, likewise without form and so on, 
bliss would not be perceived. (37) I am existence, I am not existence, I am 
the Enlightened One for I am enlightened concerning what things are. 
But me they do not know, those fools, afflicted by indolence. (38) I 
dwell in Sukhlvati in bliss with the Va~rayogini, in that place which is 
symbolized by the syllable E , ~  in that casket of buddha-gems. 

(39) I am the teacher, and I am the doctrine, I am the disciple endowed 
with good qualities. I am the goal, and I am the trainer. I am the world 
and worldly things. (40) My nature is that of Innate Joy and I come at. the 
end oflthe Joy that is Perfect and at the beginning of the Joy of Cessation.3 
So be assured, my son, it is like a lamp in darkness. 

(41) I am the Master with the thirty-two marks, the Lord with the 
eighty characteristics and I dwell in bliss in Sukhivati and my name is 
Jukra. (42) Without this there would be no bliss, and without bliss this 
would not be. Since they are ineffective one without the other, bliss is 
found in union with the divinity. 

(43) So the Enlightened One is neither existence nor non-existence; he 
has a form with arms and faces and yet in highest bliss is formless. 
(44) So the whole world is the Innate, for the Innate is its essence. Its 

essence too is nirva'na when the mind is in a purified state. 
(45) The divine form consists of just something born, for it is a repository 

of arms and face and colours, and moreover arises by the normal influence 
of past actions.4 

B: 'By power of faith means by the self impelled by faith. So there is no knowledge 
of the form and so on even of the tathcigatas. In the first instance the mind is in a pure 
condition. Then there is faith. Then there is desire(abhikdnk~d) and action(prav.rtti)'-dad 
p&i dugs ies pa ni dad pas bskul b d i  bdag iiidpas nu iugs te / de lta bu ni bcom ldan war 
kyi(r) kyari pugs  la sogs ies pa yod pa ma yin no sriar b j o d  pa iiid do / de la dun por m' sems 
rob tu dari b 4 o  / de nos ni >id  ches paho / dehi rjes la mtton par Mod ciri rub tu hjug ces paho / 
(xv. 274b 3-4). This line is an unidentified quotation. I t  is not immediatelv relevant to the 
preceding question, nor to the answer which now follows. 

See p. 94, note 2. Concerning these joys see the Introduction, p. 35. 
S : 'As for the difference between the forms of buddhas and men, where their appear- 

ance with faces and hands is concerned, there is no difference; as for the five skandhas 
there is no difference; flesh and so on correspond with the natures of Pukkasi and so on. 
If you conceive of the bodies of the buddhas as being essentially mind (vijfidna), and of 
these (men) as being of the essence of earth and the other elements, then indeed this too 
is a matter of not knowing; you may conceive now of all the elements as being of the 
nature of mind and find no distinction whatsoever. But to one thinking thus, it is said: 
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f .  (46) With the very poison, a little of which would kill any other being, a 
man who understands poison would dispel another poison. (47) Just as a 
man who suffers with flatulence is given beans to eat, so that wind may over- 
come wind in the way of a homcleopathic cure, so existence is purified by 
existence in the countering of discursive thought by its own kind. 

(48) Just as water entered in the ear is drawn out again by water, so also 
the notion of existing things is purified by appearances. (49) Just as those 
who have been burned by fire must suffer again by fire,' so those who have 
been burned by the fire of passion must suffer the fire of passion. (so) Those 
things by which men of evil conduct are bound, others turn into means 
and gain thereby release from the bonds of existence. (51) By passion the 
world is bound, by passion too it is released, but by the heretical buddhists 
this practice of reversals is not known. 

g, (52) In  the one essential unity a fivefold aspect subsists expressed in the 
set of five elements, and the Joy Supreme which h essentially one becomes 
five through their distinctions. 
(53) From the contact that comes of the union of vajra and lotus, there 

arises the effect of hardness. The nature of hardness is delusion, 
and Vairocana is deemed to be delusion. 

(54) The bodhin'tta is a flow and this flow is deemed as water. The nature 
of water is wrath and this wrath is Aksobhya. 

(55) From the rubbing together of two things fire always arises. From heat 
arises passion and this passion is Amitiibha. 

(56) The bodhicitta in the lotus has the nature of air. 
From air arises envy, and envy is Amoghasiddhi. 

(57) The blood is bliss and passion and the nature of bliss is space. From 
space arises malignity and malignity is Ratnasambhava.2 

(58) Thought is one but consists in this fivefold form. This develops 
I Very well, but you know because of the past influence(v6sund) existing in your own nature, 

so the true nature does not become manifest because of the influence of beginningless 
ignorance" '-saris rgyac dun mihi lus dug dbye ba ni / phyag dad i d  gyi m u m  pa yis re fig 
bye brag med de / phuri po lna Eid du yan bye brag med de i ja la sogs pa Pukkan' la sogs p&i 
tshul gyis rnam par biag pas so / gal te sans rgyas kyi  sku dug rnam par k s  pahi rari bzin don / 
hdi dug so la sogs pa& ran biin no srinm no / emaho i c s  ma ies pa >.in te / da lta iiid du chos 

thorns cad rnam par fes pahi ran biin du mthon ste bye brag curi zad kyari med do / de lta 
nu gal te ji [tar hkhor S a m  pa la / gsuris pa hon kyan ran biin bag c h q s  k>as k s  pa str / thog 
ma med pahi ma rig pahi bag chags kyis rari bi in mati ba ma >in par so / (xv. I 800 2-5). 

Bh: 'On a place burned by fire one rubs oil, and neither too far from the fire nor too 
near one keeps it warm and suffers. By keeping it warm and suffering in that way, fire is 
removed by fire'-mes tshig pahi gnas su snum bskus te / me la h'n tu rid ba yan ma yin rla 
ba yatt ma yin par bsro Siri gdun baho I de ltar bsro iiri gduris pas ni mes me r?id sbyon b&o / 
(xv. 281a 3-4). 

a In order to preserve a balanced order of equation in these five f l o h s ,  I have translated 
as though reading : 

6pGm hi dvegmipatvdt in (54) 
ir,ryd o 6 y u s a ~ h m d  in (56) 
pihnam ca Ratneiah sydt in (57) 
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into the five families, and then there develop many thousands. (59) So this 
is the single self-existent, it is the great bliss, perfect and eternal, but it 
becomes five by the fivefold distinction of thought as passion and the 
other four. (60) As numerous as the sands of ten River Ganges are the 
companies of the tathCgatas in these single families. In these companies 
there are numerous clans, and in these clans yet hundreds of clans. 
(61) These many thousands of clans become many millions of clans, and in 
these clans there are still innumerable clans. Yet they all arise from the 
one clan of perfect joy.' 

C H A P T E R  iii. T H E  BASIS  O F  A L L  T A N T R A S  

( I )  Then the Adamantine Lord spoke to the yoginis of the Means, which 
are the basis of all tantras, of the Union,' of consecrations and of secret 
language, of the different Joys and Moments, of feasting and the rest. 

a. (2) 'Now the union of all buddhas consists in the sound E V A M . ~  This 
sound EVAM, the great bliss itself, is known from the process of con- 
secration.' 

(3) Then the yoginis said to the Lord Vajrasattva: 'Is the sound EVAM 

then called the union of the dCkinis?3 May the Lord, the Teacher, the 
Master of the World please expound the matter as it is.' 

(4) The Lord replied: 'The sacred syllable E, adorned at its centre by 
the syllable VAM, is the abode of all delights, the casket of buddha-gems. 
(5) It  is there that the four Joys arise, distinguished by the Moments, and 
from knowledge of these Moments the knowledge of Bliss is consummated 
in that sound EVAM. (6) SO yogins know that the sound EVAM is attainable 
through the four Moments : Variety, Development, Consummation, and 
Blank.4 (7) I t  is called Variety, because it involves different 'things, the 

'union'-samvara ; see Glossary p. r 38. 
EVAM-'thus' symbolizes the 'two-in-one', viz. perfect knowledge. All sltras and 

tantras begin: evam mayd Srutam-'I have heard thus', here interpreted as 'I have under- 
stood EVAM', the truth of this tantra, which is perfect knowledge. Thus we have E as 
prajiid (wisdom) and VAM as updya (means). V here quotes a list of equivalents: sun/ 
moon, blood/iukra, left-handlright-hand, lingalbhaga, meanslwisdom, sorrow/bliss, 
navellhead (xv. I oob 6-7). 

Following the Tibetan translations I have translated ddkinyah as a feminine form, but 
they refer to beings who have the power of moving in space, not necessarily feminine. 
See K (p. rq1,11. 10-1 I).  See also I. xi. r I .  Here they are synonymous with the buddhas 
referred to above. For such a cycle of ddkins see I- T iii. 2, p. 66. 

See Introduction, pp. 34-35. D:  'The Moment of Variety is associated with the linow- 
ledge of various different kinds of karuni, the kiss, the embrace and so on, and Joy consists 
in the acquiring of some small part of Wisdom which cuts off entirely such discriminating. 
Saying that Developmmt is the reverse means that external discriminating knowledge has 
been abandoned, that knowledge has vanished within. (This stage) lasts until the actual 
union, and the Perfect Joy consists in the complete cutting-off of the Moment of Develop- 
ment by a development exceeding that which precedes. Reflection is Consummatian 
means that the bindu or bodhicitta has entered the vajra, that all opposing (ripaksa) 
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embrace, the kiss and so forth. Development is the reverse of this, for it is 
the experiencing of blissful knowledge. (8) Consummution is defined as the 
reflection that this bliss has been experienced by oneself. Blank is quite 
other than these three, and knows neither passion nor the absence of pas- 
sion. (9) The first Joy is found in Variety, Perfect Joy in Dmelopment, the 
Joy of Cessation in Consummation and the Joy of the Innate in Blank. 

(10) These four Joys are to be experienced in due order in accordance 
with the list of the four consecrations, that of the Master, that of the Secret, 
that of the Prajiii and the Fourth.' ( I  I )  The first is represented by a smile, 

reflective thought is abandoned and the wisdom which is favourable(pratipakp) is acquired. 
This is the Wisdom of Cessation which completely cuts off the Moment of Consummation. 
As for the Blank being other than these three, this means that the bodhicitta is held; there 
are no opposing factors whatsoever and only that wisdom which is favourable remains ; the 
Moment of Blank has been cut off, and this complete cutting-off is the Wisdom of the 
Innate.' 

ho dari hkhyud pa la sogs pahi karunahi bye brag sna tshogs pa la rtog pa Mres pa ni rnam 
pa m a  tshogs ky i  skad cig ces bya ste / dehi rnam p m  dpyod pa yoris su gcod pa ye ies cha cult 
zad thob pa dgah baho / rnam par smin pa de l a  bzlog ces phyi rol gyi rtog pa sparis te ies pa 
nod du thim nus kunduruhi sbyor bahi bar ni / nia ma las khyad par du mrin pas rnam par 
smin pahi skad cig ma yotis gcod ni mhog  dg&i ye ies so / gros ni rnam par iied par btjod ces 
pa ni bolahi gnus su thig le byan chub k ~ i  sems phyin pa la / mi hthun pa& rnam par rtog pa 
sparis te / giien po ye ies su gyur pa m' rnam par Eed pa& skad cig ma [ b m ]  yoris su gcod pa 
ni  dgah bral gyi ye jes so / mtshan riid bral ba gsum l a  g ian i e s  pa m' dehi tshe thig le byad 
chub kyi sems zin pa ni mi mthun pahi phyogs t h a w  cad bral te / g& po ye ies &ah i ig  tu 
gnus pa ni mtshan riid bral bahi skad cig ma rnam par bcad nas te / yoris gcod m lhan cig skycs 
pa& ye k s  so / (xvii. 399a 1-5). 

D: 'The first is called the Jar-Consecration or the Master's Consecration. It is called 
a baptism because impurity is washed away, that is t o  say here that the impurity of the 
body is washed away. I t  is called the consecration (or baptism) of the jar, because it b 
characterized by (the use of) a jar, and the consecration of the Master because it is far 
removed from evil and wickedness. It is also called the consecration of knowledge 
(vidyci), because it overthrows ignorance and arouses an awareness of the five spheres of 
knowledge (paiicmidycijri&na). Now a consecration is a bestowing of power, and (in this 
case) it bestows power in the nirmdnakciya. The place of consecration is the body, and the 
instruments are the iar. the crown and so on. . , 

The Secret Consecration is so called, because it is a secret from the ir6cakas, pratyeka- 
buddhas and all those below them. It is a baptism because it washes awav impurities of - .  
speech, and a consecration because it bestows power in the s d h o g a h - y a .  The place of 
consecration is the throat, and the agent of consecration is the bodhicitta, the bindu which 
has been experienced by the Master. 

The Consecration in the Knowledge of Prajk- (prajiidjk-nu) is so called because it 
depends upon the prajiid and has the effect of arousing wisdom. As a baptism it washes 
away the impurities of the mind, and as a consecration it bestows power in the dhmmakdya. 
The place of consecration is the rlajra, and the agent of consecration is the # r a j a  with the 
lotus. The Fourth Consecration is so called because it is fourth, a word understood in 
relationship to the third; it is the precious consecration. As a baptism it washes away all 
tendencies towards evil of body, speech, and mind, and as a consecration it bestows power 
in the Body of Great Bliss (matrrisukhakiya). The place of consecration is the bodv, speech, 
and mind. As for the agent of consecration, one requires to have some guru as one's SUP- 
port, and with his inner power one needs no (other) agent.' 

dun po la bum pahi dban tiam slob dpon gyi dbari i e s  bya ba ni / abhiSiiica dri ma hkhrus pas 
no dban ste / lus kyi  dri ma hkhrud par byed / bum pas fie bar mtshon pas bum pa& dban i e s  
bya / sdig pa mi dge ba la n'ri du hgro bas no slob dpon gyi dban i e s  bya / ma rig pa lna bzlog 
ciri rig pahi jse ies Ina bskyed pa!ti phjir rig pahi d6ari i e s  bya / abhrjeka ste nus pa hjog pa 
ni sprul pahi skuhi nus pa 11jog / bskur bahi gnus ni lus la bskur la dbari rdzus ni bum pa dati / 
dbu rgyan la sogs paho / gsan bahi dban la abhGifica ste iian thos dun ran saris rgyas rnal &or 
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the second by a gaze, the third in an embrace, and the fourth in union. 
(12) This fourfold set of consecrations is for the purpose of perfecting 
living-beings. The word consecration or sprinkling is used because one is 
sprinkled or cleansed. 

b. (13) The Prajtia' of sixteen years he clasps within his arms, and from the 
union of the vajra and bell the Master's consecration comes about. (14) She 
is fair-featured, wide-eyed, and endowed with youth and beauty. Then 
with thumb and fourth finger he drops the bindu in the pupil's mouth. 
(15) I n  that very act the flavour of sameness should be placed within the 
pupil's range.' Then having honoured and worshipped the Prajn'a', he 
should consign her to the pupil, (16) saying: "0 Great Being, take thou 
the Mudri  who will bring you bliss", and knowing his pupil to be worthy, 
free of envy. and wrath, (17) he then further commands him: "Be ye one, 
0 Vajradhyk." 

Now I shall tell you of the pupil's part and how he begs for consecration, 
(18) how he pronounces words of praise and worship when he beholds his 
master with the mudra'. 

"0 great tranquil Lord, intent on the vajra-practice, 
(19) Thou perfecter of the Symbol, that hast thine origin inthe oneness of 

the indestructible vajra, 
As you now do for yourself, may you also do for me. 

(20) I am sunk in the thick mud of the sa?nsc?ra. Save me who am without 
a h e l ~ e r . " ~  

(21) Then with pleasing food and drink, with wine and meat of good 
quality, with incense, oblations, and garlands, with bells and banners and 
ointments, with all these he should honour his lord. 
(22) When the pupil has now reached the moment of Perfect Joy which 

is free from all notions of diversity, the master should say: "0  Great 
Being, hold thou to the great bliss. (23) Until the time of enlightenment, 
0 Vajradhyk, serve thou the cause of beings." Thus should speak the 
Adamantine Lord as he sees his pupil overwhelmed in compassion. 

gyi rgyud man chad la gsan bas nu gsan bahi dban i e s  byaho / nag gi dri ma hkhru bas nu dban 
zi-es byaho / abhi~eka ste Ions spyod rdzogs pahi skutzi nus pa hjog paho / bskur bahi gnus ni 
mgrin par bskur In i bskur ba!~i rdzas ni slob dpon gyis Cams su myon bahi thig le byan chub 
kyi  sems so / ies rub ye Ses hyi dban ni Ses rub ma la brten nus ye ies skye bar byed bas na jes 
rub ye Ses kyi dban i e s  byaho / abhisifira ste yid kyi  dri ma khru bar byed do / abhi~eka ste 
chos kyi  skuhi nus pa hjog par byed pas dban 2es byaho / gnas gun du bskur nu gsan bahi gnus 
su bskur T O  / bskur ba?zi rdzas ni phyag rgya mtshan dun ldan paho / dban b i i  pa ni de ltar de 
biin yari b i i  pa i e s  pa ni gsztm pas go phye bahi tshig dban rin po che ste / abhi~if fcn ste lus nag 
yid gsum gyi bag la Kal gyi dri ma hkhrud par byed do / abhijeka bde ba chen pohi skuhi 
pa hjog par byed do / bskur bahi gnas ni l w  nag yid gsum char laho / bskur bahi rdzas ni slob 
dpon la la dug ni rten can du yari hdod do / bla mahi g2un gis ni rdzas mi hdod do / (xvii. 
3996 2-4ooa I ) .  ' Compare I .  x. 7-8. 

See 'Hevajrasekaprakriyi', Journal Asiatique, J u l y  to Sept. 1934, pp. 28 and 43, where 
these same verses occur. 
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c. (24) This is the great knowledge that exists in all phenomenal form,  
dual by na'ture and yet free of duality, the Lord whose essence is both 
existence and non-existence. (25) He abides pervading all things, moving 
or motionless, for he manifests himself in these illusive forms. But by 
means of the mandala and so on, he goes with certainty to his eternal con- 
dition.' 

d. (26) Then Vajragarbha, begging all theyoginis to have patience, addressed 
the Lord: 'May the mandala be called a stronghold, which is the essence of 
all buddhas? Tell me Lord, just how things are, for doubt assails me.' 

(27) The Lord replied: 'The mandah is the very essence, we say; it is 
bodhicitta and the great bliss itself. This it takes to itself,' and so in this 
sense mandala is said to be malana, "the act of taking". (28) Cakra is an 
assembly (of divinities) which purifies the spheres of sense and so on, and 
thus it is as void as space. By the union of vajra and lotus its bliss is 
experienced.' 

e. (29) Vajragarbha said: 'What usage and observance should one follow?' 
The Lord replied: 'You should slay living-beings. 

You should speak lying words. 
You should take what is not given. 
You should frequent others' wives. 

(30) Now to practise singleness of thought is the taking of life, for the 
thought is the life. T o  vow to save all men is interpreted as  lying-speech. 
That which is not given is the bliss of woman, and she is your own Nairiit- 
myi who is the wife of all others.'z 

f. (31) Then all the yoginis addressed the Lord: 'What arc the spheres and 
faculties of sense? What are the bases of consciousness and how many are 
the component groups of personality? What are the spheres of conscious- 
ness and what is their true nature?' 

(32) The Lord replied: 'There are six spheres of sense: form, sound, 
smell, taste, touch, and thought. (33) Likewise there are six faculties of 

' Compare I. v. 19 and K:  p. 1x8, 11. 27-30. T has translated as: 6dydntm Rmoti- 
'it makes the beginning and end'. V also interprets accordingly (xv. Ioqa 7). All the other 
commentators (D gives both interpretations), however, explain as : clddnam kmoti, which 
by comparison with the references quoted above may be accepted as correct. But they 
then all read M u s  pa  (= milanam) in the second half of the line-non sequitur. Even K T  
does so although the explanation is already given in his own work. 

As for these interpretations, the first presents no difficulty; for the second see the 
Vajracchedikaaitra (Sanskrit text-Anec. Ox. 1881, pp. 35-36) : 'Thus should one resolve 
who has committed himself to the way of the Bodhisattva: "I must place all beings in that 
condition of niwdna where there is no residue". But having placed them there, no being 
is placed there. And why? If the concept of a being existed for a bodhisattua, he would be 
no bodhisattva.' 

The  third and fourth are made clear in the translation which is for this reason fairly 
free. Literally it runs : 'that which is not given is the energy of the woman, and another'm 
wife is the Fair One who is (to him) as for you.' 
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sense: the eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue, the body, and the mind. (34) 
From spheres and faculties together we then have the twelve bases of con- 
sciousness. The five skandhas are bodily form, feeling, impulses, power 
of perception and consciousness. (35) The eighteen spheres of conscious- 
ness are the six faculties and six spheres of sense together with the six kinds 
of consciousness belonging to each pair. (36) Their nature is that of the 
essentially non-arisen and is neither true nor false, for all is like the 
reflection of the moon in water. 0 yoginis, understand it as you will. 

(37) For just as fire suddenly arises from the two fire-sticks and the 
action of a man's hand, and cannot be located in either of the sticks nor in 
the hand's action, and although sought everywhere, is not to be found 
anywhere, and is therefore neither a true thing nor a false thing, even thus, 
0 yoginis, should you conceive of all the elements.' 
g. (38) Then all the vajra-dcikinis with Nairiitmyi to the fore, took up the 
five ambrosias and the ingredients of the sacrament, and honouring the 
Lord Vajrasattva, they drank the vajra-elixir of imm~rtality'.~ 

(39) At that the Lord was greatly pleased and told them of effective 
power. 'Good, good 0 vajra-dcikinis, that truth which I keep secret and is 
honoured by all buddhas, of that I now tell you, for I am compelled thereto 
by the power of your vajra-praise, so listen if you will.' 

(40) Then all the goddesses became very zealous, and touching the 
ground with one knee, they stretched forth their hands in worship to where 
the Lord stood, and listened to that which he said. 
h. (41) The Lord said: 'Food and drink must be just as it comes. One 
should not avoid things, wondering whether they are suitable or unsuitable. 
One should not perform special ablutions or purifications, nor avoid the 
affairs of the town. (42) The wise man does not mutter mantras, nor 
devote himself to meditation; he does not abandon sleep, nor restrain his 
senses. (43) He should eat all meat and associate with all manner of men. 
He keeps the company of all women, his mind quite free of trepidation. (44) 
He should have no love for friend, nor hatred for any enemy. Those gods 
he should not honour, which are made of wood and stone and clay. For the 
yogin should always be consubstantiated with the form of his own divinity. 
(45) Men of all castes he may touch as readily as his own body, dombas, 
candcilas, carmZras, haddikas and the rest, brahmans and katrzjas, vais'yas, 
and Siidras. (46-48) Nor is there anything he may not c o n s ~ m e , ~  for his 
mind conceives no distinctions. (49) His loin-cloth is many-coloured and 
he adorns himself with clay-markings of different colours. Finding a 
flower in a cemetery he should bind it in his hair.' 

' Compare I .  iv. 2 and xi. 8-9. 
The text here contains a list of the ingredients of an unpleasant potion with which the 

reader need not be burdened. The svayambhukusuma is: bud med kyi skye gnus lor byui 
ba+i khrag ( V :  xv. 106a 6). 
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i. (50) Then Vajragarbha said: 'The unpurified faculties of sense have not 
been listed as a set of six. Of the purification of their respective spheres 
the Lord has already spoken." 

(51) The Lord replied: 'For the eyes is Mohavajri, 
For the ears Dvesavajrz, 
For the nose MHtsaryavajrZ, 
For the mouth RZgavajrH, 

(52) For the touch is IrsyZvajrZ, 
And for the mind NairItmyayogini.2 

By these protection is given for the purification of the faculties of sense.' 

j. (53) Vajragarbha said: 'What may be said of secret language, that great 
convention of the yoginis, which the Svcivakas and others cannot unriddle. 
May the Lord please tell us decisively. (54) AS for the smile, the gaze, the 
embrace and the union, even by the tantras the secret language of these 
four is not mentioned.'3 

(55) The Lord replied: 'I shall explain, 0 Vajragarbha, do thou listen 
with singleness of mind. This is that secret language, that great language, 
the conventional signs told in full. 

(56) madhya (wine) is madana (passion) 
m a ' ~ a  (flesh) is bala (strength) 
malayaja (sandal-wood) is milana (meeting) 
kheta (hide ?) is gati (going) 
iava (corpse) is hciya (resort) 
asthyZbharana (bone-ornament) is niratnjrtka (naked) 

(57) prerikhana (wandering) is Zgati (coming) 
krpita ( ?  belly) is damaruka (drum) 
dundura (emission) is abhavya (unworthy) 
Ka'liiijara (n.pr.) is bhavya (worthy) 

(58) dindima (small drum) is mparia (untouchable) 
pudmabhcijana (lotus-vessel) is kapa'la (skull) 
t~ptikara (satisfying) is bhaksya (food) 
mcilatindhana (jasmine wood) is vyaiijana (herbs) 

(59) catu&ama (a potion of four ingredients) is gatha (dung) 
kmturikci (musk) is miitra (urine) 

See I. ix. 13-14. Also diagrams 111 and IV. 
' For these equations see diagram V. Also K (p. 145, 11. 6-8) who confirms them. 

The allocation is unsatisfactory, however, in that Nairiitmyii (= Dvevavajri) is used twice. 
Mtitsarya and paiiunya are synonymous. Concerning the form Vajrii in preference to 
Vajri, see p. 80, fn. 5. 

Each of these stages, representing the four consecrations, is identified with one of the 
four classes of tantras. See the Glossary p. 139. The confusion of grammatical ending8 
scarcely permits a sure translation. 
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sihlaka (frankincense) is mayambhu (blood) 
karptira (camphor) is h k r a  (semen) 

(60) scilija (rice product) is maha'ma'msa (human-flesh) 
kunduru is the union of two 
bola is vajra 
kakkola is lotus 

k. (61) Likewise the buddhas of the five families may be referred to by 
means of hidden speech: (62) I?ombi for the Vajra-family, Narti for the 
Lotus-family, CandHli for the Gem-family, Brahmani for the TathHgata- 
family (63) and Rajaki for the Karma-family. These are the MudrHs, 
bestowers of si&i; adamantine is their Sukra, so honouring them, the 
yogin drinks it. 

(64) 0 Vajragarbha, thou Great Being, you must receive with respect 
all that I have told you of this wondrous secret language. 

(65) He who has been consecrated in Hevajra and does not use this 
hidden language, will lose the sacramental power, of that there is no doubt. 
(66) From calamities or thieves, demons, fevers, poisons, he will die, even 
though he be a buddha, if he does not speak with this secret language. 
(67) Having gained this knowledge of his own sacramental nature, if he 
does not use this speech, then the yoginis who spring from the four pithasl 
will show forth their wrath.' 

( I )  Then all those divine beings with Vajragarbha at their head, were filled 
with wonderment and consternation and addressed the Lord Vajrasattva 
thus: '0 may the Lord remove our doubts. 

a. (2) (Firstly) as for what is said in the Chapter on Performance about 
singing and dancing as bestowing perfection, concerning this I have 
doubts. What is this singing and dancing? 

b. (3) (Secondly) as for what is said in the Chapter on Consecration about 
receiving the sign of the Wrathful One or of some other family-head, con- 
cerning this I have doubts. What is the sign and of whom is the sign? 

c. (4) (Thirdly) as for what is said in the Chapter on Matras about the seed- 
syllables of Nairltmyi and so on, concerning this I have doubt. Which is 
the syllable of whom ? 

d. (5) (Fourthly) in the Chapter on Hevajra's Body thirty-two veins were 

' The four pithas arc given in I .  vii. 12. Bh associates them here with the four cakras 
within the body (xv. 2850 3). 
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mentioned. May the Lord please tell me their purificatory significance, 
for I am confused about them." 

a. (6) The Lord replied (in answer to the first question): 
'The yogin stays at Kollagiri, the yogini at Mummuni. 
Loudly the drum sounds forth. Love is our business and not dissen- 

sion. 
(7) There we eat meat and drink wine in great quantity. 

Hey there, the true followers are come together, but the frauds are 
kept far away. 

We take the fourfold preparation and musk and frankincense and 
camphor, 

Herbs and special meat we eat with relish. 
(8) Going this way and that in the dance, we give no thought to what is 

chaste or unchaste, 
Adorning our limbs with bone-ornaments, we place the corpse in 

position. 
Union takes place at that meeting, for Dombi is not there rejected.' 

The questions refer to the following paasages : 
I. I. vi. 10 and 13. 
2. I. iv. 3. 
3. I. ii. 6. 
4. 1. i. 13-20. 

a As for this vajra-song, the commentaries provide two kinds of interpretation, a literal 
and a figurative. But in this case even the literal is concealed beneath the jargon of their 
'secret language'. My own translation, supposedly literal, is based chiefly upon the 
explanations of K and S. It  may be so far justified in the following manner: 
Kol1agin'-an individual pitha (K: p. 145,l. 26), not however included in the list given in 

Ch. 7. 
Mummuni is however one of the betras. 
bola and kukkola as vajra and lotus are well established. S here explains them u yogin and 

yogini (xv. 183b 5-6). 
ghana-K: mrantara?n S: rgyun mi hchad par (id. 1836 7). 
kibida-see 11. iii. 57. Confirmed by K and S. 
vdjjme-K: samuccholati S :  brduri bm bya (id. 18jb 7). 
vyj 'send forth', 3rd sing. pres. act. 
kiai-k7 3rd sing. pres. pass. 
rol&-K : kalakala S : rtsod pa (id. I 84a I )  D : hgras pa. 
bolu and maan&-see 11. iii. 56. 
gade-K: nirbharam S: fin tu &ah ba skyed pat byed ppahi-'(wine) which arouaea g r u t  

joy'. 
khaijai and pzljai-taken as 3rd sing. pres. act. 
k6liiijara and dundurusee 11. iii. 57. Confirmed by S. 
p e i a i  (reoccurs below) K : praveiya S : b f  ugs par bya-'should be there'. 
vajjiai (reoccurs below)-3rd sing. pres. pass. 
caurama, &c. see 11. iii. 59. 
I&&-K: labhyante. See also vocab. in Shahidullah, pp. 106 and 217. S, however, lur la 

byug par bya-'should smear (them) on the body'. 3rd sing. pres. pass. 
da indhana  and i&ija*ee 11. iii. 58 and 60. 
bham-K: nirbhurap S : khyad par gyis-'specially'. 
Mai-K : ktrddyante. Pass. Compare khaijai above. 
phreTnkhana kheta-see I I. iii. 56, 57. S : gar la sogs pas &o ba dad hod bar by& civk- 

'going and coming because of the dancing and so on' (id. 184a 5). 
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(9) Dancing as Sri Herukal with mindful application, undistracted, 
Meditating with thought impas~ioned,~ the mind uninterrupted in its 

concentration, 
(10) Buddhas and Masters in the Vajra-doctrineP3 goddesses and yoginis, 

Sing and dance to their utmost in this song and dance. 
( I  I )  There comes thereby protection for the troupe and protection for 

oneself. Thereby the world is reduced to subjection, and all reciting of 
mantras (is perfected) by it. 

(12) Decorously one sings there; decorously one dances there. The 
leader is first appointed, and then he should note the scent, (13) first of 

muniai-K : jt7dyete S : yid la mi byed pa (id. I 84a. 6). See Shahidullah, pp. 106 and 217. 
niramsua--see 11. iii. 56. 
caddbi (also caddbiai) K : dropyate S : gdags so. 
iardba-K: h40 S : ro-'corpse'. See 11. iii. 56. 
tahimja-K : tatm. 
p=niai-K : pravejya (as above) S : giug par  bya 'should be placed'. 
malayaja and kunduru-see 11. iii. 56 and 60. 
bdtai (also : bdttk) ? = vartate. 
&dima--see 11. iii. 58. S : pombi.  See I. v. I 8. 

T h e  figurative interpretations vary in the significance given to some of the terms. K and 
Bh differ; D gives three interpretations. T h e  process described is, however, the same, and 
is that which we have already met with at the end of chapter I of Part I. K's interpretation 
may serve as an example. 

HAM (bodhin'tta) rests in the head, AM (Canddli) in the navel. (Mantras). resound con- 
tinuously. Compassion is practised, not gross licence. One consumes the notion of a self, 
and drinks the drink of great bliss. T h e  breath is concentrated within; passion, &c. are 
kept away. Form, feeling, power of perception and consciousness are all purified. The  
impulses (samskdra) and the Self are here consumed in this yoga, that is to say, are 
rendered non-substantial. There is the bliss-giving motion (phrqkhana) of the bodhicitta, 
and again its motion (kheta).? Existence and non-existence cannot be distinguished. The  
drops are a unity ( 7-niramia) because of their sameness of nature. By means of the veins 
the body is pervaded. In that yoga the non-substantiality of all the dharmas (the corpse) 
takes possession (vol. 11. p. 146, 11. 4-17). 

Defining hiherukartippena, V. refers to I. vii. 27. 
'thought impassioned'-V : 'to be moved by great compassion by the cause of oneself 

and others, undefiled by that defect that consists in the absence of passion1-chugs pa don 
bra1 bahi skyon gyis mi gos par bdag gian gyi don du siiiri rje chen po g'yo bar bya ies bya bahi 
don to / (xv. I oga 7-b I). 

T h e  dancing is the meditation (I. vi. 13: 'Nartand bhdvand sm,rtdl). 
' V: 'vajradharma indicates their nature as Speech (vdk), buddha indicates their nature 

as Body (kdya)'-rdo rje chos ni gsun gi ran biin no / sans rgyas ni skuhi ran biin no / (xv. 
~ o g b  I). As vdk they sing, as kdya they dance. Now Speech is Amitibha and Body is 
Vairocana (see Introduction, p. 28). Hence K's equation (p. 146,ll. 21-22), for Padma- 
nartteicara is of AmitHbhaDs family. He is red; his prajfid is Pdnduravdsini, whose associa- 
tion with Amitibha may be seen from diagram VI. See also I-T iii. 2, p. 57, where he and 
Vairocana (presumably as Speech and Body) are the first emanations of Vajrasattva (as 
Mind). For his sddhana see the Scfdhanamdld, nos. 30, 31, and 32. 

Borrowed from Bh.'s interpretation. 
t Bh's version is better: the flash of the AM bindu (drop) goes upwards, melts the  HA^ 

bindu, which comes downwards. (xv. 2866 1-2). 
See also the Introduction, pp. 36-37. 
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garlic, next of vultures, and then of camphor and sandal-wood. Afternards 
he should note the effective power of the song. (14) The sound of a goose 
and a bee is heard at the end of the song, and of a jackal too he should note 
the sound in the garden without.' 

b. (Answer to the second question.) 
(IS) The mudra' is a sign or mark, and by this mark the particular family 

is indicated. If one practises meditation within the wrong family you will 
gain no perfection for there will be no perfection to gain. 

(These are the families:) (1619) 

Dvesa Moha P" zsuna R@a IrWa' 

Nairitmyii Vajri Gauri VZri VajradHkini 
Pukkasi Savari Candili Dombi 
Gauri I1 Cauri Vetili Ghasmari 

Bhiicari Khecari 

Understand this if you will. 

c. (Answer to the third question.) (20-23) 

A Nairitmyi R Savari 
A Vajrii R Candiili 
I Gauri L Dombi 
1 Viriyogini t Gauri I1 
U Vaj radikini E ~ a u r i  
0 Pukkasi A1 Vet% 

0 Ghasmari 
AU Bhiicari 
AM Khecari 

These are the seed-syllables of the yoginis. 

Only V comments on this passage: 'Whether it is a large gathering that has received 
a mandate from the king, or whether it is a gathering of simple folk, or is different from 
both of these and is the feast of a chief, first the leader of the gathering sings, and after him 
the others sing as they please. This is the sense. Now on the occasions of those festivalr 
of a general gathering or a chief, the vajrGcGrya should note the signs of the effective power 
(odhifthGna) of the song and dance. It is of three kinds ( ? grades): firstly there will arise a 
scent like garlic, secondly like vultures and lastly like camphor. Likewise in accordance 
with the characteristics of the song the tone of the voice at beginning and end is to be led 
and concluded with the sound like that of a royal goose and a royal bee (respectively). 

rgyol pohi b k 4  thob pahi tshogs kyi hhhor lo chen po yari run tshogs kyi whor lo tha malpo 
yon run I de dug las gian pohi dpah bohi ston mohi dur kyari run ste dmi por tshogs k j i  gtsn 
bos glu blaris la dehi rjes su gian dog gis ci bder blari ies  bya b o b  don to / tshogs dari dpah 
bohi ston mo de dug gi dus su glu dun gar gyis byin brlabs kyis mtshon mu rnom pa gsum dud 
por sgog pahi dri lta bu dari bar du bjla rgod kyi dri Ita bu dari / tho mar go pur gyi dri lta 
bu hbyuri bar hgyur te  / rdo rje slob dpon g ~ i s  mtshon POI byaho / de bf in  du g l u b  mtshan 
fiid kyis nag gi mdcnis thog mu dah tho mu gn'is su riari pahi rgyal $0 don bun bahi rgyal po 
Ito buhi sgras sna dran iiri mthah brten to / bur du ni hhqw mchog lta bu& sgro ste / r o b  sgra 
Ita bus rgyas par bya bahi don te skad cig de iiid la dhjil hkhor bahi iie hkhor du yoh rtogr 
de dug h b p d  bar k y u r  ro I (xv. 1096 47) .  
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d. (Answer to the fourth question.) 
(24) The thirty-two veins which are mentioned in the Chapter on HevajraPs 
Body, are equated with the yoginis, two to each, (25) except for Nairitmyi 
who is equated with three, Lalana', Rasana', and Avadhziti. The last one 
of all1 must be firmly rejected, for there is no sixteenth phase. (26) And 
why is that? Because it is non-productive of an effect. The moon with its 
fifteen phases represents the Thought of Enlightenment. It is the great 
bliss symbolized by the fifteen vowels and the yoginis are its phases.' 

e. (27) Vajragarbha said : 'So one should not eject this 'camphor'. I t  is there 
that all the yoginis have their origin, and its nature is the Joy Innate. It is 
indestructible and luscious, as pervasive as the sky.' 

(28) The Lord replied: 'It is even as you say.' 
Vajragarbha asked: 'By what means should one arouse the Thought of 

Enlightenment I' 
(29) The Lord replied: 'By such means as that of the mandala or the 

process of the self-bestowing of power, by these one arouses the Thought 
of Enlightenment, both in its absolute and relative form. (30) AS relative, 
white as white jasmine, as absolute essentially blissful, it arises in the lotus- 
paradise, which is symbolized by the word EVAM. (31) We call it paradise 
or land of bliss (sukha'vati) because of this bliss it is the keeper, for it is the 
home of all buddhas, bodhisattvas and vajra-holders. 

f .  (32) Such as is samsa'ra, such is nirva'na. There is no nirviina other than 
swsa'ra, we say. (33) S a ~ a ' r a  consists in form and sound and so on, in 
feeling and the other four skandhas, in the faculties of sense, in wrath and 
illusion and the other three. (34) But all these elements are really sunk in 
nirva'na, and it is only from delusion that they appear as satpa'ra. The wise 
man continues in samsa'ra, but this s a ~ a ' r a  is recognized as nirva'na, for 
he has brought this about by the process of purification. (35) This nirviina, 
being the Thought of Enlightenment, is both absolute and relative in form.' 

g. (40) For Nairitmyii is the camphor and Nairitmyi is the bliss. The 
realization of this bliss which is the Great Symbol itself is to be found in the 
lower cakra. (41) She is symbolized by the letter A, and it is as Wisdom 
that the enlightened conceive of her. In the Process of Realization she is 
the Lady Prajfii. (42) (NO form may one apply to her) neither tall nor 

The last one of all is M6rad6iikd. See complete list at I. i. 16-19. There is no 
sixteenth phase of the moon and there is no sixteenth yogini. Therefore the last vein, 
which remains over, must be arbitrarily rejected lest it spoil the scheme. It is but an example 
of the essential arbitrariness of many of these lists. 

a At this point the process whereby the bodhin'tta in its relative form is aroused, is again 
described. It differs from the account already given in the last chapter (11. iii. 14) by a small 
elaboration: 'He should not receive it in his hand, neither on mother-of-pearl nor in a 
conch-shell. With hi$ tongue he must receive the ambrosia for the increasing of his 
strength.' 
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short, neither square nor round. She transcends all taste and smell and 
flavour, and it is she who brings the Joy Innate. (43) In her the yogin is con- 
substantiated, for it is her bliss that he enjoys. With her that perfection is 
found that bestows the bliss of the Great Symbol. (44) Form and sound, 
smell, taste, touch, and sphere of thought, are all enjoyed in this Prajfia'. 
(45-46) She is the Innate itself, the divine yogini of great bliss. She is the 
whole mandala and comprehends the Five Wisdoms. (47) She is the "I", 
the Lord of the mandala. She is Nairiitmyayogini, the sphere of thought in 
essence.' 

h. (48) Vajragarbha said: 'The Lord has already explained how the 
divinities arise in the process of meditating upon the madala. May he 
please tell me about the mandala within.' 

(49) The Lord replied: 'We explain the internal mandala as being com- 
prised in the unity of the sound A which exists at the centre of the yogini'e 
body, and just as the external mandala (evolves from the seed-syllable), so 
also does the internal.' (50) The bliss that the vajra experiences here is the 
Great Symbol, and as coefficient the oajra is Means. The internal mingling 
that comes about, is figured in the external'union of two.2 

(51) The three kzyas are found within the body in the form of the 
cakras, and the perfect knowledge of these three kiyas is the cakra of 
Great Bliss. (52) (Therefore there are four in all:) the nim-*ya, the 
dharmakzya, the sambhogaktfya and the mahhkhakZya. These are 
situated at the navel, at the heart, at the throat and in the head. (53) The 
nirma'nakzya is in the place where the birth of all beings comes about.' 
One is born or fashioned (nirmiyate) and therefore it is called nirma'w. 
(54) Dharma consists of thought and the dharmakZya is at the heart. 
(55) Sambhoga is enjoyment which consists in the six kinds of flavour, and 
so the sambhogaktiya is at the throat. The mahzsukhacakra is in the head. 

(56-57) (The Four Fruits4 are situated thus:) 
The fruit which corresponds (nisyandaphala) is at the navel. 
The fruit of retribution (vipa'kaphala) is at the heart. 
The fruit of manly activity is in the throat (purq&raphala). 

One might translate: 'The internal as much as the external is called samuara.' The 
commentaries provide a variety of paraphrase for this and the following verse. The whole 
thought is very ill expressed but is straightforward enough. Just as in the external per- 
formance uajra and lotus are united in the rite, so too in the internal m q d d a  the Great 
Symbol ie realized by the union of A (= Wisdom or Lotus) which is situated in the navel- 
cakra, and of HAM (= Means or Vajra) which is situated in the head-cakra. See Introduc- 
tion, pp. 36-37. 
' The text actually has the reverse, that the inner figures the outer, which is unrerron- 

able. K supports the rewording (p. 1 4 ,  11. 18-20). 
T h e  translation omits: nirrncitd;rp s th iva rq~  m a t q  / It is out of place here and 

anticipates verse 59. 
There are normally five fruits. See Mvp 2271-7. See also the Siddhi, pp. 464-7. 

Concerning their allocation to the cakras within the body, see p. 38. 
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The pure fruit is in the head (vimalaphala). 
The Lady Prajiii, impelled by the winds of karma, is herself the 

enjoyer of karma. 
(58) A corresponding fruit is that which is enjoyed in correspondence with 

what has been done. 
A fruit of retribution is the reverse of this, where the activity is small 

and the fruit is great. 
A fruit of manly activity is that which is gained by effort. 
A pure fruit is that which arises from the purificatory process of yoga. 

(59) The  SthZvara School is allocated to the nirmZnacakra, since the act 
of creation (nirmiina) has continued long; 

The Sarvistivida to the dharmacakra, for it is there that the theory of 
dharma originates ; 

(60) The Samvidi to the sambhogacakra, for one experiences (samvid) 
(tastes) in the throat; 

The Mahisanghika to the mahZsukhacakra, for great bliss abides in 
the head. 

i. (61) The School, we say, is the body. The  monastery is the womb. 
By freedom from passion one is in the womb. 
The yellow robe is the covering of the embryo. 

(62) One's preceptor is one's mother. 
The salutation is the coming head-foremost. 
The course of instruction is one's worldly experience (from former 

lives). 

The reciting of mantras is the notion of self (AHAM). 

(63) The sound A is found in the lower cakra, and the sound HA in the 
head. So one is born as a bhiksu, reciting mantras, naked and free from hair 
on head and face. (64) By means of such effects all beings are buddhas, 
there is no doubt. The bhnmis are the ten months (in the womb), so all 
beings are already lords of the ten bhiimis.' 

(65) Then all those goddesses, led by NairZtmyZ, with LocanZ, MZmaki, 
Pinduri and TZrZ, Bhykuti, Cundi, Parnaiavari, Ahomukhi and the rest, 
as numerous as the atoms in Mount Meru, were seized with great wonder- 
ment, (66) and hearing those words, they fell senseless and terrified to the 
ground. Seeing them all thus afflicted, the Lord uttered these words of 
encouragement to arouse them : 

(67) '0 you who are Earth and Water and Fire and Air, 0 worthy 
Goddesses, do you listen, for I shall discourse to you on the truth which no 
one else knows.' 

(68) Then hearing his words as though in a dream, they all regained their 
senses. 
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(69) The Lord said: 'All beings are buddhas, but this is obscured by 
accidental defilement. When this is removed, they are buddhas at once, 
of this there is no doubt.' 

(70) The goddesses said: 'It is even so, Lord, this is true and not 
false." 

j. (71) The Lord said: 'If he drinks strong poison, the simple man who does 
not understand it, falls senseless. But he who is free from delusion with 
his mind intent on the truth destroys it altogether.2 

(72) SO those who know the means for release and make effort in Hevajra, 
are not held by the bonds of delusion and so on, by ignorance and the rest. 

k. (73) There is no being that is not enlightened, if it but knows its own 
true nature. The denizens of hell, the pretas and the animals, gods and 
men and titans, (74) even the worms upon the dung-heap, are eternally 
blissful in their true nature, and they do not know the transitory bliss of 
gods and titans.3 

(75) No buddha is found elsewhere in any of the spheres of existence. 
The mind itself is the perfect buddha, and no buddha is seen elsewhere. 
(76) Even Candilas4 and other low-caste wretches and those whose minds 
are set on slaughter, if they will betake themselves to Hevajra, they will 
gain siddhi, there is no doubt. (77) But those fools who are obscured in 
ignorance and do not know this way, continue to transmigrate through the 
six realms of existence. (78) But when one has found Hevajra, who is the 
Means, 0 Vajragarbha of great compassion, one purifies the spheres of 
sense, and gains the highest state.' 

1. (79) Then Vajragarbha asked: 

'Pukkasi is said to be Earth, so why should Aksobhya (duefa) be her 
sign ?5 Since hardness corresponds to delusion (molza) and this is Vairocana, 
then Vairocana (moha) would be suitable as the sign of Pukkasi.' 

(80) The Lord replied: 'Apart from the body, there is no means of 

Tibetan: 'I t  is thus, Lord, neither true nor false' 
a The interpretation of this line and the Sanskrit reading is based primarily on the 

Tibetan and is supported by the commentaries. 
The  thought is incompletely expressed. On hearing that all beings are essentially 

blissful, K raises the false objection : 'But surely the denizens of hell do not enjoy the same 
happiness as the gods and so on. Certainly not, we reply, for they do not know the bliss 
of gods and titans, but then enlightened beings do not regard the bliss of gods and titans 
as true bliss. They think of it as suffering because of its transitoriness and its impureness 
(sdsraoatvdt)' (p. I 50, 11. 23-26). 

* After Canddfa, the text gives the name of another low caste, C d a h - r a  (MS. A) or 
Candakdra (MS. B). 

The basis of the objection raised by Vajragarbha is the List of family-allocations given 
on p. 103. Here Pukkasi belongs to the delefa-family, viz. Akgobhya's (see diagram VIII). 
This would conflict with Pukkasi's function as the purificatory power for Earth, as listed 
at I. ix. 16, because Earth corresponds to Vairocana ( m o h )  according to the process 
described at 11. ii. 53. 
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activity for the mind, and therefore Vairocana becomes Mind and the 
Body (= Vairocana = Earth = Pukkasi) is marked with the sign of Mind 
(= Aksobhya).' 

(81) Vajragarbha said: 'Savari is said to be water, and Aksobhya has the 
nature of fluid. Therefore it would be suitable for Savari to be signed with 
the sign of Aksobhya.' 

(82) The Lord replied : 'Apart from the Mind (= Aksobhya = water = 
Savari) there would be no stability for the Body (= Vairocana = Moha), 
and so Mind becomes delusion, and Mind (= Savari as abbve) is marked 
with the sign of Delusion.' 

(83) Vajragarbha said: 'Candllini is said to be fire, so why is she signed 
with the Gem (PaiSunya, family of Ratnasambhava) ? I t  would be suitable 
with the sign of Passion (rt7ga); for Candlli we want no other sign.' 

(84) The Lord replied: 'Since Passion (riga = Amitlbha = fire = 
Candiili) is red, and Ratnasambhava is red,' therefore since fire is red, 
Passion (= Candlli as above) 'is signed with the sign of Envy (Ratna- 
sambhava).' 

(85) Vajragitrbha said: 'Since Dombini is air, and Arnoghasiddhi has 
the nature of air, it would be suitable for Dombini to be signed with the 
sign of Amogha, 0 Lord.' 

(86) The Lord said : 'Apart from Passion (rzga) there would be no other 
source of origin for Envy (ir~yz), and therefore he who understands, signs 
Dombini with the sign of Passion. 

(87) Since form is hardness, for Gauri Vairocana would be prescribed, 
but in the manner already stated, she is signed with the Lord of Mind 
(= Aksobhya). (88) In that same manner cauri, VetPli and Ghasmari all 
have their signs free of contradiction.'z 

m. (89) Then Nairltmyl for the benefit of living beings questioned 
Hevajra concerning the offerings,3 (90) and he spoke about them that the 
life of beings might be protected from obstacles and troubles. 
(91) 'OM Indra, Yama, Jala, Yaksa, Bhiita, Vahni, VPyu, Raba.4 

0 Sun and Moon, 0 Mother Goddess of the Earth, 
0 Father Brahml. 0 ye eight serpents of the lower realms, SVAHA. 

(92) Taste and smell these offerings. There are flowers and incense and 

A tradition of a red Ratnasambhava still exists in Nepal. As a member of the set of 
Five Buddhas Ratnasambhava is regularly yellow, see diagram V and 11. xi. 6. 

Gauri is form. See I .  ix. 13 .  But hereafter, with sound, smell, kc . ,  the reasons for 
these associations with the Five Buddhas, considered as representing the five elements, 
no longer exist. They can therefore scarcely proceed in the same manner as the text 
states. 

Hevajra is here described as abiding in union, as resting in the lotus (EVAM). Here and 
elsewhere such preliminaries to the questions and answers will be omitted. 

These are invocations to the points and intermediate points of the compass. 
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meat. May ye prosper all our affairs and remove from our limbs our 
wounds and bruises.' 
(93) OM A-the source of all things for they are unmanifest from the 

beginning. 
(94) If yogins for their welfare make this invocation together with the 

offering, then there will be for them unalloyed happiness and the gods will 
be contented, possessed of all the good things of the world. (95) Moreover 
the rites of subduing, bewitching, destroying enemy armies, driving away, 
slaying, conjuring forth, propitiating and bringing happiness and prosperity, 
all will succeed, if one always makes this offering here to the company of 
these spirits.' 

n. (96) Vajragarbha asked: 'With which sign should Khecari and Bhiicari 
be signed, 0 Lord? I have never known before.' 

(97) The Lord replied: 'The threefold mystery is at the centre of the 
mandala, and differentiated as Body, Speech, and Mind. These occupy a 
middle position, situated at nadir, zenith, and centre. (98) At the nadir is 
Bhiicari, the adamantine representative of Body, and she has Body (Vairo- 
cana) as her sign. At the zenith is Khecari, the adamantine representative 
of Speech, and she has Passion (AmitZbha) as her sign. (99) The adaman- 
tine representative of Mind is NairHtmyi, for mind is the essential nature 
of NairitmyH. Mind has the central position and so NairHtmyi arises in the 
centre. 

(100) In full the families are six, but they are also five and three. Just 
listen, Yogini. 
(101) h o b h y a  Vairocana Ratnasambhava Amitibha Arnoghasiddhi 

dvesa moha P.' zsuna riga irsya' 

Vajrasattva 
saukhya 

(102) They should be conceived in this order with these spheres of purifica- 
tion. By omitting Vajrasattva, we have a fivefold set of families. Then they 
become three by (retaining just) dvesa, moha, and @a. 

(103) But these six or five families are comprised in one, that one family 
which has mind as its Lord and consists in the wrath of Aksobhya. Such 
is the adamantine power of wrath. 

CHAPTER V. T H E  M A N I F E S T A T I O N  O F  H E V A J R A  

a. (I) And now the Adamantine One, the mighty King and Lord Hevajra, 
the giver of all things and the substance of all forms, discourses on the 

' This translation is based on K and R,  but R alone explains khanti khuni. bdag gi lus 
la h a  dad sna yar sol cig-'remove from our body wounds and afRictions'. 
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mandala. (2) He reposes there in bliss as the essence of all forms, for he is 
L O ; ~  of the Mandala and has emanated from the seed of the Vajra of Mind. 
(3) He has sixteen arms and eight faces and four legs, and is terrible in 
appearance with his garland of skulls snd he wears the five symbolic adorn. 
merits. NairZtmyZ, clinging round the neck of this hero and god, addresses 
him thus: 

(4) 'You have spoken of our circle with its troupe of fifteen.' But what 
is your own mandala like, 0 Lord? Of this I have so far known nothing.' 
(5-6) He replied: 'The circle is the same as described before, square and 

with four portals, and adorned with garlands and chains and vajra-threads. 
(7) There at its centre am I, 0 Fair One, together with you. The Joy 
Innate I am in essence, and impassioned with great passion. (8) I have 
eight faces, four legs, and sixteen arms, and trample the four MZras under 
foot. Fearful am I to fear itself, (9) with my necklace made of a string of 
heads, and dancing furiously on a solar disk. Black am I and terrible with 
a crossed vajra on my head, (10-1 I) my body smeared with ashes, and my 
mouths sending forth the sound HUM. But my inner nature is tranquil, and 
holding NairZtmyZ in loving embrace, I am possessed of tranquil bliss. 
My front face is black, the one to the right is like white jasmine, (12) the 
one to the left is red and fearful, and the one to the rear is distorted. The re- 
maining faces are like those of bees, and there are twenty-four eyes and so on. 

(13) In  that fair citadel we play together with much delight, and thence 
Gauri emerges and takes her position at the eastern portal. (14) Next from 
our union there emerges Cauri who appears to the south as keeper of that 
portal. (15) Then VetZli, that destroyer of MZra, appears in the west, 
(16) and Ghasmari of fearful appearance, in the north. (17) Likewise there 
appear Pukkasi in the north-east, (18) Savari in the south-east, CandHli in 
the south-west, and Dombini in the north-west. 
(19) Then the Adamantine Lord sinks with his Spell into the con- 

dition of bliss,2 and the goddesses with the offering of various songs urge 
him to arise. 
(20) "Arise, 0 Lord, thou whose mind is compassion, and save me, 

Pukkasi. Embrace me in the union of great bliss, and abandon the condition 
of voidness." 

(21) "Without you I die. Arise, 0 Hevajra. Leave this condition of 
voidness, and prosper the doings of Savari." 
(22) "0 Lord of Bliss, who speak your words of power for the benefit 

of the world, why do you remain in the void? I CandHli entreat you, for 
without you I cannot consume the four quarters." 

' See chapters 8 and 9 of Part I .  
The term is actually more precise than 'condition of bliss', viz. drutabhritam 'condition 

of the flow'. See the Introduction, p. 37. 
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(23) "0 Wonder-worker, arise, for I know your thought. I, I?ombi, am 
weak in mind. Do not interrupt your compa~sion."~ 

(27) Then from the sounds of AM and HOM the Lord arises from his 
trance, spreading his feet upon the ground, and threatening gods and titam. 
(24) The skulls in his right hands contain these things in this order: an 
elephant, a horse, an ass, an ox, a camel, a man, a lion, and a cat. (25) Those 
in the left are: Earth, Water, Air, Fire, Moon, Sun, Yama, and Vai4rPvana.z 
(26) He is possessed of the nine emotions of dancing: passion, heroism, 
loathsomeness, horror, mirth, frightfulness, compassion, wonderment, and 
tranquillity. 

(28) CAM CAM vw CHAM PAM SAM LAM DAM-thus does he produce their 
seed-syllables from HOM and AM which are blazing and terrible and 
black in appearance, the seed-syllables of the Lord himself and his 
consort. 

(29) In  this manner one should conceive the Lord in that fair citadel, 
that circle of goddesses, where, black in colour and exceedingly fearful, he 
bestows such bliss upon NairPtmyi. 

(These are the implements of the goddesses:) 

(30) Gauri holds in her right hand a knife and in her left a fish 
Cauri , I  ,, drum ,, ,, wild boar 

(31) VetHli 19 I I tortoise ,, ,, skull 
Ghasmari 8 I , I  snake ,, , ,  bowl 

(32) Pukkasi n 1 1 ,  lion ,, PI axe 
Savari 8 , 9,  monk ,, 8 1  fan 

I In all the Tibetan versions these verses are translated and not transliterated. My 
translation is therefore based on these and supported by K's explanations (vol. I I, pp. I 51-3). 
In verse 22 the word uhami (A) or uumi (K), translated in my version as 'consume', s- 
to have caused difficulty, for no text gives a reasonable interpretation. K translates as 
paiydmi 'I see'; T translates with htshal, a polite word used elsewhere in this work with 
the sense of 'to know' (see vol. 11, Vocabulary). R and D translate by khum,  an extremely 
rare word, of which the meaning is recorded in no dictionary with any precision. It would 
seem to be connected with hkhum 'understand (?)' Having interpreted in this manner, 
R adds : 'without you I cannot see about me (in the directions), I shall see things just dark 
in this dimness1-khyod ma gtogs par phyogs mi khums ies  pa ste / khyod dari bra1 nu ni 
phyogs su mi mthori ba ste / htham no mun pahi drios po tsam i i g  mthori bar gyur ro i e s  pahi 
don to / (xvii. 329a 2). D, however, explains the same word as: 'I do not understand my 
own purpose'-khyed med nu ni phyogs mi khum ies  pa ste bdag gi don mi ies p m  &A 
paho (xvii. 4136 5-6) .  No other commentator offers any explanation. I t  seems, however, 
that the whole difficulty arises from an early mis-reading, namely of u for da which are 
very close graphically, and indeed in the same line of A sihldu might eqqally well be 
sihldda. This being so, our reading becomes &hami (. . daMmi)-'I bum', which is 
precisely CandBli's function with regard to the quarters. See I. i. 31. In verse 23 cheam+a 
is explained by K as nrigazikd, 'quick-witted'. T's translation as 'weak in mind' seems 
more likely in the context. 

According to the text these verses would follow immediately after a3, before in 
fact Hevajra has become manifest again. 'The elephant and horse and so on represent the 
eight lokapdlas, fire and water and so on represent the eight   la nets' (Bh xv. 2996 5). 
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(33) CandPli . . holds in the right a wheel and in the left a plough. Dombi 
has in the right a vajra and with the left she points one finger.' 

(34) They are all two-armed and in a dancing-stance in the semi- 
par~arika position. They have three eyes, their hair twists upwards, and 
they wear the five symbolic adornments. 

(35) Gauri is black; Cauri is like the sun; Vetili is like burnished gold; 
Ghasmari is like emerald; (36) Puldrasi is like sapphire; Savari is like 
moonstone; CandZli is dark like cloud and Dombini is golden. 

(37) Their seats are: BrahmZ, Indra, Visnu, Siva, Yama, Kubera, 
Nairyti, and Vemacitrin.' 

b. (38) Then NairPtmyi asked about mantras, and the Lord replied: 
(39-41) '1 will tell you of that mantra which is effective in subduing 

women and in threatening the wicked, which overthrows the serpents and 
destroys gods and titans, so do thou listen, 0 Goddess, thou giver of bliss. 
I have told none but buddhas and bodhisattvas of what is done by Vajra- 
sattva and what comes of this mantra. I am greatly afraid, 0 Goddess; 
for your protection it is told to you.2 (43-44) By 10,000 recitations in a 
clear, pleasant and sonorous tone, one who has applied himself to practice 
in Hevajra, may draw to himself all women. By ~oo,ooo recitations he may 
perform any rite. 

(45)  OM^-to the eight-faced one with yellow hair twisting upwards, 
(46) who has twenty-four eyes and sixteen arms, whose body is like a black 
thunder-cloud and bears numerous skulls and garlands, and whose mind 
is extremely ferocious and whose teeth are like half-moons: 
(47) Slay ! Slay ! Have done ! Have done ! Roar ! Roar ! Threaten ! Threaten I 
Consume ! consume the seven seas! Bind! bind the eight serpents! 

V. explains these symbols thus: 'The eight symbols in the right hand, the knife and 
so on, are to be connected in this order: for cutting off the kleias, for causing to sound the 
sound of absolute void, for constant bliss, for always holding to Wrath and the other four 
by means of the Truth itself (i.e. always comprehending fivefold existence for what it is), 
for doing all things without hesitation, for constancy in the condition of arhat, for turning 
the wheel of the doctrine, and for overcoming the kleias. Likewise the eight in the left 
hand : for pleasantness to the touch, for destroying delusion, for preserving bliss, for taking 
knowledge, for cutting off the kleias at the root, for indicating bliss, for the non-existence 
of the kleias, and for indicating that spot which is immaculate.' 

iion moris pa gcod par mdzad pa don / ston pn Kid kyi sgra sgrogs pa dun / mi g'yo bahi bde 
ba don / i e  sdari la sogs pa de kho no n'id kyis rgyan ( ? rgyun) du brans pa dati / bya ba thams 
cad la the tshom med par bya ba dun / dgra bcom pa brtan pa dari / chos ky i  hkhor lo bskor 
ba dun / Eon moris pa g iom pahi phyir / g'yas nu gri gug la sogs pahiphyag mtshan brgyad rim 
pa hCin du sbyar ro / de bi in du g'yon pahi brgyad tri / hdi ltar reg no bde ba duir / gti mug 
bsad par bya ba dun / bde ba bsk-van ba dari / ye ies blan ba dari / iion mons pa tshar brad pa 
don / bde ba mtshon pa dun / tion mons pa med pa don / dri ma med pahi gnus mtshon pa ste I 
rim pa bi in du sbyar bnr byaho / (xv. I z za  3-6). 
' At this point the text inserts a iloka, which seems to have nothing to do with the present 

context. Corrupt in the Sanskrit versions, but clear in the Tibetan, it reads: 'Having laid 
out the mandala, terrible with its ring of flames, one should draw forth the excellent bindu 
for the consecration of Vajragarbha.' This refers to the guhycibhipeka (see 11. iii. 14). 

Instead of giving OM the text says: 'the foremost of the Vedas, adorned with a half- 
moon and a dot.' 

I12 
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Seize I seize our enemies ! 
HA HA HI  HI HU HU HE HA1 HO HAU H@ HAH PHAT SVAHA 

c. (48) Then the Goddess asks about the mandala, (49) and the Master of 
Mighty Knowledge, blissful and self-collected, draws it there himself. 
(50) There is one circle, surrounded by flames of different hues, with four 
doors and four portals, adorned with vajra-threads and the series of five 
colours. (51) He draws then the eight vessels, all done with powder made 
from the five kinds of gem or from rice and so on, or else from cemetery 
bricks or the charcoal from the funeral pyre. (52) In the centre he draws a 
lotus with its pericarp and eight petals. At the centre of this he draws a 
skull, white and in three sections. (53) Then on the north-east petal he 
draws a lion, on the south-east a monk, on the south-west a wheel and on 
the north-west a vajra, (54) on the eastern a knife, on the southern a drum, 
on the western a tortoise, and on the northern a serpent. (55) These 
are the eight symbols of the goddesses in accordance with their different 
categories. In  the centre he draws a white skull, signed with a crossed- 
vajra, (56) and (to the east) he places the sacred Vessel of Victory with 
branches in it and enwrapped with cloth, the five gems inside and filled 
with idij~.~ (57) But why say more? The mandala-ritual should be per- 
formed as it is given in the Tattvasatng~aha.~ 
(58) Into the mandala one should cause to enter the eight blissful 

Spells, twelve or sixteen years of age, and adorned with necklaces and 
bangles. (59) They are called wife, sister, daughter, niece, maternal uncle's 
wife, maternal aunt, mother-in-law, and paternal aunt. (60) These the 
yogin should honour with deep embraces and kisses. Then he should drink 
camphor and sprinkle the mandala with it. (61) He should cause them to 
drink it and he should quickly gain siddhi. Wine is drunk and meat and 
herbs are eaten. (62) Next he removes their garments and kisses them again 
and again. They honour him in return and sing and dance to their best, 
(63) and they play there together in the union of vajra and lotus. 

Then at the second stage he should cause the pupil to enter, (64) and 
having covered his eyes with a cloth, he should afterwards display to him 
the mandala.3 Consecration is given there in that lonely place at night. 
(65) The consecrations are as ordained, distinguished as that of the Master 
and so on. Good pupils should first pronounce words of praise and 
worship.4 (66) Then he initiates him in the truth itself, which is experienced 
at the beginning of the Joy of Cessation, and at the end of the Joy Perfect. 

Compare the description at I .  x. 21-29. 
See Introduction, p. 18, fn. The relevant section on laying out the mqdalo occurs on 

folio 2506 ff. Extracts will be found translated in Buddhist Himalaya, pp. 69 ff. 
Our text here dismisses in a few bvords a most elaborate ritual. See Buddhist Himiilaya, 

loc. cit. 4 See 11. iii. 18-21. 
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That which is concealed in all the tantras, is here finally made manifest.'' 
d. (67) Then theGoddess asked: 'What is that moment like? May the 
Great Lord please tell me.' (68) The Lord replied: 'There there is no 
beginning, no end, no middle; there is neither s a ~ c i r a  nor nirvdna. I t  is the 
great and perfect bliss, where there is neither self nor other. (69) The thumb 
of one's own right hand and the fourth finger of the other hand, with these 
the yogin should press the two waves at the sambhogacakra (the throat),2 
(70) and from this what happens, you ask. Then there arises knowledge 
blissful like that of union with a maiden or like the dream of a fool. This 
is the end of the Joy Perfect and the beginning of the Joy of Cessation,3 
Void and non-Void, the state of Heruka.' 

a. (1-2) Then the Lord discoursed upon the five symbolic adornments.4 
(3) The crown'is worn for the adoration of one'sguru and master and chosen 

divinity. 
Ear-rings are worn to indicate one's deafness to evil words spoken 

against one's guru and "vajra-holder ". 
(4) The necklace suggests the mantras intoned, 

the bracelets one's renunciation of harming living-beings, 
the girdle one's service of the Mudri. 

The body should always be signed with these signs of the Five Buddhas.' 
b. (5-6) Then the Goddess asked Hevajra: 'In accordance with what 
precept and what ritual should one make a painting of Hevajra? May the 
Lord of Great Bliss please tell me.' 

(7) He replied: 'By a painter who belongs to our tradition, by a yogin of 
our tradition, this fearful painting should be done, and it should be painted 
with the five colours reposing in a human skull and with a brush made from 

K explains antam antarp as the two first consecrations, that of the Master, and the 
Secret (p. 154, 1. 18). This would be true by implication. R similarly identifies them with 
the third consecration, adding: 'This is hidden in all tantras, that is to say, it is not made 
clear. But in the last resort it is made clear, that is to say that here, the very limit of all 
tantrae, it becomes clear'--mtha(z fes pa ste Ses rub ye des so f es pahi don to / de iiid ni rgyud 
rnams kun tu sbas pa ste f es pa ste / gsal por ma mdaad do f es so / mthar thug rob gsal ba(zo 
f es ni rgyud thams cad kyi mthar thug pa Mir ni rub tu gsal bar gsuds pabo / (xvii. 33 I b 1-2). 

* This is literally translated, and refers to the meeting of yogin and yogini. See Part I, 
chapter 7. Interpreted it becomes : 'With the two (veins), Rasand and Laland, to the left- 
hand and the right, one should press the two waves of vital breath (up the central vein) to 
the sambhogacakra'. See the Introduction, p. 36-7. K's equations are reversed, however, 
(p. 154, 11. 35-38). The thumb ia rasan6 (updya) and the fourth finger is laland(prajt?i). 
See K (p. 121,l. 16). Also S (xv. 191b 2): rgan po ni mthe bofi ste / de yan rdo jeho / srin 
lag m chos kyi bbyutt gnus SO / 

a No commentator in able to explain madhyav vivamasya, although textually the 
reading cannot be challenged. It  seems, however, to be a very early error for ddyarp 
uiramcuya. Compare verae 66. See also the Introduction, p. 35, where this expression 
in mentioned. . 

* For previous reference to these adornments, see I. iii. 14 and vi. I I. Also diagram V. 
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the hair of a corpse. (8) She who is to spin the thread and weave the 
canvas should also be of our tradition and united in its sacramental power. 
(9) (It should be painted under these circumstances:) in a lonely spot at 
noon on the fourteenth day of the dark fortnight, in a ferocious state of 
mind from the drinking of some wine, (10) with the body naked and 
adorned with the bone accoutrements; one should eat the sacrament in its 
foul and impure form,' (I  I )  having placed one's own mudrz at one's left 
side, she who is beautiful, compassionate, well endowed with youth and 
beauty, adorned with flowers and beloved of her master.' 

a. (I) Then the Goddess asked about books and he replied: 

(2) '0 listen, Goddess, greatly blessed, and I will speak on the subject 
of books. The book should be written by one of our tradition on leaves of 
birch-bark twelve atigula long, with collyrium for ink and with a human 
bone as a pen. (3) But if someone unworthy should see either book or 
painting, one will fail to gain perfection either in this world or the next. 
(4) T o  one of our tradition it may be shown at any time. Then on a 
journey the book should be hidden in the hair or under the arm. 

b. (5)z (6) Now listen Goddess of wide-open eyes, to the matter of feasting 
in the company-circle, where if one feasts, that siddhi is gained that fulfils 
the substance of all one's desires. (7) One should set about this feasting in 
a cemetery or mountain-cave, in a deserted town or in some lonely place. 
(8) One should arrange seats there, reckoned as nine, in the form of corpses, 
or tiger-skins, or rags from a cemetery. (9) In  the centre is he who em- 
bodies Hevajra, and with previous knowledge of their right positions one 
should place the yoginis in the eight directions. (10) Then seated upon one's 
tiger-skin one should eat the food with eagerness, the sacramental herbs 
and the special flesh.' Having eaten and eaten again, one should worship 
the mother-goddesses there, (11) and perhaps the mother may be sister 
or niece or mother-in-law.4 One should honour them to a high degree and 

For niramkka as bone-ornament, see 11. iii. 56. The  whole passage is paraphrased 
by V:  'the body naked and adorned with bones, he should paint while eating the sacra- 
mental articles which are foul and impure'-bdag n'id kyi lus gcer bur byun i in  nu pas 
brgyan la hbags pa dari mi gtsan bahi dam tshig rnams za biin du bri bar bya (xv. 128a 4-5). 

a See p. 108, fn. 3. 
For mdlatindhana as 'herbs' (vyaijann) see 11. iii. 58. Scilijo is listed as mahdm6va, 

and I associate rdj'aicili with the flesh of the d h a j a  and ias t rhata  referred to at I. vii. 21, 
(p. 71). It  is, however, hypothetical as no commentary gives assistance. V, who done 
deals with this passage with any adequacy, says simply: 'seated on their tiger-skins and so 
on, they should be offered the eatables such as they are1-stag la sogs pahi pugs pubi steri 
banh ba ci lta ba rnam dran bar b y 4 0  (xv. 1296 7). 

For previous,reference to these relatives, see 11. v. 59. They are the eight yoginb of the 
circle, and in them the mother-goddesses are honoured. K, however, suggests that there 
are five and explains them away as s)mbols of the five faculties of sense (p. 156, 11. 3-6). 
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gain siddhi in their company. (12) The meritorious (pupil) should present 
to his master a sacred skull-cup in one piece which is filled with wine, and 
then having made obeisance to him, he himself should drink. ( I  3) He should 
hold it with his hands in the lotus-gesture and present it with his hands 
in the same position. Again and again the yogins make obeisance there.' 

b 

C H A P T E R  ~ i i i .  S U B J U G A T I N G  

a. ( I )  Then the yoginis asked: 'What is the Great Symbol like in relative 
form? May thou, the giver of bliss, please tell us.' 

(2) The Lord replied: 'She is neither too tall, nor too short, neither 
quite black nor quite white, but dark like a lotus-leaf.' (3-4) Her breath 
is sweet, and her sweat has a pleasant smell like that of musk. Herpudenda 
give forth a scent from moment to moment like different kinds of lotuses2 or 
like sweet aloe wood. (5) She is calm and resolute, pleasant in speech and al- 
together delightful, with beauteous hair and three wrinkles in the middle of 
her body. By vulgar men, in fact, she would be classed as first-rank. Having 
gained her, one gains that siddhi, the nature of which is the Joy Innate.' 

b. (6) Then NairPtmyP said: 'Lord, what kind of vow should be made?' 
He replied: 'May I be born from birth to birth as a member of this family, 
free from mania, compassionate, devoted to my guru, abiding by our 
conventions and an expounder of Hevajra. (7) May I be born from birth 
to birth, proclaiming this doctrine profound and ringing the vajra-bell, 
concentrating in myself the essence of woman.' 

c. (8) Then pleased at this the Goddess asked: 'Those unworthy beings 
who are hard to tame, how are they brought to subjugation?' 

(9) The Lord replied: 'First there should be the public confession 
(po~adha), then they should be taught the ten rules of virtuous conduct, 
then the Vaibheya teachings and then the Sautrantika, (10) after that the 
YogZcZra and then the Madhyamika. Then when they know all mantra- 
method, they should start upon Hevajra. The  pupil who lays hold with 
zeal, should succeed, there is no doubt. 

a. (I)  Now I shall speak of the splitting of the human-complex,3 how by the 
mere knowledge of which the yogin gains the end he seeks, and causes his 
victim to split open at the navel for one cubit's length. (2) When one's 
mind is resolved in inmost wrath in counterpart of Heruka, even a buddha 
may be destroyed by means of meditation only. (3) Such slaying is done 
from compassion, after one has supplicated one's guru and master (and is 
' Bh: 'dark like a lotus-leaf'-.padmahi hdab ma ltar srio bsaris so (xv. 303a 3). 
' The different kinds of lotuses given are : padma, indivara, and utpala. 
' K explains this as 'the sundering of consciousness and body'. For previous use of 

the word satlrpufa as 'union' see vol. 11, 11. vi. 2. One gains no conclusive help from the 
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directed against) those who bring harm to the doctrine or injure one'sguru 
or other buddhas. 

(4) One should imagine such a one as a victim face-downwards, vomiting 
blood and trembling with his hair unloosed. ( 5 )  One should then imagine a 
needle of fire as entering his rear, and the seed-syllable of fire in his heart. 
By envisaging him thus, one slays him in that instant, (6) for in this rite 
there is no need of oblations or a performance of a sequence of gestures; 
this great rite succeeds just by meditation, and is brought to success by the 
recitation of formulas. 
b. (7) Now listen, fair-faced Goddess, and I will tell you the profoundest 
secret of the beauteous purifier of existence, who bestows that perfection 
that is free from all relative thought. (8) Behold, 0 Goddess, this great 
gem, this body in a darting ring of flames. Useless is a gem uncut, but 
once cut, it gives forth its brilliance. (9) Likewise this gem of the samsZra, 
possessed of the properties of the five desires, becomes like poison in its 
unpurified state, but when purified, it becomes ambrosia. 

c. (10) The  sava'ra is Heruka's phenomenal aspect, and he is the Lord, 
the saviour of the world. The form in which he becomes manifest, that I 
will tell, so now listen. (I  I )  His eyes are red from compassion ; his body is 
black to indicate his sentiments of friendliness; his four legs symbolize the 
four means of conversion,' (12) his eight faces the eight releases and his 
sixteen arms the sixteen voids. The Five Buddhas are represented by the 
symbolic adornments, and he is wrathful for the subduing of the evil- 
disposed. (13) His flesh represents Pukkasi (earth), his blood Savari(water), 
his semen CandZli (fire), and his fat and marrow Dombi (air), his skin the 
seven factors of enlightenment, and his bones the four truths.' 

d. (14) The Goddess said: 'What is that collection of mantras like, by which 
the activities of men reach a successful conclusion? May the Giver of 
Great Bliss please tell me.' He then explained the mantras.2 
commentators over this passage. Hastena translated as 'for a cubit's length' is a mere sup- 
position in order to avoid the obvious rendering of 'by his hand', which u~ould contradict 
the whole theory of the ritual, which is done by 'mere application of the mind'. 

' Elsewhere his four legs are said to indicate the crushing of the four hlHras (see p. 80, 
I, ix. IS) .  Concerning the four means of conversion (catuhsmigrahaoast~ini) see Har Dayal, 
TheBodhisattva Doctrine, pp. 251 ff. For the seven factors of enlightenment, id. pp. 149 ff. 

There follows now, omitted in the translation, the list of mantras as already given in 
chapter ii of Part I. Here, however, they are spelt letter by letter in accordance with the 
following scheme. Thevowels are called by the names of their respectiveyo,yinis as listed on 
p. 1 0 3  As for the consonants : ha--+a is referred to as the first series, ca-ria as the second, 
and so on as far as: pa-ma, \vhich is the fifth; yo,  ra, la, r.n are known as the antasthdni; 
;a, $0, sa, ha as the qmcfni. The  five consonants in each series are then numbered from 
one to five. K a  is therefore the first of the first, da the third of the fourth, ra* the second 
of the 'finals' (antasthrfrrdm dvitiyam), &c. o y  is known either as Vairocana or 'Lord of 
Letters'. M (anumdra) is known as 'void' (iGn3.a). See Introduction, p. 26. These letter- 
by-letter spellings are useful for checking the accuracy of the list given in chapter ii of 
Part I, but nothing is gained by their repetition here. 

ra  is nlso known as 'fire' of which it is the seed-syllable. 
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C H A P T E R  X. O N  R E C I T I N G  M A N T R A S  

a. (I)  Then the Lord Vajrasattva, the one unity of all that is, explained to 

NairHtmyii the different (means used in the) reciting of mantras. 

(2) For petrifying one uses beads of crystal; 
For subduing one uses red sandal-wood; 
For bewitching one uses the wood of the soap-berry tree; 
For causing hatred one uses human bone; 

(3) For driving away one uses bone from a horse; 
For conjuring forth one uses the bone of a brahman; 
For causing rain one uses bone from an elephant; 
For slaying the bone of a buffalo. 

b. (4) Further when petrifying one drinks milk; 
When subduing one proceeds as one pleases; 
When slaying one drinks blood; 
When conjuring forth one uses dung; 

( 5 )  When causing hatred one uses human flesh; 
When bewitching one uses urine,' 

or one may use the flesh of horse and dog and man and cow and elephant.2 

C H A P T E R  xi. T H E  F I V E  FAMILIES 

a. ( I )  Then NairZtmyZ asked about the families of human beings, (2) and 
the Lord of the mandala replied: '0 listen, thou Perfection of Wisdom, 
and I will speak of the several families of human beings.3 (3) Whatever 
man or woman has a nine-pointed vajra on the lower joint of the fourth 

These articles are listed in the code given on p. 99-100. 
Concerning these, see p. 86, fn. 
V is slightly more explicit than the text: 'Whatever man or woman has a line (rehhd) 

on the bottom joint of the fourth finger, is established(adhi;cthita) in the family of Akgobhya, 
if he has one (a line) like a nine-pointed vajra. By the force of the qualities of his inherent 
nature, colour for that man consists in black. He performs the rite of slaying.' . . . 'Who- 
ever has a line like a white wheel with eight spokes, is initiated by Vairocana, and by the 
force of the aualities of his inherent nature. colour for that man consists in white. He 
performs the rite of propitiation.' Thus it continues, allocating the rite of conjuring forth 
to those of AmitHbhaYs family, the rite of petrifying to those of Ratnasambhava's, the rites 
of exorcizing and the rest (bshrad pa la sogs pahi las grub bo) to Amoghasiddhi's, and all 
rites to Vajrasattvals.-shyes bu ham bud med gan gi srin lag gi rtsa bahi tshig na re khd 
gnus pa na rdo j e  rtse dgtr pa lta bu yod pa m' 1Mi bskyod pahi rigs su byin gyis rlab ste / ran 
biin yon tan gyi dban gis mi de la mdog kyan nagpor gnas pa ste / bsad pa & u b  bo / . . . gad 
la hkhor lo dkar po rtsibs brgyad pa lta buhi re hhd g n u  pa m' / rNam par snan mdzad Ryis 
byin gyis brlabs pa ste / ran biin yon tan dban gis mi dehi mdog kyan dhar por gnas te / i i  ba 
hgrub bo I &c. (xv. 138a 3-5). 

There is nothing to indicate whether the mark on the finger is natural, viz. something 
to be read from the existing lines, or whether it is a man-made mark. The  fact that all 
men are supposedly members of one family or another by nature, would suggest the former. 
But we seek precision here where no precision is. forthcoming from our commentators. 
The whole has the appearance of a stereotyped list. The colours are those of the Five 
Buddhas, and the various rites are allocated in accordance with the colours allotted to them 
at 11. i.. 8-9. 
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finger, belongs to mobhya ' s  family, which is the higheet. (4) For Vairo- 
canals there would be a wheel, for Amidbha's a lotus, for Ratnaeambhava'e 
a gem and for Arnoghasiddhi's a sword. 
( 5 )  The yogin whose colour is black has Wobhya  as his divinity. 

The yogin whose colour is white has Vairocana. 
(6) The yogin whose colour is dark green has Amoghasiddhi. 

The yogin whose colour is yellow has Ratnasambhava. 
(7) The yogin whose colour is red has Arnitiibha. 

The yogin whose colour is white is of Vajrasattvaa's family. 
(8) Yogins who have reached perfection should have no special liking or 

contempt for people. These families of the Five Buddhas should exist 
from a relative point of view. (9 )  The signs for women are the same as those 
for men, for they also belong to these families under a relative aspect.' 
b. (10) Then the Adamantine Lord bade NairHtmyH be attentive and said: 
'Listen, Goddess, how the Prajiia' should be honoured. (11) In  a garden, 
in a lonely place, or in one's inner apartment, . . .' (there follows an account 
similar to that already given on p. I 13, embellished only by the listing of 
various postures). 

(I)  Then the Adamantine Lord spoke concerning the four consecrations. 
'0 thou who art already consubstantiated with the Vajra, take up the great 
vajra and the great bell, and perform even today for your pupil the bene- 
ficent act1 of a vajra-guru. 

(2) Even as the bodhisattvas are consecrated by past buddhas, so in this 
Secret Consecration you are consecrated by me with the flow of bodhicitta. 

(3) 0 Great One, take, take to yourself this beauteous and delightful 
goddess, bestower of bliss, bestower of siddhi, and having 'taken her, pay 
her due honour. 

(4) This knowledge is the great bliss, the adamantine essence, and like 
space, bestowing salvation, pure and tranquil. You are yourself the Father.' 

( 5 )  And now the empowering mantra of vajra and lotus: 
OM LONS, receptacle of bliss, bestowing the bliss of great passion. Many 

are the blessings of your four joys. HOM HOM HUM Prosper my affairs! 
(6) OM Vajra, greatly wrathful, bestower of the four joys. Source of all 

things, of single savour, pervading space, HW HUM H ~ M  Lord, 
prosper my affairs ! 

In the head OM 

In the heart HOM 
In the lotus A 

'beneficent actD-swab-ee  p. I I 7, fn. I .  
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As the subject-matter is incoherently ordered, especially in Part 11, the 
cross-references provided in this rksumk are intended to assist the reader in 
turning immediately to other parts of the work, where the same subjects 
are treated. All the references to any one main subject (e.g. Buddhahood, 
Consecrations, Buddha-Families, Joys, mandala, mantra, Moments, 
partner, rites, samszra, &c.) will be found in the index. 

Variations of subject-matter within each chapter are marked (a), (b), 
(c),  &c. Thus I. vii (b) refers to Part I, Chapter vii, para. (b). 

I. i (a) The titles of Hevajra and their meaning. 
(b) The Efficacy of this tantra. Refer to index under: Gazes, Rites, 

bhzvan;, Yoginis, Secret Language. 
(c)  The aajra-body, which is the internal mandala, referred to in 

the Introduction pp. 35-36. Here are listed some of the pairs 
which correspond with the two veins LalanZ and Rasana', and 
the sets of four, which are equated with the four cakres. The 
thirty-two veins are also listed. 
See I. vii, pp. 69-70 (where the veins are equated with the 
places of pilgrimage), 11. iv (d) (where they are equated with 
the fifteen yoginis). These equations amount to no more than a 
dogmatic assertion of the essential identity of macrocosm and 
microcosm. The various items are therefore forced into some 
sort of correspondence. See also 11. iv (h) and p. roz fn. 

I. ii (a) A general list of mantras, which are required for the process of 
self-identification with the various divinities. They are all 
relisted at 11. ix (d). Their use is essential for any practice, 
supramundane or mundane, for the gaining of enlightenment 
or for the producing of rain: e.g. see p. 56, fn. I ,  and p. 57, 
fn. I for the use of mantra no. I I ; see 11. iv (c )  for the names of 
the yoginis, whose seed-syllables are given in mantra no. 6; 
mantras nos. 7, 8 and 9 are applicable in the meditations on 
Hevajra, which are described in I. iii; mantras nos. 12-18 are 
applicable to I. ii (b); see I. xi (c )  for reference to KurukullZ, 
whose mantra is no. 19. Others are illustrated in the present 
chapter. See also 11. v (b) for a specially potent mantra, which 
is not given in the present list. 

(b) Fierce Rites. See also I. xi (a), 11. i (b), 11. iv (m), 11. ix (a) and 
11. x. 

I. iii. Meditation upon the mandala of Hevajra and his troupe of eight 
goddesses. See also 11. v (a) where these goddesses are 
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described in detail. See 11. ix (c) for an interpretation of 
Heruka (Hevajra). 

I. iv. The process (called self-consecration) which is preparatory to 
meditation upon one's chosen divinity (me~tadewata'). For 
this see 11. ii (a). 

I. v. Reality. The  universe, which is essentially void, is conceived in 
a fivefold aspect, as the five buddhas, the five yogin&, the five 
skandhas, the five families, &c. See diagrams V and VIII. A 
possible sixth family, that of Vajrasattva, represents the 
essential unity of all of them, 11. iv (n) and xi (a). It may be 
observed that existence is also conceived under the threefold 
aspect of Body, Speech, Mind and dve!a, moha, rtiga. The 
passage 11. iv (n) seeks to bring the two schemes together. See 
also 11. iv (b) where an attempt is made to fit the fifteen yoginis 
into the five families. This, however, involves certain con- 
tradictions, which a complicated passage elsewhere (11. iii (1)) 
attempts to resolve. One may also note how the whole pheno- 
menal world is envisaged as becoming manifest by the sexual 
act and yet as fivefold, because it consists of the five elements, 
I. x (e) and 11. ii (g). See also I. viii (c) and 11. ii (d). 

I. vi (a) A description of the accoutrements to be worn by the yogin and 
their significance. See also 11. vi (a). For the consecrating of 
the yogini, see 11. ii (c), I. x (a), and references. 

(b) The type of yogin. See also I. vii (f), 11. ii (b), 11. iii (h). 
I. vii (a) Secret Signs. 

(b) Meeting-places. See 11. iv (a). 
(c) Times for meeting. 
(d) Eating of sacraments. See I. xi (b), 11. vii (b). Also 11. iii (g), and 

11. v (c). 
(e) Slaying-rite. See p. 55, fn. I, item vii and 11. ix (a). 
(f) The type of yogin. See above I. vi (b) for references. 

I. viii (a) Meditation upon the mandala of the fifteen yoginis. See diagram 
111. For the actual producing of the mandala compare I. iii, 
especially footnotes. One may note that just as the pheno- 
menal world is conceived as becoming manifest through 
the five elements (I. v above), so the mandala, which is an 
idealized form of being, is conceived as becoming manifest 
through the five wisdoms. See also references to mandala at 
11. ii (d), iii (d), iv (e). 

(b) Significance of knife, skull, and kha@iiga. For the identity of 
the four MZras, see p. 80, fn. 2. 
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I. viii (c) The Absolute under its fivefold aspect, as represented by the 
five colours and a sixth, which is that of Vajrasattva, who 
represents the unity of the whole. See I. v above and 11. ii (d). 
See also 11. xi (a), where the six colours are again listed. They 
fail to correspond, however, because Vajrasattva is sometimes 
white (like Vairocana) ,or dark blue/black (like &obhya). 

(d) The  mandala is identified with the sexual rite. 
(e) The Four Joys. See I. x (b) and 11. iii (a). 
(f ) The Innate (Fourth Joy). See I. x (b) and(d), 11. ii (e), 11. iii (c), 

11. iv (g). 

I. ix (a) The significance of the yogints which were listed in the last 
chapter. See diagram IV. See 11. iii (f), iii (i). 

(b) The essential deduction that : 'The world is released by the very 
bonds that bind it.' See I. i (b), 11. ii (d), 11. ii (f), 11. iv(j), 
11. ix (b). 

I. x (a) Laying out the mandala for the Master's Consecration. See 
para. (c) below. See 11. iii (b), 11. v (c) and 11. xii. Note also 
I. vi (a) and 11. ii (c). 

(b) The  Innate. For other references see I. viii (f) above. 
(c) See (a) above. 
(d) See (b) and I. viii (f) above. 
(e) The fivefold evolution. See I. v above and 11. ii (g). 

I. xi (a) Fierce Rites. For other references see I. ii (b) above. 
(b) Eating of sacraments. See I. vii (d) above. 
(c) Kurukulli. See I. ii (a) above. 

11. i (a) Consecrations of books, images, &c. 
(b) Instruction for performing rites, both gentle and fierce. For 

other references to fierce rites see I. ii (b) above. 

11. ii (a) Meditation upon Nairltmyii or Heruka (Hevajra). See also I. iv. 
(b) The type of yogin. See I. vi (b) above for further references. 
(c) The  training of the yogini. See also I. vi (a) and I. x (a). 
(d) The  unity of Wisdom and Means. See also 11. iv (f) and (8). 

For parallels to the phrase: 'renders it undiversified by means 
of its diversity' see I. ix (b). For references to the six colours 
see I. viii (c). See also (e) below. 

(e) The Innate. For other references see I. viii (f)above. The Innate, 
which is the Fourth Joy, is by implication the essential unity 
of Wisdom and Means. 

( f )  'The world is bound by passion, and by passion it is released.' 
See I. ix (b) for further references. 

($) The fivefold evolution. See I. v and I. x (a) above. 
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11. iii (a) EVAM experienced through the Four Joys in the Four Moments 
by means of the Four Consecrations. For the Four Joys see 
I.  viii (e, f )  and x (b). 

(b) The  Consecrations. See references given under I. x (a). 
(c) The  Innate. See I. viii (f), &c. 
(d) Definition of the mapdala. See I. v end. See also I. iii and 

I. viii (a) with references given there. 
(e) The  Four Rules of Conduct. 
(f) T h e  senses, spheres of sense and the bases of consciousness. 

See I. ix (a). 
(g) Eating of sacraments. See I.  vii (d), &c. 
(h) The  type of yogin. See I .  vi (b), &c. 
(i) The  symbolizing of the faculties of sense. See I. ix (a), &c. 
(j) Secret language. 

(k) The  Five Families known as five yoginis. See I .  v. 

11. iv (a) The  meeting together and the eating of sacraments. See I. vii 
(a, b, c ,  d )  and the references given there. 

(b) T h e  fifteen yoginis arranged in the five families. See I. v. 
(c) The  seed-syllables of the yoginis. See ii. 2, mantra no. 16. See 

also 11. v (a), where eight of these yoginis have a separate set 
of seed-syllables. 

(d) The  thirty-two veins equated with the fifteen yoginis. See I. i (c). 
(e) 'The Thought of Enlightenment.' For reference to EVAM see 

11. iii (a). 
( f )  T h e  unity of samszra and nirvzna. 
(g) The  nature of NairZtmyZ. See I .  viii (f)  and 11. ii (d). 
(h) Elements of the internal mandala. See I. i (c). 
(i) 'All beings are buddhas.' 
(j) 'Those who know how, can drink strong poison.' See I. ix(b), &c. 
(k) 'All beings are buddhas.' 
(1) A forced effort to explain why the yoginis are allocated to such 

and such families. See 11. iv (b). 
(m) Oblations, applicable to all rites, as in 11. i (b)  and I .  ii (b). 
(n) Body, Speech, and Mind, symbolized by three yoginis. The  five 

families are reduced to three in order to force them into corre- 
spondence. As comprised in one, they should be envisaged as 
the family of Vajrasattva, but as this is the Hevajra-tantra and 
Hevajra is Aksobhya, Ak~obhya is given pre-eminence. See 
I. v and I. viii (c). 

11. v (a) Hevajra and his troupe of goddesses. See I .  iii. 
(b) A special mantra of Hevajra. See I. ii (a). 
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11. v (c)  Laying out the mandala for the Master's Consecration. See 
I. x (a) and references given there. For the eating of sacra- 
ments that takes place, see I. vii (d), &c. 

(d) The perfect bliss. See I I. iv (f ). 
11. vi (a) Significance of the yogin's adornments. See I. vi (a). 

(b) Instructions for making a painting of Hevajra. 
11. vii (a) Instructions for writing a book of Hevajra. 

(b) Eating of sacraments. See I. vii (b) and references 
11. viii(a) The Great Symbol in her relative form. See 11. ii (d), 11. iv (g). 

See also I. vi (a) and I. x (a). 
(b) The yogin's vow. 
(c) Training for those who are hard to convert. 

11. ix (a) Slaying-rite. See I. vii (e). 
(b) The gem, which is the saqzsdra. For reference to poison, see 

11. iv (j). 
(c) The samsZra is Heruka's phenomenal aspect. See I. ix (b). 
(d) Muntras. See I. ii. 

11. x (a) Types of rosary to be used for the performance of different rites. 
See I. ii (b) and references. 

(b) Types of sacrament to be eaten when performing these different 
rites. For the eating of sacraments generally see I. vii (d) and 
references. 

11. xi (a) The Families. See I. viii (c) and 11. iv (n). See also I. v. 
(b) Honouring the Prajn'Z. See I. x (a) and references. 

11. xii. The Consecrations. See I. x (a) and references. 
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I .  Points of the Compass 
KUBERA 

111. The Troupe of the Fifteen Yoginis 

See Chapters 8 and 9 of Part I 

Khecari 



DIAGRAMS 

IV. 

11. Hevajra and hu Troupe 

See Chapter 3 of Part I and Chapter 5 of Part I1 

HEVAJRA 

The Spheres of Purz3cation of the Frfteen Yoginis 

thought 

tou7.d 

touch 
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V .  The Five Buddhas and their Associations 

Buddha Fanlily name Afiliated Yogini Family symbol 
Aksobhya Vaj ra Qombi viivavajra 
Vairocana Tathigata Brahrnani cakra 
Amitibha Padma Narti padma 
Ratnasambhava Ratna Candilini ratna 
Amoghasiddhi Karma Rajaki khadga 

For the five families, see I. v. 5-7 and 11. xi. 5-7. 
For the adornments, see I. vi. I 1-12. 

V I .  The Elements and their Various Correspondences 

EARTH Locani Pukkasi Vairocana 
WATER Mfimaki Savari Ak~obhya 
FIRE Pfindari Candili Amitibha 
A I R  TirP Qombi Arnoghasiddhi 
SPACE - - Ratnasambhava 

See vol. 11, p. 104, 11. 7 to 14 for LocanH, &c. 
See I. ix. 16  for Pukkasi, &c. 
See 11. ii. 53-57 for Vairocana, &c. 

V I I .  The Three Adamantine Ones and their Various Correspondences 

SPEECH Khecari Amitfibha Riiga 
M I N D  NairPtmyH Aksobhya Dvesa 
BODY Bhficari Vairocana Rloha 

See 11. iv. 97-99 and Introduction pp. 28-29. 
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V .  continued 

Symbolic 
Colour adornment Seed-syllable Type of wisdom 

black or dark blue circlet HOM suviduddhadharmadhitujiiina 
white bracelets BUM PdarSajiiPna 
red ear-rings ]RIM pratyaveksanajfiIna 
yellow necklace AY samatsjiiina 
dark green girdle KHAM k~y8nusthHnajiiiina 

For the syllables, see I. ii. 2, and Vajragarbha's commentary (XV. 26a 7-6 I ) .  

For the five wisdoms, see I .  viii. 6-7 and p. 62, fn. 5 .  

VIII. The Inner Circle of Five Yoginis showing their Sphere of Purifiation 
and their Correspondence with the Five Buddhas 
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abhi~eka. Literally a (purificatory) sprinkiing, the basic sense seems to come 
close to that of 'baptism'. I t  has acquired, however, the wider sense of 
any kind of initiation rite. In  the earlier tantric period (as typified by the 
Ma@'us'rimtilakalpa and the Sarvatathtigatatattvmamgraha) it refers 
primarily to initiation into the mystic significance of the mandala. Since 
there is explicit anaiogy with the rite of royal consecration, for which the 
term abhiSeka is also used, 'consecration' seems to be the most suitable 
general translation. But the idea of a purificatory sprinkling is never 
lost. 'As externally one washes away exterior dirt with water, so one 
sprinkles water for the washing away of ignorance; it is thus called a 
sprinkling' (Advayavajrasamgraha, p. 36). 

In  accordance with the general theory of the Buddhist tantric yogins, 
for whom everything goes in fours (Hmajra-tantra, I. i. 30), there are 
four consecrations : 

I. Master-Consecration. 
2. Secret Consecration. 
3. Consecra:ion in Knowledge of PrajG. 
4. Fourth Consecration. 

T h e  first consecration may also be known as the Jar-Consecration 
(kalaSCbhi~eka), for it consists of six subsidiary consecl-ations, in all of 
which the ritual jar (kalda) is used. These six consecrations are those 
of Water, Crown, Vajra, Beli, Name, and Master.' I t  is presumably 
because the Master-Consecration completes the set of six, that this name 
is also given to the whole set. The  main set of four, with which the 
Hevajra-tantra is primarily concerned (see Index, consecrations), is 
interrelated with other sets of four, especially the four Moments (k~ana), 
the four Joys (Cnanda) and the four Mudri. Externally they are related 
with the four classes of tantres and symbolized by the smile, gaze, 
embrace, and union (11. iii. I I and 54). This set of four gestures is 
presumably related with the actual meeting of yogins and yoginis at places 
of pilgrimage (see I. vii). Concerning the internal interrelations I quote 
K (vol. 11, p. 107, 1. 24 ff.): 

' "Consecration is said to be fourfold for the benefit of living beings. 
One is sprinkled, that is to say cleansed and the consecrations are distin- 
guished as four." Thus it is said (in our text, 11. iii. 10) "the Master, 
the Secret, the Prajn'i and then the Fourth thus", &c. In this yogini- 

See p. 95 fn., Hctyajrasekaprakri~*d (JA, July-Sept. 1934), pp. 39-40, and Advaymajra- 
saflrgraha, p. 36. 
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tantra the Master-Consecration is given, in order that (the initiate) may 
progress far from evil dharvzas. I t  is his "bond" (samvara). The essential 
nature of the Master-Consecration is a conferment by means of the 
A-armamudri and contains in essence the four ILIoments and the four 
Joys. Some say that one can receive the Master-Consecration by the 
mere receiving of the non-retrogression Consecration (avaivartikabhi- 
~eka'),  which is common to the kriyatantras and all the others; one is 
then worthy, they say, for exposition and initiation in the yoga-tantras, 
yogini-tantras and so on. What an idea is this? I n  the first place then 
one is consecrated with the Master-Consecration in the Hevajra-tantra 
or some other yogini-tantra, so that one may be worthy of the initiation, 
reflection and meditation (which follow). Then in accordance with one's 
knowledge the Master, the Secret, the PrajiiZ and the Fourth are charac- 
terized momentarily and so known. 

'In the case of those of weak sensibility, who have received the Master- 
Consecration, when once their zealous application has been established, 
they should be given instruction in meditation with the Karmamudr6. 
Thus under the aspect of the Process of Realization (nispannakrama2) 
with the Gem (mani = tip of the vajra) set in the Secret (= lotus) they 
experience in accordance with their master's instructions the four Joys 
which have the nature of four Moments; this experience is the Secret 
Consecration because it cannot be explained to yogins in terms of diffuse 
mentai concepts. 

'Now in the consecration of those of medium sensibility instruction 
is given in meditation (bhavana) on the Samayamudra. Even thus is 
Prajiin (Wisdom), for she is the highest knowledge, the knowledge that 
all the elements (dharmas) are nothing but one's own thought (citta- 
miitra). For conferring this the consecration is the Consecration of the 
Knowledge of YrajiiZ. In the unity of the three veins, which represent 
the three kinds of consciousness, imaginary (kalpita), contingent (para- 
tantra) and absolute (parinispanna), one marks the four Moments by 
means of the Gem and in accordance with one's master's instructions. 
Because of the external mudrti (= feminine partner) it is properly known 
as the Knowledge of Prajriz. 

'W-hen this consecration has been given, instruction is given to those 
of strong sensibility in the Dharmamudr6, the mental concentration 
(samiidhi) in which all appears as illusion. And so (it is said: 11. iii. lo) 
"then the Fourth thus". I t  is "thus-ness" (tathati), the climax of being 
(bhzitakoli), the elemental sphere (dharmadhatu) and similar names with- 
out any difference of meaning. The consecration by which its nature is 

' See Hee.ajrasekaprakriyd, p. 43 ; correct avaivarnika to read avaivartika, amending 
translation accordingly. See Glossary below, p. 139, utpattikrama. 



DIAGRAMS 

V .  continued 

Symbolic 
Colour adornment Seed-syllable Type of wisdom 

black or dark blue circlet HOM suviiuddhadharmadhPtujfiHru 
white bracelets BUM PdariajiiPna 
red ear-rings f ~ f ? j  pratyavebanajrtina 
yellow necklace A M  samatPjfiina 
dark green girdle ~ m r g  L~tyHnuafhinajAZna 

For the syllables, see I. ii.  z, and Vajragarbha's commentary (XV. 26a 7-6 I ) .  

For the five wisdoms, see I. viii. 6-7 and p. 62, fn. 5. 

VIII. The Inner Circle of Five Yoginis showing their Sphere of Purrfiation 
and their Correspondence with the Five Buddhas 





GLOSSARY SPECIAL TERMS 

abhi~eka. Literally a (purificatory) sprinkiing, the basic sense seems to come 
close to that of 'baptism'. I t  has acquired, however, the wider sense of 
any kind of initiation rite. In  the earlier tantric period (as typified by the 
Ma~ii31cSvimflakalpa and the SarvatathGgaiatattvasamgraha) it refers 
primarily to initiation into the mystic significance of the mandala. Since 
there is explicit analogy with the rite of royal consecration, for which the 
term abhi~eka is also used, 'consecration' seems to be the most suitable 
general translation. But the idea of a purificatory sprinkling is never 
lost. 'As externally one washes away exterior dirt with water, so one 
sprinkles water for the washing away of ignorance; it is thus called a 
sprinkling' ( Advayavajrasaqraha, p. 36). 

In  accordance with the general theory of the Buddhist tantric yogins, 
for whom everything goes in fours (Hmajra-tantra, I. i. 30), there are 
four consecrations : 

I. Master-Consecration. 
2. Secret Consecration. 
3. Consecration in Knowledge of Prajn'z. 
4. Fourth Consecration. 

T h e  first consecration may also be known as the Jar-Consecration 
(kala46bhi~eka), for it consists of six subsidiary consecrations, in all of 
which the ritual jar (kalda) is used. These six consecrations are those 
of Water, Crown, Vajra, Beli, Name, and Master.' It is presumably 
because the Master-Consecration completes the set of six, that this name 
is also given to the whole set. The  main set of four, with which the 
Hmajra-tantra is primarily concerned (see Index, consecrations), is 
interrelated with other sets of four, especially the four Moments ( k ~ a w ) ,  
the four Joys (iinanda) and the four Mudrii. Externally they are related 
with the four classes of tantras and symbolized by the smile, gaze, 
embrace, and union (11, iii. I I and 54). This set of four gestures is 
presumably related with the actual meeting of yogins and yoginis at places 
of pilgrimage (see I. vii). Concerning the internal interrelations I quote 
K (vol. 11, p. 107, 1. 24 ff.): 

' "Consecration is said to be fourfold for the benefit of living beings. 
One is sprinkled, that is to say cleansed and the consecrations are distin- 
guished as four." Thus it is said (in our text, 11. iii. 10) "the Master, 
the Secret, the Prajliii and then the Fourth thus", &c. In this yogini- 

See p. 95 fn., Herajrasekaprakn~d (JA, July-Sept. 1934), pp. 39-40, and ,Adwayavajra- 
samgraha, p. 36. 
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tantra the Master-Consecration is given, in order that (the initiate) may 
progress far from evil dharmas. I t  is his "bond" (same~ara). The essential 
nature of the Master-Consecration is a conferment by means of the 
KarmanzzldrZ and contains in essence the four hloments and the four 

Joys. Some say that one can receive the Master-Consecration by the 
mere receiving of the non-retrogression Consecration (avaivartikZbhi- 
seka'), which is common to the kriyatantras and all the others; one is 
then worthy, they say, for exposition and initiation in the yoga-tantrm, 
yogini-tantras and so on. What an idea is this? In  the first place then 
one is consecrated with the Master-Consecration in the Hevajra-tantra 
or some other yogini-tantra, so that one may be worthy of the initiation, 
reflection and meditation (which follow). Then in accordance with one's 
knowledge the Master, the Secret, the Prajiia and the Fourth are charac- 
terized momentarily and so known. 

'In the case of those of weak sensibility, who have received the Master- 
Consecration, when once their zealous application has been established, 
they should be given instruction in meditation with the Karmamudr~. 
Thus under the aspect of the Process of Realization (nispannakrama2) 
with the Gem (mani = tip of the vajra) set in the Secret (= lotus) they 
experience in accordance with their master's instructions the four Joys 
which have the nature of four Moments; this experience is the Secret 
Consecration because it cannot be explained to yogins in terms of diffuse 
mental concepts. 

'Now in the consecration of those of medium sensibility instruction 
is given in meditation (bhavana) on the Samayamudra. Even thus is 
Prajfia (wisdom), for she is the highest knowledge, the knowledge that 
all the elements (dharmas) are nothing but one's own thought (citta- 
matua). For conferring this the consecration is the Consecration of the 
Knowledge of Prajn'Z. In the unity of the three veins, which represent 
the three kinds of consciousness, imaginary (kalpita), contingent (para- 
tantra) and absolute (parinispanna), one marks the four Moments by 
means of the Gem and in accordance with one's master's instructions. 
Because of the external mudri (= feminine partner) it is properly known 
as the Knowledge of Prajfiii. 

'M-hen this consecration has been given, instruction is given to those 
of strong sensibility in the DharmamudrZ, the mental concentration 
(samiidhi) in which all appears as illusion. And so (it is said: 11. iii. 10) 

"then the Fourth thus". I t  is "thus-ness" (tathatii), the climax of being 
(bhutakoti), the elemental sphere (dharmadhatu) and similar names with- 
out any difference of meaning. The consecration by which its nature is 

' See Hec~ajrasekaprakriyd, p. 4 3 ;  correct avaivnrnika to read ae'aivartika, amending 
translation accordingly. a See Glossary below, p. 139,  utpattikrama. 
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seen or realized, its "thus-ness", is indicated by the word "thus". 
"Then" means that it is given immediately after the Consecration in the 
Knowledge of Prajfiti. So this perfection is experienced with the external 
mudra and by one's master's instruction, yet by a process of yoga which 
has no object of experience (andlambanayogena); it is characterized by 
the absence of discrimination with regard to definite places of origin. 
This is the Fourth Consecration.' 

See also D's interpretation (translated p. 95 fn.), where the stages are 
related progressively with the four buddhakcya and with personality as 
expressed in the formula, Body, Speech, and Mind. 

The  Tibetan term dban-bskur-ba means literally 'bestowal of power'. 

adhi~fhiina. From the literal meaning of 'position', this word is applied 
specifically to 'authoritative position' and then to the 'power' pertaining 
to such a position. I t  can therefore mean the power which belongs 
naturally to divine forms and in thls sense it comes near to the Christian 
conception of 'grace'. I t  can also refer to the power which is experienced 
spontaneously in meditation or achieved through the recitation of 
mantras. In  that it may be transmitted by a man of sanctity to his 
disciples, it may also be translated as 'blessing'. Abhiseka is essentially 
a ritual empowerment. Adhi!thGna refers to innate or spontaneous 
power and always with the connotation of active expression ; in the sense 
of 'grace' or 'blessing' it becomes, however, a form of empowerment. 
For its use in various contexts see 'empowerment' in the Index. 

The Tibetan translation is byin-rlabs, literally 'power-wave'. Byin 
means 'power' in the special sense of its inherent splendour (i.e. majesty). 
Byin-rlabs is also used to translate Sanskrit prubhaaa (power, lustre, 
splendour), which thereby becomes implicitly a synonym for adhi!#hiina. 

Byin-rlabs is often written as byin-gyts (b)rlabs-pa, as though (b)rlabs 
were the perfect root of a verb: 

rlob-pa perf. brlabs fut. blab imp. rlobs 

In  fact the imperative form byin-gyis rlobs appears quite regularly in 
ritual texts and elsewhere. This verb scarcely occurs, it seems, apart 
from byin, but it is given both as rlob-pa and with the reduplicated form 
rlob-rlob-pa, meaning 'to billow', in the brDa-dag miri-tshig gsal-ba of 
dGe-bSes Chos-kyi Grags-pa (KO-hsi ch'ii cha: Tsang-win tz'U-tien), 
Peking 1957, p. 846. 

adhydtrnika. Internal or esoteric, in contrast with bohya, external or exoteric. 
Thus the contents of the Hevajra-tantra can often be interpreted in 
two ways. E.g. the places of pilgrimage (I. vii) refer exoterically to actual 
sites, but esoterically they are identified within the body of the meditat- 
ing yogin. Thus the commentaries often give double interpretations, 
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e.g. vol. I, pp. 71-72 fns., 86 fn., vol. 11, pp. 103-4, 110, 121-2. Be- 
sides adhyatmika and bcihya, certain other terms are used: a k s a r ~ r t h ~ ,  
'literal meaning' in contrast with savpradiyZrtha, 'traditional meaning'; 
neyirtha, 'espected meaning' in contrast with nitcrtha 'real meaningp. 
In  the case of our texts neyirtha means in effect 'literal meaning' and 
nitzrtha 'figurative meaning', thus reversing the normal meaning of 
these two terms. See Egerton, BHS Dictionary, p. 310. 

Znanda. Joy which is fourfold: 

(Just) JOY Znanda 
Perfect Joy paramananda 
Joy of Cessation ziramZnonda 
Joy Innate sahajZnanda 

These joys are related fundamentally with sexual experience, envisaged 
as fourfold because 'everything goes in fours' (I. i. 30). Joy is the contact 
of lotus and vajra; perfect joy is the desire for yet more; the joy of 
cessation comes from the destruction of passion and the joy innate is a 
transcending experience sprung from the preceding joy (I. viii. 32-33 
and K's commentary, vol. 11, p. 127). 

The four joys are experienced at four successive moments (ksana, q.v.), 
with which they are in a sense identical. Their relationship with the four 
consecrations (abhiseka, q.v.) is more complex. The Master-Consecra- 
tion bestows them in anticipation; the Secret Consecration involves their 
actual experience by the master and their essence, still unrealized, is 
transferred to the pupil; in the Consecration of Knowledge of PrajGi 
the pupil experiences them directly. His experience leads to the Fourth 
Consecration, which is identical with the Joy Innate. Schematically, 
however, the four joys are placed parallel with the consecrations and it 
is explicitly stated (see K, vol. 11, p. 132) that the first joy is experienced 
in the first consecration, the second in the second and so on. This would 
seem to be the esoteric interpretation arising from mystic experience 
(see sa?nvara, p. 138,). Concerning the possible variation in the order of 
the last two joys see p. 35. 

bhaaana. Meaning literally 'causing to be', this is one of the words which 
I have translated as 'meditation' (compare dhycina). I t  means 'meditation' 
in the special sense of mental production or thought-creation, corres- 
ponding with the emanative process of meditation discussed below (see 
utpattikvama). One may observe that 'being' (bhaaa) and 'meditation' 
(bhuvani) are in essence identical. The first, which just 'is', is normally 
regarded in a falsified condition by ordinary men as a result of original 
accidental defilement (Zgantukamala). The second is a deliberate pro- 
duction of 'being' in an idealized form, of which the mandala is the 
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complete expression, and by means of this deliberate production the true 
nature of 'being' itself is spontaneously realized. 

bindu. Meaning literally a 'drop' or a 'point', In'ndu refers pre-eminently to 
the point at the centre of the mandala, where all 'thought-creation' 
(bhiicana') is absorbed. Hence it represents the Void (iPnyatZ) or the 
'Moon', which is the bodhicitta in its absolute aspect. Through identifica- 
tion of terminology it may also mean the bodhicitta in its relative aspect; 
thus it may be known as the white bindu, being paired with 'blood', 
which by analogy is called the red bindu. The Tibetan term thig-le (also 
used to translate Sanskrit tilaka) is the usual word for semen. I t  occurs 
glossed with bodhicitta on pp. 94 fn. and 95 fn. 

cakra. Literally 'wheel' or 'circle', cakra refers pre-eminently to the circle 
of divine forms of which the mandala consists. Iience it may mean 
'manifested being', viz. 'existence' in relation with the 'point' (bindu), 
where all manifestation is absorbed. Cakra is also used in a technical 
sense to refer to the 'psychic centres' within the yogin's body, envisaged 
as lotuses with radiating petals (see K, vol. 11, p. 107). In  the literal 
sense of 'wheel', it is the symbol of the Buddha-Family of Vairocana. 

ddkini. This curious term, of which I have so far found no adequate 
definition, refers in Buddhist tantric tradition to a type of yogini, with 
which word it is all but synonomous. I t  is commonly related with the 
Sanskrit verbal root di  'to fly', and represents that 'perfection which acts 
throughout the whole of space' (K, vol. 11, p. 142). The Tibetan transla- 
tion mkhah-hgro-ma means 'she who goes in the sky'. 

The @kinis par excellence are the five yogirlis who are identified with 
the five Buddhas and represent the unity of existence (samaara). See 
diagram VIII, p. 130. On the other hand, the yoginis of flesh and blood, 
with whom the yogins come together at places of pilgrimage, may also be 
referred to as diikinis. However, their divine, rather mystic, aspect tends 
to predominate, especially in later Tibetan tradition. 

In  Hindu tantric tradition they appear as the attendants of KZli, the 
Great Goddess, and their flesh-eating propensities relate them closely 
with the ritual feasts of tantric yogins(see Index, 'feasting'). They belong 
to the lowest stratum of tantric practice, but are purified in interpretation 
and elevated as supreme symbols. 

dhydna. Derived from the root dhyai, 'to think or ponder', it is the general 
word for 'meditation'. Compare the special sense of bha'ram7, q.v. The 
Tibetan translation bsnm-gtan means literally 'mind-composure'. 

japa. Repetitive recitation of set formulas (mantra), which has the effect 
of directing the mind one-pointedly upon the divine form, with which 
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the particular formula is traditionally related. Beads are normally em- 
ployed for counting. 

ksatuz. . . Moment. There are four moments, marking the stages of the four joys : 
Variety vicitra 
Development vipcka 
Consummation vimarda 
Blank vilaksana 

My use of 'consummation' for vimarda represents an interpretation and 
not a translation. Vimarda, which actually means 'rubbing' is regularly 
glossed by Zlocana, 'reflection', viz. the reflection that bliss has been 
experienced oneself (see pp. 35 and 95). 

mahZmudrZ. See mudrZ. 

mandala. Sphere of divinity, mystic circle, idealized representation of 
existence. I t  may be produced mentally (see bhZvanZ and utpattikrama), 
marked out temporarily on the ground, or painted in permanent form. 

mantra. Mystic formula or spell, deriving its power from traditional 
association with a particular divinity or a desired result. I t  is rendered 
effective by means of repetitive recitation (japa) combined with medita- 
tion (dhyZna). 

mudr;. The basic meaning is seal or sign, especially a hand-sign, which is 
the literal interpretation of the Tibetan term phyag-rgya. The  related 
meaning 'symbol', presumably reached by way of 'symbolic gesture', 
has led to this word being used in a variety of special meanings, which 
seem at first to take one far from the basic meaning. As everything goes 
in fours (I. i. 30), there are four Mudrii: 

karmamudrZ 'Rite Symbol' 
samayamudrC 'Convention Symbol' 
dharmamudrZ 'Truth Symbol' 
mahZmudrZ 'Great Symbol' 

The karmamudrC refers to the feminine partner, normally known as the 
Prajiiii ('Wisdom'), who plays an essential part in the second and third 
consecrations (see abhiseka). The term mudrii itself is commonly used 
as a synonym for P r a j ~ i i  in this special sense (see Index). 

The samayamudrZ refers to the use of conventional symbolic forms in 
meditation, e.g. concentration upon Heruka. See samaya below. 

The dharmamudrC refers to realization of the Absolute itself (dhar- 
madhztu). 

The mahZmudrZ is identical with the Joy Innate and is the final goal 
of the tantric yogin's practice. As such, it is one of the names given to 
their whole school. 

136 
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seen or realized, its "thus-ness", is indicated by the word "thus". 
"Then" means that it is given immediately after the Consecration in the 
Knowledge of Prajfii. So this perfection is experienced with the external 
mudrz and by one's master's instruction, yet by a process of yoga which 
has no object of experience (antIlambanayogena); it is characterized by 
the absence of discrimination with regard to definite places of origin. 
This is the Fourth Consecration.' 

See also D's interpretation (translated p. 95 fn.), where the stages are 
related progressively with the four buddhak~ya and with personality as 
expressed in the formula, Body, Speech, and Mind. 

The  Tibetan term dbari-bskur-ba means literally 'bestowal of power'. 

adhi~fhZna. From the literal meaning of 'position', this word is applied 
specifically to 'authoritative position' and then to the 'power' pertaining 
to such a position. I t  can therefore mean the power which belongs 
naturally to divine forms and in t h s  sense it comes near to the Christian 
conception of 'grace'. I t  can also refer to the power which is experienced 
spontaneously in meditation or achieved through the recitation of 
mantras. In that it may be transmitted by a man of sanctity to his 
disciples, it may also be translated as 'blessing'. Abhi~eka is essentially 
a ritual empowerment. AdhisthZna refers to innate or spontaneous 
power and always with the connotation of active expression ; in the sense 
of 'grace' or 'blessing' it becomes, however, a form of empowerment. 
For its use in various contexts see 'empowerment' in the Index. 

The Tibetan translation is byin-rlabs, literally 'power-wave'. Byin 
means 'power' in the special sense of its inherent splendour (i.e. majesty). 
Byin-rlabs is also used to translate Sanskrit prabhzoa (power, lustre, 
splendour), which thereby becomes implicitly a synonym for adhi~thdna. 

Byin-rlabs is often written as byin-gys (b)rlabs-pa, as though (b)rlabs 
were the perfect root of a verb: 

rlob-pa perf. brlabs fut. brlab imp. rlobs 

In  fact the imperative form byin-gyis rlobs appears quite regularly in 
ritual texts and elsewhere. This verb scarcely occurs, it seems, apart 
from bym, but it is given both as rlob-pa and with the reduplicated form 
rlob-rlob-pa, meaning 'to billow', in the brDa-dug miri-tshig gsal-ba of 
dGe-bses Chos-kyi Grags-pa (KO-hsi ch'ii cha: Tsang-wen tz'5-tien), 
Peking 1957, p. 846. 

adhydtmika. Internal or esoteric, in contrast with btIhya, external or esoteric. 
Thus the contents of the Heuajra-tantra can often be interpreted in 
two ways. E.g. the places of pilgrimage (I. vii) refer exoterically to actual 
sites, but esoterically they are identified within the body of the meditat- 
ing yogin. Thus the commentaries often give double interpretations, 
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e.g. vol. I, pp. 71-72 fns., 86 fn., vol. 11, pp. 103-4, 110, 121-2. Be- 
sides adhyiitmifra and bzhya, certain other terms are used: aksartirtha, 
'literal meaning' in contrast with sa?npradii3;Zrtha, 'traditional meaning'; 
neyGrtha, 'expected meaning' in contrast with nitartha 'real meaning'. 
In the case of our texts neydrtha means in effect 'literal meaning' and 
nitZrtha 'figurative meaning', thus reversing the normal meaning of 
these two terms. See Egerton, BHS Dictionary, p. 310. 

tinanda. Joy which is fourfold: 

(Just) JOY Znanda 
Perfect Joy param8nanda 
Joy of Cessation viramZnonda 
Joy Innate sahajcinanda 

These joys are related fundamentally with sexual experience, envisaged 
as fourfold because 'everything goes in fours' (I. i .  30). Joy is the contact 
of lotus and vajra; perfect joy is the desire for yet more; the joy of 
cessation comes from the destruction of passion and the joy innate is a 
.transcending experience sprung from the preceding joy (I. viii. 32-33 
and K's commentary, vol. 11, p. 127). 

The four joys are experienced at four successive moments (ksana, q.v.), 
with which they are in a sense identical. Their relationship with the four 
consecrations (abhi~eka, q.v.) is more complex. The Master-Consecra- 
tion bestows them in anticipation; the Secret Consecration involves their 
actual experience by the master and their essence, still unrealized, is 
transferred to the pupil; in the Consecration of Knowledge of PrajEti 
the pupil experiences them directly. His experience leads to the Fourth 
Consecration, which is identical with the Joy Innate. Schematically, 
however, the four joys are placed parallel with the consecrations and it 
is explicitly stated (see K, vol. 11, p. 132) that the first joy is experienced 
in the first consecration, the second in the second and so on. This would 
seem to be the esoteric interpretation arising from mystic experience 
(see sa?nvara, p. 138,). Concerning the possible variation in the order of 
the last two joys see p. 35. 

bhzvani. Meaning literally 'causing to be', this is one of the words which 
I have translated as 'meditation' (compare dhyzna). I t  means 'meditation' 
in the special sense of mental production or thought-creation, corres- 
ponding with the emanative process of meditation discussed below (see 
utpattikvama). One may observe that 'being' (bhava) and 'meditation' 
(bhzvani) are in essence identical. The first, which just 'is', is normally 
regarded in a falsified condition by ordinary men as a result of original 
accidental defilement (Zgantukamala). The second is a deliberate pro- 
duction of 'being' in an idealized form, of which the mandala is the 
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complete expression, and by means of this deliberate production the true 
nature of 'being' itself is spontaneously realized. 

bindu. Meaning literally a 'drop' or a 'point', In'ndu refers pae-eminently to 
the point at the centre of the mandala, where all 'thought-creation' 
(bhciuani) is absorbed. Hence it represents the Void (JGnyata') or the 
'Moon', which is the bodhicitta in its absolute aspect. 'Through identifica- 
tion of terminology it may also mean the bodhicitta in its relative aspect; 
thus it may be known as the white bindu, being paired with 'blood', 
which by analogy is called the red bindu. The Tibetan term tliig-le (also 
used to translate Sanskrit tilaka) is the usual word for semen. I t  occurs 
glossed with bodhidta on pp. 94 fn. and 95 fn. 

cakra. Literally 'wheel' or 'circle', cakra refers pre-eminently to the circle 
of divine forms of which the mandala consists. Hence it may mean 
'manifested being', viz. 'existence' in relation with the 'point' (bindu), 
where all manifestation is absorbed. Cakra is also used in a technical 
sense to refer to the 'psychic centres' within the yogin's body, envisaged 
as lotuses with radiating petals (see K, vol. 11, p. 107). In  the literal 
sense of 'wheel', it is the symbol of the Buddha-Family of Vairocana. 

dzkini. This curious term, of which I have so far found no adequate 
definition, refers in Buddhist tantric tradition to a type of yogini, with 
which word it is all but synonomous. I t  is commonly related with the 
Sanskrit verbal root di 'to fly', and represents that 'perfection which acts 
throughout the whole of space' (K, vol. 11, p. 142). The Tibetan transla- 
tion mkhah-kro-ma means 'she who goes in the sky'. 

The dikinis par excellence are the five yoginis who are identified with 
the five Buddhas and represent the unity of existence (samoara). See 
diagram VIII, p. 130. On the other hand, the yoginis of flesh and blood, 
with whom the yogins come together at places of pilgrimage, may also be 
referred to as dcikinis. However, their divine, rather mystic, aspect tends 
to predominate, especially in later Tibetan tradition. 

In  Hindu tantric tradition they appear as the attendants of KEIi, the 
Great Goddess, and their flesh-eating propensities relate them closely 
with the ritual feasts of tantric yogins (see Index, 'feasting'). They belong 
to the lowest stratum of tantric practice, but are purified in interpretation 
and elevated as supreme symbols. 

dhycina. Derived from the root dhyai, 'to think or ponder', it is the general 
word for 'meditation'. Compare the special sense of bhZvanii, q.v. The 
Tibetan translation bsam-gtan means literally 'mind-composure'. 

japa. Repetitive recitation of set formulas (mantra), which has the effect 
of directing the mind one-pointedly upon the divine form, with which 
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the particular formula is traditionally related. Beads are normally em- 
ployed for counting. 

ksana. . . Moment. There are four moments, marking the stages of the four joys : 
Variety vicitra 
Development vipika 
Consummation vimarda 
Blank vilaksana 

My use of 'consummation' for vimarda represents an interpretation and 
not a translation. Vimarda, which actually means 'rubbing' is regularly 
glossed by ilocana, 'reflection', viz. the reflection that bliss has been 
experienced oneself (see pp. 35 and 95). 

mahimudri. See mudri. 

mandala. Sphere of divinity, mystic circle, idealized representation of 
existence. I t  may be produced mentally (see bhivani and utpattikrama), 
marked out temporarily on the ground, or painted in permanent form. 

mantra. Mystic formula or spell, deriving its power from traditional 
association with a particular divinity or a desired result. I t  is rendered 
effective by means of repetitive recitation (japa) combined with medita- 
tion (dhyina). 

mudra. The basic meaning is seal or sign, especially a hand-sign, which is 
the literal interpretation of the Tibetan term phyag-rgya. The  related 
meaning 'symbol', presumably reached by way of 'symbolic gesture', 
has led to this word being used in a variety of special meanings, which 
seem at first to take one far from the basic meaning. As everything goes 
in fours (I. i. 30)' there are four Mudrii: 

karmamudrG 'Rite Symbol' 
samayamudri 'Convention Symbol' 
dharmamudri 'Truth Symbol' 
mahimudri 'Great Symbol' 

The karmamudvi refers to the feminine partner, normally known as the 
Prajfii ('Wisdom'), who plays an essential part in the second and third 
consecrations (see abhiseka). The term mudvi itself is commonly used 
as a synonym for Prajiii in this special sense (see Index). 

The samayamudrZ refers to the use of conventional symbolic forms in 
meditation, e.g. concentration upon Heruka. See samaya below. 

The dharmamudri refers to realization of the Absolute itself (dhar- 
madhitu). 

The mahiimudri is identical with the Joy Innate and is the final goal 
of the tantric yogin's practice. As such, it is one of the names given to 
their whole school. 

136 
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This set of four is not referred to explicitly in the Hevajra-tantra, 
where the only terms in use are mudra' in the sense of feminine partner1 
and mahiimudra', which is used not only to refer to the final goal, but also 
in the sense of partner, for she is identified with the central vein, 
Avadhfti, the blazing Ca&Zli who is Naira'tmya' (11. iv. 40-47). 

In the Advayavajrasamgraha (pp. 32 ff.) there is a short work on the 
Four Mudra', of which the correct title is Catutmudra'niicayaZ and the 
author in fact the Mah&'ddha NigZrjuna, who was master of Advaya- 
vajra (alias Maitypa). The mudra' are discussed there in the order: 
karmamudra'-dharmamudra'-mahcimudrii-samayamudra' ; the first three 
are conceived of as definite grades of realization, but the last seems to be 
added without any integral connexion with the others. In his own short 
work on the subject (CaturmudropadeSa, Narthang Tenjur, vol. xlvii, pp. 
zzob-zzqa) Maitrpa sets the four symbols side by side with the four joys: 

karmamudrci a'nanda 
dharmamudrci paramZnanda 
mahcimudra' sahaja'nanda 
samayamudra' viramZnanda 

Maitypa's argument for placing the Joy Innate third has been given 
briefly on p. 35. If this comes third, then the maha'mudra' must also be 
placed third. One suspects here an artificial scheme, for it is associated 
with no improved interpretation of them as a coherent set. 

nitZrthalneyZrtha. See adhya'tmika. 

prajiiZ. Wisdom, one of the two supreme coefficients of final enlighten- 
ment, of which Means (upzya, q.v.) is the other. In Buddhist tantrus the 
feminine partner is properly known as prajiia', and this is the usual 
meaning of the term throughout the Hevajra-tantra. The Hindu term 
iakti is never used and would be quite inappropriate (s& p. 44). Other 
terms in use are mudra' (q.v.), widya' (q.v.) and yogini, which however, 
has the more general meaning of any feminine practiser. 

siidhana. Evocation, viz. the envisaging and calling forth of a divinity, 
normally by means of repetitive recitation (japa) of the appropriate 
formula (mantra) and by meditation (dhyzna) upon his formal representa- 
tion. Thus a written szdhana of a divinity usually provides a full 
description of his form and attributes together with his special formula. 

samaya. The basic meaning is that of 'coming together' in the literal sense 
of 'concurrence'. In tantric practice it refers to the 'concurrence' of 

' It is also used in the basic sense of 'sign' and in the special sense of 'symbolic adorn- 
ments', of which a set of five symbolize the Five Buddhas. In these two senses a masculine 
form mudra or mudrana is sometimes used. See Index. 

a The Tibetan translation is in the Narthang Tenjur, vol. xlvi, pp. 8ob-830. 
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absolute being and phenomenal forms, by means of which the practiser 
may experience that which by its very nature he would otherwise have 
no means of experiencing. The mandala and the different forms of the 
divinities are means of just such a kind. In this sense we may translate 
samaya as 'conventional form', observing that 'con-vention' has also the 
literal meaning of 'coming together'. Samaya also refers to types of 
ritual food. The meaning is still the same, but it has seemed suitable to 
use the term 'sacrament' in these contexts. The samaya is always the 
outward sign of an inner hidden power. The Tibetan term dam-tshk 
means primarily 'pledge' or 'guarantee', which is precisely the function 
of the 'sacrament'. 

samvara. 'Bond' or 'Union', translated by Tibetan sdom-pa, which has the 
same meaning. I t  may be used in the sense of religious observation 
(I. vi. 24 and 11. iii. 29)' but more commonly in that of mystic union. 
Thus the Innate is described as the 'single union of all forms' (I. x. 41) 
and Vajrasattva, supreme buddha-being, as the 'single union of all 
elements' (11. x. I). Samvara has a special technical use in the sense of 
the union within the yogin's body, the 'internal mandala' (see I. i. 21 ff. 
and 11. iv. 48 ff.). Here it can refer to the union of macrocosm and 
microcosm as well as to the union of the two coefficients (represented by 
the two outer veins) in the central vein of the body, which is also the 
centre and union of all phenomenal forms. This unity is conceived of as 
a consuming by cosmic fire and this consuming is the consummation of 
the yogin's practice, his reintegration with the Innate, the supreme 
buddha-being. One may note in this respect the Tibetan translation 
of Samvara (= Samvara, a form of Heruka) as 'Supreme Bliss' (bde- 
mchog). 

siddhi. 'Attainment' in the sense of 'Perfection' when referring to the 
highest religious striving; in the sense of 'Success' when referring to 
meaner objectives (see Index, rites). 

tantra. Literally the 'warp' of woven fabric, the term tantra refers to a 
clearly definable type of ritual text common to both Hindu and Buddhist 
tradition, concerned with the evoking of divinities and the gaining of 
various kinds of siddhi by means of mantra, dhya'na, mudra' and mandala. 
K glosses the term with prabandha, 'connected discourse' and defines 
our work under three aspects: as a hetu-tantra ('cause-tantra'), members 
of the vajra-family being the cause; as a phala-tantra ('result-tantra'), 
the perfected form of Hevajra being the result; as an upa'ya-tantra 
('means-tantra'), the way which it teaches being the means (vol. 11, 
p. 105). The Hevajra-tantra is in fact a yogini-tantra as distinguished 
from a yoga-tantra (see p. 132 above, also Buddhist Hima'laya, p. 203). 
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According to another mode of grouping, it is classed as an anuttwayoga- 
tantra, a 'tantra of supreme yoga', for it is the means to the highest form 
of siddhi.' Five classes of tantras are mentioned by K:  kriya', cwya', 
yoga, yogottara and yoganiruttara (vol. 11, p. 156)~ but the number was 
traditionally fixed at four (for everything goes in fours) and it was in 
four such groups that the Tibetans later arranged their impressive 
collection. As grades they are associated, probably quite artificially, with 
the four consecrations (abhyeka) and typified by the four gestures of the 
'smile', &c. 

kriyz-tantra Master Consecration smile 
carya'-tantra Secret Consecration gaze 
yoga-tantra Knowledge of Prajiia' embrace 
anuttarayoga-tantra Fourth Consecration union 

'In some kriyZ-tantras the smile indicates the impassioning of the Wis- 
dom and Means of the divinities, by which symbolizing (vis'uddhi, q.v.) 
the Master Consecration is indicated; in some cuyi-tantras the mutual 
gaze indicates their impassioning, by which symbolizing the Secret 
Consecration is indicated; in some yoga-tantras the embrace indicates 
their impassioning, by which symbolizing the Consecration in Know- 
ledge of Prajtz is indicated; in some anuttarayoga-tantras the union 
indicates their impassioning, by which symbolizing the Fourth Con- 
secration is indicated' (K, vol. 11, p. 142). 

K also refers to the universally authoritative nature (smcidhikciritvam) 
of this Hevajra-tantra which is authoritative in that it is yogini-niruttara 
in kind (loc. cit.). It is suitable for women as well as men of all three 
grades: weak, medium, and strong sensibility (vol. 11, p. 126). See the 
references to these grades under abhi!eka. 

upzya. 'Means', one of the two supreme coefficients of final enlightenment, 
of which Wisdom(prajiC, q.v.) is the other. For references to this pair, 
Wisdom and Means, sek the Index. The Meanspar excellence is Hevajral 
Heruka, with whom the yogin must identify himself (see pp. 32-33, 
41. I. x. 30, 11. iv. 78). In the rite of union the feminine partner isprajG 
and the yogin himself is upZya (I. x. 7). 

utpattikrama and utpanna- or sampannakama. These two terms refer 
cosmologically to the manifestation ( u t p a )  and reabsorption (pralaya) 
of phenomenal existence, and thus to the special technique of meditation 
which imitates this twofold process, thus identifying microscosm and 
macrocosm. By thought-creation (bhCvanZ, q.v.) the yogin produces an 
idealized form of existence, symbolized by the divinities of the mandala. 
This is the utpattikrama, 'Process of Emanation'. He conceives of 

It might also be called a mah6yoga-tantra; see Roerich, Blue Annals, p. 7 5 3 .  
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himself as the centre of the process, and drawing the forms into his own 
heart, realizes his essential identity with the central all-comprehending 
divinity. This is the utpannakrama, 'Process of Realization'. For refe- 
rences see the Index. 

wajra. In  early (Vedic) times the vajra was the divine weapon of Indra, 
god of the sky and lord of thunder and storm. I n  this context the 
obvious 'translation is 'thunderbolt'. The Tibetans use the term rdo-rje, 
literally 'lord of stones'. I t  symbolizes pre-eminently whatever is be- 
lieved to be indestructible; thus it also has the meaning of 'diamond'. 
In  the tantras vajra indicates the absolute nature of whatever it may be 
referred to. Thus Vajrasattva means 'Absolute Being', viz. supreme 
buddha-being. VajraganlhG means 'bell of the absolute', viz. the bell 
used in the rite of supreme realization. Everything associated with this 
intention assumes vajra-nature and the word is scattered freely through- 
out the texts. As an epithet I have used 'adamantine'. Vajradhatu, 
'adamantine sphere' is the Absolute itself, personified as the Supreme 
Buddha Vajrasattva, 'Adamantine Being'. Also in use is the adjective 
wajrin, used in our text either of Hevajra himself or by the pupil addres- 
sing his master (vajraguru or vajricZrya). See vajrin in the Index. The 
concealed meaning of wajra is male organ; as such it pairs with 'lotus' 
(padma). 

Vajradhara and Vajradh~k. 'Holder of the Vaiya'. 
Vajradhrk is the name by which the master addresses the pupil during 

the rite (see Index). Vajradhara is used in the Hevajra-tantra (11. iv. 3 I ; 
vi. 3) referring to masters, who belong to the tradition. I t  is already 
established in the SavvatathZgatatattvasa?ngraha as the title of supreme 
buddhahood and is in general use by the Buddhist tantric yogins 
(84 siddhas). Our commentators refer to the Supreme Buddha both as 
Vajrasattva and Vajradhara. Ak~obhya, the Buddha 'Imperturbable', 
as head of the vajra-family, is also Vajrasattva in essence and so may be 
considered Supreme Buddha by his family, to which those of the 
tradition of Hevajra belong. 

Vajrasattva. See vajra. 

wajrin. See vajra. 

widyz. 'Spell' in the special sense of the formula (mantra), which is the 
verbal expression of a divinity. Llke 'speech' (vzk) it is considered as 
the feminine aspect and thus becomes one of the names for the feminine 
partner (see Buddhist HimZlaya, pp. 288, 289). I t  is used in the Hevajra- 
tantra exclusively in the sense of 'feminine partner', i.e. as a synonym 
for prajiiz. 
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wz's'uddhi. Meaning literally 'purification', this word refers to the process, 
whereby the various divinities symbolize the macrocosm and microcosm 
under their several aspects, thus identifying them with aspects of buddha- 
hood. Thus the Five Yoginis (diagram VIII, p. 129) 'symbolize' on one 
side the five evils and on the other the five aspects of wisdom. This 
active symbolizing (en's'uddhi) represents the intended effect of any 'con- 
ventional' or 'sacramental' form (samaya, q.v.). For references see the 
Index, purification. 

yoga. This is the one item for which it is scarcely practicable to give index- 
references, for the whole of the Hewajra-tantra is concerned with yoga, 
both in the sense of 'union' and that of the schemes, rites and practices, 
which should produce realization of that union. This tantra teaches the 
supreme type of yoga (anuttarayoga), which is the final identification and 
unifying of the macrocosm in the body of the yogin. The main technical 
terms used have their equivalents in the Hathayoga tradition (see P. C. 
Bagchi, 'Some Technical Terms of the Tantras', Calcutta Orientd 
Journal, vol. i, no. 2, Nov. 1933, pp. 75-88). Given a more limited 
meaning, yoga refers to union with one's chosen divinity; one may note 
in this respect the terms samzhitayoga, 'concentrated yoga', and nirantara- 
yoga, 'continuous yoga' (p. 89 fn.). This is, however, but one of the 
means which will lead to the supreme yoga. 





I N D E X  
References to the Hevajra-tantra itself are given by tlokat (dl.); elsewhere by paga  

(pp.). Numerals I and 11, preceding chapter and $1. nos., refer therefore to Parts I and I1 
of the tantra. There are a few page references to volume 11 and these are clearly shorn  
0s:  vol. 11. , 

Bracketed 61. nos. will not be found in the English version (vol. I), but only in the 
Sanskrit and Tibetan (vol. 11). 

Significant references are shown in italics. 
t indicates an entry in the Glossary. 

abhidharma, p. 19. 
tabhi$eka, see conaecration(s). 
absolute, see parinifpanno and relative/ 

absolute. 
icdrya, see master. 
dcbrydhi$eka (master's consecration), see 

consecration(s). 
tadhi~lhdna, see empowerment. 
Adhy6iayasamcodanasiiha, p. 6 fn. 
Adibuddhatantra, p. 67 fn. 
adornments, five symbols (tmudrd), p. I I ; 

dl. I. iii. 13-14, vi. 2-3, 11-12, viii. 16, 
17, x. 31, 11. v. 3, 34, vi. 1-4, ix. 12. 

Advayavajra (alias Maitma, AvadhOtipa), 
pp. xi, 9fn. ,  ~ o f n . ,  15, 18, 21 fn., 35, 
40 fn., 137. 

&mtuka (accidental), pp. 20, 22; 61. 11. iv. 
69. 

A H A ~  ('1'). pp. 26, 37; 41. I. i. 31, vii. 25, 
viii. 39, 41, 47, 11. ii. 37-41, iv. 47, 62. 

alyara, see syllable. 
Akgobhya ('Imperturbable'), pp. 25,28,29, 

60 fn., 84 fn., 128, 129, 140; $1. I. v. 12, 
vi. 11, 11. ii. 54, iv. 79, 81, 101, 103, xi. 
3, 5; = bodhin'tta, p. 25, 61. I. i. 15. 

daymijn'dna (store-consciousness), p. 3. 
ALI and KALI (vowels and consonants), pp. 

26,27, 36;dl. I. i. 21, 30,v. 19,viii. 5, 
8. 11. 

didha, a bodily posture, 41. I. x. 30. 
ambrosia (am~ta), 61. I. ii. 20, 22, iv. 2, 

vi. 4, xi. 9, 11. iii. 38, 46, iv. 39, ix. 9. 
Arnitebha ('Boundless Light'), pp. 28, 29, 

128, 129; 61. I. V. 12, vi. 11, 11. ii. 55, iv. 
101, xi. 4, 7. 

Amoghasiddhi ('Infallible Success'), 81. I. 
v. 12, vi. 11, 11. ii. 56, iv. 101, xi. 4, 6; 
pp. 128, 129. 

amrta, see ambrosia. 
andgamin (non-returner), p. 35. 
ttinanda, see Joy(s). 
Anangavajra (siddha), pp. 13, 16. 
apabhramia (dialect), p. 14 fn., vol. 11, p. ix; 

41. I. ix. 20, 11. iv. 6-8, 67, 71, 91-92, v. 
2-23, 68. 

Arbuda (n. pr.), il. I. vii. 14. 
arhat ('worthy', early disciple who had 

experienced m'm4a), pp. 35, I 12 fn. 

mjaka (bread-fruit), p. 52 fn. 
Arolik (= ArnitHbha), 81. I. v. 12. 

mripadMtu (formlees sphere), see Threefold 
World. 

d o h ,  name of a tree, day of a month, 61. 1. 
ii. 26. 

Mvapada (siddha), p. I 2. 

d t m n  (self), pp. 24, 28 ; 41. I. x. I 2. 

Avadhriti, see Veins. 
dyatma (basis of consciousnees), 61. I. ix. 2, 

11. iii. 31, 34, iv. 50. 

Bagchi, Prabodh Chandra, pp. xi, 9 fn., 
141. 

bandhrika-flower, pp. 55 fn., 58 h. 
bell ( g h t t i ) ,  p. 24; 81. I. iii. 18, 11. ii. q, 

iii. 13, 21, viii. 7, xii. I. 

BhadrapHda (Bha-@-tabs), pp. xi, 14 and h. 
Bhattacharya, Benoytosh, pp. viii, xi. 
t6kioarui (conceiving, thought-creation, 

meditation), p. 34; 61. I. i. 10, 11, iv. 3, 
vi. 6, 13,xi. 14, II.iv.9. 

bhikfu (monk), 61. 11. iv. 63. 
BhDcari ('Earth-wanderer'), pp. 28, 126, 

128; 61. I. ii. 34, viii. 15, ix. 11, 14, 11. iv. 
19, 23, 96, 98. 

bhrimi (stage), 61. I. vii. 12, 11. iv. 64. 
bhrita (spirit), 41. 11. iv. 95. 
bija, see seed. 
tbindu (point), pp. 19, 26, 29, 95 fn., 135. 
blood (rdto), pp. 25, 27, 36, 37; 61. I. i. 15, 

iii. 17, viii. 21, 11. iii. 59, ix. 13, X. 4. 
bodhin'tta ('thought of enlightenment'), pp. 

25-26, 27, 34, 36, 37, 56 fn.; 81. I. vi. 9, 
viii. 27, 11. ii. 18, 54, iii. 27, 47, iv. 26, 
28-29, 35, xii. 2 ; see also iukra. 

bodhisattoo ('Would-be Buddha'), pp. 3, 
23, 4-41, 56 fn., 97 fn.; 61. I. vii. 11, 
x. 3, I 1 . i ~ .  31.v.40,xii. 2. 

body (ktiya), see buddhakiya and Threefold 
Formula of Personality. 

books, 61. 11. vii. 1-4. 
BrahrnH, 41. I. v. 12-13, 11. iv. 91, V. 37. 
brahmabija (paldja tree), p. 53 fn. 
BrHhma~, 61. I. v. 2, 5, 11. iii. 62; p. 

128. 
brahma-rr'h6ra ('brahma-abode', a medita- 

tional practice), il. I. iii. I and fn. 
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breath, pp. 27, 36, 39, 114 fn.; 81. I. iii. 16, 
xi. 3. 

Buddha-Families, p. 30; 81. I. iv. 3, v. 4, 10, 
vi. 5, 11. ii. 58-61, iii. 61-63, iv. 15-19, 
79-88, 100-3, viii. 6, xi. 1-9. 

buddhakdya (Buddha-bodies), pp. 28, 29, 
37-38; 81. I. i. 23, 11. iv. 51-55, 59-60. 

Buddhahood, as threefold, pp. 28, 61 fn.; 
61. 11. iv. 97-99; as fivefold, pp. 29, 3 I ,  

43, 50, 61 fn., 128-9; 81. I. ii. 2, iii. 14, 
iv. 2, vi. I 1-12, I 5, viii. 17, 11. ii. 53-57, 
iv. 100-3, vi. 4, ix. 12, xi. 1-9; as sixfold, 
p. 61 fn.;81. I. v. 12, 11. iv. 100-3,xi. 5-7. 

Bu-ston, pp. xii, 12, 15-16, 40 fn. 

tcakra, circle, mandala, figurative repre- 
sentation, 61. I. i. 23, viii. 1-3, x. 25, 28, 
11. iii. 38, iv. 29, 97, v. 6, 29, xi. 2 ;  
wheel, 11. v. 35, 53, xi. 4 ;  see also psychic 
centres. 

cakri (circlet, crown), p. I I ; 81. I. iii. 14, 
vi. 2, viii. 17, 11. vi. 3 ; see also ,tiara. 

camphor, see karpcra. 
CandHli, pp. 27, 36-37, 102 fn., 126, 127, 

128;Ol. I . i .31,i i i .  1 0 , ~ . 2 , 7 , v i i i .  14,ix. 
10, 11. iv. 17, 83, v. 18, 22, 33, ix. 13. 

CandikH, I. i. 18. 
Caritra (n. pr.), I. vii. 17. 
caste, 11. iii. .45, iv. 76. 
caturtha (fourth), see consecration(s). 
Cauri, pp. I 26, 127; 81. I. iii. 9, viii. 14, ix. 

I I , . I ~ ;  11. ivl 18, 88, v. 14, 30, 35, ix. 25, 
26, 33. 

cemetery (imaidna), 81. I. ii. 20, 21, iii. 16, 
vi.6,vii. 10, 18, I I . i i i . 4 9 , ~ . 5 1 , v i i . 7 , 8 .  

citta, see mind, thought. 
colours, p. 38 fn.; 61. I .  ii. 20, viii. 22-23, 

x . 4 ,  11. i i . 3 2 , ~ .  51,vi.7,xi.5-7. 
Combaz, Gisbert, p. 73 fn. 
compass, points of, pp. 29, 126; 61. I. ix. 

10-12, x. 28-29, 11. iv. 91, v. 14-18. 
compassion (karund, krpd), pp. 23, 24, 102 

fn. 2 ;  61. I. i. 2, 7, 10, iii. I ,  8, vi. 23, vii. 
21, 22, viii. 15, x. 42, 11. v. 20, 23, vi. 11, 

ix. 3. 
consecration (pratifthd), 61. 11. i. 1-5. 
consecration(s) (tabhifeka), pp. 34-3 5, 38, 

13 1-3 ; 81. I. iv passim, 11. ii. 31, iii. 1-2, 
10-20, iv. 36-39, v. 42 fn., 64-66, xii. 
passim. 

convention, symbolic form (tsamaya), p. 
137; 81. I. i. 5, vi. 24, xi. 6, 11. ii. 19, iii. 
29, 53, 55 ; see also sacrament. 

corpse, 81. I. iii. 4, 16, I 8, vii. 21, viii. 4, 19, 
21, I1.iii. 56 , iv .8 ,v i .7 ,v i i .8 .  

crown, pp. I I ,  95 fn., 131 ; see cakri, tiara. 
Cundi,  61. 11. iv. 65. 

damaru, see drum. 
dance, p. I I ; 61. I. vi. 10, 13, 11. iv. 2, 8-x2, 

v. 26, 34, 62. 
Dirika (n. pr.), p. 14. 
Dasgupta, Shashi Bhusan, pp. viii, xii, 5 fn., 

38 fn. 
Daughter, 81. I. v. 17, 11. v. 59. 
day and night, p. 26; 81. I. vii. 23. 
Devikota (n. pr.), 81. I. vii. 13. 
dharmadhdtu, 'whole of existence', 81. I. iii. 

4 ;  'sphere of thought', 81. 11. iv. 44, 47. 
dharmnkdya (Body of the Absolute), see 

buddhak@la. 
Dharrnakirti (commentator-D), pp. xi, 

13 fn., 14 fn., 15, 28, 35, 38 fn. and fns. 
passim. 

dhdtu, sphere (of consciousness), 61. 11. iii. 
35 ; see also dharmadhdtu. 

tdhydna (meditation), 91. I. v. 21, vi. 24, 
11. ii. 8, iii. 42, ix. 6. 

'dhyini-buddhas', see buddhahood. 
dohd (mystic song), pp. xi, 14 fn., 37. 
domba (outcast), 61. 11. iii. 45. 
Qombi ('Outcast'), pp. 37, 126, 128; 61. I. 

iii. lo, v. 6, 18, viii. 14, ix. 10, 16, 11. iii. 
62, iv .8 ,  18 ,22 ,85 ,86 ,v .  18,23,ix.  13. 

Qombi-heruka (siddha), pp. 13, 16. 
dream, see suapna. 
drum, 61. I. iii. 10, iv. 2, vi. 12, 17, 11. iii. 

57, 58, iv. 6, v. 30, 54. 
duesa, see wrath. 

elements (mahrfbh6ta), pp. 31, 32,38,66 fn., 
127; 81. I. v. 10, viii. 2, 52, ix. 2, 16, 
x. 35, 38-40, 11. ii. 52-57, iv. 67, 79-88, 
ix. 13. 

Eliade, Mircea, pp. xii, 4 fn., 25. 
empowerment, effective power (tadhip 

thdna, prabhGua), 81. I. ii. 10, iv. 3, 
viii. 51, II . i i .31,i i i .  39,iv. 13,29,vi .8 ,  
xii. 5 ; p. I 18 fn. 

EVAM, p. 94 fn. 2 ;  81. I. i. 22, 11. ii. 38, iii. 
2-6, iv. 30, 56, (90). 

Evans-Wentz, W. Y., pp. xii, 36. 
evils, three, p. 28; 61. 11. iv. 102; five, p. 29, 

129; 81. I. viii. 48, ix. 17, 11. iii. 51-52 
(goddesses), iv. I 6-19, I 01. 

Falk, Marya, p. 6 fn. 
Father, 81. I. v. 21, 11. xii. 4. 
feasting (bhojana), 81. 11. iii. I ,  21, vii. 6-1 3 ; 

see also sacraments. 
Fire, pp. 26-27, 32, 36; 41. 1. iii. 3, 5, viii. 2, 

11. i. 37, iii. 37, iv. 67, ix. 5, (32). 
flesh, 81. I. vii. 21, 28, xi. 11, 11. iii. 21, 56, 

6 0 , ~ . 6 1 , v i i .  10,ix.  13 ,x .  5. 
'fools', pp. 8, 43, 69 fn. 2, 81 fn.;  81. 11. ii. 

td&ini(s), pp. 9, 135; 61. I. x. 36, 11. iii. 3, 
38, 39. 

37, iv. 77, v. 70. 
four, sets of, pp. 35, 38; 81. I. i. 22-30. 
fruits (phala), 81. 11. iv. 56-58. 
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Gaurl, pp. 126, 127, 129; 41. I. ii. 34, iii. 9, 
viii. 6, 13, 14, ix. 8, 11, 13, x. 28, 11. iv. 
16,18,20,22,87, v. 13,30,34,35, (ix. 30). 

gazes (d.r$fi), 41. I. i. 8, xi. 1-7. 
ghanfhd, see bell. 
Ghasmari, pp. 126, 127 ; 61. I. iii. 9, viii. 14, 

ix. 11, 13, 11. iv. 19, 23, 88, v. 16, 35, 
(ix. 28, 32). 

girl (= prajiici q.v.), 41. I. vi. 8-9, 11. ii. 
17-21. 

gita, see song. 
Glasenapp, H. v., pp. xii, 42 fn. 
Godgvari (n. pr.), 51. I. vii. 14. 
Goddesses (referring to goddesses proper, 

e.g. Locani, &c. q.v., but also used as a 
title for the yoginis), pp. 3-31 ; 41. I. i. 22, 
iii. 8-10, iv. I ,  3, viii. 2, 1-20, ix. 8-18, 
11. iv. 15-23, 65-67, v. 13-37, xii. 3. 

mGos-lha-btsas (translator), p. 14 fn. 
grcihaka/grcihya (subjectlobject), pp. 20, 27, 

4 8 f n . ; 8 l . I . i . z o , i x . 5 , ~ . 3 3 .  
Griinwedel, p. xii. 
guhyibhifeka (Secret Consecration), see con- 

secration(~). 
Guhyasamaia-tantra, pp. viii, xi, qq fn., 

56 fn., 61 fn., 77 fn. 
Giinther, Herbert, pp. xiii, 6 fn., 28 fn. 
guru, see master. 

Harikela (n. pr.), 81. I. vii. 15. 
heat, 81. I. vi. 7. 
Heiler, Friedrich, pp. xii, 56 fn. 
hell, p. 86 fn. I ; 81. I. vi. 22, viii. 53, 11. ii. 

12. 

Heruka, PP. 30, 32, 33, 35, 53 fn., 56 fn., 
58 fn.; 61. I. i. I I ,  ii. 20, iii. 4, iv. 2-3, 
vi. 4, vii. 26-27, 11. ii. 2, 4, 25, iv. 9, v. 
70, ix. 2, 10. 

Hevajra, PP. 10, 23, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32, 39; 
41. I. i. 6-7, ii. 3, 20, 24, vi. I ,  10, viii. 55, 
x. 16, 30,xi. 8 ,g ,  11. iii. 65, iv. 5, 24.76, 
78, 89, v. 1-3, 7-12, 21, 24-26, 43, vi. 5, 
6, vii. 9, viii. 6, 10. 

Hezlajrasekaprakri>~6, pp. xi, 96 fn., I 3 I fn. 
HirnHdri (n. pr.), 91. I. vii. 14. 
HinayHna, p. 56 fn. 
homa, see oblation. 
homeopathic notions, 81. I. i. I I ,  ix. 19, 

11. ii. 46-51, iv. 71-72, ix. 8-9. 
hook, p. 55 fn.; 81. I. iv. I ,  xi. 13. 
Hsiian-Tsang, pp. I fn., 29 fn., 41. 

I Tsing, p. I fn. 
Indra, 81. I. vi. 25, 11. iv. 91, v. 37; p. 126. 
Indrabhati (siddha), pp. 12, 13 and fn., 14. 
indriya (organ or faculty of sense), p. 67 fn. ; 

see sense-faculty. 
Innate (sahaja), pp. 22, 35, 37, 38; 81. 1. 

viii. 22, 27, 30, 32, 34, x. 17, 34, 41, 11. 
ii. 44, iv. 27, 42, 45, v. 7, (vi. s), viii. 5;  
(= Joy Innate, see also Joys). 

irwd (envy), see evib. 
i;tadeuatd (chosen divinity), see rvqfa- 

deuata. 

j a r a t  (waking state), p. 35; 61. I. viii. 43, 
x. 19. 

Jalandhara (n. pr.) 61. I. vii. 12. 

JHlandhari (siddha), pp. I I f n ,  13 and fn., 
14 fn. 

tjapa (repetitive recitation), dl.  I. v. 19. 
Joys (tdnandu), pp. 34-35, 36, 38; 61. I. i. 

28, viii. 3-35. x. 13, 15, 17-18, xi. lo, 
II.ii.40,61,iii. 5 , ~ 1 o ,  zt,v.66,70. 

bKah-rgyud-pa (Ka-gyii-pa), pp. lo, I 5. 
&la (time), dl. I. x. 12. 

kalaia (jar, vessel), 41. I. ii. 28, iv. 2, x. 22, 

11. v. 51, 56. 
Kalinga (n. pr.), $1. I. vii. 16, 11. iii. 57, 

iv. 7. 
kimadhatu (sphere of desire), see Threefold 

World. 
Kgmaru (n. pr.), p. 9. 
KHmarDpa (n. pr.), I. vii. 12. 
Kampala (si&), pp. 11 fn.; 12, 13, 16, 

vol. 11, p. viii. 
Kiiicika (n. pr.), 41. I. vii. I 5. 
Kiinha (Kr~na) (commentator-K), pp. vii, 

xi, 9, 13-14 and fns., w,  and fm. pasrim. 
KHnha (commentator-K 2), pp. xi, 14 fn. 
Kanjur (bKah-hgyur), see Tibetan Canon. 
kapcila, see skull. 
karma (action), dl. I. viii. 47, 11. ii. 12, iv. 

57; buddha-family (q.v.), I. vi. 5 9 .  
KarrnHrapH@ka (n. pr.), 51. I. vii. 13. 
kurpCra ('camphor'), pp. 25, 90 fn., 41. 11. 

ii. 18, iii. 59, iv. 7, 13, 27, (36, 38,) 40, 
v. 60, (viii. 4, xi. 15). 

kart?, see knife. 
karqd,  see compassion. 
KHrunyapHtaka (n. pr.), 81. I. vii. 13. 
kciya, see buddhkciya and Threefold 

Formula of Personality. 
Kayasthavddha (siddha), see Tarikadisa. 
khatvcinga (gruesome wand), p. 55 fn. ; $1. 

I. iii. 15, vi. 12, 17, viii. 19, 21. 

Khecari ('Sky-wanderer'), pp. 28, 126, 128 ; 
61. I. ii.34,viii. 15,ix. 12, 14, 1 I . i ~ .  19, 
23, 96, 98, (ix. 17). 

kleia (molestation), p. 1 12 fn. I ; 61. I. v. I 5, 
ix. 2. 

knife (kartrka-), 81. I. ii. 22, iii. 18, viii. 16, 
18, 20, X. 28, 11. V. 30, 54. 

Kokona (n. pr.), 91. I. vii. 16. 
Kollagiri (n. pr.), 81. 11. iv. 6. 
Kolala (n. pr.), 91. I. vii. 17. 
Krorn, p. 6 fn. 
Kpna, see KHnha. 
tksana, see Moment. 
Kubera (god of wealth), 61-11. V. 37, p. 126. 
kula, see Buddha-Families. 
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Kulati (n. pr.), 91. I. vii. 14. 
Kurukull6, pp. 16, 54 fn.; 91. I. ii. 19, xi. 

12, (11. ix. 25). 

Lolana', see Veins. 
Larnpaa (n. pr.), 41. I. vii. 15. 
la Vallte Pousein, Louis de, pp. vii, xi, 

29 fn. 
Lhvi, Sylvain, pp. xii, 6 fn., a1 fn., 29 fn. 
LocanH, &c., pp. 3 I ,  73 fn. 3 ; 81. I. i. 22, 3 I, 

iv. 3, 11. iv. 65. 
lotus (padma), pp. 24, 27; 91. 1. viii. 3, 26, 

x. 38, 11. ii. 24, iii. 28, 60, v. 52,63, xi. 4, 
xii. 5. 

Mddhyamika, pp. viii, 3 fn., 7, 19-20, 28; 
41. 11. viii. 10. 

tmohdmudrd (Great Symbol), 91. I. viii. 43, 
x. 20, 11. ii. 23, 26, 31, iv. 40, 43, 50, viii. 
1-5. 

Mahipadmavajra (siddha), pp. I I fn., 13, 
14. 

mahdrukha (great bliss), pp. 25, 36, 37; 11. 
I. i. 23, viii. 46, 11. ii. 34, 59, iii. 2, 22, 

iv. 26, 51, 55, 60, v. 20, 68, (vii. 5,) ix. 
14. 

m a h d ~ h a ,  pp. 41 71 121 23, 45. 
Mahendra, p. 55 fn. 
maithuna, pp. 5 fn., 42-43. 
Maitma, see Advayavajra. 
MPlava (n. pr.), 41. I. vii. 13. 
Mlmaki, see Locani, &c. 
tmandala (mystic circle), pp. 26, 29-31, 

32-33, 39, 55 fn., 136; 91. I. ii. 20, 

v. 19, viii. 1-27 passim, ix passim, x. 1-5, 
20-30~11. ii. 3-31, iii. 25-27, iv. 29,45, 
v. 1-18, 29-37, 48-66. 

tmantra(s) (mystic formulas), p. 136; 91. I. 
iipassirn,I.v.11,19,vi.1~,~4,vii.~6,~.~, 
25-26,43, xi. 14, 11. i. 3-4, 11-14, iii. 42, 
iv. 62, 63, v. 39-47, viii. 10, ix. 14 ff., 
x. I ,  xii. 5, 6. 

MHra ('Evil One' of fourfold aspect), pp. 
56 fn., 80 fn. 2;  61. I. iii. 17, v. 15, viii. 
21, ix. 15, 11. v. 8, 15. 

m6rana, see slaying. 
Maspero, Henri, pp. xii, 33 fn. 
master (guru, cicdrya, idstr), p. 30; 11. I. viii. 

36,x. 20, 24-31, 1I.iii. 3, 13, 1 8 ~ 2 2 , ~ .  
65, vi. 3, vii. 12, viii. 6, ix. 3, xii. I. 

Masuda, p. 28 fn. 
m a 6  (phenomenal existence regarded as an 

illusion or mirage), 41. I. x. I 2, 19, 11. ii. 
30, iii. 25. 

Means, pp. 8, 41 ; 91. I. viii. 21, 11. iv. 50, 
78 ; see also Wisdom and Means. 

meditation. see bhdvand. dhvdno. . * 
meeting-place(s), pp. 8, I I ; 61. I. vii. 10-20, 

11. iii. 67. 
melaka, see meeting-place. 
Mi-la Ras-pa, p. I I fn. 

mind (n'tta), see Threefold Fonnula of Per- 
sonality. 

mirror, p. 55 fn. I. iii. 
moha (delusion), see evils. 
Moments ( t k ~ n a ) ,  PP. 34-35, 38, 136; 

41. I. i. 24, viii. 50, 52, 53, 11. ii. 2, 7, la, 
iii. 5-9, v. 67. 

Moon, pp. 25-26, 31, 36, 37; 81. I. i. 31, 
11. iv. 26; see also Sun and Moon. 

Mother, 81. I. i. 16, v. 2, 16, vi. 6, 11. vii. 
11. 

mother-goddesses, 91. I. iv. I ,  vi. 6, 11. iv. 
10, v. 29, vii. 10. 

tmudrd 'symbol', p. 136 ; adornments(q.v.), 
81. I. iii. 13, viii. 17, 11. v. 3, 34, vi. 2, 4 ;  
feminine partner (= prajfid), I. v. 4 7 ,  
x. 7, 11. ii. 16, 17, 20, 23, iii. 16, 18, 63, 
(iv. 37,) vi. 4, I I ; gesture or sign, I. v. 20, 

vii. 26, xi. 7, 11. ix. 6 ;  (see also mudrana). 
mudrana or nnrdra sign, symbolic adorn- 

ment (= mudrd in these meanings), 91. 
11. iv. 3, 15-19, 79-88, 96, vi. 4, ix. 12. 

MClatantra, pp. 1 7 ~ 6 4  fn. I ,  66 fn; I ,  71 fn. 
Munmuni, 11. I. vii. 13, 11. iv. 6. 
Mus, Paul, pp. vii, xii, 24 fn., 32 fn., 40 fn. 

ntidi, see Veins. 
ndga (serpent), 91. I. ii. 20, 11. iv. 91, v. 31, 

391 471 54.- 
Nagara (n. pr.), 61. I. vii. 13. 
NHgHrjuna, pp. 21, 137. 
NairPtmyH, pp. 10, 24, 26, 30-31, 36, 37, 

126, 128, 129; 61. I. ii. 34, viii. 13, 18, 
11. ii. 2, 23, iii. 38, iv. 16, 20, 25, 40, 89, 
99, v. 3, 29, 38, (ix. 34,) x. I ,  xi. I ,  10. 

Nairrti, 91. 11. v. 57. 
NHlandH, pp. I ,  9, 15. 
Niropa (siddha), pp. xi, I 5, 18. 
Narti ('Dancer'), 61. I. v. 2, 6, 17, 18, 11. 

iii. 62; p. 128. 
ndtya, see dance. 
nirmdnakdya (body manifest in the pheno- 

menal world), see buddhak6ya. 
nirvdna, see sams6ra/mmrv~qa. 
tnit6rtha (real meaning), pp. 17, 134. 
noose, p. 55 fn. 

oblation (homo), 11. I. vi. 24, x. 43, 11. i. 2, 
6-10. 

Odcjiylna (n. pr.), 91. I. vii. 12. 

offerings (bali), 61. I. ii. I ,  x. 26, 11. iv. 89, 
92,94,95 ;(flowers, incense, &c.) I. ii. 28, 
11. i. 4-5, 14, iii. 21. 

Padmanarteivara (Lotus Lord of Dance), 
p. 102 fn. 3. 

Padmasambhava (siddha), pp. 2, 14. 
Padmavajra (siddha), p. I 2. 
painting (patn), 61. 11. vi. 5-1 I. 

PHla dynasty, 1bp. I ,  14 fn. 
#dli~ PP. 51 7 
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paficobuddha, oee Buddhahood en fivefold. 
paffcojZdna, see Wisdom M fivefold. 
Plndari, PBndurH, Pii~duradevi or Pan- 

durav&sid, see Locanl, &c. 
param-nanda (perfect joy), see Joys. 
pdramitd (perfection), p. 23 ; 61. 1. iii. 18. 
paratantro (contingent), pp. 3, 21, 28, 132. 
pmim$panna (absolute), pp. 3, 21, 28, I 32. 
Panahavari, 61. 11. iv. 65. 
partner, see girl, mudrd, prajid, Spell; also 

goddess, yogini. 
Pawagir i  (n. pr.), 61. I. vii. 12. 

pitha, &c., see meeting-place(s). 
places of pilgrimage, p. 37; 61. I. vii. 1-0. 

poison, 61. 11. ii. 46, iii. (46,) 66, iv. 71, ix. 9. 
t f iaj i id ('Wisdom' = partner), pp. 23-24, 

27,42fn.,qq, 137;61.I.iii. 17,v. 16,vii. 
23, 11. jii. 10, 13, 15, iv. 41, qq, 57. 

prajiio-jn'dndbhiyeka (Consecration in the 
Knowledge of PrajG-), see consecra- 
tion(~). 

prqiidpcirm'td (Perfection of Wisdom), 
p. 3; 41. 11. xi. 2. 

pratityasamutpdda (twelvefold causal 
nexus), p. 77 fn. 

preta (tormented spirits), 61. 11. iv. 73. 
process of emanation (tutpattikrama)/ pro- 

cess of realization (utpanna- or savpm- 
nakrama), pp. 22, 31, 32-33, 48 fn., 
75 fn. 4, 139; 61. I. viii. 24, 25, 30, 
ix. 12, 18, II.i i .  29,34,iv.41. 

Przyluski, Jean, pp. 6 fn., 28 fn., 32 fn. 
psychic centres (tcakra), pp. 28, 33, 35-39 

passim, 135; 61. I. i. 23, 11. iv. 40, 51-57, 
5 e o ,  63, v. 69; see also satpuma. 

pudgala (person), 81. I. x. 12. 

Pukkasi, $1. I. iii. 10, viii. 14, ix. 10, 16, 
11. iv. 17, 21, 79,v. 17, 20, 36, ix. 13, 
(19, 27); pp. 126, 127, 128. 

pupil (iiyyo), 41. I. x. 7-8, 11. iii. 13-23, v. 
63-66, vii. t a ,  xii. 1-4. 

purification (tvihcddhi), pp. 29, 33 fn., 43 ; 
61. I. iii. 14, vi. 13, viii. 17, ix. I ,  2, 5, 15, 
11. ii. 44, iii. 50. 

P q y a  (the eighth lunar mansion), 41. I. ii. 23. 

Rajaki ('Washerwoman'), dl. I. v. 2, 6, 17, 
11. iii. 63; p. 128. 

rakta, see blood. 
Rasano'. see Veins. 
Ras-chun, p. 10 fn. 
Ratnikarabiinti, pp. xi, 14 fn., I 5. 
Ratnasambhava ('Jewel-Born'), 61. I. v. I 2, 

vi. X I ,  11. ii. 57,iv. 84, 101,xi.q,6;pp. 
128, 129. 

relativelabsolute (sa?ayti/oiv~ti), p. 25 ; 81. I. 
viii. 28, 11. iv. 29, 30, 35, viii. I ,  xi. 8-9. 

rites, pp. 2,8,38, 118fn.,vol. I1,p. 112fn.; 
81. I. i. 8, ii passim, xi passim, I I. i passim, 
iv. 95, v. 44, x passim ; see subduing, slay- 
ing. 

mipa (bodily form), see shundha(s). 
nipadhdtu (rphere of form), ree Threefold 

World. 
ROpavajd, &c., dl. I. iv. 3. 

sacraments (tsamaya), pp. 43, 137 ; 11. I. 
vii. 21, 28, xi. 8-11, 11. iii. 38, 65, 67, vi. 
10, x. 4-5 ; see also convention. 

tsbdhana(s), pp. IZ, 16, 30; 41. I. xi. I 2. 
Sddhanamdld, pp. xi, 13, 16, 30, 73 fn. 
sahaja, see Innate. 
sahajdnunda ('innate joy'), see Joys. 
sakrddgam'n (once-returner), p. 3 5. 
bakti, pp. 42 fn., qq. 
tsarnaya, see convention and racrament. 
sambhogakdya (Body of Reciprocal Enjoy- 

ment), see buddhakdya. 
saMhycibhcrya, see secret language. 
samjfiofio (perception), see sikrmdha(s),. 
s aypandrama  (process of realization), see 

process of emanatio4procas of realiza- 
tion. 

sa~dra/nirvcina (phenomenal existence and 
its extinction), pp. 22, 23, 24, 29, 31, 32, 
43, 44-45 ; 61. I. viii. 15, 34, ix. I 1-12, 
x. 32, 11. ii.qq,iv. 32-35,~. 68,ix. 10. 

samskdro (impulses), see skondho(s). 
tsamvma (bond, unity), p. r 38 ; 61. I. i. 21, 

vi. 24,x. 41, 11. iii. 1-3, 29, iv. 48,49, 
X. I. 

Sarpvara, pp. 30, 138. 
sqv r t i ,  see relative. 
SHnkmPyana, pp. xii, 14 fn. 
saptdvmta ('seven-timer'), p. 71 fn. ; 41. I. 

xi.  XI. 
Saroruha (commentator-S), pp. xi. I I fn., 

12-13, 16, 18; fns. pam'm. 
Sarvcistivcida, 61. I. i. 29, 11. iv. 59; see also 

schools. 
Smvatathrigatatat tvas~aha,  pp. I 8, qq 

fn. ; 61. 11. v. 57. 
So-skya-pa (Sa-kya-pa), p. 10. 

Savari, 41. I. iii. 10, viii. 14, ix. 10, i6, 11. 
iv. 17, 21, 81, v. 18, 21, 32, 36, ix. 13; 
pp. 126, 127, 128. 

SaurQtra (n. pr.), 91. I. vii. 15. 
Sautrdntika, 51. 11. viii. 9. 
Schayer, p. 4 fn. 
schools (nikdya), p. 38; h1. I. i. 29, 11. iv. 

59-60, 61, viii. 9. 
secret language (sa&hydb&a), pp. 25, 

101-2 fn.; 61. 11. iii. 54-67. 
seed (bija), pp. 26, 27, 32, 57 fn.; 41. I. ii. 6, 

iii. 2, 11, iv. I ,  vi. 9,viii. 4, 7, 11. iv. 4, 
23, v. 2, 28. 

SekoddeiafiM, pp. xii, 9 fn. 
sense-faculties (indriya), pp. 31, I 15 fn. 4 ;  

81. I. viii. 38, ix. 2, 67, 11. iii. 31-36, 
5-52. 

sense-spheres (viyaya), pp. 31, 127; 61. I. 
ix. 3, 4, 61, 13-14, 11. iii. 31-36. 
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Shahidullah, pp. xi, 13-14 fn., 25. 
siddh(s) (perfect yogin), pp. xii, 11 fn., 

12-15, 40, 63 fn. 2. 

tsiddhi (perfection, fulfilment, success), pp. 
9 ,22 ,71  fn., 138;Sl. I.ii. 22, vi. I ,  7, 
22, viii. 46, 54-55, ix. 19, x. 20, 11. ii. 
1-26 passim, iii. 63, iv. 2, v. 61, vii. 6, I I ,  
viii. 5, xii. 3. 

signs (chomi), 81. I. vii. 1-7. 
sihlaka ('frankincense'), p. 25; 81. 11. ii. 18, 

iii. 59, iv. 7, 36, viii. 4. 
Sindhu (n. pr.), 81. I. vii. 13. 
Sister, I. v. 2, 16, 11. v. 59, vii. 11. 

sixteen year old, 91. I. iii. 15, x. 6, 11. V. 

58. 
Siva, 61. I. v. 12-13, 11. v. 37; p. 65 fn. 3. 
shandha(s) (Components of Personality), 

pp. 29, 31, 73 fn., 92 fn., 102 fn., 127; 
81. 1 .v .  10,viii. 1z,ix.z,8-9, 18,x. 37, 
11. iii. 34. 

skull (kapdla), 61. I. iii. 15, 17, I 8, vi. 15, 17, 
viii. 16, 18, 20, 11. iii. 58, iv. 3, v. 24,'25, 
31, 52, 55, vi. 7, vii. 12; p. 55 fn. 1.i and 
v ;  (used as an explicit synonym for 
'lotus', 11. v. 5, vi. I). 

slaying (m-rana), pp. 32, 38, 55 fn. I. vii; 
61. I. ii. 18, v. 21, vii. 21-22, xi. 6, 11. i. 
6, 8, 9, 10,iv. 95,ix. I-6,x. 3, 4. 

sleep, see supta, svapna. 
dmaidna, see cemetery. 
smile, &c., 61. 11. iii. 11, 54; p. 139. 
songs, 61. I. iv. 3, vi. 10, 13, 11. iv. 2, 6-14, 

V. 19-23, 62. 
speech (otik), see Threefold Formula of 

Personality. 
Spell (tvidyd), 61. I. x. 5, 11. ii. 10, v. 19, 

58; p. 140. 
hc?vaka(s), pp. 4, 23; 91. 11. iii. 53. 
srota-tipanna (having entered the stream), 

P. 35. 
Stcherbatsky, Th., pp. 4 fn., 6 fn., 20 fn. 
stiPa, PP. 32 fn., 39, 45. 
subduing (vaiya), pp. 16, 55 fn. I. ii; 81. I. i. 

13, vii. 28, xi. 12-15, 11. v. 39, x. 2, 4 ;  
see also rites. 

Sukhdvati, 91. 11. ii. 38, iv. 30, 31. 
iukra (semen, energy), pp. 25, 27, 36, 37, 

135; 61. I. viii. 27, 29, 50, x. 6, 39, 11. ii. 
41, iii. 59, 63; see also bodhicitta. 

sun (solar disk), 81. I. iii. 3, 4, 9, 13 ; see also 
Sun and Moon. 

Sun and Moon, pp. 25, 26-27, 32,36; 81. I. 
i. 21, 30, ii. 27, iii. I I ,  viii. 4-6, I I ,  11. 
iv. 91. 

Stinyo, see void. 
susupti (deep repose), p. 35. 
slitra(s), pp. 3-7 passim. 
Suvarnnde*ipn (Isle of Gold), 81. I. vii. 16. 
supta (asleep), 81. I. viii. 43. 
mapna (sleep, dream), p. 35 ; 61. I. x. 19, 11. 

ii. 30. 

sueptadewatd (chosen divinity), 61. I. vi. 9, 
x. 24, 11. i. 3, ii. I ,  iii. 44, vi. 3. 

syllable (ahpara), pp. 26, 27; 81. I. iii. 2, 
viii. 9. 

symbol, see mudrti. 
symbolizing, pp. 29, 33 fn.; see purification. 

TankadPsa (commentator-T), pp. xi, I I 

fn., 15. 
ttantra(s), pp. viii, 3-10 passim, I 1-12, 18, 

20, 23, 30, 138-9; 81. 11. iii. 54, v. 66. 
taoists, p. 33 fn. 
THrP, Tiirini, see LocanH, &c. 
Tiranitha, pp. xii, 12-15 passim, 30. 
tathdgata, 81. I. v. 8. 
Tengi (siddha), p. 14. 
Tenjur (bsTan-hgyur), see Tibetan Canon. 
thought (citta), pp. 21, 25, 27; 81. I. v. 20, 

x. 43, 11. ii. 58. 
Thought of Enlightenment, see bodhicitta. 
Threefold Formula of Personality (Body, 

Speech and Mind), pp. 28-29, 102 fn. 3, 
128; 81. I. i. I ,  2, ix. 15, 11. iv. 97-99. 

Threefold World, p. 28; 81. I. viii. 49. 
tiara (mukuti), 61. I. vi. 15. 
Tibetan Canon, pp. I ,  3-4, 5, 12 fn., 16. 
tirtha, see place of pilgrimage. 
trih&ya, see Threefold Formula of Per- 

sonality. 
truths, four, 81. I. i. 25-26, 11. ix. 13. 
Tucci, Giuseppe, pp. vii, viii, xi, xii, 2 fn., 

, 10 fn., 12 fn., 14 fn., 32 fn., 61 fn., 70 fn., 
I 73 fn. ' g Tum-mo, p. 36 fn. 

turiya (fourth), p. 35. 
'two-in-one' (sky. yuganaddha, tib. zuri- 

utpannakrama (process of realization), see 
process of emanation/process of realiza- 
tion. 

tutpattikrarna/sampannahrama, see process 
of emanationlprocess of realization. 

tupciya, see Means. 

Vaibhtio~a, 81. 11. viii. 9. 
Vairocana ('Brilliant'), pp. 28-29, I 28-9 ; 

81. I. v. 12, vi. 11, 11. ii. 53, iv. 79, 80, 
87, 101, xi. 4, 5. 

tvajra, pp. 23-24, 27, 32, 140; 61. I. iii. 3, 
6, 10, 15, 17, 18, v. 5, vi. 17,vii. 28, X. 38, 
11. ii. 24, iii. 13, 18, 19, 28, 60, iv. 50, 
v. 33, 53, 55,63,xi.  3,xii. 1 ,6 .  

VajrH, 81. I. ii. 34, viii. 13, ix. 8, 18, 11. iii. 
51, 52, iv. 16, 20, (ix. 32, 36, 37); PP. 
80 fn., 126, 129. 

vajracattipka, pp. 56-57 fn. 
Vajradakini, 81. I. ii. 34, viii. 13, ix. 8, 17, 

11. iv. 17, 21,(ix. 20, 23, 24, 29, 33); 
pp. 126, 129. 
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tvajradhara, Vajradh~k, pp. 63 fn. 3,74fn., 
76 fn., 140; 61. 11. ii. 17, iii. 17, 23, iv. 
31, vi. 3. 

Vajragarbha - Hevajra'a interlocutor in 
chapters I. i, vii, x, 11. ii, iii, iv. 

Vajragarbha (commentator-V), pp. xi, 
8 fn., 14-17, 18, 38 fn.; fns. passim. 

Vajraghanta (siddha), pp. I 3, I 5. 
VajrPsana (Budhgayi), p. I. 

tvajrasattva ('Adamantine Being'), pp. 28, 
60 fn. 7, 76 fn., 140 ; 41. I. i. 2-4, viii. 8, 
x. 30, 11. ii. 33, iii. 3, 38, iv. I, 101, 102, 

V. 41, X. I ,  xi. 7. 
Vajraiyrikhali, 41. I. iii. 18. 
Vajravirihi, 61. I. iii. 17. 
Vajrayogini, 61. I. i. I ,  11. ii. 38. 
tvajrin ('Adamantine'), 61. I. vii. 23, viii. 

2 5 , ~ .  36, 1I.iii. 1 ,2 j ,v .  1 ;va jn 'n i I I . i~ .  
98- 

Viriyogini or Vari, 81. I. ii. 34, viii. 13, ix. 
8, 17, 11. iv. 16, 20, (ix. 19). 

vdsan~  (influence of past actions), 61. 11. ii. 
451 53. 

vedu, 81. I. viii. 54. 
vedand (feeling), see skandha(s). 
Veins (n+i), pp. 27, 36-37, I 14 fn.; 41. I. 

i. 13-20, 11. iv. 24-25. 
Vemacitrin, 61. 11. v. 37. 
vessel, see kalda. 
Vetili, 81. I. iii. 9, viii. 14, ix. I I, 13, 11. iv. 

18, 22, 88, v. 15, 35, (ix. 32); pp. 126, 
I 27. 

vicitra ('variety'), see Moments. 
tvidyd, see Spell. 
vidyddhara, pp. I I ,  87 fn. 
vijiidna (consciousness), see skandha(s) ; (re- 

lative knowledge) p. 48 fn. 
vikalpita (imagined), pp. 3, 21, 28, 132. 
Vikramaiila, pp. I, 14 fn., 15. 
orilak~nna ('blank'), see Moments. 
Vilasyavajrk (siddhd), p. I 3. 
vimarda ('consummation'), see Moments. 
VindhyPkaurnirapaurikP (n. pr.), 51. I. vii. 

17. 
vipdka ('development'), see Moments. 

viram-nanda (joy of cemntion), see Joys. 
o i~a ,  see poison. 
vi#aya, see sense-sphere. 
Vivnu, 81. I. v. 12-13, 11. v. 37. 
toibuddhi, see purification, 
vivrti (absolute), see relative/abaolute. 
void (iGnya), 81. I. iii. 2, vii. 27, viii. 21, x. 

42, 11. V. 70, k. 12. 

wheel (tcakra), 81. 11. v. 33, 53, xi. 4. 
Wisdom and Means ( ~ a j n d  and updya), pp. 

231 27, 33, 361 371 391 441 66-67 fn.; $1. 
I. i. 7, iii. 5, v. 2, vi. 12, 16, vii. 23, viii. 
10, 11,zr,28,35,49,50,~.9,42,II.ii. 
27, 33- 

Wisdom, as fivefold (paZcajtZna), pp. 29, 
58fn.,59fn.,  129;dl. I.viii. 6-7, 1 I . i ~ .  
46. 

Woodroffe, Sir John, pp. viii, xii, g fn., 
38 fn. 

wrath (dveya), pp. 29, 30, 129; 61. I. iii. 7, 
12, 11. iii. 3, 16, iv. 103, ix. 12. 

yak+a(s), 81. I. xi. 15, 11. ii. 21. 

Yama, 81. 11. v. 37; p. 126. 
tyoga, pp. 8,32,39, 102 fn. ; 91. I. iii passim, 

iv passim, v. 2, vi passim, vii. 28, xi. 1-7, 
11. ii passim, iii. 4844,  ix. 1 4 ;  see entry 
in Glossary, p. 141. 

Yogcicdra, pp. 19-20; 61. 11. viii. 10. 

Yogaratnadd, pp. xi, 13, 14 fn., vol. 11, 
p. vii. 

yogaiarira ('body of yoga*), p. 58 fn. 
yoga-tantra, pp. 132, 138. 
yogin(s), pp. 9, XI, 23, 40, 56 fn.; 61. I. vi 

passim, viipassim, viii. 2,22-24,3 I ,  42-43, 
ix. 9, 14 ,x .  2, 20, qz,xi .  6, 8-11, 15, 
11. ii. I-3opasn'm, iii. 40-49,63, iv. 6,43, 
94, v. 58-64, vi. 7, vii. 6-13, ix. I, xi. 1-9. 

yogini(s), pp. 9, 11, 28, 33-34, 57 fn.; 51. I. 
i. 9, ii. 6, iii. 16, vii. I-2opassim, viii. 1-19 
passim, 31, ix passim, x. 5-7,42, 11. ii. 4, 
6, 16,iii. 3 ,31,37,67, iv.6,  IQ,~-23,  
26, 27, 45, 49, vii. 9 ;  see also goddesses. 

yogini-tantra, pp. 30, 132, 138; 91. I. vii. 19. 
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